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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MULTI-LABEL CANCER CLASSIFICATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present application is related to and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application No. 62/983,488, filed February 28, 2020, entitled "Systems and Methods for Multi

Label Cancer Classification," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

[0002] The present application is related to and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application No. 62/855,750, filed on May 31, 2019, entitled "Systems and Methods for Multi

Label Cancer Classification," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

[0003] The present application is related to and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application No. 62/847,859, filed on May 14, 2019, entitled "Systems and Methods for Multi

Label Cancer Classification," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

[0004] The present application is related to and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application No. 62/902,950, filed on September 19, 2019, entitled "System and Method for 

Expanding Clinical Options for Cancer Patients using Integrated Genomic Profiling," which is 

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0005] The present disclosure relates generally to using nucleic acid sequencing data from 

cancerous tissue and pathology reports to classify patients in regards to cancer condition.  

BACKGROUND 

[0006] With the current advances in targeted cancer therapies, it is becoming ever more useful to 

determine the mutational and transcriptional status of tumors when determining patient care.  

Molecular targeted therapy, including immunotherapy, is already providing improved treatment 

options for cancer patients. To take advantage of these advances, patients must have broad 

molecular tumor profiling so that optimal, personalized treatments can be selected. See Kumar

Sinha et al. 2018 Nat. Biotechnol. 36, 46-60. Therapy targeted to specific molecular alterations is 

already standard of care in several tumor types (e.g., as suggested in the National Comprehensive 

Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for melanoma, colorectal cancer, and non-small cell lung 
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cancer). These few, well known mutations in the NCCN guidelines can be addressed with 

individual assays or small next generation sequencing (NGS) panels. However, for the largest 

number of patients to benefit from personalized oncology, molecular alterations that can be 

targeted with off-label drug indications, combination therapy, or tissue agnostic immunotherapy 

should be assessed. See Schwaederle et al. 2016 JAA Oncol. 2, 1452-1459; Schwaederle et al.  

2015 JClin Oncol. 32, 3817-3825; and Wheler et al. 2016 Cancer Res. 76, 3690-3701. Large 

panel NGS assays also cast a wider net for clinical trial enrollment. See Coyne et al. 2017 Curr.  

Probl. Cancer 41, 182-193; and Markman 2017 Oncology 31, 158,168.  

[0007] Genomic analysis of tumors is rapidly becoming routine clinical practice to provide 

tailored patient treatments and improve outcomes. See Fernandes et al. 2017 Clinics 72, 588

594. Indeed, recent studies indicate that clinical care is guided by NGS assay results for 30-40% 

of patients receiving such testing. See Hirshfield et al. 2016 Oncologist 21, 1315-1325; 

Groisberg et al. 2017 Oncotarget 8, 39254-39267; Ross et al. JAMA Oncol. 1, 40-49; and Ross 

et al. 2015 Arch. Pathol. Lab Med. 139, 642-649. There is growing evidence that patients who 

receive therapeutic advice guided by genetics have better outcomes. See, for example Wheler et 

al. who used matching scores (e.g., scores based on the number of therapeutic associations and 

genomic aberrations per patient) to demonstrate that patients with higher matching scores have a 

greater frequency of stable disease, longer time to treatment failure, and greater overall survival 

(2016 Cancer Res. 76, 3690-3701). Such methods may be particularly useful for patients who 

have already failed multiple lines of therapy.  

[0008] Genomic analysis may include differing genes as the knowledge and accepted practice 

within the field of genomic sequencing advances. The NCBI publishes a listing of genes which 

are accepted and held out as part of the human genome based upon the best evidence at the time 

in the NCBI Genebank. Each new iteration of the NCBI Genebank includes removals and 

additions to the gene list. Removals may include replacing, withdrawing, or discontinuing genes 

which were once held out as part of the human genome, but later found to be discarded regions 

of nucleotides which are not coding genes for any gene function. As is true for most molecular 

biology databases, the records are a work in progress and are subject to change as scientists learn 

more about the genes. For example, some gene records are generated as a result of gene 

prediction during analysis of an organism's genome. The sequence data and/or gene prediction 

algorithm may change over time. That is, if new data are added in a subsequent genome build or 
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refinements are made to the gene prediction software, some records might be discontinued. Other 

records, particularly those for known genes, persist from one genome build to another, but the 

information in the record will continue to be updated as new knowledge is acquired. What is 

needed is a method for identifying new genes and/or deidentifying withdrawn or discontinued 

genes when these advances in understanding the human genome are made from the original NGS 

results. For example, gene CYorfI5A was replaced with gene TXLNGY (Taxilin Gamma 

Pseudogene, Y-Linked), and gene LOC388416 and gene LOC400951 were discontinued because 

new models did not predict a gene at the previously identified locations. Current NGS 

sequencing may not target discontinued regions as they are not currently held out in the 

sequencing community as predictive of a gene coding region.  

[0009] Targeted therapies have shown significant improvements in patient outcomes, especially 

in terms of progression-free survival. See Radovich et al. 2016 Oncotarget 7, 56491-56500.  

Further, recent evidence reported from the IMPACT trial, which involved genetic testing of 

advanced stage tumors from 3,743 patients and where approximately 19% of patients received 

matched targeted therapies based on their tumor biology, showed a response rate of 16.2% in 

patients with matched treatments versus 5.2% in patients with non-matched treatments. See 

Bankhead. "IMPACT Trial: Support for Targeted Cancer Tx Approaches." MedPageToday. June 

5, 2018. htts://wwvmedpagetoday.com/rneetinacoveraue/asco/73291. The IMPACT study 

further found that the three-year overall survival for patients given a molecularly matched 

therapy was more than twice that of non-matched patients (15% vs. 7%). See Id. and ASCO Post.  

"2018 ASCO: IMPACT Trial Matches Treatment to Genetic Changes in the Tumor to Improve 

Survival Across Multiple Cancer conditions." The ASCO POST June 6, 2018.  

https://www.ascopostcom/News/5897.Estimates of the proportion of patients for whom 

genetic testing changes the trajectory of their care vary widely, from approximately 10% to more 

than 50%. See Fernandes et al. 2017 Clinics 72, 588-594.  

[0010] However, despite the promise of matched targeted therapies, many patients still lack 

access to this type of care. For example, patients with tumors of unknown origin (e.g., metastatic 

tumors that remain unclassified even after physician analyses) cannot be provided with targeted 

treatments until the primary tumor location is identified. See e.g., Varadhachary 2007 

Gastrointest Cancer Res 1(6): 229-235. Without information regarding the primary tumor, it is 

difficult to provide targeted therapies and improve patient outcomes. In some instances, cancer 
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origin classification can be performed using RNA sequencing data (e.g., RNA-Seq), which uses 

gene expression to identify characteristics of a tumor and can provide additional information.  

Most of the work using RNA-seq or microarrays is limited to differentiating between a small set 

of cancers. See, for example, Bloom et al. 2004 Am JPathol., 164(1):9-16; Tschentscher et al., 

2003 Can. Res., 63(10), 2578-84; Young et al., 2001 Am J Pathol., 158(5), 1639-51; and 

Brueffer et al. 2018 JCO Precision Oncology 2, 1-18. Further, it is not always possible to 

determine the origin of some tumors based solely on RNA sequencing data.  

[0011] The use of incomplete and/or incorrect data in classifier training sets can result in the 

training of poorly performing classifiers, thus complicating the problem of determining tumor of 

origin. This is particularly problematic when using pathology results for training, validating, 

and/or implementing classifiers. Pathology reports can provide invaluable information for 

classifying tumor of origin. See e.g., Leong et al. 2011 Pathobiology 78, 99-114. However, 

unfortunately, there is no standardized scheme for sample annotation during pathology review 

that is uniformly followed by all pathologists. This results in the input of many unique values 

during pathological review, many of which may indicate the same diagnostic conclusion by 

different respective pathologists. Moreover, the information that is reported can differ from one 

pathology report to the next. For instance, typically each pathology report will include a subset 

of information about the disease, stage, grade, pathology, and histology of a sample. However, 

the type of information included will vary. Further, the absence of a classification or label in any 

field of the pathology report does not necessarily indicate that the classification or label does not 

apply to the sample but, rather, it may have been that the particular pathologist did not consider 

the classification or label relevant enough to include in the report. Beyond confusion in labeling, 

pathology diagnoses can also be incorrect. While the rate of misdiagnoses is not well known, any 

mistake in cancer diagnoses can have serious repercussions for patient health and survival. See 

e.g., Kantola et al 2001 British Journal of General Practice 51, 106-111; Herreros-Villanueva et 

al 2012 World JGastroenterol 18(23), 2902-2908; Yang et al 2015 Cancer 121, 3113-3121; and 

Xie et al 2015 Int J Clin Exp Med 8(5), 6762-6772.  

[0012] There are additional concerns about reliability and reproducibility of sequencing data 

used for predicting tumor of origin. Sample handling problems (e.g., such as mislabeling, swaps, 

etc.) are unfortunately prevalent in all laboratory settings. See e.g., Broman et al. 2015 Genes, 

Genomes, Genetics 5, 2177-2186; Toker et al. 2016 FOOOResearch 5, 2103; and Lynch et al.  
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2012 PLos ONE 7(8), e4185. Further, it can be difficult to distinguish sample issues from simple 

misdiagnoses (e.g., cases where sequencing results disagree with pathology data, thus 

legitimately calling the pathology data into question). Multiple sample quality control methods 

have been proposed (see Id and also Pengelly et al. 2013 Genome Medicine 5, 89), but ensuring 

accurate data provenance remains a significant issue in using sequencing data for cancer 

classification.  

SUMMARY 

[0013] Given the background above, improved systems and methods are needed for classifying 

cancers, particularly those of unknown origin, for example to improve access to personalized 

therapies. Advantageously, the present disclosure provides solutions to these and other 

shortcomings in the art. For instance, in some embodiments, the systems and methods described 

herein leverage multiple types of information from a cancer patient, including, RNA expression 

data, tumor genomic sequencing, somatic genomic sequencing, and/or pathology (including 

digital images of pathology slides having hematoxylin and eosin and/or immunohistochemistry 

staining), to improve upon difficult classification, such as tumor origin. Likewise, in some 

embodiments, the use of multiple types of data further facilitates multi-label classification, the 

output of which provides additional information from which personalized treatment decisions 

can be made. In combination, multiple data types provide supporting evidence in resolving a 

diagnosis and/or validating a classification model. In some embodiments, the methods and 

systems described herein use classification streams. Advantageously, these streams iteratively 

improve poor classifier performance caused by training with incomplete, inconsistent, and/or 

inaccurate training data, as is commonly found in pathology reports. A particular use of the 

methods and systems described herein is to determine tumor origins for patients with two or 

more coexisting cancer diagnoses, where knowing the correct cancer to treat can improve 

survival rates.  

[0014] One aspect of the present disclosure provides a method for determining a set of cancer 

conditions for a subject. The method is performed at a computer system having one or more 

processors, and memory storing one or more programs for execution by the one or more 

processors. The method proceeds by obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures 

that collectively comprise a first plurality of sequence reads. The first plurality of sequence reads 

is obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules or derivatives of said plurality of RNA molecules 
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(e.g., derivatives such as cDNA, or proteins). The plurality of RNA molecules is from a somatic 

biopsy obtained from the subject.  

[0015] The method continues by determining from the first plurality of sequence reads, a first set 

of sequence features for the subject. At least the first set of sequence features are applied to a 

trained classification model, thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides, for each 

respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that the subject has or 

does not have the respective cancer condition.  

[0016] In some embodiments, the plurality of RNA molecules is obtained by full transcriptome 

sequencing. In some embodiments, the one or more data structures further comprise a second 

plurality of sequence reads and a third plurality of sequence reads. The second plurality of 

sequence reads is obtained from a first plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives of said DNA 

molecules (e.g., derivatives from amplification methods). The third plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives of said DNA molecules. The 

first plurality of DNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject, and the 

second plurality of DNA molecules is from a germline sample obtained from the subject, or is 

from a population of normal controls that is free of the set of cancer conditions. In such 

embodiments, the method further comprises determining a second set of sequence features for 

the subject from a comparison of the second plurality of sequence reads to the third plurality of 

sequence reads.  

[0017] In some embodiments, the applying further comprises applying at least the first set of 

sequence features and the second set of sequence features to a trained classification model.  

[0018] In some embodiments, the method further comprises obtaining a pathology report for the 

subject. The pathology report includes at least one of a first estimate of tumor cellularity (e.g., of 

the somatic biopsy), an indication as to whether the subject has a metastatic cancer or primary 

cancer, or a tissue site that is the origin of the somatic biopsy. The method includes extracting a 

plurality of pathology features from the pathology report for the subject including the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy.  

[0019] In some embodiments, the trained classification model is selected based at least in part on 

the plurality of pathology features.  
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[0020] In some embodiments, applying the features to a trained classification model further 

comprises applying at least the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, 

and the second set of sequence features to the trained classification model.  

[0021] In some embodiments, the trained classification model further provides one or more 

treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject on the 

basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have each respective cancer condition in 

the set of cancer conditions.  

[0022] An additional aspect of the present disclosure provides a method for classifying a subject 

to a cancer condition. The method includes obtaining, at a computer in electronic format, one or 

more data structures that collectively comprise a first plurality of sequence reads. The first 

plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules or derivatives of said 

plurality of RNA molecules (e.g., derivatives such as cDNA, or proteins). The plurality of RNA 

molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject. The method continues by 

determining from the first plurality of sequence reads, a first set of sequence features for the 

subject. The method includes applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained 

classification model thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides a likelihood that the 

subject has or does not have the cancer condition.  

[0023] In some embodiments, the trained classification model further provides one or more 

treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject on the 

basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the cancer condition.  

[0024] An additional aspect of the present disclosure provides a method for classifying a subject 

to an expected cancer condition. The method includes obtaining, in electronic format, one or 

more data structures that collectively comprise a first plurality of sequence reads and an 

indication of the expected cancer condition of the subject. The first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules or derivatives of said plurality of RNA molecules 

(e.g., derivatives such as cDNA, or proteins). The plurality of RNA molecules is from a somatic 

biopsy obtained from the subject. The method includes determining from the first plurality of 

sequence reads, a first set of sequence features for the subject. The method includes applying at 

least the first set of sequence features and the indication of expected cancer condition of the 

subject to a trained classification model, thereby obtaining a classifier result of a predicted 
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cancer condition. The method further compares the predicted cancer condition to the expected 

cancer condition to provide a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer 

condition.  

[0025] In some embodiments, the trained classification model further provides one or more 

treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject on the 

basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

[0026] Another aspect of the present disclosure provides a classification method. The method 

includes obtaining, in electronic format, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects for 

each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, an indication as to whether or 

not the respective subject has the cancer indication, a first plurality of sequence reads, and a 

pathology report of the respective subject. The first plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a 

plurality of RNA molecules or derivatives of said plurality of RNA molecules (e.g., derivatives 

such as cDNA, or proteins). The pathology report includes at least one of a first estimate of 

tumor cellularity (e.g., of the somatic biopsy), an indication as to whether the respective subject 

has a metastatic cancer or primary cancer, or a tissue site that is the origin of the somatic biopsy.  

The plurality of RNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from the respective subject.  

The method continues by determining, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, 

from the first plurality of sequence reads of the respective subject, a corresponding first set of 

sequence features for the respective subject. The method includes extracting a plurality of 

pathology features from the pathology report for the respective subject including the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy. The method then includes inputting at least 

the first set of sequence features, and the plurality of pathology features of each respective 

subject in the plurality of subjects into an untrained classification model. The method thereby 

trains the untrained classification model against the indication of whether or not each respective 

subject in the plurality of subjects has each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions to obtain a trained classification model that is configured to provide, for each 

respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that a test subject has or 

does not have the respective cancer condition.  

[0027] In some embodiments, the trained classification model comprises a trained classifier 

stream.  
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[0028] In some embodiments, the method further comprises obtaining, for each respective 

subject in the plurality of subjects for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions, a second plurality of sequence reads and a third plurality of sequence reads. In some 

embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a first plurality of DNA 

molecules or derivatives of said DNA molecules. In some embodiments, the third plurality of 

sequence reads is obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives of said 

DNA molecules. The first plurality of DNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from 

the respective subject. The second plurality of DNA molecules is from a germline sample 

obtained from the respective subject, or is from a population of normal controls that is free of a 

set of cancer conditions. In some embodiments, the method also includes determining, for each 

respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from a comparison of the second plurality of 

sequence reads to the third plurality of sequence reads of the respective subject, a second set of 

sequence features for the respective subject.  

[0029] In some embodiments, inputting the features to the untrained classification model further 

comprises inputting at least the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, 

and the second set of sequence features of each respective subject in the plurality of subjects into 

an untrained classification model.  

[0030] A method for identifying a diagnosis of a cancer condition for a somatic tumor specimen 

of a subject is provided (e.g., a somatic tumor specimen having unknown origins). The method 

comprises receiving sequencing information comprising analysis of a plurality of nucleic acids 

derived from the somatic tumor specimen. The method further comprises identifying a plurality 

of features from the received sequencing information, where the plurality of features include 

RNA features, DNA features, RNA Splicing features, viral features, and copy number features.  

Each RNA feature is associated with a respective target region of a first reference genome and 

represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing 

information, that map to the respective target region. Each DNA feature is associated with a 

respective target region of a second reference genome and represents a corresponding abundance 

of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the respective target 

region. Each RNA splicing feature is associated with a respective splicing event at a respective 

target region of the first reference genome and represents a corresponding abundance of 

sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the respective target 
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region with the respective splicing event. The first reference genome and the second reference 

genome may be the same reference genome or may be different reference genomes. Each viral 

feature is associated with a respective target region of a viral reference genome and represents a 

corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that 

map to the respective target region in the viral reference genome. Each copy number feature is 

associated with a target region of the second reference genome and represents a corresponding 

abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the 

respective target region of the second reference genome. The method further comprises 

providing a first subset of features from the identified plurality of features as inputs to a first 

classifier. The method further comprises a second subset of features from the identified plurality 

of features from the identified plurality of features as inputs to a second classifier. The method 

further comprises generating, from two or more classifiers, two or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features. The two or more classifiers 

include at least the first classifier and the second classifier. The method further comprises 

combining the two or more predictions at a final classifier to identify the diagnosis of the cancer 

condition for the somatic tumor specimen of the subject.  

[0031] In some embodiments, combining, at the final classifier, the two or more predictions 

further comprises scaling each prediction of the two or more predictions based at least in part on 

a confidence in each respective prediction, and generating a combined prediction based at least 

in part on each scaled prediction of the two or more predictions.  

[0032] In some embodiments, the two or more predictions comprise: a first prediction from a 

diagnosis classifier provided with (e.g., and trained on) RNA features, a second prediction from a 

cohort classifier provided with RNA features, a third prediction from a tissue classifier provided 

with RNA features, a fourth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with RNA Splicing 

features, a fifth prediction from a cohort classifier provided with RNA Splicing features, a sixth 

prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with CNV features, a seventh prediction from a 

cohort classifier provided with CNV features, an eighth prediction from a diagnosis classifier 

provided with DNA features, and a ninth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with 

viral features.  
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[0033] Other embodiments are directed to systems, portable consumer devices, and computer 

readable media associated with the methods described herein. Any embodiment disclosed herein, 

when applicable, can be applied to any aspect of the methods described herein.  

[0034] Additional aspects and advantages of the present disclosure will become readily apparent 

to those skilled in this art from the following detailed description, where only illustrative 

embodiments of the present disclosure are shown and described. As will be realized, the present 

disclosure is capable of other and different embodiments, and its several details are capable of 

modifications in various obvious respects, all without departing from the disclosure.  

Accordingly, the drawings and description are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as 

restrictive.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0035] The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of 

this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the Office 

upon request and payment of the necessary fee.  

[0036] Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of an example computing device, in accordance with 

some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0037] Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C collectively provide a flow chart of processes and features for 

classifying a subject to determine, for a set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that the subject has 

or does not have each respective cancer condition, in which optional blocks are indicated with 

dashed boxes, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0038] Figures 3A and 3B collectively provide a flow chart of processes and features for training 

a classifier to estimate tumor cellularity, in which optional blocks are indicated with dashed 

boxes, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0039] Figures 4A, 4B, and 4C collectively illustrate predictions of the mutational spectrum of a 

cohort of 500 patients, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. Figure 

4A illustrates the distribution of genomic alteration types for the most commonly mutated genes.  

Figure 4B displays a comparison of the detection assay against the MSKCC IMPACT study 

plotted by the prevalence of altered genes that are common hallmarks of cancer. Figure 4C 
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illustrates predicted TCGA cancer condition for each sample in an exemplary cohort of 500 

records, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0040] Figures 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, and 5F collectively illustrate therapeutic and clinical trial 

matching, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0041] Figures 6A and 6B collectively illustrate a comparison of tumor-only versus tumor

normal analysis, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. The use of 

paired tumor/normal samples is described further in Example 3. Figure 6A shows the percentage 

of somatic mutations, by false positive and true positive, detected in the tumor-only analysis of 

50 randomly selected patient samples. Figure 6B provides a breakdown of somatic mutation 

detection in tumor-normal matched DNA sequencing versus tumor-only sequencing.  

[0042] Figures 7A, 7B, 7C, and 7D collectively illustrate patient classifications to cancer 

condition, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0043] Figures 8A and 8B illustrate solid biopsy imaging, in accordance with some 

embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0044] Figure 9 illustrates an example patient report, generated in accordance with some 

embodiments of the present disclosure. Figure 9 includes key findings and reports different tests 

that were performed to produce the key findings. Additional information may also be included, 

such as suggested immunotherapy targets and the likelihood of resistance to various treatments.  

[0045] Figures 10A, 1OB, 10C, OD, 10E, OF, and OG collectively illustrate example patient 

reports regarding tumor of origin prediction, generated in accordance with some embodiments of 

the present disclosure. These figures are for illustrative purposes only, and no one Figure 10 

comprises a complete patient report in of itself.  

[0046] Figures 11A, 11B, IIC, and ID collectively illustrate examples of transcriptionally 

distinct clusters of patient samples, in accordance with some embodiments. For example, 11A 

shows clustering of RNA expression data from patient samples where the clusters identify tissue 

of origin (e.g., lung vs. oral) and general cancer condition (e.g., adenocarcinoma vs. squamous) 

of the patient samples. Figure 11B shows clusters for patients diagnosed with sarcoma, 

demonstrating the heterogeneity of sarcomas. Figure 1IC illustrates UMAP clusters derived for 
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patients with testicular cancers. Figure 1ID illustrates UMAP clustering by biopsy location for 

neuroendocrine cancers.  

[0047] Figures 12A, 12B, and 12C, collectively illustrate examples of using clustering of RNA 

expression data to determine which cancer labels denote transcriptionally relevant divisions of 

data, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0048] Figure 13 is an example confusion matrix illustrating the accuracy of an example 

classifier trained in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0049] Figures 14A and 14B illustrate examples of correlation in the gene frequency between 

patients with known cancer conditions (light gray bars, "actual") and patients with predicted 

tumors of origin (dark gray bars, "tumor of unknown origin (tuo) prediction"), organized by 

actual or predicted cancer condition, in accordance with some embodiments of the present 

disclosure. These results indicate that a trained model generates a cancer condition prediction 

associated with DNA mutation profiles that mimic the DNA mutation profiles associated with 

the actual cancer condition.  

[0050] Figures 15A, 15B, and 15C collectively illustrate examples of correlation in RNA 

transcription levels between patients with tumors of known origin (tko) cancer conditions 

(tkoprimary for primary cancers and tkomet for metastatic cancers) and patients with tumors 

of unknown origin organized by cancer condition, in accordance with some embodiments of the 

present disclosure. These results indicate that a trained model generates a cancer condition 

prediction (tuo) associated with RNA expression level profiles that mimics the RNA expression 

level profiles associated with the actual primary and/or metastatic cancer condition.  

[0051] Figure 16 illustrates the performance of classification models described herein in 

accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. For lymph node, liver, lung, and 

brain cancers, varying tumor cellularity (in deciles) within the range of 20-100% does not have a 

large impact on classifier performance, in accordance with some embodiments of the present 

disclosure. The disclosed methods yield similar results for samples associated with other cancer 

conditions.  

[0052] Figure 17A and 17B illustrate the error rate of classification models described herein in 

accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  
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[0053] Figure 18 illustrates the performance of an example classifier trained in accordance with 

some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0054] Figures 19A and 19B collectively illustrate a de-identified case study of an individual 

patient classified to a cancer condition in accordance with some embodiments of the present 

disclosure.  

[0055] Figure 20 illustrates an example of viral variants (e.g., viral features) associated with 

different cancer and tumor cohorts, in accordance with some embodiments of the present 

disclosure.  

[0056] Figures 21A, 21B, and 21C collectively illustrate examples of genomic variant patterns 

associated with different cancer conditions, in accordance with some embodiments of the present 

disclosure.  

[0057] Figure 22 illustrates an example of cancer condition label determination, in accordance 

with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0058] Figure 23 illustrates an artificial intelligence system for receiving patient health 

information to generate a prediction of the origin of a patient's tumor, in accordance with some 

embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0059] Figure 24 illustrates a stacked TUO Classification using the artificial intelligence engine 

of Figure 23 to predict cancer conditions of a patient with a tumor of unknown origin, in 

accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0060] Figure 25 illustrates classification results from four of the sub-model classifiers of Figure 

24, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0061] Figure 26 illustrates meta-classification results combining the sum-model classifiers of 

Figure 25, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0062] Figure 27 illustrates an example feature importance heat map across each of the sub

model classifiers, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.  

[0063] Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts throughout the several views of the 

drawings.  
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0064] To make best use of newly developed targeted therapies, it is essential to determine the 

particular cancer condition affecting a cancer patient. The present disclosure provides systems 

and methods useful for determining a cancer condition of a patient using RNA sequence features 

and features extracted from the patient's pathology report. In some embodiments, the methods 

employ a multi-label classification approach, and patient samples are annotated with a 

combination of genomic, pathologic, and/or clinical features. The inclusion of these disparate 

features, which are determined from different attributes of a patient's medical history, 

contributes to clinically appropriate accuracy across a plurality of tumor types for the 

classifications disclosed herein. The present disclosure provides, in particular, improved methods 

for classification of tumors of unknown origin.  

[0065] In some embodiments, the systems and methods described herein employ classification 

streams as classification models. Advantageously, this facilitates the refinement of classifiers 

over time, which is particularly useful when unreliable data is used to train the classifier initially, 

for example, data from pathology reports. In some embodiments, the systems and methods 

described herein employ adaptable classifier ensembles as the classification models, for example, 

where the output of a first classifier helps to define the structure of the downstream classification 

cascade (e.g., chains of classifiers). Advantageously, these classifier ensembles improve 

performance when input test data, for example, from pathology reports, is incorrect, inconsistent, 

and/or incomplete.  

[0066] In one aspect, the present disclosure provides methods for training a classification model 

to determine a likelihood that a patient has or does not have a cancer condition. The present 

disclosure further provides systems and methods useful for predicting treatment type for cancer 

patients, based on whether the likelihood suggests that the patient has or does not have the 

respective cancer condition.  

[0067] Benefits 

[0068] In some embodiments, the present disclosure provides systems and methods for 

determining the cancer condition of tumor of unknown origin that leverage sequencing and 

pathology report data. Tumors of unknown origin comprise up to an estimated 5% of cancer 

patients, see e.g., Fizazi et al. 2011 Annals of Oncology 22(6), vi64-vi68 and Example 4. As 
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discussed in Example 4, the classification methods disclosed herein enabled the classification of 

cancer type for 867 subjects (7.6% of the sample set) who had previously only had tumors of 

unknown origin. Advantageously, the combination of sequencing data and pathology report 

information to provide diagnoses of tumors of unknown origin, can also result in altered patient 

diagnoses and clinical treatment recommendations (e.g., by providing improved 

recommendations over and initial diagnosis). For example, as described in the case study in 

Example 8, using the classification methods described herein to determine tumor of origin 

changed the treatment strategy for a patient with two preexisting cancer diagnoses and newly 

detected metastatic tumors.  

[0069] Standard methods of molecular classification of cancer merely use sequencing data, 

which results in lower accuracy of diagnosis. For example, Sveen et al. in 2017 developed an 

improved molecular classifier of colorectal cancer that exhibited accuracy rates of 85-92%, 

whereas classification methods trained in accordance with embodiments described herein have 

precision and recall rates of 93% and 96% for colon cancer. See Clin Cancer Res 24(4), 794

806. Similarly, another study in 2019 developed a molecular classifier of breast cancer that 

provided an average accuracy of 80%, while classification methods trained in accordance with 

embodiments described herein have precision and recall rates of 95% and 96% for breast cancer.  

See Tao et al 2019 Genes 10, 200. As described in Example 4, the methods described herein are 

applicable for a wide variety of patients with tumors of unknown or origin.  

[0070] Diagnosis information in pathology reports is typically recorded in freeform text boxes 

and requires some processing before it can be incorporated in classification models. As described 

in Example 5, the present disclosure advantageously presents a method for performing natural 

language processing of diagnostic values from pathology reports. This enables the clustering of 

patient data in clinically and transcriptionally relevant diagnostic categories, as described in 

Example 6. Thus, embodiments of the current disclosure permit the incorporation of previously 

inaccessible data into training classification models, which helps to support the increased 

classification accuracy provided by these models.  

[0071] In some embodiments, the present disclosure provides systems and methods for 

classifying cancer that leverage tumor and matched germline tissue sequencing data. For 

example, in some embodiments, the systems and methods provided herein use a plurality of 
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sequence reads obtained from a somatic biopsy from a subject and another plurality of sequence 

reads obtained from a germline (non-cancerous) sample to classify the cancer status of the 

subject. Advantageously, by employing sequencing data from both tumor samples (e.g., somatic) 

and matched germline (e.g., non-cancerous) tissue, a more accurate portrait of the patient's 

tumor biology is achieved because "false positive" somatic variants are identified (e.g., as 

discussed in Example 3, the comparison of somatic to germline variants filtered out over 20% of 

the somatic variants, identifying those as false positives). The use of non-cancerous samples 

helps remove background mutations (e.g., those mutations that are present in a subject but are 

not associated with the subject's tumor). For example, as shown in Example 3 and Figure 6B, 

use of sequencing data from both tumor samples and matched normal tissue reduced the false 

positive rate, providing more accurate classification results and improving actionable outcomes.  

In particular, Example 3 demonstrates that 16% of the subjects analyzed would have received a 

different clinical diagnosis if they had received a tumor-only test.  

[0072] The methods described herein stand in contrast to conventional methods used for 

classifying the cancer status of a subject. Classifiers trained according to embodiments described 

herein provide improved prediction results for tumors of unknown origin, hence leading to 

improved patient outcomes as compared with other classification methods.  

[0073] Definitions.  

[0074] The terminology used in the present disclosure is for the purpose of describing particular 

embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As used in the description 

of the invention and the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" are intended to 

include the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will also be 

understood that the term "and/or" as used herein refers to and encompasses any and all possible 

combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. It will be further understood that the 

terms "includes," "comprising," or any variation thereof, when used in this specification, specify 

the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do 

not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, operations, 

elements, components, and/or groups thereof Furthermore, to the extent that the terms 

"including," "includes," "having," "has," "with," or variants thereof are used in either the 
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detailed description and/or the claims, such terms are intended to be inclusive in a manner 

similar to the term "comprising." 

[0075] As used herein, the term "if' may be construed to mean "when" or "upon" or "in 

response to determining" or "in response to detecting," depending on the context. Similarly, the 

phrase "if it is determined" or "if [a stated condition or event] is detected" may be construed to 

mean "upon determining" or "in response to determining" or "upon detecting [the stated 

condition or event]" or "in response to detecting [the stated condition or event]," depending on 

the context.  

[0076] It will also be understood that, although the terms first, second, etc. may be used herein to 

describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by these terms. These terms are 

only used to distinguish one element from another. For example, a first subject could be termed a 

second subject, and, similarly, a second subject could be termed a first subject, without departing 

from the scope of the present disclosure. The first subject and the second subject are both 

subjects, but they are not the same subject. Furthermore, the terms "subject," "user," and 

"patient" are used interchangeably herein.  

[0077] As used herein, the terms "subject" or "patient" refers to any living or non-living human 

(e.g., a male human, female human, fetus, pregnant female, child, or the like). In some 

embodiments, a subject is a male or female of any stage (e.g., a man, a woman or a child).  

[0078] As used herein, the terms "control," "control sample," "reference," "reference sample," 

"normal," and "normal sample" describe a sample from a subject that does not have a particular 

condition, or is otherwise healthy. In an example, a method as disclosed herein can be performed 

on a subject having a tumor, where the reference sample is a sample taken from a healthy tissue 

of said subject. A reference sample can be obtained from the subject, or from a database. The 

reference can be, for example, a reference genome that is used to map sequence reads obtained 

from sequencing a sample from the subject A reference genome can refer to a haploid or diploid 

genome to which sequence reads from the biological sample and a constitutional sample can be 

aligned and compared. An example of constitutional sample can be DNA of white blood cells 

obtained from the subject. For a haploid genome, there can be only one nucleotide at each locus.  

For a diploid genome, heterozygous loci can be identified; each heterozygous locus can have two 

alleles, where either allele can allow a match for alignment to the locus.  
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[0079] As used herein, the term "locus" refers to a position (e.g., a site) within a genome, such 

as, on a particular chromosome. In some embodiments, a locus refers to a single nucleotide 

position within a genome, such as, on a particular chromosome. In some embodiments, a locus 

refers to a small group of nucleotide positions within a genome, for example, as defined by a 

mutation (e.g., substitution, insertion, or deletion) of consecutive nucleotides within a cancer 

genome. Because normal mammalian cells have diploid genomes, a normal mammalian genome 

(e.g., a human genome) will generally have two copies of every locus in the genome, or at least 

two copies of every locus located on the autosomal chromosomes, for example, one copy on the 

maternal autosomal chromosome and one copy on the paternal autosomal chromosome.  

[0080] As used herein, the term "allele" refers to a particular sequence of one or more 

nucleotides at a chromosomal locus.  

[0081] As used herein, the term "reference allele" refers to the sequence of one or more 

nucleotides at a chromosomal locus that is either the predominant allele represented at that 

chromosomal locus within the population of the species (e.g., the "wild-type" sequence), or an 

allele that is predefined within a reference genome for the species.  

[0082] As used herein, the term "variant allele" refers to a sequence of one or more nucleotides 

at a chromosomal locus that is either not the predominant allele represented at that chromosomal 

locus within the population of the species (e.g., not the "wild-type" sequence), or not an allele 

that is predefined within a reference genome for the species.  

[0083] As used herein, the terms "single nucleotide variant," "SNV," "single nucleotide 

polymorphism," or "SNP" refer to a substitution of one nucleotide to a different nucleotide at a 

position (e.g., site) of a nucleotide sequence, for example, a sequence read from an individual. A 

substitution from a first nucleobase X to a second nucleobase Y may be denoted as "X>Y." For 

example, a cytosine to thymine SNP may be denoted as "C>T." The term "het-SNP" refers to a 

heterozygous SNP, where the genome is at least diploid, and at least one - but not all - of the two 

or more homologous sequences exhibits the particular SNP. Similarly, a "hom-SNP" is a 

homologous SNP, where each homologous sequence of a polyploid genome has the same variant 

compared to the reference genome. As used herein, the term "structural variant" or "SV" refers 

to large (e.g., larger than 1kb) regions of a genome that have undergone physical transformations 
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such as inversions, insertions, deletions, or duplications (e.g., see review of human genome SVs 

by Spielmann et al., 2018, Nat Rev Genetics 19:453-467).  

[0084] As used herein, the term "indel" refers to insertion and/or deletion events of stretches of 

one or more nucleotides, either within a single gene locus or across multiple genes.  

[0085] As used herein, the term "copy number variant," "CNV," or "copy number variation" 

refers to regions of a genome that are repeated. These may be categorized as short or long 

repeats, in regards to the number of nucleotides that are repeated over the genome regions. Long 

repeats typically refer to cases where entire genes, or large portions of a gene, are repeated one 

or more times.  

[0086] As used herein, the term "mutation," refers to a detectable change in the genetic material 

of one or more cells. In a particular example, one or more mutations can be found in, and can 

identify, cancer cells (e.g., driver and passenger mutations). A mutation can be transmitted from 

a parent cell to a daughter cell. A person having skill in the art will appreciate that a genetic 

mutation (e.g., a driver mutation) in a parent cell can induce additional, different mutations (e.g., 

passenger mutations) in a daughter cell. A mutation generally occurs in a nucleic acid. In a 

particular example, a mutation can be a detectable change in one or more deoxyribonucleic acids 

or fragments thereof A mutation generally refers to nucleotides that are added, deleted, 

substituted for, inverted, or transposed to a new position in a nucleic acid. A mutation can be a 

spontaneous mutation or an experimentally induced mutation. A mutation in the sequence of a 

particular tissue is an example of a "tissue-specific allele." For example, a tumor can have a 

mutation that results in an allele at a locus that does not occur in normal cells. Another example 

of a "tissue-specific allele" is a fetal-specific allele that occurs in the fetal tissue, but not the 

maternal tissue.  

[0087] As used herein, the term "genomic variant" may refer to one or more mutations, copy 

number variants, indels, single nucleotide variants, or variant alleles. A genomic variant may 

also refer to a combination of one or more above.  

[0088] As used herein the term "cancer," "cancerous tissue," or "tumor" refers to an abnormal 

mass of tissue in which the growth of the mass surpasses and is not coordinated with the growth 

of normal tissue. In the case of hematological cancers, this includes a volume of blood or other 

bodily fluid containing cancerous cells. A cancer or tumor can be defined as "benign" or 
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"malignant" depending on the following characteristics: degree of cellular differentiation 

including morphology and functionality, rate of growth, local invasion, and metastasis. A 

"benign" tumor can be well differentiated, have characteristically slower growth than a 

malignant tumor and remain localized to the site of origin. In addition, in some cases a benign 

tumor does not have the capacity to infiltrate, invade, or metastasize to distant sites. A 

"malignant" tumor can be a poorly differentiated (anaplasia), have characteristically rapid 

growth accompanied by progressive infiltration, invasion, and destruction of the surrounding 

tissue. Furthermore, a malignant tumor can have the capacity to metastasize to distant sites.  

Accordingly, a cancer cell is a cell found within the abnormal mass of tissue whose growth is not 

coordinated with the growth of normal tissue. Accordingly, a "tumor sample" or "somatic 

biopsy" refers to a biological sample obtained or derived from a tumor of a subject, as described 

herein.  

[0089] As used herein, the term "tumor cellularity" refers to the relative proportion of tumor 

cells (e.g., cancer cells) to normal cells in a sample. Normal cells may include normal tissue, 

normal stroma, and normal immune cells. Tumor cellularity of a subject can be estimated from a 

biological sample of a subject and may be included in a pathology report of a subject.  

[0090] As used herein, the term "somatic biopsy" refers to a biopsy of a subject. In some 

embodiments, the biopsy is of solid tissue. In some embodiments, it is a liquid biopsy.  

[0091] As used herein, the terms "sequencing," "sequence determination," and the like as used 

herein refers generally to any and all biochemical processes that may be used to determine the 

order of biological macromolecules such as nucleic acids or proteins. For example, sequencing 

data can include all or a portion of the nucleotide bases in a nucleic acid molecule such as an 

mRNA transcript or a genomic locus.  

[0092] As used herein, the term "sequence reads" or "reads" refers to nucleotide sequences 

produced by any sequencing process described herein or known in the art. Reads can be 

generated from one end of nucleic acid fragments ("single-end reads"), and sometimes are 

generated from both ends of nucleic acids (e.g., paired-end reads, double-end reads). The length 

of the sequence read is often associated with the particular sequencing technology. High

throughput methods, for example, provide sequence reads that can vary in size from tens to 

hundreds of base pairs (bp). In some embodiments, the sequence reads are of a mean, median or 
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average length of about 15 bp to 900 bp long (e.g., about 20 bp, about 25 bp, about 30 bp, about 

35 bp, about 40 bp, about 45 bp, about 50 bp, about 55 bp, about 60 bp, about 65 bp, about 70 

bp, about 75 bp, about 80 bp, about 85 bp, about 90 bp, about 95 bp, about 100 bp, about 110 bp, 

about 120 bp, about 130, about 140 bp, about 150 bp, about 200 bp, about 250 bp, about 300 bp, 

about 350 bp, about 400 bp, about 450 bp, about 500 bp, or so forth). In some embodiments, the 

sequence reads are of a mean, median, or average length of about 1000 bp, 2000 bp, 5000 bp, 

10,000 bp, or 50,000 bp or more. Nanopore sequencing, for example, can provide sequence reads 

that can vary in size from tens to hundreds to thousands of base pairs. Illumina parallel 

sequencing can provide sequence reads that do not vary as much, for example, most of the 

sequence reads can be smaller than 200 bp. A sequence read (or sequencing read) can refer to 

sequence information corresponding to a nucleic acid molecule (e.g., a string of nucleotides). For 

example, a sequence read can correspond to a string of nucleotides (e.g., about 20 to about 150) 

from part of a nucleic acid fragment, can correspond to a string of nucleotides at one or both 

ends of a nucleic acid fragment, or can correspond to nucleotides of the entire nucleic acid 

fragment. A sequence read can be obtained in a variety of ways, for example, using sequencing 

techniques or using probes, for example, in hybridization arrays or capture probes, or 

amplification techniques, such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or linear amplification 

using a single primer or isothermal amplification.  

[0093] As used herein, the term "read segment" or "read" refers to any nucleotide sequences 

including sequence reads obtained from an individual and/or nucleotide sequences derived from 

the initial sequence read from a sample obtained from an individual. For example, a read 

segment can refer to an aligned sequence read, a collapsed sequence read, or a stitched read.  

Furthermore, a read segment can refer to an individual nucleotide base, such as a single 

nucleotide variant.  

[0094] As used herein, the term "read-depth," "sequencing depth," or "depth" refers to a total 

number of read segments from a sample obtained from an individual at a given position, region, 

or locus. The locus can be as small as a nucleotide, or as large as a chromosome arm, or as large 

as an entire genome. Sequencing depth can be expressed as "Yx," for example, 50x, 100x, etc., 

where "Y" refers to the number of times a locus is covered with a sequence read. In some 

embodiments, the depth refers to the average sequencing depth across the genome, across the 

exome, or across a targeted sequencing panel. Sequencing depth can also be applied to multiple 
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loci, the whole genome, in which case Y can refer to the mean number of times a loci or a 

haploid genome, a whole genome, or a whole exome, respectively, is sequenced. When a mean 

depth is quoted, the actual depth for different loci included in the dataset can span over a range 

of values. Ultra-deep sequencing can refer to at least 100x in sequencing depth at a locus.  

[0095] As used herein the term "sequencing breadth" refers to what fraction of a particular 

reference exome (e.g., human reference exome), a particular reference genome (e.g., human 

reference genome), or part of the exome or genome has been analyzed (e.g., as represented by 

the gene list in Table 2). The denominator of the fraction can be a repeat-masked genome, and 

thus 100% can correspond to all of the reference genome minus the masked parts. A repeat

masked exome or genome can refer to an exome or genome in which sequence repeats are 

masked (e.g., sequence reads align to unmasked portions of the exome or genome). Any parts of 

an exome or genome can be masked, and thus one can focus on any particular part of a reference 

exome or genome. Broad sequencing can refer to sequencing and analyzing at least 0.1% of the 

exome or genome.  

[0096] As used herein, the term "reference exome" refers to any particular known, sequenced, or 

characterized exome, whether partial or complete, of any tissue from any organism or pathogen 

that may be used to reference identified sequences from a subject. Exemplary reference exomes 

used for human subjects, as well as many other organisms, are provided in the online 

GENCODE database hosted by the GENCODE consortium, for instance Release 29 

(GRCh38.p12) of the human exome assembly.  

[0097] As used herein, the term "reference genome" refers to any particular known, sequenced, 

or characterized genome, whether partial or complete, of any organism or pathogen that may be 

used to reference identified sequences from a subject. Exemplary reference genomes used for 

human subjects as well as many other organisms are provided in the on-line genome browser 

hosted by the National Center for Biotechnology Information ("NCB") or the University of 

California, Santa Cruz (UCSC). A "genome" refers to the complete genetic information of an 

organism or pathogen, expressed in nucleic acid sequences. As used herein, a reference sequence 

or reference genome often is an assembled or partially assembled genomic sequence from an 

individual or multiple individuals. In some embodiments, a reference genome is an assembled or 

partially assembled genomic sequence from one or more human individuals. The reference 
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genome can be viewed as a representative example of a species' set of genes or genetic 

sequences. In some embodiments, a reference genome includes sequences assigned to 

chromosomes. Exemplary human reference genomes include but are not limited to NCBI build 

34 (UCSC equivalent: hgl6), NCBI build 35 (UCSC equivalent: hgl7), NCBI build 36.1 (UCSC 

equivalent: hgl8), GRCh37 (UCSC equivalent: hgl9), and GRCh38 (UCSC equivalent: hg38).  

[0098] As used herein, the term "assay" refers to a technique for determining a property of a 

substance, for example, a nucleic acid, a protein, a cell, a tissue, or an organ. An assay (e.g., a 

first assay or a second assay) can comprise a technique for determining the copy number 

variation of nucleic acids in a sample, the methylation status of nucleic acids in a sample, the 

fragment size distribution of nucleic acids in a sample, the mutational status of nucleic acids in a 

sample, or the fragmentation pattern of nucleic acids in a sample. Any assay known to a person 

having ordinary skill in the art can be used to detect any of the properties of nucleic acids 

mentioned herein. Properties of nucleic acids can include a sequence, genomic identity, copy 

number, methylation state at one or more nucleotide positions, size of the nucleic acid, presence 

or absence of a mutation in the nucleic acid at one or more nucleotide positions, and pattern of 

fragmentation of a nucleic acid (e.g., the nucleotide position(s) at which a nucleic acid 

fragments). An assay or method can have a particular sensitivity and/or specificity, and their 

relative usefulness as a diagnostic tool can be measured using ROC-AUC statistics.  

[0099] The term "classification" can refer to any number(s) or other characters(s) that are 

associated with a particular property of a sample. For example, a "+" symbol (or the word 

"positive") can signify that a sample is classified as having deletions or amplifications. In 

another example, the term "classification" can refer to an oncogenic pathogen infection status, an 

amount of tumor tissue in the subject and/or sample, a size of the tumor in the subject and/or 

sample, a stage of the tumor in the subject, a tumor load in the subject and/or sample, and 

presence of tumor metastasis in the subject. The classification can be binary (e.g., positive or 

negative) or have more levels of classification (e.g., a scale from 1 to 10 or 0 to 1). The terms 

"cutoff' and "threshold" can refer to predetermined numbers used in an operation. For example, 

a cutoff size can refer to a size above which fragments are excluded. A threshold value can be a 

value above or below which a particular classification applies. Either of these terms can be used 

in either of these contexts.  
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[00100] As used herein, the term "relative abundance" can refer to a ratio of a first amount 

of nucleic acid fragments having a particular characteristic (e.g., aligning to a particular region of 

the exome) to a second amount of nucleic acid fragments having a particular characteristic (e.g., 

aligning to a particular region of the exome). In one example, relative abundance may refer to a 

ratio of the number of mRNA transcripts encoding a particular gene in a sample (e.g., aligning to 

a particular region of the exome) to the total number of mRNA transcripts in the sample.  

[00101] As used herein the term "untrained classifier" refers to a classifier that has not 

been trained on a training dataset or to a classifier that has been partially trained on a training 

dataset.  

[00102] As used herein, an "effective amount" or "therapeutically effective amount" is an 

amount sufficient to affect a beneficial or desired clinical result upon treatment. An effective 

amount can be administered to a subject in one or more doses. In terms of treatment, an effective 

amount is an amount that is sufficient to palliate, ameliorate, stabilize, reverse or slow the 

progression of the disease, or otherwise reduce the pathological consequences of the disease. The 

effective amount is generally determined by the medical practitioner on a case-by-case basis and 

is within the skill of one in the art. Several factors are typically taken into account when 

determining an appropriate dosage to achieve an effective amount. These factors include age, sex 

and weight of the subject, the condition being treated, the severity of the condition and the form 

and effective concentration of the therapeutic agent being administered.  

[00103] As used herein, the term "tumor mutation burden" (TMB) refers to the level of 

mutations present in a patient's tumor cells. Herein, TMB was calculated by dividing the number 

of non-synonymous mutations by the size of the genetic panel (e.g., 2.4Mb). See e.g., Beaubier et 

al. 2019 Oncotarget 10, 2384-2396. All non-silent somatic coding mutations, including 

missense, insertions or deletions, and stop loss variants, with coverage greater than OOX and an 

allelic fraction greater than 5% were included in the number of non-synonymous mutations.  

Hypermutated tumors were considered TMB-high if the TMB was at least nine mutations per 

Mb. This threshold was established by testing for the enrichment of tumors with orthogonally 

defined hypermutation (MSI-H) in the Tempus clinical database.  

[00104] Several aspects are described below with reference to example applications for 

illustration. It should be understood that numerous specific details, relationships, and methods 
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are set forth to provide a full understanding of the features described herein. One having ordinary 

skill in the relevant art, however, will readily recognize that the features described herein can be 

practiced without one or more of the specific details or with other methods. The features 

described herein are not limited by the illustrated ordering of acts or events, as some acts can 

occur in different orders and/or concurrently with other acts or events. Furthermore, not all 

illustrated acts or events are required to implement a methodology in accordance with the 

features described herein.  

[00105] Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments, examples of which are 

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In the following detailed description, numerous 

specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 

disclosure. However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that the present 

disclosure may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known 

methods, procedures, components, circuits, and networks have not been described in detail so as 

not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the embodiments.  

[00106] Example System Embodiments.  

[00107] Now that an overview of some aspects of the present disclosure and some 

definitions used in the present disclosure have been provided, details of an exemplary system are 

described in conjunction with Figure 1. Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system 100 in 

accordance with some implementations. The system 100 in some implementations includes one 

or more processing units CPU(s) 102 (also referred to as processors), one or more network 

interfaces 104, a user interface 106 including (optionally) a display 108 and an input system 110, 

a non-persistent memory 111, a persistent memory 112, and one or more communication buses 

114 for interconnecting these components. The one or more communication buses 114 optionally 

include circuitry (sometimes called a chipset) that interconnects and controls communications 

between system components. The non-persistent memory 111 typically includes high-speed 

random access memory, such as DRAM, SRAM, DDR RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory, 

whereas the persistent memory 112 typically includes CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or 

other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic 

storage devices, magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk storage devices, flash memory 

devices, or other non-volatile solid state storage devices. The persistent memory 112 optionally 
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includes one or more storage devices remotely located from the CPU(s) 102. The persistent 

memory 112, and the non-volatile memory device(s) within the non-persistent memory 112, 

comprise non-transitory computer readable storage medium. In some implementations, the non

persistent memory 111 or alternatively the non-transitory computer readable storage medium 

stores the following programs, modules and data structures, or a subset thereof, sometimes in 

conjunction with the persistent memory 112: 

* an optional operating system 116, which includes procedures for handling various basic 

system services and for performing hardware dependent tasks; 

* an optional network communication module (or instructions) 118 for connecting the 

system 100 with other devices and/or a communication network 104; 

* an optional classifier training module 120 for training classifiers that determine a set of 

cancer conditions, the classifier training module including a dataset for one or more 

reference subjects 122, where the dataset for each reference subject includes at least a 

first plurality of sequence reads 124, (optionally) a second plurality of sequence reads 

128, (optionally) a third plurality of sequence reads 130, (optionally) a pathology report 

134, and an indication of the respective reference subject's diagnosed cancer condition 

138, where the dataset for the respective reference subject further includes one or more 

reference features 126 derived from the first plurality of sequence reads 124, one or more 

reference features 132 derived from a comparison of the second plurality of sequence 

reads 128 and the third plurality of sequence reads 130, and one or more reference 

features 136 derived from the pathology report 134; 

* a patient classification module 140 for classifying a test subject to a particular set of 

cancer conditions using DNA sequence information, RNA sequence information, and 

pathology report information, using a classifier, for example, as trained using classifier 

training module 120; and 

* the patient classification module 140 further includes, for each test subject, a dataset 

comprising, for each test subject 142, a first plurality of sequence reads 144- including 

one or more features 146 derived from the first plurality of sequence reads, a second 

plurality of sequence reads 148 and a third plurality of sequence reads 150 - including 

one or more features 152 from comparing the second and third plurality of sequence 
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reads, and (optionally) a pathology report 154 - including one or more features 156 

derived from the pathology report.  

[00108] In various implementations, one or more of the above identified elements are 

stored in one or more of the previously mentioned memory devices, and correspond to a set of 

instructions for performing a function described above. The above identified modules, data, or 

programs (e.g., sets of instructions) need not be implemented as separate software programs, 

procedures, datasets, or modules, and thus various subsets of these modules and data may be 

combined or otherwise re-arranged in various implementations. In some implementations, the 

non-persistent memory 111 optionally stores a subset of the modules and data structures 

identified above. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the memory stores additional modules and 

data structures not described above. In some embodiments, one or more of the above identified 

elements is stored in a computer system, other than that of visualization system 100, that is 

addressable by visualization system 100 so that visualization system 100 may retrieve all or a 

portion of such data when needed.  

[00109] Although Figure 1 depicts a "system 100," the figure is intended more as a 

functional description of the various features that may be present in computer systems than as a 

structural schematic of the implementations described herein. In practice, and as recognized by 

those of ordinary skill in the art, items shown separately could be combined and some items 

could be separated. Moreover, although Figure 1 depicts certain data and modules in non

persistent memory 111, some or all of these data and modules instead may be stored in persistent 

memory 112 or in more than one memory. For example, in some embodiments, at least dataset 

122 is stored in a remote storage device which can be a part of a cloud-based infrastructure. In 

some embodiments, at least dataset 122 is stored on a cloud-based infrastructure. In some 

embodiments, dataset 122, the classifier training module 120, and the patient classification 

module 140 can also be stored in the remote storage device(s).  

[00110] Classification ofpatients 

[00111] While a system in accordance with the present disclosure has been disclosed with 

reference to Figure 1, methods in accordance with the present disclosure are now detailed with 

reference to Figures 2 and 3.  

[00112] Determining a set of cancer conditionsfor a subject.  
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[00113] Block 202. Referring to block 202 of Figure 2A, the method determines a set of 

cancer conditions for a subject. Referring to block 204, in some embodiments, the set of cancer 

conditions consists of a single cancer condition (e.g., for determining whether a subject has a 

particular cancer condition). In some embodiments, the one cancer condition is selected from a 

pathology report or other medical record of the subject. In some embodiments, the set of cancer 

conditions consists of two, three, or four different cancer conditions. Referring to block 206, in 

some embodiments, the set of cancer conditions includes five or more different cancer 

conditions. Referring to block 208, in some embodiments, the set of cancer conditions comprises 

a likelihood of cancer origin from each respective tissue of a plurality of tissues (e.g., the set of 

cancer conditions provides information on the tissue of origin). In some embodiments, a cancer 

condition in the set of cancer conditions is a likelihood that the subject has a metastatic cancer. In 

some embodiments, a cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions is a likelihood that the 

subject has a primary cancer.  

[00114] In some embodiments, the method classifies a subject to a cancer condition. In 

some embodiments, the cancer condition is selected from the set of cancer conditions.  

[00115] In some embodiments, the method classifies a subject to an expected cancer 

condition. In some embodiments, the expected cancer condition is selected from the set of cancer 

conditions. In some embodiments, the expected cancer condition (e.g., a prediction or 

determination made by a pathologist) is determined from a pathology report of the subject. In 

some embodiments, the expected cancer condition is determined from one or more cancer 

conditions from a pathology report of the subject.  

[00116] In some embodiments, as illustrated in Figure 16, varying tumor cellularity in the 

range of 20-100% does not have a large impact on classification performance. The data shown in 

Figure 16 are all related to liver metastatic samples. Liver is a representative type of cancer 

because many tumors of unknown origins may be found in that organ. This analysis exemplifies 

that the classification model works well in metastatic, low-purity settings. The classification of 

tumor of unknown origin is described in more detail in Example 4.  

[00117] Block 210. Referring to block 210 of Figure 2A, one or more data structures of the 

subject are obtained in electronic format. The one or more data structures collectively comprise a 

first plurality of sequence reads. The first plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a plurality 
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of RNA molecules or derivatives of said plurality of RNA molecules (e.g., derivatives such as 

cDNA). In some embodiments, the plurality of RNA molecules is obtained by full transcriptome 

sequencing. In some embodiments, these sequence read are derived from RNA that has been 

isolated from a solid or hematological tumor (e.g., a solid biopsy).  

[00118] Figures 15A-15C show expression data (e.g., amounts of sequence reads obtained 

from RNA molecules, for instance, each for a specific RNA) for patients with primary tumors of 

known origin (tkoprimary) and patients with metastatic tumors of known origin (tko met) as 

compared with the expression profiles of patients with tumors of unknown origin (tuo). Each 

patient in these figures has one of the following cancers (as shown along the x-axes): colorectal, 

non-small cell lung, pancreatic, esophageal, gastric, bladder, or biliary. Each figure shows the 

expression levels of the patients for one gene (e.g., genes known to be associated with cancer).  

The tuo patients were classified to cancer condition by a classification model that was trained as 

described herein. As can be seen from the expression profiles, there is a general correlation 

between the RNA expression of patients with tumors of known origin) both metastatic and 

primary tumors) and patients with tumors of unknown origin. These figures illustrate that RNA 

data can be useful with regards to classifying patients with tumors of unknown origin.  

[00119] Referring to block 214, in some embodiments, the one or more data structures 

further comprise a second plurality of sequence reads and a third plurality of sequence reads. In 

some embodiments, referring to block 215, the second plurality of sequence reads is obtained 

from a first plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives of said DNA molecules, and the third 

plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives 

of said DNA molecules. Referring to block 216, in some embodiments, the first plurality of DNA 

molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject, and the second plurality of DNA 

molecules is from a germline sample obtained from the subject or is from a population of normal 

controls that is free of the set of cancer conditions. Referring to block 217, in some 

embodiments, the first plurality of DNA molecules and the second plurality of DNA molecules 

are obtained by whole exome sequencing.  

[00120] Referring to block 218, in some embodiments, the second plurality of sequence 

reads and the third plurality of sequence reads are generated by next-generation sequencing. In 

some embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads, and the third plurality of sequence 
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reads are generated from short-read, paired-end next-generation sequencing. Referring to block 

220, in some embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads and the third plurality of 

sequence reads are obtained by targeted panel sequencing using a plurality of probes. In such 

embodiments, each respective probe in the plurality of probes uniquely represents a different 

portion of a reference genome. In such embodiments, each sequence read in the second plurality 

of sequence reads and each sequence reads in the third plurality of sequence reads corresponds to 

at least one probe in the plurality of probes.  

[00121] Figures 14A and 14B illustrate that DNA expression data can provide helpful 

information for classifying subjects to cancer condition. Each of Figures 14A and 14B illustrate 

expression levels for a specific gene. The amounts of sequence reads obtained from DNA 

molecules are often correlated between patients with known cancer conditions and patients with 

the same predicted tumor of origin (e.g., in particular for patients with known or predicted 

bladder cancer, endocrine cancer, endometrial cancer, esophageal cancer, non-small cell lung 

cancer, ovarian cancer, and pancreatic cancer in Figure 14A and for patients with known or 

predicted colorectal cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, ovarian cancer, and pancreatic cancer in 

Figure 14B)).  

[00122] Referring to block 222, in some embodiments, the one or more data structures 

(e.g., from the data store described in more detail below) further include a pathology report for 

the subject (e.g., a pathology report of the subject is obtained). In some embodiments, the 

pathology report includes one or more of IHC protein levels of the subject, age of the subject, 

gender of the subject, disease diagnosis, treatment category, type of treatment, and treatment 

outcomes.  

[00123] In some embodiments, the pathology report further includes an image file. In 

some embodiments, the pathology report further includes one or more extracted image features 

from one or more image files of the somatic biopsy (e.g., a tumor biological sample) from the 

subject. In some embodiments, the extracted image features include size of tumor, stage of 

tumor, tumor grade, tumor purity, degree of invasiveness, degree of immune infiltration into the 

tumor, cancer stage, anatomic origin site of the tumor, etc. In some embodiments, one or more of 

these extracted image features is incorporated into the pathology report. In some embodiments, 
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image features are extracted according to methods described in U.S. Patent Application No.  

62/824,039 entitled "PD-Li Prediction Using H&E Slide Images," filed on March 26, 2019.  

[00124] In some embodiments, digital pathology images (e.g., image files of a somatic 

biopsy) of somatic biopsies provide essential clues about the population of cells from the subject 

that are subsequently sequenced to obtain the first plurality of sequence reads (e.g., obtained 

from the plurality of RNA molecules) and the second plurality of sequence reads (e.g., obtained 

from the first plurality of DNA molecules). Somatic biopsies are often a heterogeneous mixture 

of necrotic tissue, lymphocytes and other immune cells, stromal cells, and tumor cells. Imaging 

itself provides essential information about the cellular composition of the sample that is being 

sequenced. Further analysis of image files (e.g., through convolutional neural networks as 

described in U.S. Patent Application No. 16/732,242 entitled "Artificial Intelligence 

Segmentation of Tissue Images," filed December 31, 2019), can capture higher level information 

about the tissue morphology of the biopsy location. Deep ranking neural networks perform 

retrieval tasks that can be used to find other images in the dataset that share common features, 

providing information about the identity of the tumor.  

[00125] In some embodiments, one or more data structures further include an indication of 

viral status (e.g., as described in U.S. Pat. Application No. 62/810,849, entitled "Systems and 

Methods for Using Sequencing Data for Pathogen Detection," filed February 26, 2019, which is 

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety (e.g., an indication of viral status of the subject is 

obtained). In some embodiments, the indication of viral status comprises a count of viral

associated sequence reads (e.g., see Figure 20 and Example 9). In such embodiments, the method 

further comprises applying the indication of viral status to the trained classification model.  

[00126] In some embodiments, both DNA and RNA expression data are used to train a 

classification model. In some embodiments, one of DNA or RNA expression data is used to train 

a classification model. In some embodiments, both DNA and RNA expression data are used to 

determine a set of cancer conditions and/or a cancer condition for a patient with one or more 

tumors of unknown origin. In some embodiments, one of DNA or RNA expression data is used 

to determine a set of cancer conditions and/or a cancer condition for a patient with one or more 

tumors of unknown origin.  
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[00127] Referring to block 224, in some embodiments, the somatic biopsy comprises 

macrodissected formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissue sections, surgical biopsy, skin 

biopsy, punch biopsy, prostate biopsy, bone biopsy, bone marrow biopsy, needle biopsy, CT

guided biopsy, ultrasound-guided biopsy, fine needle aspiration, aspiration biopsy, fresh tissue or 

blood samples. In some embodiments, the germline sample comprises blood or saliva from the 

subject. This serves to separate the tumor sample from the normal sample (e.g., the patient's own 

control sample). In some embodiments, the somatic biopsy is of a breast tumor, a glioblastoma, a 

prostate tumor, a pancreatic tumor, a kidney tumor, a colorectal tumor, an ovarian tumor, an 

endometrial tumor, a breast tumor, or a combination thereof Biopsies are typically performed 

after one or more less-invasive clinical tests suggest that a patient has or has a likelihood of 

having one or more tumors. The type of biopsy often depends on the location of the tumor. For 

example, biopsies of kidney tumors are frequently performed endoscopically, while biopsies of 

ovarian tumors frequently comprise tissue scraping.  

[00128] Referring to block 226, in some embodiments, the first plurality of sequence reads 

is generated by next-generation sequencing with one or more spike-in controls. In some 

embodiments, the first plurality of sequence reads is generated from short-read paired end next

generation sequencing. In some embodiments, the second plurality and/or third plurality of 

sequence reads are generated by next-generation sequencing with one or more spike-in controls.  

In some embodiments, the first second plurality and/or third plurality of sequence reads are 

generated from short-read paired end next-generation sequencing 

[00129] Methods of next-generation sequencing for use in accordance with methods 

described herein are disclosed in Shendure 2008 Nat. Biotechnology 26:1135-1145 and Fullwood 

et al. 2009 Genome Res. 19:521-532, which are each hereby incorporated by reference. Next 

generation sequencing methods well known in the art include synthesis technology (Illumina), 

pyrosequencing (454 Life Sciences), ion semiconductor technology (Ion Torrent sequencing), 

single-molecule real-time sequencing (Pacific Biosciences), sequencing by ligation (SOLiD 

sequencing), nanopore sequencing (Oxford Nanopore Technologies), or paired-end sequencing.  

In some embodiments, massively parallel sequencing is performed using sequencing-by

synthesis with reversible dye terminators.  
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[00130] Methods for mRNA sequencing are also well known in the art. In some 

embodiments, the mRNA is reverse transcribed to cDNA prior to sequencing. For example, 

methods of RNA-seq for use in accordance with block 210 are disclosed in Nagalakshmi et al., 

2008, Science 320, 1344-1349; and Finotell and Camillo, 2014, Briefings in Functional 

Genomics 14(2), 130-142, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference. In some 

embodiments, the mRNA sequencing is performed by whole exome sequencing (WES). In some 

embodiments, WES is performed by isolating RNA from a tissue sample, optionally selecting for 

desired sequences and/or depleting unwanted RNA molecules, generating a cDNA library, and 

then sequencing the cDNA library, for example, using next-generation sequencing techniques.  

For a review of the use of whole exome sequencing techniques in cancer diagnosis, see, Serrati et 

al., 2016, Onco Targets Ther. 9, 7355-7365 and Cieslik, M. et al. 2015 Genome Res. 25, 1372

81, the content of each of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, for all 

purposes. In some embodiments, the mRNA sequencing is performed by nanopore sequencing.  

A review of the use of nanopore sequencing techniques on the human genome can be found in 

Jain et al., 2018, Nature 36(4), 338-345. This list is not exhaustive of the RNA sequencing 

methods that may be used in accordance with the methods described herein. In some 

embodiments, the RNA sequencing is performed according to one or more sequencing methods 

known in the art. See e.g., a review of RNA sequencing methods Kukurba et al. 2015 Cold 

SpringHarbProtoc. 11: 951-969.  

[00131] RNA-seq is a methodology for RNA profiling based on next-generation 

sequencing that enables the measurement and comparison of gene expression patterns across a 

plurality of subjects. In some embodiments, millions of short strings, called 'sequence reads,' are 

generated from sequencing random positions of cDNA prepared from the input RNAs that are 

obtained from tumor tissue of a subject. In some embodiments, RNA-seq gene expression data 

was generated from formalin fixed paraffin embedded tumor samples using an exome-capture 

based RNA-seq protocol. These reads can then be computationally mapped on a reference 

genome to reveal a 'transcriptional map', where the number of sequence reads aligned to each 

gene gives a measure of its level of expression (e.g., abundance). In some embodiments, the 

RNA-seq expression levels (e.g., raw read counts) are normalized (e.g., to correct for GC 

content, sequencing depth, and/or gene length). In some embodiments, methods of mapping raw 

RNA sequence reads to the transcriptome, quantifying gene counts, and normalization are 
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performed as described in U.S. Patent Application No. 62/735,349, entitled "Methods of 

Normalizing and Correcting RNA Expression Data," filed on September 24, 2018.  

[00132] In some alternative embodiments, rather than using RNA-seq, microarrays are 

used to examine RNA profiling. Such microarrays are disclosed in Wang et al., 2009, Nat Rev 

Genet 10, 57-63; Roy et al., 2011, BriefFunct Genomic 10:135-150; Shendure, 2008 Nat 

Methods 5, 585-587; Cloonan et al., 2008, "Stem cell transcriptome profiling via massive-scale 

mRNA sequencing," Nat Methods 5, 613-619; Mortazavi et al., 2008, "Mapping and 

quantifying mammalian transcriptomes by RNA-Seq," Nat Methods 5, 621-628; and Bullard et 

al., 2010, "Evaluation of statistical methods for normalization and differential expression in 

mRNA-Seq experiments" BMC Bioinformatics 11, p. 94, each of which is hereby incorporated 

by reference.  

[00133] The first computational step of the RNA-seq data analysis pipeline is read 

mapping: reads are aligned to a reference genome or transcriptome by identifying gene regions 

that match read sequences. Any of a variety of alignment tools can be used for this task. See, for 

example, Hatem et al., 2013 BMC Bioinformatics 14, 184; and Engstrom et al. 2013 Nat 

Methods 10, 1185-1191, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference. In some 

embodiments, the mapping process starts by building an index of either the reference genome or 

the reads, which is then used to retrieve the set of positions in the reference sequence where the 

reads are more likely to align. Once this subset of possible mapping locations has been 

identified, alignment is performed in these candidate regions with slower and more sensitive 

algorithms. See, for example, Flicek and Birney, 2009, Nat Methods 6(Suppl. 11), S6-S12, which 

is hereby incorporated by reference. In some embodiments, the mapping tools is a methodology 

that makes use of a hash table or makes use of a Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT). See, for 

example, Li and Homer, 2010 BriefBioinformatics 11, 473-483, which is hereby incorporated by 

reference.  

[00134] After mapping, the reads aligned to each coding unit, such as exon, transcript, or 

gene, are used to compute read counts, in order to provide an estimate of its abundance (e.g., 

expression) level. In some embodiments, only the coding region of the genome is available for 

mapping, thus preventing discontinued or withdrawn genes from previous iterations of the 

human genome from being mapped. In some embodiments, such counting considers the total 
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number of reads overlapping the exons of a gene. However, because in some instances some of 

the sequence reads map outside the boundaries of known exons, alternative embodiments 

consider the whole length of a gene, also counting reads from introns. Further still, in some 

embodiments spliced reads are used to model the abundance of different splicing isoforms of a 

gene. See, for example, Trapnell et al., 2010 Nat Biotechnol 28, 511-515; and Gatto et al, 2014 

Nucleic Acids Res 42, p. e71, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference.  

[00135] As explained above, quantification of transcript abundance from RNA-seq data is 

typically implemented in the analysis pipeline through two computational steps: alignment of 

reads to a reference genome or transcriptome, and subsequent estimation of transcript and 

isoform abundances based on aligned reads. Unfortunately, the reads generated by the most used 

RNA-Seq technologies are generally much shorter than the transcripts from which they are 

sampled. Consequently, in the presence of transcripts with similar sequences, it is not always 

possible to uniquely assign short sequence reads to a specific gene. Such sequence reads are 

referred to as "multireads" because they are homologous to more than one region of the 

reference genome. In some embodiments, such multireads are discarded, that is, they do not 

contribute to gene abundance counts. In some embodiments, programs such as MMSEQ or 

RSEM, are used to resolve the ambiguity. See examples of methodologies used to resolve 

multireads in Turro et al., 2011 Genome Biol 12, p. R13; and Nicolae et al., Algorithms Mol 

Biol 6, 9, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference.  

[00136] Another aspect of RNA-seq is normalization of sequence read counts. In some 

embodiments, this includes normalization to take into account different sequencing depths. See, 

for example, Lin et al., 2011 Bioinformatics 27, 2031-2037; Robinson Oshlack, 2010 Genome 

Biol 11, R25; and Li et al., 2012 Biostatistics 13, 523-538, each of which is hereby incorporated 

by reference. In some embodiments, sequence read counts are normalized to account for gene 

length bias. See, Finotell and Camillo, 2014 Briefings in Functional Genomics 14(2), 130-142, 

which is hereby incorporated by reference.  

[00137] In some embodiments, a fourth plurality of sequence reads is obtained from an 

additional plurality of RNA molecules, which are isolated from normal healthy tissues (e.g., the 

use of paired tumor/normal analysis is described in Example 3). In some embodiments, the 

amount of each sequence read in the first plurality of sequence reads is compared to the amount 
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of the corresponding sequence read from the fourth plurality of sequence reads, (e.g., essentially 

normalizing the amounts of RNA sequence reads in the subject).  

[00138] In some embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads and the third 

plurality of sequence reads are obtained by targeted panel sequencing using a plurality of probes.  

Each respective probe in the plurality of probes uniquely targets a different portion of a reference 

genome (e.g., of the human reference genomes). Each sequence read in the second plurality of 

sequence reads and each sequence reads in the third plurality of sequence reads corresponds to 

least one probe in the plurality of probes. In some embodiments, whole genome sequencing is 

used, for example, instead of targeted panel sequencing.  

[00139] In some embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads has an average 

depth of at least 50X across the plurality of probes. In some embodiments, the second plurality of 

sequence reads has an average depth of at least 400X across the plurality of probes. In other 

embodiments, the second plurality of sequence reads has an average depth of at least 1OX, 15X, 

20X, 25X, 30X, 40X, 50X, 75X, 1OOX, 150X, 200X, 250X, 300X, 400X, 50OX, or greater.  

[00140] In some embodiments, the plurality of probes includes probes for at least three 

hundred different genes. In some embodiments, the plurality of probes includes probes for at 

least five hundred different genes. In yet other embodiments, the plurality of probes includes at 

least50, 100, 150,200,250,300,400, 500,600,700, 800,900, 1000, 1500,2000,3000,4000, 

5000, or more different genes. In some embodiments, the plurality of probes includes probes for 

at least 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, or more different genes selected from the Targeted 

Gene List (e.g., Table 2).  

[00141] In some embodiments, and the plurality of probes includes probes for at least five 

hundred different genes selected from the Targeted Gene List. The Targeted Gene List is derived 

from the IDT xGen Exome Research Panel and comprises around 19,400 exons from the human 

genome. See e.g., https://www.idtdna.com/pages/products/next-generation

sequencing/hybridization-capture/lockdown-panels/xgen-exome-research-panel.  

[00142] In some embodiments, whole exome sequencing of the cDNA library is 

performed using the integrated DNA technologies (IDT) XGEN® LOCKDOWN@ technology 

with the xGen Exome Research Panel. Briefly, the xGen Exome Research Panel covers 51 Mb of 

end-to-end tiled probe space of the human genome, providing deep and uniform coverage for 
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whole exome target capture. The cDNA library was hybridized to biotinylated-DNA capture 

probes covering a reference human exome. The hybridized probes were recovered by binding to 

streptavidin beads. Post-capture PCR was performed to enrich the captured sequences. The 

amplified products were then sequenced using sequencing by synthesis (SBS) technology 

(Bently et al., 2008, Nature 456(7218), 53-59, the content of which is hereby incorporated herein 

by reference, in its entirety, for all purposes).  

[00143] In some embodiments, the metastatic cancer or the primary cancer (e.g., in some 

embodiments, defined as the somatic biopsy) includes a tumor from a common primary site of 

origin (e.g., the metastatic cancer or the primary cancer originate from one tumor of origin). In 

some embodiments, the metastatic cancer or the primary cancer includes a tumor originating 

from two or more different organs (e.g., the tumor originates from multiple organs and/or the 

tumor originates from either of several possible organs).  

[00144] In some embodiments, the metastatic cancer or the primary cancer (e.g., in some 

embodiments, defined as the somatic biopsy) includes a tumor of a predetermined stage of a 

brain cancer, a predetermined stage of a glioblastoma, a predetermined stage of a prostate cancer, 

a predetermined stage of a pancreatic cancer, a predetermined stage of a kidney cancer, a 

predetermined stage of a colorectal cancer, a predetermined stage of an ovarian cancer, a 

predetermined stage of an endometrial cancer, or a predetermined stage of a breast cancer. Figure 

7B illustrates results of classification of samples from different brain cancers to a wide range of 

categories (e.g., distinct tumor grades), as discussed below in Example 4.  

[00145] Referring to block 226, in some embodiments, the first plurality of sequence reads 

is generated from short-read next-generation sequencing with one or more spike-in controls. In 

some embodiments, the one or more spike-in controls calibrate variation in sequence reads 

across a population of cells (e.g., the volume of RNA reads obtained from each cell can vary 

significantly and spiking helps to normalize reads across a set of cells).  

[00146] Next, in block 230 of Figure 2B, the method continues by determining a first set 

of sequence features for the subject from the first plurality of sequence reads. In some 

embodiments, the first set of sequence features includes between 15,000 features and 22,000 

features. In some embodiments, the first set of sequence features includes 20,000 RNA variables 

(e.g., transcriptomes). In some embodiments, features for the subject further comprise any of the 
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features described herein (e.g., RNA features, DNA features, CNV features, viral features or any 

combination thereof). In some embodiments, the methods for generating features in the plurality 

of features may include one or more of the methods disclosed in US Patent Application 

16/657,804, titled "Data Based Cancer Research and Treatment Systems and Methods" 

(hereinafter the '804 patent), filed Oct. 18, 2019, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety.  

[00147] In some embodiments, the determining a first set of sequence features further 

comprises deconvoluting the first plurality of sequence reads by comparing the first plurality of 

sequence reads to a deconvoluted RNA expression model comprising at least one cluster 

identified as corresponding to a cancer condition. In some embodiments, the deconvolution 

process is performed as described by U.S. Patent Application No. 16/732,229, entitled 

"Transcriptome Deconvolution of Metastatic Tissue Samples," filed December 31, 2018, which 

is hereby incorporated in entirety.  

[00148] In some embodiments, as shown in block 232 of Figure 2B, the first set of 

sequence features derived from the first plurality of sequence reads includes one or more gene 

fusions, one or more copy number variations, one or more somatic mutations, one or more 

germline mutations, one or more gene fusions, a tumor mutational burden (TMB), one or more 

microsatellite instability indications (MSI), an indication of pathogen load, an indication of 

immune infiltration, or an indication of tumor cellularity.  

[00149] In some embodiments, the determining includes aligning each respective 

sequence read in the first plurality of sequence reads to a reference genome to determine the first 

set of sequence features of the subject. In some embodiments, the one or more gene fusions are 

determined as discussed in McPherson et al 2011 PLoS Comput Biol 7(5): e1001138. In some 

embodiments, the one or more copy number variations are determined as described in Shilien 

and Malkin 2009 Genome Med 1, 62. In some embodiments, the one or more somatic mutations 

and/or one or more germline mutations are discovered by comparing the second plurality of 

sequence reads and the third plurality of sequence reads, respectively, to a reference genome. In 

some embodiments, the one or more microsatellite instability indications are determined as 

described by Buhard et al. 2006 J Clinical Onco 24(2), 241. In some embodiments, the tumor 

mutational burden is determined as described in Chalmers et al 2017 Genome Med 9, 34. In 
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some embodiments, the indication of pathogen load and/or the indication of immune infiltration 

are determined as described, for example, by Barber et al 2015 PLoS Pathog 11(1): e1004558 

and Pages et al 2010 Oncogene 29, 1093-1102. In some embodiments, the indication of tumor 

cellularity is determined from a somatic biopsy by comparing a number of cancerous cells with a 

number of normal cells obtained in the somatic biopsy. In some embodiments, the indication of 

tumor cellularity is determined from one or more images of a somatic biopsy (e.g., by counting 

and identifying cancer vs. non-cancer cells in the one or more images).  

[00150] Next, in block 234 of Figure 2B, in some embodiments the method continues by 

determining a second set of sequence features for the subject from a comparison of the second 

plurality of sequence reads to the third plurality of sequence reads. In some embodiments, the 

second set of sequence features includes between 400 features and 2,000 features. In some 

embodiments, the second set of sequence features includes 500 DNA variables. In other 

embodiments, the second set of sequence features includes at least 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 

700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 7500, 10,000, or more sequence 

features.  

[00151] In some embodiments, as shown in block 236 of Figure 2B, the second set of 

sequence features derived from the comparison of the second plurality of sequence reads to the 

third plurality of sequence reads includes one or more copy number variations, one or more 

somatic mutations, one or more germline mutations, a tumor mutational burden (TMB), one or 

more microsatellite instability indications (MSI), an indication of pathogen load, an indication of 

immune infiltration, or an indication of tumor cellularity. In some embodiments, the second set 

of sequence features are derived as described above with regard to figure 232. In some 

embodiments, the second set of sequence features includes one or more DNA variant patterns 

(e.g., as discussed in Example 9 and illustrated by Figures 21A-21C). In some embodiments, the 

one or more DNA variant patterns are determined for the subject by comparing the second and 

third pluralities of sequence reads to a reference set of DNA variant patterns, where each DNA 

variant pattern in the reference set is for a respective cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions.  

[00152] In some embodiments, the determining the second set of sequence features 

includes aligning each respective sequence read in the second plurality of sequence reads and the 
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third plurality of sequence reads to a reference genome to determine the second set of sequence 

features of the subject. The second and third plurality of sequence reads must be aligned before 

they can be compared to each other.  

[00153] In block 238 of Figure 2C, in some embodiments, the method continues by 

extracting a plurality of pathology features from the pathology report for the subject including 

the first estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy and the indication of whether the 

subject has a metastatic cancer or a primary cancer. Referring to block 240, in some 

embodiments, the plurality of pathology features includes one or more of immunohistochemistry 

(IHC) protein levels, tissue site, tumor cellularity, extent of tumor infiltration by lymphocytes, 

tumor mutation burden (TMB), microsatellite status (e.g., MSI), viral status (e.g., HPV+/-), age 

of the subject, gender of the subject, disease diagnosis (e.g., including cancer diagnosis, cancer 

stage, and/or cancer subtype), treatment category (e.g., treated or not treated), type of treatment, 

or treatment outcomes. In some embodiments, other sections of a pathology report known in the 

art may also be considered. In some embodiments, a subset of the possible pathology features is 

considered in classifying a subject to a set of cancer conditions.  

[00154] In some embodiments, the method further includes supplementing the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy with a second estimate of tumor cellularity 

from one or more images of the somatic biopsy (e.g., one or more somatic biopsy images are 

analyzed to determine the extent of tumor growth and/or development). Images of the somatic 

biopsy may include images of histological slides generated from the somatic biopsy or radiology 

scans of the solid tumor or somatic biopsy. In some embodiments, the method further includes 

supplementing the first estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy with a second estimate 

of tumor cellularity from an abundance of one or more mutations in the second plurality of 

sequence reads (e.g., from the sequence reads derived from the somatic biopsy).  

[00155] The pathology report typically requires data cleaning (which may include natural 

language processing - e.g., as described in Example 5 - or manual abstraction) before it is 

possible to extract meaningful features. Natural language processing in the pathology report is, in 

some embodiments, performed as described in US Application No. 16/702,510, entitled "Clinical 

Concept Identification, Extraction, and Prediction System and Related Methods," filed 

December 3, 2019, which is hereby incorporated in its entirety. Terms in pathology reports are 
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not necessarily standardized, and natural language processing determines which terms are 

synonyms and may be collapsed together for downstream analysis.  

[00156] Referring to block 242, in some embodiments, the pathology report further 

includes one or more extracted image features from one or more images of the somatic biopsy of 

the test subject. In some embodiments, the plurality of pathology features is extracted from the 

pathology report (and any associated files, such as images) itself. In alternate embodiments, 

pathology features are determined or extracted from an alternate source (e.g., without the need 

for a pathology report). For instance, in some embodiments an electronic medical record (EMIR), 

which is focused on pathology needs and permits pathologists to enter features (e.g., such as 

tumor purity), is available in a structured format, and the plurality of pathology features are 

parsed from the structured report (where, e.g., less data cleaning is required than for less

structured pathology reports).  

[00157] In some embodiments, the plurality of pathology features includes at least two 

hundred pathology features. In some embodiments, the plurality of pathology features includes 

between 200 features and 500 features in the pathology record. In some embodiments, the 

plurality of pathology features includes 400 pathology features in the medical record. In other 

embodiments, the plurality of pathology features includes at least 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 75, 

100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, or more pathology features.  

"Pathology features" are features derived from information typically present in pathology 

records or pathology images.  

[00158] Next, in block 244 of Figure 2C, the method continues by applying at least the 

first set of sequence features to a trained classification method, thereby obtaining a classification 

result. The classification result provides, for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions, a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the respective cancer condition.  

[00159] Referring to block 246, in some embodiments, the trained classification method 

comprises a trained classifier stream. Referring to block 248, in some embodiments, by way of 

non-limiting example the trained classifier stream is a decision tree. Decision tree algorithms 

suitable for use as the classification model of block 244 are described in, for example, Duda, 

2001, Pattern Classification, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 395-396, which is hereby 

incorporated by reference. Tree-based methods partition the feature space into a set of rectangles, 
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and then fit a model (like a constant) in each one. In some embodiments, the decision tree is 

random forest regression. One specific algorithm that can be used as the classification model of 

block 244 is a classification and regression tree (CART). Other examples of specific decision 

tree algorithms that can be used as the classifier of block 244 include, but are not limited to, ID3, 

C4.5, MART, and Random Forests. CART, ID3, and C4.5 are described in Duda, 2001, Pattern 

Classification, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 396-408 and 411-412, which is hereby 

incorporated by reference. CART, MART, and C4.5 are described in Hastie et al., 2001, The 

Elements ofStatistical Learning, Springer-Verlag, New York, Chapter 9, which is hereby 

incorporated by reference in its entirety. Random Forests are described in Breiman, 1999, 

"Random Forests--Random Features," Technical Report 567, Statistics Department, U.C.  

Berkeley, September 1999, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. In some 

embodiments, xgboost and/or lightgbm are additional decision tree methods that can be used as 

the trained classifier stream. See e.g., Chen et al. 2016 KDD '16: Proc 22nd ACM SIGKDD Int 

Conf Knowledge Disc. Data Mining, 785-794, and Wang et al. 2017 ICCBB: Proc 2017 Int Conf 

Comp Biol and Bioinform, 7-11.  

[00160] In some embodiments, by way of non-limiting example the trained classifier 

stream comprises regression. The regression algorithm can be any type of regression. For 

example, in some embodiments, the regression algorithm is logistic regression. Logistic 

regression algorithms are disclosed in Agresti, An Introduction to Categorical Data Analysis, 

1996, Chapter 5, pp. 103-144, John Wiley & Son, New York, which is hereby incorporated by 

reference. In some embodiments, the regression algorithm is logistic regression with lasso, L2, or 

elastic net regularization.  

[00161] In some embodiments, by way of non-limiting example the trained classifier 

stream comprises a neural network. Examples of neural network algorithms, including 

convolutional neural network algorithms, are disclosed, for example, in Vincent et al., 2010, 

"Stacked denoising autoencoders: Learning useful representations in a deep network with a local 

denoising criterion," J Mach Learn Res 11, pp. 3371-3408; Larochelle et al., 2009, "Exploring 

strategies for training deep neural networks," J Mach Learn Res 10, pp. 1-40; and Hassoun, 

1995, Fundamentals of Artificial Neural Networks, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, each 

of which is hereby incorporated by reference.  
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[00162] In some embodiments, by way of non-limiting example the trained classifier 

stream comprises a support vector machine (SVM). Examples of SVM algorithms are described, 

for example, in Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000, "An Introduction to Support Vector 

Machines," Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; Boser et al., 1992, "A training algorithm 

for optimal margin classifiers," in Proceedings of the 5th Annual ACM Workshop on 

Computational Learning Theory, ACM Press, Pittsburgh, Pa., pp. 142-152; Vapnik, 1998, 

Statistical Learning Theory, Wiley, New York; Mount, 2001, Bioinformatics: sequence and 

genome analysis, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.; Duda, 

Pattern Classification, Second Edition, 2001, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., pp. 259, 262-265; and 

Hastie, 2001, The Elements of Statistical Learning, Springer, New York; and Furey et al., 2000, 

Bioinformatics 16, 906-914, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

When used for classification, SVMs separate a given set of binary labeled data training set with a 

hyper-plane that is maximally distant from the labeled data. For cases in which no linear 

separation is possible, SVMs can work in combination with the technique of "kernels," which 

automatically realizes a non-linear mapping to a feature space. The hyper-plane found by the 

SVM in feature space corresponds to a non-linear decision boundary in the input space.  

[00163] In some embodiments, the trained classifier stream includes a first classifier, a 

second classifier, and a third classifier. In such embodiments, the applying includes inputting all 

or a portion of the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, and the 

second set of sequence features into the first classifier to thereby obtain an intermediate result. In 

such embodiments, the applying further includes inputting the intermediate result to the second 

classifier and not the third classifier when the intermediate result satisfies a first predetermined 

threshold or range, to thereby obtain the likelihood that the subject has or does not have a first 

cancer condition in the cancer condition set. In such embodiments, the applying further includes 

inputting the intermediate result to the third classifier and not the second classifier when the 

intermediate result fails to satisfy the first predetermined threshold or range, to thereby obtain the 

likelihood that the subject has or does not have the first cancer condition.  

[00164] In some embodiments, the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third 

classifier each comprise a classifier of a respective classifier type (e.g., a respective cancer 

condition classifier). In some embodiments, the first classifier includes a classifier of a first 

classifier type and the second and third classifiers each comprise a classifier of a second 
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classifier type. In some embodiments, the first classifier includes a classifier of a first classifier 

type, the second classifier includes a classifier of a second classifier type, and the third classifier 

includes a classifier of a third classifier type.  

[00165] In some embodiments, the trained classifier stream includes a first classifier and a 

second classifier. In such embodiments, the applying includes inputting all or a portion of the 

plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, and the second set of sequence 

features into the first classifier to thereby obtain an intermediate result. In such embodiments, the 

applying further includes inputting the intermediate result to the second classifier when the 

intermediate result satisfies a first predetermined threshold or range, to thereby obtain the 

likelihood that the subject has or does not have a first cancer condition in the cancer condition 

set.  

[00166] In some embodiments, the first classifier and the second classifier each comprise 

a classifier of a respective classifier type. In some embodiments, the first classifier includes a 

classifier of a first classifier type and the second classifier includes a classifier of a second 

classifier type.  

[00167] In some embodiments, the trained classifier stream used in block 244 includes a 

K-nearest neighbor model, a random forest model, logistic regression, support vector machine, or 

a neural network.  

[00168] Nearest neighbor algorithms suitable for use as the classifier of block 244 are 

described below. For nearest neighbors, given a query point xo (a subject), a set of k training 

points X(r), r, ... , k (here the training subjects) closest in distance to xo are identified and then the 

point xo is classified using the k nearest neighbors. Here, the distance to these neighbors is a 

function of the expression of the discriminating gene set. In some embodiments, Euclidean 

distance in feature space is used to determine distance as d) = ||x() - x(O)I|. Typically, when 

the nearest neighbor algorithm is used, the expression data used to compute the linear 

discriminant is standardized to have mean zero and variance 1. The nearest neighbor rule can be 

refined to address issues of unequal class priors, differential misclassification costs, and feature 

selection. Many of these refinements involve some form of weighted voting for the neighbors.  

For more information on nearest neighbor analysis, see Duda, Pattern Classification, Second 
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Edition, 2001, John Wiley & Sons, Inc; and Hastie, 2001, The Elements of Statistical Learning, 

Springer, New York, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference.  

[00169] Neural network algorithms, including multilayer neural network algorithms, 

suitable for use as the classifier of block 244 are disclosed in, for example, Vincent et al., 2010 J 

Mach Learn Res 11, 3371-3408; Larochelle et al., 2009 J Mach Learn Res 10, 1-40; and 

Hassoun, 1995, Fundamentals of Artificial Neural Networks, Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference. A neural network has a layered 

structure that includes a layer of input units (and the bias) connected by a layer of weights to a 

layer of output units. For regression, the layer of output units typically includes just one output 

unit. However, some neural networks can handle multiple quantitative responses in a seamless 

fashion. In multilayer neural networks, there are input units (input layer), hidden units (hidden 

layer), and output units (output layer). There is, furthermore, a single bias unit that is connected 

to each unit other than the input units. Additional example neural networks suitable for use as the 

classifier of block 244 are disclosed in Duda et al., 2001, Pattern Classification, Second Edition, 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York; and Hastie et al., 2001, The Elements ofStatistical 

Learning, Springer-Verlag, New York, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its 

entirety. Additional example neural networks suitable for use as the classifier of block 244 are 

also described in Draghici, 2003, Data Analysis Toolsfor DNA Microarrays, Chapman & 

Hall/CRC; and Mount, 2001, Bioinformatics: sequence and genome analysis, Cold Spring 

Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, New York, each of which is hereby incorporated 

by reference in its entirety.  

[00170] Referring to block 250, in some embodiments, the trained classifier stream 

includes a plurality of classifiers (e.g., a combination of classifiers). The plurality of classifiers 

includes a first subset of classifiers and a second subset of classifiers. Each classifier in the 

second subset of classifiers takes as input at least the output of at least one classifier in the first 

subset of classifiers. Each classifier in the first subset of classifiers takes as input all or a portion 

of at least the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, and the second set 

of sequence features. An output of the second subset of classifiers collectively provides, for each 

respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, the likelihood that the subject has or 

does not have the respective cancer condition.  
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[00171] In some embodiments, the trained classifier stream includes a plurality of 

classifiers (e.g., a chain of classifiers). A first classifier in the plurality of classifiers is used to 

determine the likelihood that the subject has or does not have a first cancer condition in the set of 

cancer conditions when the tumor cellularity satisfies a predetermined threshold (e.g., in cases 

where the tumor cellularity is of high purity). A second classifier in the plurality of classifiers is 

used to determine the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the first cancer condition in 

the set of cancer conditions when the tumor cellularity fails to satisfy the predetermined 

threshold (e.g., in cases where the tumor cellularity is of low purity).  

[00172] In some embodiments, each individual classifier in the classifier chains performs 

a binary classification on a subset of the features of the subject. In such embodiments, a 

classification result from an upstream classifier may be an input into downstream classifiers. In 

some embodiments, a hyper parameter search for an optimal sequence of classifiers may be 

performed. In some embodiments, an ensemble model - comprising one or more chains of 

classifiers - classifies subjects by majority vote (e.g., each chain of classifiers gets one vote).  

[00173] In some embodiments, each classifier in the plurality of classifiers is a classifier 

of a respective classifier type. In some embodiments, one or more classifiers in the plurality of 

classifiers are classifiers of a first classifier type and one or more classifiers in the plurality of 

classifiers are classifiers of a second classifier type.  

[00174] Referring to block 252, in some embodiments, the method further comprises 

applying the second set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology features (e.g., as 

obtained above as described with regard to blocks 234 and 238, respectively) to the trained 

classification model.  

[00175] In some embodiments, the applying further includes applying one or more image 

features extracted from one or more images of the somatic biopsy from the test subject (e.g., the 

tumor imaging data is separate from the pathology report). Figure 8A is an example tissue image 

(e.g., biopsy) being used to predict tumor versus healthy tissue, where regions 802 correspond to 

tissue regions that have a high likelihood of being tumorous. Figure 8B is another image of the 

same example tissue sample, where regions 804 correspond to predicted lymphocytes. Tissue 

images such as those shown in Figures 8A and 8B may, in some embodiments, be used in 

accordance with the methods disclosed herein to estimate tumor cellularity. For example, in 
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some embodiments, tumor cellularity can be calculated as the ratio of an area of regions 

predicted to be tumorous and a total area of tissue in the image. In alternate embodiments, tumor 

cellularity can be calculated as the ratio of a cell count for regions predicted to be tumorous and a 

cell count for all tissue in a respective image. In some embodiments, a respective tumor 

cellularity value is determined for each image in the one or more images of the somatic biopsy.  

In such embodiments, an overall tumor cellularity value for the subject is determined by 

averaging each respective tumor cellularity value.  

[00176] In some embodiments, the applying further includes applying one or more 

epigenetic or metabolomic features of the subject obtained from the somatic sample of the 

subject to the trained classification model to obtain the classifier result. Epigenetic modifications 

are known, in some cases, to contribute to the progression of cancer. See Sharma et al. 2010 

Carcinogenesis 31:27-36. Likewise, metabolic reprogramming is also correlated with cancer 

diagnoses. See, for example, Yang et al. 2017 Scientific Reports 7:43353. In some embodiments, 

the applying further includes applying one or more microbiome features of the subject to the 

trained classification model to obtain the classifier result. Recently, gut microbiota in particular 

have been recognized as contributing to patient response to cancer therapies. See Guglielmi 2018 

ts://www.natiure.coi/articles/d41586-018-05208-8 and Gopalakrishnan et al. 2018 Cell 

33:570-580.  

[00177] In some embodiments, the classifier results are further used (e.g., by a 

pathologist) to provide one or more treatment recommendations (e.g., as described below for 

Example 2) for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject on the basis of the 

likelihood that the subject has or does not have each respective cancer condition in the set of 

cancer conditions. In some embodiments, the trained classification model further provides one or 

more treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject 

on the basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the cancer condition. In some 

embodiments, the trained classification model further provides one or more treatment 

recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject on the basis of 

the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  
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[00178] In some embodiments, the classification model changes a tumor of origin 

diagnosis for a subject (e.g., as described in Example 8). In some embodiments, this change 

further alters a treatment course recommended for the subject.  

[00179] In some embodiments, as part of providing one or more treatment 

recommendations, results from the trained classification model are used (e.g., from a pathologist 

or other health care provider) to provide a patient report (e.g., as illustrated by Figures 10A-OG 

and described in Example 7). In some embodiments, the patient report includes detailed 

information regarding the classification result (e.g., the likelihood that the subject has or does not 

have each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, the likelihood that the 

subject has or does not have the cancer condition, or the likelihood that the subject has or does 

not have the expected cancer condition) and/or the treatment recommendations. An example 

layout of a patient report 900 is illustrated by Figure 9, and Figures 10A-OG illustrate particular 

examples of specific sections (e.g., 902-920 in example patient report 900) of patient reports.  

[00180] Details of particular example patient reports are described in Example 7 below.  

Briefly, these sections provide patients and medical practitioners with more information 

regarding their diagnoses. This serves both to improve patient treatment (e.g., by suggesting 

particular clinical trials - as shown in Figure 10E - or by identifying relevant FDA-approved 

therapies - as shown in Figure 1OG), and to give patients a sense of control over their 

information and diagnosis. Studies demonstrate that there are significant limitations to doctor

patient communication in terms of effectively transmitting information about cancer diagnoses.  

See e.g., Cartwright et al. 2015 J. Cancer Educ. 29,311-317 or Nord et al. 2003 J. Public Health 

25(5), 313-317. Through the classification methods described herein, more accurate information 

is obtained about a patients' cancer, and through the corresponding patient reports this 

information is provided in a clear manner to patients and medical professionals.  

[00181] Diagnosing a cancer conditionfor a subject.  

[00182] Each and every embodiment described with regards to Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C 

may also be applied to additional methods of diagnosing a cancer condition for a subject as 

described below. The method provides for identifying a diagnosis of a cancer condition for a 

somatic tumor specimen of a subject.  
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[00183] The method further comprises receiving sequencing information comprising 

analysis of a plurality of nucleic acids derived from the somatic tumor specimen. In some 

embodiments, the sequencing information comprises a plurality of DNA sequence reads (e.g., 

from circulating tumor DNA or a tumor biopsy). In some embodiments, the sequencing 

information comprises a plurality of RNA sequence reads (e.g., from circulating RNA or a tumor 

biopsy). In some embodiments, the sequencing information includes both DNA sequencing reads 

and RNA sequencing reads.  

[00184] The method further comprises identifying a plurality of features from the received 

sequencing information, wherein the plurality of features include two or more of RNA features 

(e.g., RNA features 2341), DNA features (e.g., DNA features 2342), RNA splicing features (e.g., 

RNA splicing features 2349a), viral features, and copy number features (e.g., copy number 

variations 2349b). In some embodiments, the methods for generating one or more of the features 

described herein may include one or more of the methods of the '804 patent.  

[00185] Each RNA feature (e.g., from RNA features 2341) is associated with a respective 

target region of a first reference genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence 

reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the respective target region. In 

some embodiments, each RNA feature in the RNA features is associated with coding regions of 

genes. In some embodiments, the RNA features are obtained from sequencing of cDNA.  

[00186] Each DNA feature (e.g., from DNA features 2342) is associated with a respective 

target region of a second reference genome and represents a corresponding abundance of 

sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the respective target 

region.  

[00187] Each RNA splicing feature (e.g., from RNA splicing features 2349a) is associated 

with a respective splicing event at a respective target region of the first reference genome and 

represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing 

information, that map to the respective target region with the respective splicing event. In some 

embodiments, RNA splicing features are associated with predetermined exome-skipping events.  

In some embodiments, a respective RNA splicing feature is associated with two or more target 

regions (e.g., two or more non-contiguous exons).  
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[00188] Each viral feature is associated with a respective target region of a viral reference 

genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the 

sequencing information, that map to the respective target region in the viral reference genome. In 

some embodiments, viral features are used when the subject has an indication of viral status 

(e.g., as described above with regards to block 222). In some embodiments, the target regions in 

the viral reference genome comprise viral-associated sequence reads (e.g., see Figure 20 and 

Example 9). In some embodiments, the viral features are identified through DNA or RNA 

sequencing of a sample from the subject. In some embodiments, the viral reference genome 

includes one or more viral genomes (e.g., the viral reference genome represents multiple viral 

genomes). For example, the viral features may comprise features from one or more viruses of 

interest.  

[00189] Each copy number feature (e.g., from copy number variations 2349b) is 

associated with a target region of the second reference genome and represents a corresponding 

abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the 

respective target region in the second reference genome. In some embodiments, a copy number 

feature is associated with a structural variant of the second reference genome.  

[00190] In some embodiments, the first reference genome associated with RNA features 

(and/or RNA splicing features) is the same as the second reference genome associated with DNA 

features (and/or copy number features). In some embodiments, either of the first or second 

reference genomes comprise a human genome (e.g., NCBI build 34 (UCSC equivalent: hgl6), 

NCBI build 35 (UCSC equivalent: hgl7), NCBI build 36.1 (UCSC equivalent: hgl8), GRCh37 

(UCSC equivalent: hgl9), and GRCh38 (UCSC equivalent: hg38)). In some embodiments, both 

the first and the second reference genomes comprise a human genome.  

[00191] In some embodiments, target regions are predetermined regions of a genome (e.g., 

the first or second reference genome). In some embodiments, the predetermined regions of the 

genome represent regions are known to be associated with a particular disease (e.g., with 

particular cancer types). In some embodiments, predetermined regions are genes. In some 

embodiments, each respective target region is a coding region (e.g., a gene) in a reference 

genome. In some embodiments, a target region is a non-coding region (e.g., an intron) in a 

reference genome. In some embodiments, a target region is a combination of coding and non
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coding genomic regions in a reference genome. In some embodiments, a target region 

corresponds to a group of genomic regions in a reference genome. In some embodiments, a 

target region is at least two, at least three, at least four, at least five, at least six, at least seven, at 

least eight, at least nine, or at least 10 regions (e.g., coding and/or non-coding) in a reference 

genome.  

[00192] In some embodiments, a respective target region corresponds to a respective 

feature in the plurality of features. In some embodiments, a respective feature in the plurality of 

features corresponds to a respective target region. In some embodiments, a respective target 

region corresponds to two or more features in the plurality of features. In some embodiments, a 

respective feature in the plurality of features corresponds to two or more target regions (e.g., the 

two or more target regions may be functionally linked or have similar expression patterns).  

[00193] In some embodiments, target regions can be approximately the same length. In 

some embodiments, target regions can be different lengths. In some embodiments, target regions 

are of about equal length. In some embodiments, a target region is at least 100 nucleic acid bases, 

at least 200 nucleic acid bases, at least 300 nucleic acid bases, at least 400 nucleic acid bases, at 

least 500 nucleic acid bases, at least 600 nucleic acid bases, at least 700 nucleic acid bases, at 

least 800 nucleic acid bases, at least 900 nucleic acid bases, or at least 1,000 nucleic acid bases in 

length. In some embodiments, (e.g., particularly for RNA splicing features and/or structural 

variant copy number features) a target region is at least 1 Kb, at least 2 Kb, at least 3 Kb, at least 

4 Kb, at least 5 Kb, at least 6 Kb, at least 7 Kb, at least 8 Kb, at least 9 Kb, at least 10 Kb, at least 

15 Kb, at least 20 Kb, at least 25 Kb, at least 30 Kb, at least 40 Kb, at least 50 Kb, at least 60 Kb, 

at least 70 Kb, at least 80 Kb, at least 90 Kb, at least 100 Kb, at least 150 Kb, at least 200 Kb, at 

least in length. In some embodiments, (e.g., particularly for target regions corresponding to two 

or more genomic regions) each genomic region in a respective target region is between 100 and 

500 nucleic acid bases, between 200 and 500 nucleic acid bases, between 200 and 400 nucleic 

acid bases, between 100 and 1000 nucleic acid bases, or between 500 and 1000 nucleic acid 

bases, between 100 and 10,000 nucleic acid bases, between 100 and 100,000 nucleic acid bases, 

between 5000 and 10,000 nucleic acid bases, between 10,000 and 50,000 nucleic acid bases, 

between 10,000 and 100,000 nucleic acid bases, between 50,000 and 100,000 nucleic acid bases, 

or between 50,000 and 150,000 in length.  
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[00194] In some embodiments, a predetermined number of target regions are evaluated 

with regards to identifying the plurality of features. In some embodiments, the predetermined 

number of target regions is at least 100 target regions, at least 200 target regions, at least 300 

target regions, at least 400 target regions, at least 500 target regions, at least 600 target regions, 

at least 700 target regions, at least 800 target regions, at least 900 target regions, at least 1,000 

target regions, at least 2,500 target regions, at least 5,000 target regions, at least 7,500 target 

regions, at least 10,000 target regions, at least 20,000 target regions, or at least 50,000 target 

regions.  

[00195] In some embodiments, for each feature in the plurality of features, a respective 

abundance of sequence reads corresponds to a raw number of sequence reads associated with a 

respective target region of the first or second reference genome. In some embodiments, for each 

feature in the plurality of features, a respective abundance of sequence reads corresponds to a 

normalized number of sequence reads. In some embodiments, normalization of sequence reads is 

performed as described above with regards to block 226.  

[00196] In some embodiments, the sequencing information is deconvoluted prior to 

feature identification. In some embodiments, deconvolution comprises identifying sequence 

reads in the sequencing information that originate from healthy tissue (e.g., sequence reads from 

normal, non-tumor cells) and removing said sequence reads from the sequencing information 

(e.g., to decrease background noise). In some embodiments, as described in U.S. Patent 

Application No. 16/732,229 entitled "Transcriptome Deconvolution of Metastatic Tissue 

Samples" and filed December 31, 2018 which is hereby incorporated in its entirety, a 

deconvolution model comprises a supervised machine learning model, a semi-supervised 

machine learning model, or an unsupervised machine learning model. In some embodiments, a 

different deconvolution model is determined for each cancer type or set of cancer types (e.g., a 

liver cancer deconvolution model). In some embodiments, a deconvolution model removes 

expression data from cell populations that are not cell types of interest (e.g. tumor or other types 

of cancer tissue). In some embodiments, a deconvolution model uses machine learning 

algorithms such as unsupervised or supervised clustering techniques to examine gene expression 

data to quantify the level of tumor versus normal cell populations present in the data. In some 

embodiments, training a deconvolution model comprises identifying common expression 

characteristics shared across sequence reads from tissue normal samples, primary samples, and 
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metastatic samples, such that the deconvolution model can predict the ratio of a metastases tumor 

from the background tissue and identify which portion of sequence reads is attributable to the 

tumor and which portion is attributable to the background tissue. In some embodiments, 

sequence reads attributable to background tissue are removed from the sequencing information.  

[00197] In some embodiments, the plurality of features are obtained by low pass, whole 

genome sequencing. In some embodiments, low pass sequencing refers to the average coverage 

rate of a reference genome (e.g., the first, second, or viral reference genome) by the plurality of 

DNA or RNA sequencing reads (e.g., the sequencing information). In some embodiments, the 

average coverage rate of the plurality of sequence reads (either DNA or RNA sequence reads) is 

less than 0.25x, less than 0.5x, less than 1x, less than 2x, less than 3x, less than 4x, less than 5x, 

less than 6x, less than 7x, less than 8x, less than 9x, or less than Ox across a reference genome.  

In some embodiments, the average coverage rate of the plurality of sequence reads is between 

0.1x and 1x across a reference genome. In some embodiments, the average coverage rate of the 

plurality of sequence reads is between 0.1x and 5x across a reference genome. In some 

embodiments, the average coverage rate of the plurality of sequence reads is between 0.1x and 

lOx across a reference genome. In some embodiments, the average coverage rate of the plurality 

of sequence reads is between 1x and 5x across a reference genome.  

[00198] The method further comprises providing a first subset of features from the 

identified plurality of features as inputs to a first classifier. The method further comprises 

providing a second subset of features from the identified plurality of features as inputs to a 

second classifier. In some embodiments, the first subset of features comprises all or a portion of 

the identified plurality of features. In some embodiments, the second subset of features 

comprises all or a portion of the identified plurality of features.  

[00199] In some embodiments, providing the first subset of features to the first classifier 

and providing the second subset of features to the second classifier comprises providing both the 

first and second classifiers the same subset of features. In some embodiments, the same subset of 

features are RNA features. In some embodiments, the same subset of features are DNA features.  

In some embodiments, the same subset of features are RNA splicing features. In some 

embodiments, the same subset of features are viral features. In some embodiments, the same 

subset of features are copy number features.  
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[00200] In some embodiments, each feature in the plurality of features is associated with a 

respective target region (e.g., for RNA, DNA, copy number, and/or RNA splicing features), the 

plurality of features collectively represent a plurality of target regions, each region in the 

plurality of target regions is a gene, and the plurality of target regions comprises two or more 

(e.g., in some embodiments, 2 or more, 3 or more, 4 or more, 5 or more, 6 or more, 7 or more, 8 

or more, 9 or more, 10 or more, 15 or more, 20 or more or 50 or more) of GPM6A, CDX1, 

SOX2, NAPSA, CDX2, MUC12, SLAMF7, HNF4A, ANXA10, TRPS1, GATA3, SLC34A2, 

NKX2-1, SLC22A31, ATP10B, STEAP2, CLDN3, SPATA6, NRCAM, USHIC, SOX17, 

TMPRSS2, MECOM, WT1, CDHR1, HOXA13, SOX10, SALLI, CPE, NPR1, CLRN3, 

THSD4, ARL14, SFTPB, COL17A1, KLHL14, EPS8L3, NXPE4, FOXA2, SYT1I, SPDEF, 

GRHL2, GBP6, PAX8, ANO1, KRT7, HOXA9, TYR, DCT, LYPD1, MSLN, TP63, CDH1, 

ESRI, HNFIB, HOXA1O, TJP3, NRG3, TMC5, PRLR, GATA2, DCDC2, INS, NDUFA4L2, 

TBX5, ABCC3, FOLH1, HIST1H3G, S100A1, PTHLH, ACER2, RBBP8NL, TACSTD2, 

C19orf77, PTPRZl, BHLHE41, FAM155A, MYCN, DDX3Y, FMN1, HIST1H3F, UPK3B, 

TRIM29, TXNDC5, BCAM, FAM83A, TCF21, MIA, RNF220, AFAPI, KRT5, SOX21, 

KANK2, GPM6B, Clorfl16, FOXF1, MEIS1, EFHD1, and XKRX.  

[00201] In some embodiments, each feature in the plurality of features is associated with a 

respective target region (e.g., for RNA, DNA, copy number, and/or RNA splicing features), the 

plurality of features collectively represent a plurality of target regions, each region in the 

plurality of target regions is a gene, and the plurality of target regions comprises two or more 

(e.g., in some embodiments, 2 or more, 3 or more, 4 or more, 5 or more, 6 or more, 7 or more, 8 

or more, 9 or more, 10 or more, 15 or more, 20 or more or 50 ormore) of ENSG0000150625, 

ENSGOOOOO113722, ENSG00000181449, ENSGO0000131400, ENSG00000165556, 

ENSG0000205277, ENSG0000026751, ENSG00000101076, ENSG00000109511, 

ENSG00000104447, ENSG00000107485, ENSG0000157765, ENSG0000136352, 

ENSG0000259803, ENSG00000118322, ENSG00000157214, ENSG00000165215, 

ENSG00000132122, ENSG0000091129, ENSG0000006611, ENSG00000164736, 

ENSG0000184012, ENSG0000085276, ENSG0000184937, ENSG0000148600, 

ENSGOOOOO106031, ENSGOOOO100146, ENSG00000103449, ENSG00000109472, 

ENSG00000169418, ENSG00000180745, ENSG00000187720, ENSG00000179674, 

ENSG0000168878, ENSG0000065618, ENSG0000197705, ENSG0000198758, 
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ENSG00000137634, ENSG00000125798, ENSG00000132718, ENSG0000124664, 

ENSG00000083307, ENSG0000183347, ENSG0000125618, ENSG0000131620, 

ENSG00000135480, ENSG00000078399, ENSG00000077498, ENSG0000080166, 

ENSGO0000150551, ENSG00000102854, ENSG00000073282, ENSG0000039068, 

ENSGO0000091831, ENSGOOOOO108753, ENSG00000253293, ENSGOOOOO105289, 

ENSGO0000185737, ENSG00000103534, ENSGOOOOO113494, ENSG0000179348, 

ENSGO0000146038, ENSG00000254647, ENSGO0000185633, ENSG00000089225, 

ENSG00000108846, ENSG0000086205, ENSG0000256018, ENSG0000160678, 

ENSG0000087494, ENSG0000177076, ENSG0000130701, ENSG0000184292, 

ENSG00000095932, ENSG00000106278, ENSGO0000123095, ENSG00000204442, 

ENSG00000134323, ENSG0000067048, ENSG00000248905, ENSG00000256316, 

ENSGO0000243566, ENSGO0000137699, ENSG0000239264, ENSG0000187244, 

ENSG00000147689, ENSGOOOOO118526, ENSG00000261857, ENSG00000187147, 

ENSG00000196526, ENSG0000186081, ENSGO0000125285, ENSG00000197256, 

ENSG00000046653, ENSG0000182795, ENSG00000103241, ENSG00000143995, 

ENSGOOOOO115468, and ENSGOOOOO182489.  

[00202] In some embodiments, providing the first subset of features to the first classifier 

and providing the second subset of features to the second classifier comprises providing both the 

first and second classifiers with RNA features. In some embodiments, providing the first subset 

of features to the first classifier and providing the second subset of features to the second 

classifier comprises providing the first classifier with RNA features and the second classifier 

with DNA features.  

[00203] In some embodiments, the first classifier is a diagnosis classifier (e.g., classifier 

2382a) and the second classifier is a cohort classifier (e.g., classifier 2382b). In some 

embodiments, the first classifier is a diagnosis classifier and the second classifier is a tissue 

classifier (e.g., tissue classifier 2382c).  

[00204] The method further comprises generating, from two or more classifiers, two or 

more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, 

wherein the two or more classifiers include at least the first classifier and the second classifier.  
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[00205] In some embodiments, the two or more predictions comprise: a first prediction 

from a diagnosis classifier provided with RNA features, a second prediction from a cohort 

classifier provided with RNA features, a third prediction from a tissue classifier provided with 

RNA features, a fourth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with RNA splicing 

features, a fifth prediction from a cohort classifier provided with RNA splicing features, a sixth 

prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with CNV features, a seventh prediction from a 

cohort classifier provided with CNV features, an eighth prediction from a diagnosis classifier 

provided with DNA features, and a ninth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with 

viral features.  

[00206] The method further comprises combining, at a final classifier, the two or more 

predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen (e.g., 

identifying a TUO classification 2382d). In some embodiments, combining, at the final classifier, 

the two or more predictions further comprises: scaling each prediction of the two or more 

predictions based at least in part on a respective confidence level in each respective prediction, 

and generating a combined prediction based at least in part on each scaled prediction.  

[00207] In some embodiments, a corresponding confidence level for a respective 

prediction of the two or more predictions is at least 0.5, at least 0.6, at least 0.7, at least 0.8, or at 

least 0.9. In some embodiments, a confidence level for a prediction is at least 0.9, at least 0.95, or 

at least 0.99. In some embodiments, scaling of a respective prediction is linear (e.g., the scaling 

comprises a linear combination of the respective prediction and a corresponding confidence level 

in the respective prediction). In some embodiments, scaling of a respective prediction is non

linear (e.g., the scaling comprises a non-linear combination of the respective prediction and a 

corresponding confidence level in the respective prediction). In some embodiments, scaling each 

prediction of the two or more predictions is performed as described below with regards to 

features module 2340.  

[00208] In some embodiments, a plurality of classifiers can be used to generate 

predictions of cancer condition, where each classifier is provided with a respective subset of 

features from the identified plurality of features. In some such embodiments, each prediction 

from a respective classifier in the plurality of classifiers is combined by the final classifier to 

determine a final diagnosis of the cancer condition of the somatic tumor specimen of the subject.  
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[00209] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing a third classifier 

with RNA splicing features. In some such embodiments, the generating generates, from three or 

more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part on the 

identified plurality of features, where the three or more classifiers include at least the first 

classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier. In some such embodiments, the 

combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer 

condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

[00210] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing a third classifier 

with viral features. In some such embodiments, the generating generates, from three or more 

classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part on the identified 

plurality of features, where the three or more classifiers include at least the first classifier, the 

second classifier, and the third classifier. In some such embodiments, the combining combines 

the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic 

tumor specimen.  

[00211] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing a third classifier 

with copy number features. In some such embodiments, the generating generates, from three or 

more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part on the 

identified plurality of features, where the three or more classifiers include at least the first 

classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier. In some such embodiments, the 

combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer 

condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

[00212] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing the first classifier 

with RNA features, providing the second classifier with copy number features, and providing a 

third classifier with RNA splicing features. In some such embodiments, the generating generates, 

from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part 

on the identified plurality of features, where the three or more classifiers include at least the first 

classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier. In some such embodiments, the 

combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer 

condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  
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[00213] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing the first classifier 

with RNA features, where the first classifier is a diagnosis classifier, providing the second 

classifier with RNA features, where the second classifier is a cohort classifier, and providing a 

third classifier with RNA features, wherein the third classifier is a tissue classifier. In some such 

embodiments, the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions 

of cancer condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, where the three or 

more classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier.  

In some such embodiments, the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the 

diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

[00214] In some such embodiments, the method further comprises providing a fourth 

classifier with DNA features, where the fourth classifier is a diagnosis classifier, providing a fifth 

classifier with RNA splicing features, where the fifth classifier is a diagnosis classifier, and 

providing a sixth classifier with RNA splicing features, where the sixth classifier is a cohort 

classifier. In some such embodiments, the generating generates, from six or more classifiers, six 

or more predictions of cancer condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of 

features, where the six or more classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, 

the third classifier, the fourth classifier, the fifth classifier, and the sixth classifier. In some such 

embodiments, the combining combines the six or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of 

the cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

[00215] In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis differentiates between 

cancers of a same type (e.g., between sarcoma types). In some embodiments, the final 

classification diagnosis differentiates between cancers based on location of origin (e.g., to 

identify the origin of metastases). In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis 

differentiates between two or more cancer types, three or more cancer types, four or more cancer 

types, five or more cancer types, six or more cancer types, seven or more cancer types, eight or 

more cancer types, nine or more cancer types, or ten or more cancer types.  

[00216] In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between lung adenocarcinoma, lung squamous, oral adenocarcinoma, 

and oral adenocarcinoma. In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer 

condition comprises differentiating between general sarcomas, ependymoma, ewing sarcoma, 
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gliosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, meningioma, mesothelioma, and Rosai-Dorfman. In some 

embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition comprises differentiating 

between a liver metastasis of pancreatic origin, upper gastrointestinal origin, and cholangio 

origin. In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition comprises 

differentiating between a brain metastasis of glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma, astrocytoma, and 

medulloblastoma. In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer 

condition comprises differentiating between non-small cell lung cancer squamous and 

adenocarcinoma. In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between one or more sarcomas with carcinoma morphological features 

or protein expressions, and one or more carcinomas with sarcoma morphologic features or 

protein expressions. In some embodiments, the final classification diagnosis of the cancer 

condition comprises differentiating between one or more neuroendocrines, one or more 

carcinomas, and one or more sarcomas.  

[00217] In some embodiments, the method further comprises receiving the final classifier 

diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen for a plurality of subjects. In 

some such embodiments, the method further comprises calculating an entropy score for each 

subject based at least in part on the respective final classifier diagnosis for each subject in the 

plurality of subjects. In some such embodiments, the method further comprises identifying an 

entropy threshold based at least in part on the accuracy of the entropy score for each subject in 

the plurality of subjects. In some such embodiments, the method further comprises training the 

final classifier with subjects from the subjects whose entropy score satisfies the entropy 

threshold.  

[00218] In some embodiments, entropy scores provide a basis for weighting (e.g., scaling) 

the respective contribution from each classifier from the two or more classifiers at the final 

classifier. In some embodiments, entropy scores are used to remove subjects with low accuracy 

(e.g., high uncertainty) predictions from the plurality of subjects for the purposes of training the 

final classifier (e.g., as part of improving the performance of the final classifier). In some 

embodiments, entropy scores are between 0 and 1 (e.g., at least 0, at least 0.1, at least 0.2, at least 

0.3, at least 0.4, at least 0.5, at least 0.6, at least 0.7, at least 0.8, at least 0.9, or at least 1). In 
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some embodiments, entropy scores are between -1 and 1. In some embodiments, entropy scores 

are between -1 and 0. In some embodiments, entropy scores range from -5 to 5.  

[00219] In some embodiments, each entropy score is associated with a classification 

accuracy (e.g., an accuracy of prediction as determined from the final classifier). In some 

embodiments, entropy scores are used to bin subjects from the plurality of subjects (e.g., subjects 

with a same entropy score are evaluated together). In some such embodiments, an average 

classification accuracy is determined for each entropy score (e.g., for each bin), and an entropy 

threshold is used to discard subjects with classification accuracies below a percentile of 

accuracy. In some embodiments, identifying an entropy threshold comprises identifying a 

percentile of the accuracy of the final classifier across the plurality of subjects. In some 

embodiments, subjects with entropy scores associated with an accuracy percentile are retained 

for training the final classifier. In some embodiments, the percentile of accuracy is at least 0.75, 

at least 0.8, at least 0.85, at least 0.9, at least 0.925, at least 0.95, at least 0.975, or at least 0.99 

accuracy (e.g., subjects with predictions of a least the percentile of accuracy are used for training 

the final classifier).  

[00220] In some embodiments, identifying the diagnosis of the cancer condition further 

comprises: receiving subject information comprising one or more clinical events, and 

differentiating the cancer condition between a new tumor and a recurrence of a previous tumor 

based at least in part on the one or more clinical events. In some embodiments, the one or more 

clinical events are received from a pathology report 134 (e.g., where the pathology report is 

obtained as described with regards to block 222 above). In some embodiments, the one or more 

clinical events comprise at least one prior disease diagnosis. In some embodiments, the one or 

more clinical events comprise at least one prior treatment for a disease.  

[00221] In some embodiments, the subject has been treated with an agent for cancer and 

the method further comprises using the diagnosis to evaluate a response of the subject to the 

agent for cancer. In some embodiments, the agent for cancer is a hormone, an immune therapy, 

radiography, or a cancer drug. In some embodiments, the agent for cancer is Lenalidomid, 

Pembrolizumab, Trastuzumab, Bevacizumab, Rituximab, Ibrutinib, Human Papillomavirus 

Quadrivalent (Types 6, 11, 16, and 18) Vaccine, Pertuzumab, Pemetrexed, Nilotinib, Nilotinib, 
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Denosumab, Abiraterone acetate, Promacta, Imatinib, Everolimus, Palbociclib, Erlotinib, 

Bortezomib, or Bortezomib.  

[00222] In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing the identified 

diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen to the subject. In some 

embodiments, the identified diagnosis is provided to the subject as part of a patient report (e.g., 

patient report 900 as described with regards to Figure 9 and Figures 10A-10G).  

[00223] In some embodiments, the method further comprises applying a treatment 

regimen to the subject based at least in part, on the diagnosis. In some such embodiments, the 

treatment regimen comprises applying an agent for cancer (e.g., the one or more diagnosed 

cancers) to the subject. In some embodiments, the agent for cancer is a hormone, an immune 

therapy, radiography, or a cancer drug. In some embodiments, the agent for cancer is 

Lenalidomid, Pembrolizumab, Trastuzumab, Bevacizumab, Rituximab, Ibrutinib, Human 

Papillomavirus Quadrivalent (Types 6, 11, 16, and 18) Vaccine, Pertuzumab, Pemetrexed, 

Nilotinib, Nilotinib, Denosumab, Abiraterone acetate, Promacta, Imatinib, Everolimus, 

Palbociclib, Erlotinib, Bortezomib, or Bortezomib.  

[00224] Training the Classifiers 

[00225] To perform the classification methods for i) determining a set of cancer conditions 

for a test subject (e.g., the likelihoods generated for each cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions) and/or ii) classifying a subject to a cancer condition, described above and in regards 

to Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C, a classification model may be trained. Each and every embodiment 

described above and with regards to Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C may also be applied to methods of 

training a classification model as described below with regards to Figure 3A and 3B. Training a 

classification model may further require a dataset of data of reference subjects with known 

cancer conditions. Methods for providing a trained classification model are described below, and 

a particular example of developing a trained classifier is detailed in Example 1.  

[00226] In one embodiment, a pre-training evaluation may be performed across the entire 

training data set to identify inputs which are best suited for training and inputs which are not 

suitable for training. In one example, pre-training evaluation may include calculating a subject's 

entropy score and including patients whose scores satisfy a threshold while excluding subjects 
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who fail to satisfy the threshold. An entropy score may serve as a function that takes a 

probability vector and maps it to a single number characterizing how "uncertain" the result is.  

Herein, the uncertainty may be rooted in the predictions from the classifier. A probability vector 

with components pi, the entropy may be defined as: -Jpi log(pi). As an example, consider the 

case of a fair six-sided die. In that case, pi= [16, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16] and so the entropy is log(6)~ 

1.79. Now suppose the die is rigged so that it always gives the same answer, that is, pi= [1, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0]. In this case, the entropy is 0. Entropy scores for a particular model may vary across a 

large range of values. In some instances, a high entropy score may be associated with increased 

numbers of model errors. Therefore, identifying the entropy cutoff for a particular model may 

include evaluating model performance at each cutoff for a range of values and selecting the 

cutoff with the best performance as measured by model accuracy. In one example, selecting the 

range of values may include grouping all hold-out model predictions from an interaction of 

model training by their entropy score using various cutoffs in the entropy score, for example in 

the negative range from [-4, -3.5, -3, -2.5, -2, -1.5, -1, -.5, 0] and observing the accuracy of the 

model for each cutoff from, in one example, [.925,.925,.927,.930,.938,.950,.972,.969,.965].  

By filtering any entropy scores above -1, the highest overall model accuracy may be obtained. In 

other model training iterations, a differing entropy score may be identified. For each final 

training model one score, the best for that training set, may be used. Once identified, a subject's 

entropy score may be used to identify how confident the model is in predicting the subject's 

tumor's site of origin. In one example, a subject's TUO results maybe invalidated and not 

reported if the entropy score is too high.  

[00227] Block 302. Referring to block 302 of Figure 3A, a method of training a classifier 

stream for determining a set of cancer conditions is provided. As illustrated in Figures 16 and 18, 

the trained classification model achieves a high degree of accuracy for many cancer conditions.  

[00228] Block 304. Referring to block 304 of Figure 3A, the method obtains, in electronic 

format, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects (e.g., reference subjects), for each 

respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, an indication as to whether or not the 

respective subject has the cancer indication, a first plurality of sequence reads, and a pathology 

report for the respective subject. The corresponding first plurality of sequence reads for each 

subject in the plurality of subjects is obtained from a respective plurality of RNA molecules or 

derivatives of said plurality of RNA molecules (e.g., derivatives such as cDNA). Each respective 
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plurality of RNA molecules is from a corresponding somatic biopsy obtained from the respective 

subject. The pathology report of the respective subject includes at least one of a first estimate of 

tumor cellularity, an indication as to whether the respective subject has a metastatic cancer or 

primary cancer, or a tissue site that is the origin of the somatic biopsy. In one example, the 

subjects of the plurality of subjects may be filtered based upon their entropy score to remove 

poor training subjects.  

[00229] In some embodiments, the plurality of RNA molecules is obtained by full 

transcriptome sequencing (e.g., as described above with reference to block 226 of Figure 2B).  

[00230] Referring to block 306, in some embodiments, the method further comprises 

obtaining a second plurality of sequence reads and a third plurality of sequence reads for the 

respective subject. The second plurality of sequence reads is obtained from a first plurality of 

DNA molecules or derivatives of said DNA molecules. The third plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules or derivatives of said DNA molecules. The 

first plurality of DNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained from the respective subject.  

The second plurality of DNA molecules is from a germline sample obtained from the respective 

subject, or is from a population of normal controls that is free of a set of cancer conditions.  

[00231] In some embodiments, the first and/or second pluralities of DNA molecules are 

obtained by whole genome sequencing (e.g., as described above with reference to block 226 of 

Figure 2B). In some embodiments, the first and/or second pluralities of DNA molecules are 

obtained by targeted-panel sequencing or panel sequencing.  

[00232] In some embodiments, each subject in the plurality of subjects is human. In some 

embodiments, the plurality of subject comprises at least 50 subjects, at least 100 subjects, at least 

150 subjects, at least 200 subjects, at least 250 subjects, at least 300 subjects, at least 400 

subjects, at least 500 subjects, at least 750 subjects, at least 1000 subjects, at least 1500 subjects, 

at least 2000 subjects, at least 3000 subjects, at least 4000 subjects, or at least 5000 subjects.  

[00233] Block 308. Referring to block 308 of Figure 3A, the method continues by 

determining for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from the first plurality of 

sequence reads of the respective subject, a corresponding first set of sequence features for the 

respective subject (e.g., as described above in reference to block 230 of Figure 2B).  
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[00234] Block 310. Referring to block 310 of Figure 3A, in some embodiments, the 

method continues by determining, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from a 

comparison of the second plurality of sequence reads to the third plurality of sequence reads of 

the respective subject, a second set of sequence features for the respective subject (e.g., as 

described above with regard to blocks 234 and 236 of Figure 2B).  

[00235] Block 312. Referring to block 312 of Figure 3B, the method continues by 

extracting, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, a plurality of pathology 

features from the pathology report for the respective subject including the first estimate of tumor 

cellularity of the somatic biopsy and the indication of whether the respective subject has a 

metastatic cancer or a primary cancer (e.g., as described above in reference to blocks 238-242 of 

Figure 2C).  

[00236] Referring to block 314, in some embodiments, extracting the plurality of 

pathology features from the pathology report further includes normalizing the pathology report.  

In some embodiments, normalizing the pathology report includes one or more data cleaning steps 

that enable comparisons among the pathology reports of different subjects. Various components 

of pathology reports are informative with regard to determining cancer of origin. Of particular 

use are the diagnostic labels, which provide valuable information on cancer classification, such 

as a patient's disease condition, disease stage and grade, pathology, and histology. In some 

embodiments, normalizing the pathology report includes natural language processing (NLP), 

which may include relabeling, performed on medical practitioner diagnostic entries. Some 

processing of the diagnostic labels in pathology reports is often required because there is no 

standardized scheme for sample annotation during pathology reviews. Instead, pathology reports 

include a "diagnosis" field that is a free text box, enabling medical practitioners to enter any 

values they choose (e.g., see the column of diagnosis field entries in Table 1 as discussed in 

Example 5 below).  

[00237] Figures 12A-12B illustrate the accuracy of NLP relabeling of diagnostic entries 

by comparing clustering performed in accordance with different set of labels determined by 

NLP. Figure 12A provides an overview of the data, showing that each of the data points included 

in the analysis is from a respective patient with an overarching diagnosis or label of "sarcoma." 

As shown in Figure 12B, using different, more specific, labels for each data point results in 
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clusters that each associate more closely with a single label. In some embodiments, as discussed 

below in more detail in Example 6, when labels are highly specific (e.g., over-specific), there 

may be a loss of information in the resulting clusters.  

[00238] Block 316. Referring to block 316 of Figure 3B, the method continues by 

inputting at least the first set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology features of each 

respective subject in the plurality of subjects into an untrained classification model. The method 

continues training the untrained classification model against the indication of whether or not 

each respective subject in the plurality of subjects has each respective cancer condition in the set 

of cancer conditions to thereby obtain a trained classification model. The trained classification 

model is configured to provide i) for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer 

conditions, a likelihood that a test subject has or does not have the respective cancer condition, 

ii) a likelihood that a test subject has or does not have the cancer condition, or iii) a likelihood 

that a test subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

[00239] Referring to block 318, in some embodiments, the inputting further comprises 

inputting the second set of sequence features of each respective subject in the plurality of 

subjects (e.g., alongside the first set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology features) 

into the untrained classification model to obtain a trained classification model.  

[00240] Referring to block 320, in some embodiments, the trained classification model 

comprises a trained classifier stream. Referring to block 322 (and as further described below), in 

some embodiments, by way of a non-limiting example, the trained classifier stream includes a 

hierarchical model, a deep neural network, a multi-task multi-kernel learning engine, or a 

nearest-neighbor engine. Example, nearest-neighbor and neural network algorithms suitable for 

use in block 316 are described above with respect to block 244 Figure 2C.  

[00241] Multi-task multi-kernel learning engines suitable for use as the classifier of block 

316 are described, for example, in Widmer et al. 2015 Framework for Multi-Task Multiple 

Kernel Learning and Applications in Genome Analysis. arXiv:1506.09153v1, which is hereby 

incorporated in its entirety by reference. The goal of multi-task multi-kernel learning methods is 

to identify one or more subsets of similar features in the input data, which allows for discovery 

of underlying structures in the input data. One specific algorithm that can be used to identify data 

subsets for multi-task multi-kernel learning is least absolute shrinkage and selection operator 
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(Lasso). Additional algorithms are detailed, for example, in Yousefi et al., 2017 Multi-Task 

Learning Using Neighborhood Kernels. arXiv:1707.03426v1, which is hereby incorporated by 

reference.  

[00242] Hierarchical algorithms suitable for use as the classification model in block 316 

are described in, for example, Galea et al., 2017 Scientific Reports 7:14981 and Silla et al. 2011 

Data Mining andKnowledge Discovery 22:31-72, which are each hereby incorporated by 

reference. Hierarchical classification results are typically layered or branched, for example as in 

a directed acyclic graph.  

[00243] Additional embodiments directed to retrieving patient datafrom a patient data 

store.  

[00244] In some embodiments, artificial intelligence system 2300 retrieves features 

associated with a patient from a patient data store. In some embodiments, a patient data store 

includes one or more feature modules 2340 comprising a collection of features available for 

every patient in the system. In some embodiments, these features are used to generate predictions 

of the origin of a patient's tumor. While feature scope across all patients is informationally 

dense, an individual patient's feature set, in some embodiments, is sparsely populated across the 

entirety of the collective feature scope of all features across all patients. For example, the feature 

scope across all patients may expand into the tens of thousands of features while a patient's 

unique feature set may only include a subset of hundreds or thousands of the collective feature 

scope based upon the records available for that patient.  

[00245] In some embodiments, feature collections may include a diverse set of fields 

available within patient health records. Clinical information, such as information of health 

records 2344, in some embodiments, are based upon fields which have been entered into an 

electronic medical record (EMR) or an electronic health record (EHR) 2346 by a physician, 

nurse, or other medical professional or representative. Other clinical information, in some 

embodiments, is curated 2345 from other sources, such as molecular fields from genetic 

sequencing reports. In some embodiments, sequencing may include next-generation sequencing 

(NGS) and comprises long-read, short-read, paired-end, or other forms of sequencing a patient's 

somatic and/or normal genome. In some embodiments, a comprehensive collection of features in 

additional feature modules combines a variety of features together across varying fields of 
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medicine which may include diagnoses, responses to treatment regimens, genetic profiles, 

clinical and phenotypic characteristics, and/or other medical, geographic, demographic, clinical, 

molecular, or genetic features. For example, a subset of features may comprise molecular data 

features, such as features derived from an RNA feature module 2341 or a DNA feature module 

2342, including sequencing results of a patient's germline or somatic specimen(s).  

[00246] In some embodiments, another subset of features, imaging features 2347 from an 

imaging feature module, comprises features identified through review of a specimen, for 

example, through pathologist review, such as a review of stained H&E or IHC slides. As another 

example, a subset of features may comprise derivative features 2349 obtained from the analysis 

of the individual and combined results of such feature sets. Features derived from DNA and 

RNA sequencing may include genetic variants from a variant science module 2348 which are 

present in the sequenced tissue. Further analysis of the genetic variants may include additional 

steps such as identifying single or multiple nucleotide polymorphisms, identifying whether a 

variation is an insertion or deletion event, identifying loss or gain of function, identifying 

fusions, identifying splicing, calculating copy number variation (CNV), calculating microsatellite 

instability, calculating tumor mutational burden (TMB), or other structural variations within the 

DNA and RNA. Analysis of slides for H&E staining or IHC staining may reveal features such as 

tumor infiltration, programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-Li) status, human leukocyte antigen (HLA) 

status, or other immunological features.  

[00247] In some embodiments, features derived from structured, curated, or electronic 

medical or health records may include clinical features such as diagnosis, symptoms, therapies, 

outcomes, patient demographics such as patient name, date of birth, gender, ethnicity, date of 

death, address, smoking status, diagnosis dates for cancer, illness, disease, diabetes, depression, 

other physical or mental maladies, personal medical history, family medical history, clinical 

diagnoses such as date of initial diagnosis, date of metastatic diagnosis, cancer staging, tumor 

characterization, tissue of origin, treatments and outcomes such as line of therapy, therapy 

groups, clinical trials, medications prescribed or taken, surgeries, radiotherapy, imaging, adverse 

effects, associated outcomes, genetic testing and laboratory information such as performance 

scores, lab tests, pathology results, prognostic indicators, date of genetic testing, testing provider 

used, testing method used, such as genetic sequencing method or gene panel, gene results, such 
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as included genes, variants, expression levels/statuses, or corresponding dates to any of the 

above. Clinical features may also include imaging features.  

[00248] In some embodiments, an Omics feature module 2343 comprises features derived 

from information from additional medical- or research-based Omics fields including proteomics, 

transcriptomics, epigenomics, metabolomics, microbiomics, and other multi-omic fields. In some 

embodiments, features derived from an organoid modeling lab include the DNA and RNA 

sequencing information germane to each organoid and results from treatments applied to those 

organoids. In some embodiments, features derived from imaging data further include reports 

associated with a stained slide, size of tumor, tumor size differentials over time including 

treatments during the period of change, as well as machine learning approaches for classifying 

PDL1 status, HLA status, or other characteristics from imaging data. In some embodiments, 

other features include the additional derivative features sets from other machine learning 

approaches based at least in part on combinations of any new features and/or those listed above.  

For example, imaging results may need to be combined with MSI calculations derived from 

RNA expressions to determine additional further imaging features. In some embodiments a 

machine learning model may generate a likelihood that a patient's cancer will metastasize to a 

particular organ or a patient's future probability of metastasis to yet another organ in the body. In 

some embodiments, other features that can extracted from medical information are also used.  

There are many thousands of features, and the above listing of types of features are merely 

representative and should not be construed as a complete or limiting listing of features.  

[00249] In some embodiments, an alterations module 2350 comprises one or more 

microservices, servers, scripts, or other executable algorithms which generate alteration features 

associated with de-identified patient features from the feature collection 2305. In some 

embodiments, alterations modules retrieve inputs from the feature collection and may provide 

alterations for storage 2310. Exemplary alterations modules 2352a-n may include one or more of 

the following alterations as a collection of alteration modules 2353a-n.  

[00250] In some embodiments, an IHC (Immunohistochemistry) module identifies 

antigens (proteins) in cells of a tissue section by exploiting the principle of antibodies binding 

specifically to antigens in biological tissues. IHC staining is widely used in the diagnosis of 

abnormal cells such as those found in cancerous tumors. Specific molecular markers are 
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characteristic of particular cellular events such as proliferation or cell death (apoptosis). IHC is 

also widely used in basic research to understand the distribution and localization of biomarkers 

and differentially expressed proteins in different parts of a biological tissue. Visualizing an 

antibody-antigen interaction can be accomplished in a number of ways. In the most common 

instance, an antibody is conjugated to an enzyme, such as peroxidase, that can catalyze a color

producing reaction in immunoperoxidase staining. Alternatively, the antibody can also be tagged 

to a fluorophore, such as fluorescein or rhodamine in immunofluorescence. In some 

embodiments, approximations from RNA expression data, H&E slide imaging data, or other data 

are generated.  

[00251] In some embodiments, a Therapies module identifies differences in cancer cells 

(or other cells near them) that help them grow and thrive and drugs that "target" these 

differences. Treatment with these drugs is called targeted therapy. For example, many targeted 

drugs are lethal to the cancer cells' with inner 'programming' that makes them different from 

normal, healthy cells, while not affecting most healthy cells. Targeted drugs may block or turn 

off chemical signals that tell the cancer cell to grow and divide rapidly; change proteins within 

the cancer cells so the cancer cells die; stop making new blood vessels to feed the cancer cells; 

trigger a patient's immune system to kill the cancer cells; or carry toxins to the cancer cells to 

kill them, without affecting normal cells. Some targeted drugs are more "targeted" than others.  

Some might target only a single change in cancer cells, while others can affect several different 

changes. Others boost the way a patient's body fights the cancer cells. This can affect where 

these drugs work and what side effects they cause. In some embodiments, matching targeted 

therapies may include identifying the therapy targets in the patients and satisfying any other 

inclusion or exclusion criteria that might identify a patient for whom a therapy is likely to be 

effective.  

[00252] In some embodiments, a Trial module identifies and tests hypotheses for treating 

cancers having specific characteristics by matching features of a patient to clinical trials. These 

trials have inclusion and exclusion criteria that must be matched to enroll a patient and which 

may be ingested and structured from publications, trial reports, or other documentation.  

[00253] In some embodiments, an Amplifications module identifies genes which increase 

in count (for example, the number of gene products present in a specimen) disproportionately to 
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other genes. Amplifications may cause a gene having the increased count to go dormant, become 

overactive, or operate in another unexpected fashion. In some embodiments, amplifications may 

be detected at a gene level, variant level, RNA transcript or expression level, or even a protein 

level. In some embodiments, detections are performed across all the different detection 

mechanisms or levels and validated against one another.  

[00254] In some embodiments, an Isoforms module identifies alternative splicing (AS), 

the biological process in which more than one mRNA type (isoform) is generated from the 

transcript of a same gene through different combinations of exons and introns. It is estimated by 

large-scale genomics studies that 30-60% of mammalian genes are alternatively spliced. The 

possible patterns of alternative splicing for a gene can be very complicated and the complexity 

increases rapidly as the number of introns in a gene increases. In silico alternative splicing 

prediction may find large insertions or deletions within a set of mRNA sharing a large portion of 

aligned sequences by identifying genomic loci through searches of mRNA sequences against 

genomic sequences, extracting sequences for genomic loci and extending the sequences at both 

ends up to 20 kb, searching the genomic sequences (repeat sequences have been masked), 

extracting splicing pairs (two boundaries of alignment gap with GT-AG consensus or with more 

than two expressed sequence tags aligned at both ends of the gap), assembling splicing pairs 

according to their coordinates, determining gene boundaries (splicing pair predictions are 

generated to this point), generating predicted gene structures by aligning mRNA sequences to 

genomic templates, and comparing splicing pair predictions and gene structure predictions to 

find alternatively spliced isoforms.  

[00255] In some embodiments, an SNP (single-nucleotide polymorphism) module 

identifies a substitution of a single nucleotide that occurs at a specific position in the genome, 

where each variation is present to some appreciable degree within a population (e.g. > 1%). For 

example, at a specific base position, or loci, in the human genome, the C nucleotide may appear 

in most individuals, but in a minority of individuals, the position is occupied by an A. This 

means that there is a SNP at this specific position and the two possible nucleotide variations, C 

or A, are said to be alleles for this position. SNPs underlie differences in human susceptibility to 

a wide range of diseases (e.g. - sickle-cell anemia, p-thalassemia, and cystic fibrosis result from 

SNPs). The severity of illness and the way the body responds to treatments are also 

manifestations of genetic variations. For example, a single-base mutation in the APOE 
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(apolipoprotein E) gene is associated with a lower risk for Alzheimer's disease. A single

nucleotide variant (SNV) is a variation in a single nucleotide without any limitations of 

frequency and may arise in somatic cells. A somatic single-nucleotide variation (e.g., caused by 

cancer) may also be called a single-nucleotide alteration. In some embodiments, an MNP 

(Multiple-nucleotide polymorphisms) module identifies the substitution of consecutive 

nucleotides at a specific position in the genome.  

[00256] In some embodiments, an Indels module may identify an insertion or deletion of 

bases in the genome of an organism classified among small genetic variations. While indels 

usually measure from 1 to 10 000 base pairs in length, a microindel is defined as an indel that 

results in a net change of 1 to 50 nucleotides. Indels can be contrasted with a SNP or point 

mutation. An indel inserts and/or deletes nucleotides from a sequence, while a point mutation is a 

form of substitution that replaces one of the nucleotides without changing the overall number in 

the DNA. Indels, being insertions and/or deletions, can be used as genetic markers in natural 

populations, especially in phylogenetic studies. Indel frequency tends to be markedly lower than 

that of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), except near highly repetitive regions, including 

homopolymers and microsatellites.  

[00257] In some embodiments, a MSI (microsatellite instability) module may identify 

genetic hypermutability (predisposition to mutation) that results from impaired DNA mismatch 

repair (MNMR). The presence of MSI represents phenotypic evidence that MNMR is not 

functioning normally. MMR corrects errors that spontaneously occur during DNA replication, 

such as single base mismatches or short insertions and deletions. The proteins involved in MNMR 

correct polymerase errors by forming a complex that binds to the mismatched section of DNA, 

excises the error, and inserts the correct sequence in its place. Cells with abnormally functioning 

MMR are unable to correct errors that occur during DNA replication, which causes the cells to 

accumulate errors in their DNA. This causes the creation of novel microsatellite fragments.  

Polymerase chain reaction-based assays can reveal these novel microsatellites and provide 

evidence for the presence of MSI. Microsatellites are repeated sequences of DNA. These 

sequences can be made of repeating units of one to six base pairs in length. Although the length 

of these microsatellites is highly variable from person to person and contributes to the individual 

DNA "fingerprint," each individual has microsatellites of a set length. The most common 

microsatellite in humans is a dinucleotide repeat of the nucleotides C and A, which occurs tens 
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of thousands of times across the genome. Microsatellites are also known as simple sequence 

repeats (SSRs).  

[00258] In some embodiments, a TMB (tumor mutational burden) module may identify a 

measurement of mutations carried by tumor cells and is a predictive biomarker being studied to 

evaluate its association with response to Immuno-Oncology (1-0) therapy. Tumor cells with high 

TMB may have more neoantigens, with an associated increase in cancer-fighting T cells in the 

tumor microenvironment and periphery. These neoantigens can be recognized by T cells, inciting 

an anti-tumor response. TMB has emerged more recently as a quantitative marker that can help 

predict potential responses to immunotherapies across different cancers, including melanoma, 

lung cancer, and bladder cancer. TMB is defined as the total number of mutations per coding 

area of a tumor genome. Importantly, TMB is consistently reproducible. It provides a 

quantitative measure that can be used to better inform treatment decisions, such as selection of 

targeted or immunotherapies or enrollment in clinical trials.  

[00259] In some embodiments, a CNV (copy number variation) module may identify 

deviations from the normal genome, especially in the number of copies of a gene, portions of a 

gene, or other portions of a genome not defined by a gene, and any subsequent implications from 

analyzing genes, variants, alleles, or sequences of nucleotides. CNV are the phenomenon in 

which structural variations may occur in sections of nucleotides, or base pairs, that include 

repetitions, deletions, or inversions.  

[00260] In some embodiments, a Fusions module may identify hybrid genes formed from 

two previously separate genes. Hybrid genes may be a result of translocation, interstitial deletion, 

or chromosomal inversion. Gene fusion can play an important role in tumorigenesis. Fusion 

genes can contribute to tumor formation because they can produce much more active abnormal 

protein than non-fusion genes. Often, fusion genes are oncogenes that cause cancer; these 

include BCR-ABL, TEL-AML (ALL with t(12; 21)), AML1-ETO (M2 AML with t(8; 21)), and 

TMPRSS2-ERG with an interstitial deletion on chromosome 21, often occurring in prostate 

cancer. In the case of TMPRSS2-ERG, by disrupting androgen receptor (AR) signaling and 

inhibiting AR expression by oncogenic ETS transcription factor, the fusion product regulates 

prostate cancer. Most fusion genes are found from hematological cancers, sarcomas, and prostate 

cancer. BCAM-AKT2 is a fusion gene that is specific and unique to high-grade serous ovarian 
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cancer. Oncogenic fusion genes may lead to a gene product with a new or different function from 

the two fusion partners. Alternatively, a proto-oncogene cay be fused to a strong promoter, and 

thereby the oncogenic function is set to function by an upregulation caused by the strong 

promoter of the upstream fusion partner. The latter is common in lymphomas, where oncogenes 

are juxtaposed to the promoters of the immunoglobulin genes. Oncogenic fusion transcripts may 

also be caused by trans-splicing or read-through events. Since chromosomal translocations play 

such a significant role in neoplasia, a specialized database of chromosomal aberrations and gene 

fusions in cancer has been created. This database is called Mitelman Database of Chromosome 

Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer.  

[00261] In some embodiments, a VUS (variant of unknown significance) module may 

identify variants which are detected in the genome of a patient (especially in a patient's cancer 

specimen) but cannot be classified as pathogenic or benign at the time of detection. VUS are 

catalogued from publications to identify if they may be classified as benign or pathogenic.  

[00262] In some embodiments, a DNA Pathways module identifies defects in DNA repair 

pathways which enable cancer cells to accumulate genomic alterations that contribute to their 

aggressive phenotype. Cancerous tumors rely on residual DNA repair capacities to survive the 

damage induced by genotoxic stress which leads to isolated DNA repair pathways being 

inactivated in cancer cells. DNA repair pathways are generally thought of as mutually exclusive 

mechanistic units handling different types of lesions in distinct cell cycle phases. Recent 

preclinical studies, however, provide strong evidence that multifunctional DNA repair hubs, 

which are involved in multiple conventional DNA repair pathways, are frequently altered in 

cancer. Identifying pathways which may be affected may lead to important patient treatment 

considerations.  

[00263] In some embodiments, a Raw Counts module identifies a count of the variants 

that are detected from the sequencing data. For DNA, in some embodiments, this comprises the 

number of reads from sequencing which correspond to a particular variant in a gene. For RNA, 

in some embodiments, this comprises the gene expression counts or the transcriptome counts 

from sequencing.  

[00264] In some embodiments, classifications comprise classifications according to one or 

more trained models for generating predictions and other structural variant classification may 
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include evaluating features from the feature collection, alterations from the alteration module, 

and other classifications from within itself from one or more classification modules. Structural 

variant classification may provide classifications to a stored classifications storage. An 

exemplary classification module may include a classification of a CNV as "Reportable" may 

mean that the CNV has been identified in one or more reference databases as influencing the 

tumor cancer characterization, disease state, or pharmacogenomics, "Not Reportable" may mean 

that the CNV has not been identified as such, and "Conflicting Evidence" may mean that the 

CNV has both evidence suggesting "Reportable" and "Not Reportable." Furthermore, a 

classification of therapeutic relevance is similarly ascertained from any reference datasets 

mention of a therapy which may be impacted by the detection (or non-detection) of the CNV.  

Other classifications may include applications of machine learning algorithms, neural networks, 

regression techniques, graphing techniques, inductive reasoning approaches, or other artificial 

intelligence evaluations within modules. In some embodiments, a classifier for clinical trials may 

include evaluation of variants identified from the alteration module which have been identified 

as significant or reportable, evaluation of all clinical trials available to identify inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, mapping the patient's variants and other information to the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, and classifying clinical trials as applicable to the patient or as not applicable to 

the patient. In some embodiments, similar classifications are performed for therapies, loss-of

function, gain-of-function, diagnosis, microsatellite instability, tumor mutational burden, indels, 

SNP, MNP, fusions, CNV, splicing, and other alterations which may be classified based upon the 

results of the alteration modules. Additionally, in some embodiments, models trained to classify 

a type of tumor for patient with tumors of unknown origin are generated according to the 

disclosure herein. In some embodiments, classifications are generated and stored as part of a 

feature collection 2305 in a stored classifications database 2330.  

[00265] In some embodiments, each of the feature collection, alteration module(s), 

structural variant, and feature store are communicatively coupled to a data bus to transfer data 

between each module for processing and/or storage. In some embodiments, each of the feature 

collection, alteration module(s), and classifications may be communicatively coupled to each 

other for independent communication without sharing the data bus.  
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[00266] In addition to the above features and enumerated modules, in some embodiments, 

feature modules may further include one or more of the following modules within their 

respective modules as a sub-module or as a standalone module.  

[00267] In some embodiments, a germline/somatic DNA feature module comprises a 

feature collection associated with the DNA-derived information of a patient or a patient's tumor.  

These features may include raw sequencing results, such as those stored in FASTQ, BAM, VCF, 

or other sequencing file types known in the art; genes; mutations; variant calls; and variant 

characterizations. In some embodiments, genomic information from a patient's normal sample is 

stored as germline and genomic information from a patient's tumor sample is stored as somatic.  

[00268] In some embodiments, an RNA feature module comprises a feature collection 

associated with the RNA-derived information of a patient, such as transcriptome information.  

These features may include raw sequencing results, transcriptome expressions, genes, mutations, 

variant calls, and variant characterizations.  

[00269] In some embodiments, a metadata module comprises a feature collection 

associated with the human genome, protein structures and their effects, such as changes in 

energy stability based on a protein structure.  

[00270] In some embodiments, a clinical module comprises a feature collection associated 

with information derived from clinical records of a patient and records from family members of 

the patient. These may be abstracted from unstructured clinical documents, EMR, EHR, or other 

sources of patient history. Information may include patient symptoms, diagnosis, treatments, 

medications, therapies, hospice, responses to treatments, laboratory testing results, medical 

history, geographic locations of each, demographics, or other features of the patient which may 

be found in the patient's medical record. Information about treatments, medications, therapies, 

and the like may be ingested as a recommendation or prescription and/or as a confirmation that 

such treatments, medications, therapies, and the like were administered or taken.  

[00271] In some embodiments, an imaging module comprises a feature collection 

associated with information derived from imaging records of a patient. Imaging records may 

include H&E slides, IHC slides, radiology images, and other medical imaging which may be 

ordered by a physician during the course of diagnosis and treatment of various illnesses and 

diseases. These features may include TMB, ploidy, purity, nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, large 
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nuclei, cell state alterations, biological pathway activations, hormone receptor alterations, 

immune cell infiltration, immune biomarkers of MMR, MSI, PDL1, CD3, FOXP3, HRD, PTEN, 

PIK3CA; collagen or stroma composition, appearance, density, or characteristics; tumor 

budding, size, aggressiveness, metastasis, immune state, chromatin morphology; and other 

characteristics of cells, tissues, or tumors for prognostic predictions.  

[00272] In some embodiments, an epigenome module, such as epigenome module from 

Omics, comprises a feature collection associated with information derived from DNA 

modifications which are not changes to the DNA sequence and regulate the gene expression.  

These modifications are frequently the result of environmental factors based on what the patient 

may breathe, eat, or drink. These features may include DNA methylation, histone modification, 

or other factors which deactivate a gene or cause alterations to gene function without altering the 

sequence of nucleotides in the gene.  

[00273] In some embodiments, a microbiome module, such as microbiome module from 

Omics, comprises a feature collection associated with information derived from the viruses and 

bacteria of a patient. Viral genomics may be generated to identify which viruses are present in 

the patient's specimen(s) based upon the genomic features which map to viral DNA or RNA 

(e.g., a viral reference genome(s)) instead of the human genome. These features may include 

viral infections which may affect treatment and diagnosis of certain illnesses as well as the 

bacteria present in the patient's gastrointestinal tract which may affect the efficacy of medicines 

ingested by the patient.  

[00274] In some embodiments, a proteome module, such as proteome module from 

Omics, comprises a feature collection associated with information derived from the proteins 

produced in the patient. These features may include protein composition, structure, and activity; 

when and where proteins are expressed; rates of protein production, degradation, and steady-state 

abundance; how proteins are modified, for example, post-translational modifications such as 

phosphorylation; the movement of proteins between subcellular compartments; the involvement 

of proteins in metabolic pathways; how proteins interact with one another; or modifications to 

the protein after translation from the RNA such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination, methylation, 

acetylation, glycosylation, oxidation, or nitrosylation.  
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[00275] In some embodiments, additional Omics module(s) are included in Omics, such as 

a feature collection associated with all the different field of omics, including: cognitive 

genomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the changes in cognitive processes 

associated with genetic profiles; comparative genomics, a collection of features comprising the 

study of the relationship of genome structure and function across different biological species or 

strains; functional genomics, a collection of features comprising the study of gene and protein 

functions and interactions including transcriptomics; interactomics, a collection of features 

comprising the study relating to large-scale analyses of gene-gene, protein-protein, or protein

ligand interactions; metagenomics, a collection of features comprising the study of metagenomes 

such as genetic material recovered directly from environmental samples; neurogenomics, a 

collection of features comprising the study of genetic influences on the development and 

function of the nervous system; pangenomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the 

entire collection of gene families found within a given species; personal genomics, a collection 

of features comprising the study of genomics concerned with the sequencing and analysis of the 

genome of an individual such that once the genotypes are known, the individual's genotype can 

be compared with the published literature to determine likelihood of trait expression and disease 

risk to enhance personalized medicine suggestions; epigenomics, a collection of features 

comprising the study of supporting the structure of genome, including protein and RNA binders, 

alternative DNA structures, and chemical modifications on DNA; nucleomics, a collection of 

features comprising the study of the complete set of genomic components which form the cell 

nucleus as a complex, dynamic biological system; lipidomics, a collection of features comprising 

the study of cellular lipids, including the modifications made to any particular set of lipids 

produced by a patient; proteomics, a collection of features comprising the study of proteins, 

including the modifications made to any particular set of proteins produced by a patient; 

immunoproteomics, a collection of features comprising the study of large sets of proteins 

involved in the immune response; phosphoproteomics, a collection of features comprising the 

study of phosphorylation patterns of proteins, including the modifications made to any particular 

set of proteins produced by a patient; nutriproteomics, a collection of features comprising the 

study of identifying molecular targets of nutritive and non-nutritive components of the diet 

including the use of proteomics mass spectrometry data for protein expression studies; 

proteogenomics, a collection of features comprising the study of biological research at the 
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intersection of proteomics and genomics including data which identifies gene annotations; 

structural genomics, a collection of features comprising the study of 3-dimensional structure of 

every protein encoded by a given genome using a combination of modeling approaches; 

glycomics, a collection of features comprising the study of sugars and carbohydrates and their 

effects in the patient; foodomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the intersection 

between the food and nutrition domains through the application and integration of technologies 

to improve consumer's well-being, health, and knowledge; transcriptomics, a collection of 

features comprising the study of RNA molecules, including mRNA, rRNA, tRNA, and other 

non-coding RNA, produced in cells; metabolomics, a collection of features comprising the study 

of chemical processes involving metabolites, or unique chemical fingerprints that specific 

cellular processes leave behind, and their small-molecule metabolite profiles; metabonomics, a 

collection of features comprising the study of the quantitative measurement of the dynamic 

multiparametric metabolic response of cells to pathophysiological stimuli or genetic 

modification; nutrigenetics, a collection of features comprising the study of genetic variations on 

the interaction between diet and health with implications to susceptible subgroups; cognitive 

genomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the changes in cognitive processes 

associated with genetic profiles; pharmacogenomics, a collection of features comprising the 

study of the effect of the sum of variations within the human genome on drugs; 

pharmacomicrobiomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the effect of variations 

within the human microbiome on drugs; toxicogenomics, a collection of features comprising the 

study of gene and protein activity within particular cell or tissue of an organism in response to 

toxic substances; mitointeractome, a collection of features comprising the study of the process by 

which the mitochondria proteins interact; psychogenomics, a collection of features comprising 

the study of the process of applying the powerful tools of genomics and proteomics to achieve a 

better understanding of the biological substrates of normal behavior and of diseases of the brain 

that manifest themselves as behavioral abnormalities, including applying psychogenomics to the 

study of drug addiction to develop more effective treatments for these disorders as well as 

objective diagnostic tools, preventive measures, and cures; stem cell genomics, a collection of 

features comprising the study of stem cell biology to establish stem cells as a model system for 

understanding human biology and disease states; connectomics, a collection of features 

comprising the study of the neural connections in the brain; microbiomics, a collection of 
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features comprising the study of the genomes of the communities of microorganisms that live in 

the digestive tract; cellomics, a collection of features comprising the study of the quantitative cell 

analysis and study using bioimaging methods and bioinformatics; tomomics, a collection of 

features comprising the study of tomography and omics methods to understand tissue or cell 

biochemistry at high spatial resolution from imaging mass spectrometry data; ethomics, a 

collection of features comprising the study of high-throughput machine measurement of patient 

behavior; and videomics, a collection of features comprising the study of a video analysis 

paradigm inspired by genomics principles, where a continuous image sequence, or video, can be 

interpreted as the capture of a single image evolving through time of mutations revealing patient 

insights.  

[00276] In some embodiments, a sufficiently robust collection of features comprises all of 

the features disclosed above; however, models and predictions based from the available features 

comprise models which are optimized and trained from a selection of features that are much 

more limiting than the exhaustive feature set. In some embodiments, such a constrained feature 

set comprises as few as tens to hundreds of features. For example, a model's constrained feature 

set may include the genomic results of a sequencing of the patient's tumor, derivative features 

based upon the genomic results, the patient's tumor origin, the patient's age at diagnosis, the 

patient's gender and race, and symptoms that the patient brought to their physicians attention 

during a routine checkup.  

[00277] In some embodiments, a feature store may enhance a patient's feature set through 

the application of machine learning and analytics by selecting from any features, alterations, or 

calculated output derived from the patient's features or alterations to those features. In some 

embodiments, such a feature store may generate new features from the original features found in 

feature module or may identify and store important insights or analysis based upon the features.  

In some embodiments, the selection of features is based at least upon an alteration or calculation 

to be generated, and comprises the calculation of single or multiple nucleotide polymorphisms 

insertion or deletions of the genome, a tumor mutational burden, a microsatellite instability, a 

copy number variation, a fusion, or other such calculations. In some embodiments, an exemplary 

output of an alteration or calculation generated which may inform future alterations or 

calculations includes a finding of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) and variants in MYH7. In 

some embodiments, previous classified variants may be identified in the patient's genome which 
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may inform the classification of novel variants or indicate a further risk of disease. An exemplary 

approach includes the enrichment of variants and their respective classifications to identify a 

region in MYH7 that is associated with HCM. Novel variants detected from a patient's 

sequencing localized to this region would increase the patient's risk for HCM. In some 

embodiments, features which may be utilized in such an alteration detection include the structure 

of MYH7 and classification of variants therein. In some embodiments, a model focused on 

enrichment may isolate such variants. An exemplary output of an alteration or calculation 

generated which may inform future alterations or calculations includes a finding of lung cancer 

and variants in EGFR, an epidermal growth factor receptor gene that is mutated in -10% of non

small cell lung cancer and -50% of lung cancers from non-smokers. In some embodiments, 

previously classified variants may be identified in the patient's genome which may inform the 

classification of novel variants or indicate a further risk of disease. An exemplary approach may 

include the enrichment of variants and their respective classifications to identify a region nearby 

or with evidence to interact with EGFR and associated with cancer. Novel variants detected from 

a patient's sequencing localized to this region or interactions with this region would increase the 

patient's risk. In some embodiments, features which may be utilized in such an alteration 

detection include the structure of EGFR and classification of variants therein. In some 

embodiments, a model focused enrichment may isolate such variants.  

[00278] In some embodiments, the above referenced classification model may include one 

or more classification models 2382a-n which may be implemented as artificial intelligence 

engines and may include gradient boosting models, random forest models, neural networks 

(NN), regression models, Naive Bayes models, or machine learning algorithms (MLA). A MLA 

or a NN may be trained from a training data set. In an exemplary prediction profile, a training 

data set may include imaging, pathology, clinical, and/or molecular reports and details of a 

patient, such as those curated from an EHR or genetic sequencing reports. MLAs include 

supervised algorithms (such as algorithms where the features/classifications in the data set are 

annotated) using linear regression, logistic regression, decision trees, classification and 

regression trees, Naive Bayes, nearest neighbor clustering; unsupervised algorithms (such as 

algorithms where no features/classification in the data set are annotated) using Apriori, means 

clustering, principal component analysis, random forest, adaptive boosting; and semi-supervised 

algorithms (such as algorithms where an incomplete number of features/classifications in the 
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data set are annotated) using generative approach (such as a mixture of Gaussian distributions, 

mixture of multinomial distributions, hidden Markov models), low density separation, graph

based approaches (such as mincut, harmonic function, manifold regularization), heuristic 

approaches, or support vector machines. NNs include conditional random fields, convolutional 

neural networks, attention based neural networks, deep learning, long short term memory 

networks, or other neural models where the training data set includes a plurality of tumor 

samples, RNA expression data for each sample, and pathology reports covering imaging data for 

each sample. While MLA and neural networks identify distinct approaches to machine learning, 

the terms may be used interchangeably herein. Thus, a mention of MLA may include a 

corresponding NN or a mention of NN may include a corresponding MLA unless explicitly 

stated otherwise. Training may include providing optimized datasets, labeling these traits as they 

occur in patient records, and training the MLA to predict or classify based on new inputs.  

Artificial NNs are efficient computing models which have shown their strengths in solving hard 

problems in artificial intelligence. They have also been shown to be universal approximators (can 

represent a wide variety of functions when given appropriate parameters). In some embodiments, 

some MLA may identify features of importance and identify a coefficient, or weight, to them.  

The coefficient may be multiplied with the occurrence frequency of the feature to generate a 

score, and once the scores of one or more features exceed a threshold, certain classifications may 

be predicted by the MLA. In some embodiments, a coefficient schema may be combined with a 

rule based schema to generate more complicated predictions, such as predictions based upon 

multiple features. For example, ten key features may be identified across different classifications.  

In some embodiments, a list of coefficients may exist for the key features, and a rule set may 

exist for the classification. In some embodiments, a rule set may be based upon the number of 

occurrences of the feature, the scaled weights of the features, or other qualitative and quantitative 

assessments of features encoded in logic known to those of ordinary skill in the art. In other 

MLA, features may be organized in a binary tree structure. For example, key features which 

distinguish between the most classifications may exist as the root of the binary tree and each 

subsequent branch in the tree until a classification may be awarded based upon reaching a 

terminal node of the tree. For example, a binary tree may have a root node which tests for a first 

feature. The occurrence or non-occurrence of this feature must exist (the binary decision), and 

the logic may traverse the branch which is true for the item being classified. Additional rules 
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may be based upon thresholds, ranges, or other qualitative and quantitative tests. While 

supervised methods are useful when the training dataset has many known values or annotations, 

the nature of EMR/EHR documents is that there may not be many annotations provided. When 

exploring large amounts of unlabeled data, unsupervised methods are useful for 

binning/bucketing instances in the data set. A single instance of the above models, or two or 

more such instances in combination, may constitute a model for the purposes of models, artificial 

intelligence, neural networks, or machine learning algorithms, herein.  

[00279] In some embodiments, Stacked TUO Classifier 2400 may receive one or more 

features from the artificial intelligence engine 2300 of Figure 23 to predict cancer conditions at 

TUO Classification 2382 using one or more classifiers 2382a-n.  

[00280] In some embodiments, the set of cancer conditions comprises diagnoses such as 

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL), Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML), Adolescents, Cancer 

in, Adrenocortical Carcinoma, AIDS-Related Cancers, Kaposi Sarcoma (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), 

AIDS-Related Lymphoma (Lymphoma), Primary CNS Lymphoma (Lymphoma), Anal Cancer, 

Appendix Cancer, Astrocytomas, Childhood (Brain Cancer), Atypical Teratoid/Rhabdoid Tumor, 

Childhood, Central Nervous System (Brain Cancer), Basal Cell Carcinoma of the Skin, Bile Duct 

Cancer, Bladder Cancer, Bone Cancer (includes Ewing Sarcoma and Osteosarcoma and 

Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma), Brain Tumors, Breast Cancer, Bronchial Tumors (Lung 

Cancer), Burkitt Lymphoma, Carcinoid Tumor (Gastrointestinal), Carcinoma of Unknown 

Primary, Cardiac (Heart) Tumors, Childhood, Central Nervous System, Atypical 

Teratoid/Rhabdoid Tumor, Childhood (Brain Cancer), Medulloblastoma and Other CNS 

Embryonal Tumors, Childhood (Brain Cancer), Germ Cell Tumor, Childhood (Brain Cancer), 

Primary CNS Lymphoma, Cervical Cancer, Childhood Cancers, Cancers of Childhood, Unusual, 

Cholangiocarcinoma, Chordoma, Childhood (Bone Cancer), Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

(CLL), Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML), Chronic Myeloproliferative Neoplasms, 

Colorectal Cancer, Craniopharyngioma, Childhood (Brain Cancer), Cutaneous T-Cell 

Lymphoma, Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS), Childhood (Brain Cancer), Endometrial Cancer 

(Uterine Cancer), Ependymoma, Childhood (Brain Cancer), Esophageal Cancer, 

Esthesioneuroblastoma (Head and Neck Cancer), Ewing Sarcoma (Bone Cancer), Extracranial 

Germ Cell Tumor, Childhood, Extragonadal Germ Cell Tumor, Eye Cancer, Intraocular 

Melanoma, Retinoblastoma, Fallopian Tube Cancer, Fibrous Histiocytoma of Bone, Malignant, 
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and Osteosarcoma, Gallbladder Cancer, Gastric (Stomach) Cancer, Gastrointestinal Carcinoid 

Tumor, Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors (GIST) (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), Germ Cell Tumors, 

Childhood Central Nervous System Germ Cell Tumors (Brain Cancer), Childhood Extracranial 

Germ Cell Tumors, Extragonadal Germ Cell Tumors, Ovarian Germ Cell Tumors, Testicular 

Cancer, Gestational Trophoblastic Disease, Hairy Cell Leukemia, Head and Neck Cancer, Heart 

Tumors, Childhood, Hepatocellular (Liver) Cancer, Histiocytosis, Langerhans Cell, Hodgkin 

Lymphoma, Hypopharyngeal Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Intraocular Melanoma, Islet Cell 

Tumors, Pancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumors, Kaposi Sarcoma (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), Kidney 

(Renal Cell) Cancer, Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis, Laryngeal Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), 

Leukemia, Lip and Oral Cavity Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer 

(Non-Small Cell, Small Cell, Pleuropulmonary Blastoma, and Tracheobronchial Tumor), 

Lymphoma, Male Breast Cancer, Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma of Bone and Osteosarcoma, 

Melanoma, Melanoma, Intraocular (Eye), Merkel Cell Carcinoma (Skin Cancer), Mesothelioma, 

Malignant, Metastatic Cancer, Metastatic Squamous Neck Cancer with Occult Primary (Head 

and Neck Cancer), Midline Tract Carcinoma With NUT Gene Changes, Mouth Cancer (Head 

and Neck Cancer), Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia Syndromes, Multiple Myeloma/Plasma Cell 

Neoplasms, Mycosis Fungoides (Lymphoma), Myelodysplastic Syndromes, 

Myelodysplastic/Myeloproliferative Neoplasms, Myelogenous Leukemia, Chronic (CML), 

Myeloid Leukemia, Acute (AML), Myeloproliferative Neoplasms, Chronic, Nasal Cavity and 

Paranasal Sinus Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Nasopharyngeal Cancer (Head and Neck 

Cancer), Neuroblastoma, Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer, Oral Cancer, 

Lip and Oral Cavity Cancer and Oropharyngeal Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Osteosarcoma 

and Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma of Bone, Ovarian Cancer, Pancreatic Cancer, Pancreatic 

Neuroendocrine Tumors (Islet Cell Tumors), Papillomatosis (Childhood Laryngeal), 

Paraganglioma, Paranasal Sinus and Nasal Cavity Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Parathyroid 

Cancer, Penile Cancer, Pharyngeal Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Pheochromocytoma, 

Pituitary Tumor, Plasma Cell Neoplasm/Multiple Myeloma, Pleuropulmonary Blastoma (Lung 

Cancer), Pregnancy and Breast Cancer, Primary Central Nervous System (CNS) Lymphoma, 

Primary Peritoneal Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Rectal Cancer, Recurrent Cancer, Renal Cell 

(Kidney) Cancer, Retinoblastoma, Rhabdomyosarcoma, Childhood (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), 

Salivary Gland Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Childhood Rhabdomyosarcoma (Soft Tissue 
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Sarcoma), Childhood Vascular Tumors (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), Ewing Sarcoma (Bone Cancer), 

Kaposi Sarcoma (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), Osteosarcoma (Bone Cancer), Soft Tissue Sarcoma, 

Uterine Sarcoma, Sezary Syndrome (Lymphoma), Skin Cancer, Small Cell Lung Cancer, Small 

Intestine Cancer, Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Skin, Squamous Neck 

Cancer with Occult Primary, Metastatic (Head and Neck Cancer), Stomach (Gastric) Cancer, T

Cell Lymphoma, Lymphoma (Mycosis Fungoides and Sezary Syndrome), Testicular Cancer, 

Throat Cancer (Head and Neck Cancer), Nasopharyngeal Cancer, Oropharyngeal Cancer, 

Hypopharyngeal Cancer, Thymoma and Thymic Carcinoma, Thyroid Cancer, Tracheobronchial 

Tumors (Lung Cancer), Transitional Cell Cancer of the Renal Pelvis and Ureter (Kidney (Renal 

Cell) Cancer), Ureter and Renal Pelvis, Transitional Cell Cancer (Kidney (Renal Cell) Cancer, 

Urethral Cancer, Uterine Cancer, Endometrial, Uterine Sarcoma, Vaginal Cancer, Vascular 

Tumors (Soft Tissue Sarcoma), or Vulvar Cancer.  

[00281] In some embodiments, diagnosis may include brain non-glioma (ependymoma, 

hemangioblastoma, medulloblastoma, meningioma), breast (breast ductal, breast lobular), colon, 

endometrial (endometrial, endometrial serous, endometrial stromal sarcoma), gastroesophageal 

(esophageal adenocarcinoma, gastric), gastrointestinal stromal tumor, glioma (Glioma, 

oligodendroglioma), head and neck adenocarcinoma, hematological (acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia, acute myeloid leukemia, b cell lymphoma, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, chronic 

myeloid leukemia, rosai dorfman, t cell lymphoma), hepatobiliary (cholangiocarcinoma, 

gallbladder, liver), lung adenocarcinoma, melanoma, mesothelioma, neuroendocrine 

(gastrointestinal neuroendocrine, high grade neuroendocrine lung, low grade neuroendocrine 

lung, pancreatic neuroendocrine, skin neuroendocrine), ovarian (ovarian clear cell, ovarian 

granulosa, ovarian serous), pancreas, prostate, renal (renal chromophobe, renal clear cell, renal 

papillary), sarcoma (chondrosarcoma, chordoma, ewing sarcoma, fibrous sarcoma, 

leiomyosarcoma, liposarcoma, osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma, vascular 

sarcoma), squamous (cervical, esophageal squamous, head and neck squamous, lung squamous, 

skin squamous/basal), thymic, thyroid, or urothelial.  

[00282] In some embodiments, diagnosis may include one or more entries of the ICD-10

CM, or the International Classification of Disease. The ICD provides a method of classifying 

diseases, injuries, and causes of death. The World Health Organization (WHO) publishes the 

ICDs to standardize the methods of recording and tracking instances of diagnosed disease, 
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including cancer. For example, classifications from any chapter of the ICD or cancers from 

Chapter 2, C and D codes. C codes may include Neoplasm of Lip, Oral Cavity and Pharynx 

(COO-C14), Neoplasm of Digestive Organs (C15-C26), Neoplasm of Respiratory System and 

Intrathoracic Organs (C30-C39), Neoplasm of Mesothelial and Soft Tissue (C45), Neoplasm of 

Bones, Joints and Articular Cartilage (C40-C41), Neoplasm of Skin (Melanoma, Merkel Cell, 

and Other Skin Histologies) (C43, C44, C4a), Kaposi Sarcoma (46), Neoplasm of Peripheral 

Nerves and Autonomic nervous system, Retroperitoneum, Peritoneum, and Soft Tissues (C47, 

C48, C49), Neoplasm of Breast and Female Genital Organs (C50 - C58), Neoplasm of Male 

Genital Organs (C60-C63), Neoplasm of Urinary Tract (C64-C68), Neoplasms of Eye, Brain and 

Other Parts of the Central Nervous System (C69-C72), Neoplasm of Thyroid, Other Endocrine 

Glands, and Ill-defined Sites (C73-C76), Malignant Neuroendocrine Tumors (C7a._), Secondary 

Neuroendocrine Tumors (C7B), Neoplasm of other and ill- defined sites (C76-80), Secondary 

and unspecified malignant neoplasm of lymph nodes (C77), Secondary Cancers of respiratory 

and digestive organs, other and unspecified sites (C78-80), Malignant Neoplasm without 

specification of site (C80), Malignant neoplasms of lymphoid, or hematopoietic and related 

tissue (C81-C96).  

[00283] In some embodiments, cancer conditions may include broadly construed 

categorization to a cohort class. Exemplary cohort classes may include Blood Cancer, Bone 

Cancer, Brain Cancer, Bladder Cancer, Breast Cancer, Colon and Rectal Cancer, Endometrial 

Cancer, Kidney Cancer, Leukemia, Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer, Melanoma, Non-Hodgkin 

Lymphoma, Pancreatic Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Thyroid Cancer, or other tissue/organ-based 

classifications.  

[00284] In some embodiments, cancer conditions may include a site of biopsy for the 

biopsied specimen such as one or more ICD-03 codes, including: lip, base of tongue, tongue 

(excluding base of tongue), gum, floor of mouth, & other mouth, salivary gland, oropharynx, 

nasopharynx (excluding posterior wall), posterior wall of nasopharynx, hypopharynx, pharynx, 

esophagus, stomach, small intestine, large intestine, (excluding appendix), appendix, rectum, 

anal canal & anus, liver, intrahepatic bile ducts, gallbladder & extrahepatic bile ducts, pancreas, 

unspecified digestive organs, nasal cavity (including nasal cartilage), middle ear, sinuses, 

accessory sinus, nose, larynx, trachea, lung & bronchus, thymus, heart, mediastinum, pleura, 

respiratory, bones & joints (excluding skull and face, mandible), bones of skull and face, 
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mandible, blood, bone marrow, & hematopoietic sys, spleen, reticulo-endothelial, skin, 

peripheral nerves, retroperitoneum & peritoneum, connective & soft tissue, breast, vagina & 

labia, vulva, cervix uteri, corpus uteri, uterus, ovary, fallopian tube, other female genital 

(excluding fallopian tube), placenta, penis, prostate gland, testis, epididymis, spermatic cord, 

male genital, scrotum, kidney, renal pelvis, ureter, urinary bladder, other urinary organs, orbit & 

lacrimal gland, (excluding retina, eye, nose), retina, eyeball, eye, nose, meninges (e.g., cerebral 

and spinal), brain, & cranial nerves, & spinal cord, (excluding ventricle, cerebellum), ventricle, 

cerebellum, other nervous system, thyroid gland, adrenal glands, parathyroid gland, pituitary 

gland, craniopharyngeal duct, pineal gland, other endocrine glands, ill-defined, lymph nodes, and 

unknown.  

[00285] In some embodiments, a diagnosis classifier 2382a may be trained with labels 

corresponding to one or more of the diagnosis cancer classifications above. Inputs to the model 

are a feature matrix having a plurality of patient feature vectors. For each model, a patient feature 

vector may include more or more of the features from the feature modules 2340, stored features 

of feature collection 2305, alteration module 2350, or classifications 2380. For each patient, a 

supervisory signal may identify which classification of the diagnosis cancer classifications the 

patient feature vector is labeled.  

[00286] In some embodiments, a cohort classifier 2383b may be trained with labels 

corresponding to one or more of the cohort class cancer classifications above. In some 

embodiments, inputs to the model are a feature matrix having a plurality of patient feature 

vectors. For each model, a patient feature vector may include more or more of the features from 

the feature modules 2340, stored features of feature collection 2305, alteration module 2350, or 

classifications 2380. For each patient, a supervisory signal may identify which classification of 

the cohort cancer classifications the patient feature vector is labeled.  

[00287] In some embodiments, a tissue classifier 2382c may be trained with labels 

corresponding to one or more of the site of biopsy class cancer classifications above. In some 

embodiments, inputs to the model are a feature matrix having a plurality of patient feature 

vectors. For each model, a patient feature vector may include one or more of the features from 

the feature modules 2340, stored features of feature collection 2305, alteration module 2350, or 
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classifications 2380. For each patient, a supervisory signal may identify which classification of 

the site of biopsy cancer classifications the patient feature vector is labeled.  

[00288] In some embodiments, the stacked TUO Classifier 2382d, also referred to as the 

final classifier, may include one or more classifiers 2382a-n.  

[00289] In some embodiments, a set number of classifications may be trained and 

provided at the classifier. In other embodiments, a plurality of distinctive classification may be 

available for classification at the classifier. In one example, distinctive classifications may be 

made between separate tumor/tissue types having common cell lineages, one or more sarcomas 

and one or more carcinomas, one or more squamous and one or more carcinomas, one or more 

neuroendocrines and one or more carcinomas. In one example, differentiation may occur 

between lung adenocarcinoma, lung squamous, oral adenocarcinoma, and oral adenocarcinoma.  

In one example, differentiation may occur between general sarcomas, ependymoma, ewing 

sarcoma, gliosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, meningioma, mesothelioma, and Rosai-Dorfman. In 

addition to distinguishing based on cell lineage, differentiations may be made between metastasis 

site of origin when tumor tissue is widely metastatic, but poorly differentiated. Examples may 

include distinguishing between a liver metastasis of pancreatic origin, upper gastrointestinal 

origin, or cholangio origin; a breast metastasis of salivary gland origin, squamous origin, or 

ductile origin; a brain metastasis of glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma, astrocytoma, or 

medulloblastoma (including Wnt, Whh, Group 3, Group 4); a lung metastasis of NSCLC 

adenocarcinoma or squamous; and between gynecological organs of endometrium, ovary, or 

fallopian tubes and between endometrioid, serous, and clear cell carcinoma. In one example, 

differentiation may be made between one or more sarcomas with carcinoma morphological 

features or protein expressions, and one or more carcinomas with sarcoma morphologic features 

or protein expressions 

[00290] In some embodiments, only a single RNA classifier may be implemented to 

generate a diagnosis classification 2382a, cohort classification 2382b, or tissue classification for 

the TUO classification 2382d. In some embodiments, inputs to the RNA classifier may include 

20,000+ transcripts from a whole exome RNA sequencing or a subset of the transcripts (100, 

500, 1k, 2k, 5k, etc.) may be selecting on the basis of their correlation with the outcome variable 

or supervisory signal. In some embodiments, RNA transcripts may be deconvoluted or 
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normalized. In some embodiments, two or more RNA classifiers, such as a combination of a 

diagnosis classification 2382a, cohort classification 2382b, or tissue classification may be 

combined to generate a diagnosis, cohort, and tissue classification 2382a-c based upon the RNA 

features 2341. In some embodiments, two or more classifiers based upon one or more feature 

modules 2340 may be combined for the TUO classification 2382d. For example, RNA features 

2341 and DNA features 2342 may be received and combined to generate a diagnosis 

classification 2382a, cohort classification 2382b, or tissue classification for the TUO 

classification 2382d. Inputs to the DNA classifier may include genes, genes and their variants as 

represented by a protein (P dot) notation. In some embodiments, classifiers may begin operation 

when input features are available to the system and a refined TUO classification may be 

generated as each additional classification becomes available.  

[00291] In some embodiments, RNA features 2341 may be normalized, such as by any of 

the methods disclosed in US Patent Application 16/581,706, titled "Methods of Normalizing and 

Correcting RNA Expression Data," filed Sept. 24, 2019; and deconvoluted, such as by any of the 

methods disclosed in US Patent Application 16/732,229, titled "Transcriptome Deconvolution of 

Metastatic Tissue Samples," filed Dec. 31, 2019; both of which are incorporated by reference in 

their entirety. RNA features which have been normalized and/or deconvoluted, may be presented 

as transcripts per million. In some embodiments, RNA features 2341 may be represented as an 

expression, such as gene expression data quantified by Kallisto, quantile normalized for GC 

content and length on the transcript level, followed by a library depth normalization step where a 

scaling factor is calculated as the median ratio of a sample's expression over its geometric mean 

across all references samples. Following normalization, quality control using principal 

component analysis may be used to filter samples with abnormal expression. RNA features may 

be represented as a matrix of n patients by 19147 genes, or a feature selection may be performed, 

such as by applying variance thresholds where a hyperparameter search may identify the optimal 

threshold of variance to optimize the performance on test data. In some embodiments, feature 

selection may reduce the number of transcripts needed to train and apply a classification model 

2382a-n from 19147 transcripts to approximately 7,000 transcripts. In some embodiments, 

feature selection methods may select the best 250 transcripts, 1000 transcripts, or 10000 

transcripts given different selection criteria or hyperparameters. In some embodiments, the 
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methods for generating RNA features may include one or more of the methods of the '804 

patent.  

[00292] In some embodiments, features from genes such as GPM6A, CDX1, SOX2, 

NAPSA, CDX2, MUC12, SLAMF7, HNF4A, ANXA10, TRPS1, GATA3, SLC34A2, NKX2-1, 

SLC22A31, ATP10B, STEAP2, CLDN3, SPATA6, NRCAM, USHIC, SOX17, TMPRSS2, 

MECOM, WT1, CDHR1, HOXA13, SOX10, SALLI, CPE, NPR1, CLRN3, THSD4, ARL14, 

SFTPB, COL17A1, KLHL14, EPS8L3, NXPE4, FOXA2, SYTI1, SPDEF, GRHL2, GBP6, 

PAX8, ANO1, KRT7, HOXA9, TYR, DCT, LYPD1, MSLN, TP63, CDH1, ESRI, HNFIB, 

HOXA1, TJP3, NRG3, TMC5, PRLR, GATA2, DCDC2, INS, NDUFA4L2, TBX5, ABCC3, 

FOLH1, HIST1H3G, S100A1, PTHLH, ACER2, RBBP8NL, TACSTD2, C19orf77, PTPRZl, 

BHLHE41, FAM155A, MYCN, DDX3Y, FMN1, HIST1H3F, UPK3B, TRIM29, TXNDC5, 

BCAM, FAM83A, TCF21, MIA, RNF220, AFAPI, KRT5, SOX21, KANK2, GPM6B, 

Clorf116, FOXF1, MEIS1, EFHD1, or XKRX may be used. In some embodiments, features 

from genes identified by the following Ensembl gene IDs may be used: ENSGOOOO0150625 

(GPM6A), ENSGOOOOO113722 (CDX1), ENSGOOOOO181449 (SOX2), ENSGOOOOO131400 

(NAPSA), ENSG0000165556 (CDX2), ENSG0000205277 (MUC12), ENSG0000026751 

(SLAMF7), ENSGOOOOO010176 (HNF4A), ENSGOOOOO019511 (ANXA1O), 

ENSGOOOOO104447 (TRPS1), ENSGOOOOO107485 (GATA3), ENSG0000157765 (SLC34A2), 

ENSGO0000136352 (NKX2-1), ENSGO0000259803 (SLC22A31), ENSGOOOOO118322 

(ATP1OB), ENSGO0000157214 (STEAP2), ENSGO0000165215 (CLDN3), ENSG00000132122 

(SPATA6), ENSG0000091129 (NRCAM), ENSG0000006611 (USHIC), ENSG0000164736 

(SOX17), ENSG0000184012 (TMPRSS2), ENSG00000085276 (MECOM), 

ENSGO0000184937 (WT1), ENSGO0000148600 (CDHR1), ENSGOOOOO106031 (HOXA13), 

ENSGOOOOO100146 (SOX10), ENSGOOOOO103449 (SALL1), ENSGOOOOO109472 (CPE), 

ENSGO0000169418 (NPR1), ENSGO0000180745 (CLRN3), ENSG0000187720 (THSD4), 

ENSGO0000179674 (ARL14), ENSGO0000168878 (SFTPB), ENSG0000065618 (COL17A1), 

ENSGO0000197705 (KLHL14), ENSGO0000198758 (EPS8L3), ENSG0000137634 (NXPE4), 

ENSGO0000125798 (FOXA2), ENSGO0000132718 (SYT11), ENSG0000124664 (SPDEF), 

ENSGO0000083307 (GRHL2), ENSGO0000183347 (GBP6), ENSG0000125618 (PAX8), 

ENSGO0000131620 (ANO1), ENSG0000135480 (KRT7), ENSG0000078399 (HOXA9), 

ENSG00000077498 (TYR), ENSG0000080166 (DCT), ENSG0000150551 (LYPD1), 
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ENSG00000102854 (MSLN), ENSG00000073282 (TP63), ENSG00000039068 (CDH1), 

ENSG00000091831 (ESRI), ENSG00000108753 (HNF1B), ENSG00000253293 (HOXA10), 

ENSG00000105289 (TJP3), ENSG00000185737 (NRG3), ENSG00000103534 (TMC5), 

ENSG00000113494 (PRLR), ENSG00000179348 (GATA2), ENSG00000146038 (DCDC2), 

ENSG00000254647 (INS), ENSG00000185633 (NDUFA4L2), ENSG00000089225 (TBX5), 

ENSG00000108846 (ABCC3), ENSG00000086205 (FOLH1), ENSG00000256018 

(HIST1H3G), ENSG00000160678 (Si00A1), ENSG00000087494 (PTHLH), 

ENSG00000177076 (ACER2), ENSG00000130701 (RBBP8NL), ENSG00000184292 

(TACSTD2), ENSG00000095932 (Cl9orf77), ENSG00000106278 (PTPRZ), 

ENSG00000123095 (BHLHE41), ENSG00000204442 (FAM155A), ENSG00000134323 

(MYCN), ENSG00000067048 (DDX3Y), ENSG00000248905 (FMN1), ENSG00000256316 

(HIST1H3F), ENSG00000243566 (UPK3B), ENSG0000137699 (TRIM29), 

ENSGO0000239264 (TXNDC5), ENSG0000187244 (BCAM), ENSG0000147689 

(FAM83A), ENSGOOOOO118526 (TCF21), ENSG00000261857 (MIA), ENSG00000187147 

(RNF220), ENSG0000196526 (AFAP1), ENSG0000186081 (KRT5), ENSG0000125285 

(SOX21), ENSG0000197256 (KANK2), ENSG00000046653 (GPM6B), ENSG0000182795 

(Clorfl16), ENSG00000103241 (FOXF1), ENSG00000143995 (MEIS1), ENSG00000115468 

(EFHD1), and ENSGOOOOO182489 (XKRX).  

[00293] Transcript isoform information associated with these genes may be selected as 

input features for sequencing results. For example, GPM6A may be associated with transcript 

isoforms GPM6A-201, GPM6A-202, GPM6A-203, GPM6A-204, GPM6A-205, GPM6A-206, 

GPM6A-207, GPM6A-208, GPM6A-209, GPM6A-210, GPM6A-211, GPM6A-212, GPM6A

213, GPM6A-214, GPM6A-215, GPM6A-216, GPM6A-217, GPM6A-218, GPM6A-219, 

GPM6A-220, GPM6A-221; CDX1 may be associated with transcript isoforms CDX1-201 and 

CDX1-202; SOX2 may be associated with transcript isoform SOX2-201; NAPSA may be 

associated with transcript isoforms NAPSA-201, NAPSA-202, NAPSA-203, NAPSA-204, 

NAPSA-205, NAPSA-206, and NAPSA-207; and so on for each gene. In some embodiments, 

the transcripts may be selected at a transcript level, so instead of each gene having all of its 

transcripts, only the feature selection transcripts are included for each gene. A "transcript" of a 

gene is the mRNA molecule associated with the gene.  
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[00294] In some embodiments, RNA splicing features 2349a may be generated from RNA 

alternative splicing such as an alternative splicing score. Alternative splicing scores may be 

calculated for 1500 common exon skipping events in the human genome. In some embodiments, 

Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a Reference (STAR), a fast RNA-Seq read mapper with 

support for splice-junction and fusion read detection may be applied. STAR aligns reads by 

finding the Maximal Mappable Prefix (MMP) hits between reads (or read pairs) and the genome, 

using a Suffix Array index. Different parts of a read may be mapped to different genomic 

positions, corresponding to splicing or RNA-fusions. The genome index includes known splice

junctions from annotated gene models, allowing for sensitive detection of spliced reads. STAR 

performs local alignment, automatically soft clipping ends of reads with high mismatches.  

STAR, or similar splicing identifier, may be used to generate a splice junction index for each 

RNA sample. A splice junction index may then be normalized to calculate percent spliced in 

(PSI) scores for common alternative splicing events and represented as a matrix of n patients by 

-5000 alternatively spliced transcripts. Transcript splicing may be detected at any of the RNA 

transcripts associated with each gene. In some embodiments, the methods for generating RNA 

splicing features may include one or more of the methods of the '804 patent.  

[00295] In some embodiments, copy number variations (CNVs) 2349b (e.g., copy number 

features) may be generated from raw sequencing read data corresponding to each probe of a 

sequencing assay. DNA CNVs, or copy number data, may be generated using a bioinformatics 

pipeline that identifies structural variants from DNA sequencing by comparing a sample's read 

depth to a pool of normal samples. Due to variances introduced through different sequencing 

methods, bioinformatics procedures, or other bias introducing factors, raw sequencing may first 

be normalized. Normalization may include depth normalization against normal pool, GC

correction across GC percentiles for all target regions, principal components noise correction 

against the normal pool, log ratio computation against both the normal pool and a matched 

normal sample, and/or cytoband level imputation to account for discrepancies in probe targets.  

Following normalization, the sequencing data may be used to identify copy number data 

represented as the average log odds ratio for each probe within a cytoband. A log odds ratio is 

log((observed number of reads)/(expected number of reads)). In some embodiments, the methods 

for generating CNV features may include one or more of the methods of the '804 patent. CNVs 

may be generated using a sliding window of a fixed width and mapped to chromosomes, genes, 
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variants, or cytobands for each sequenced sample and represented as a matrix of n patients by 

550 cytobands, alternatively n patients by approximately 600 genes. In some embodiments, other 

sequencing panels comprise differing numbers of genes, such as 100 genes, 300 genes, 1000 

genes, or 20000 genes.  

[00296] In some embodiments, cytobands for each gene include lOp 1 1.1, 1Op 1 1.21, 

lOpl3, 10p14, lOp15.1, 10pI5.3, 10qll.21, 10qll.23, 10q21.2, 10q22.1, 10q22.3, 10q23.2, 

10q23.31, 10q23.33, 10q24.2, 10q24.31, 10q24.32, 10q24.33, 10q25.2, 10q25.3, 10q26.11, 

10q26.13, 10q26.2, 10q26.3, lpll.2, 11p13, lpl4.1, 11p14.3, lp15.1, 11p15.2, l1pl5.4, 

lp15.5, 11ql2.1, 11ql2.2, 11ql2.3, 11ql3.1, 11ql3.2, 11ql3.3, 11ql3.4, 11ql3.5, 11ql4.1, 

11q21, 11q22.2, 11q22.3, 11q23.1, 11q23.2, 11q23.3, 11q24.1, 11q24.2, 11q24.3, 11q25, 

12pl.21, 12pl2.1, 12pl3.1, 12pl3.2, 12pl3.31, 12pl3.32, 12pl3.33, 12ql2, 12ql3.12, 

12ql3.13, 12ql3.2, 12ql3.3, 12ql4.1, 12ql4.3, 12ql5, 12q21.31, 12q21.33, 12q23.1, 12q23.2, 

12q23.3, 12q24.12, 12q24.13, 12q24.21, 12q24.31, 12q24.33, 13ql2.11, 13ql2.13, 13ql2.2, 

13ql2.3, 13ql3.1, 13ql3.3, 13ql4.11, 13ql4.2, 13ql4.3, 13q21.1, 13q22.1, 13q31.1, 13q32.1, 

13q33.1, 13q34, 14q11.2, 14ql2, 14ql3.2, 14ql3.3, 14q21.1, 14q21.2, 14q22.1, 14q23.2, 

14q23.3, 14q24.1, 14q24.3, 14q31.1, 14q32.12, 14q32.13, 14q32.2, 14q32.31, 14q32.32, 

14q32.33, 15q11.2, 15ql3.3, 15ql4, 15ql5.1, 15q21.1, 15q21.2, 15q22.2, 15q22.31, 15q22.33, 

15q24.1, 15q24.3, 15q25.1, 15q25.3, 15q26.1, 15q26.3, 16pl1.2, 16p2.1, 16p2.2, 16p3.11, 

16pl3.12, 16pl3.13, 16pl3.2, 16pl3.3, 16ql2.1, 16q21, 16q22.1, 16q22.2, 16q22.3, 16q23.1, 

16q23.2, 16q23.3, 16q24.1, 16q24.3, 17p1.2, 17p2, 17p3.1, 17pl3.2, 17pl3.3, 17q11.2, 

17ql2, 17q21.1, 17q21.2, 17q21.31, 17q21.32, 17q21.33, 17q22, 17q23.1, 17q23.2, 17q23.3, 

17q24.1, 17q24.2, 17q24.3, 17q25.1, 17q25.3, 18pl.21, 18pl1.32, 18q11.2, 18ql2.3, 18q21.1, 

18q21.2, 18q21.32, 18q21.33, 18q22.3, 18q23, 19pl3.11, 19pl3.12, 19p3.2, 19p3.3, 19ql2, 

19ql3.11, 19ql3.12, 19ql3.2, 19ql3.31, 19ql3.32, 19ql3.33, 19ql3.41, 19ql3.42, 19ql3.43, 

lpll.2, 1p12, lpl3.1, lpl3.2, lpl3.3, lp2.3, lp22.1, lp22.2, lp22.3, lp3l.1, lp3l.3, lp32.1, 

lp32.3, lp33, lp34.1, lp34.2, lp34.3, lp35.1, lp36.11, lp36.12, lp36.13, lp36.21, lp36.22, 

lp36.23, lp36.31, lp36.32, lp36.33, 1q21.1, 1q21.2, 1q21.3, 1q22, 1q23.1, 1q23.3, 1q24.2, 

1q24.3, 1q25.2, 1q31.2, 1q32.1, 1q32.3, 1q41, 1q42.12, 1q42.13, 1q42.2, 1q43, lq44, 20p11.21, 

20p11.22, 20p11.23, 20p12.1, 20pl3, 20q11.21, 20q11.23, 20ql2, 20q13.12, 20q13.13, 20ql3.2, 

20q13.32, 20q13.33, 21q11.2, 21q21.1, 21q21.3, 21q22.11, 21q22.12, 21q22.2, 21q22.3, 

22q11.21, 22q11.22, 22q11.23, 22ql2.1, 22ql2.2, 22ql2.3, 22ql3.1, 22ql3.2, 22ql3.31, 
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22q13.33, 2p11.2, 2p13.1, 2p13.2, 2p13.3, 2p15, 2p16.1, 2p16.3, 2p2, 2p22.2, 2p23.1, 2p23.2, 

2p23.3, 2p24.1, 2p24.2, 2p24.3, 2p25.1, 2p25.3, 2q11.1, 2q11.2, 2q12.2, 2q12.3, 2q13, 2q14.2, 

2ql4.3, 2q22.1, 2q22.2, 2q22.3, 2q23.3, 2q24.2, 2q31.1, 2q31.2, 2q31.3, 2q32.2, 2q32.3, 2q33.1, 

2q33.2, 2q34, 2q35, 2q36.1, 2q36.3, 2q37.1, 2q37.3, 3p11.1, 3p12.1, 3p13, 3p14.1, 3p14.2, 

3pl4.3, 3p2l.1, 3p2l.2, 3p2l.31, 3p22.1, 3p22.2, 3p24.1, 3p25.1, 3p25.2, 3p25.3, 3p26.1, 

3p26.3, 3q11.1, 3q13.11, 3q13.2, 3q13.31, 3q21.1, 3q21.2, 3q21.3, 3q22.1, 3q22.2, 3q22.3, 3q23, 

3q26.1, 3q26.2, 3q26.32, 3q26.33, 3q27.1, 3q27.2, 3q27.3, 3q28, 3q29, 4p11, 4p13, 4p14, 

4p15.31, 4p15.33, 4p16.1, 4p16.3, 4q 11, 4q12, 4q13.2, 4q13.3, 4q21.21, 4q21.22, 4q21.23, 

4q21.3, 4q24, 4q25, 4q27, 4q28.1, 4q31.1, 4q31.21, 4q31.3, 4q32.1, 4q32.3, 4q34.3, 4q35.1, 

4q35.2, 5pl2, 5pl3.1, 5pl3.2, 5pl3.3, 5pl5.2, 5pl5.31, 5pl5.33, 5qll.1, 5q11.2, 5ql2.3, 5ql3.1, 

5q13.2, 5q14.1, 5q14.2, 5q14.3, 5ql5, 5q22.2, 5q23.2, 5q23.3, 5q31.1, 5q31.2, 5q31.3, 5q32, 

5q33.1, 5q33.3, 5q34, 5q35.1, 5q35.2, 5q35.3, 6p11.2, 6p2.1, 6p2l.2, 6p2l.31, 6 p2l. 3 2 , 

6p2l.33, 6p22.2, 6p22.3, 6p24.1, 6p25.3, 6q11.1, 6q13, 6q15, 6q16.1, 6q16.2, 6q21, 6q22.1, 

6q22.31, 6q22.33, 6q23.2, 6q23.3, 6q24.1, 6q24.2, 6q25.1, 6q25.3, 6q26, 6q27, 7p1.2, 7p2.2, 

7p14.1, 7p14.3, 7p15.1, 7p15.2, 7p2l.1, 7p2l.2, 7p22.1, 7p22.2, 7p22.3, 7q11.21, 7q21.11, 

7q21.12, 7q21.2, 7q21.3, 7q22.1, 7q22.3, 7q31.1, 7q31.2, 7q31.31, 7q31.33, 7q32.1, 7q34, 

7q36.1, 7q36.3, 8p11.21, 8p11.22, 8p11.23, 8pl2, 8p2.2, 8p2.3, 8p22, 8p23.1, 8p23 .3 , 

8q11.21, 8q11.23, 8ql2.1, 8ql3.1, 8ql3.2, 8ql3.3, 8q21.11, 8q21.12, 8q21.3, 8q22.2, 8q22.3, 

8q23.1, 8q24.11, 8q24.13, 8q24.21, 8q24.22, 8q24.3, 9p13.1, 9p13.2, 9p13.3, 9p2.1, 9p2.3, 

9p24.1, 9p24.3, 9q21.11, 9q21.2, 9q21.32, 9q21.33, 9q22.1, 9q22.2, 9q22.32, 9q22.33, 9q31.2, 

9q32, 9q33.1, 9q33.2, 9q33.3, 9q34.11, 9q34.12, 9q34.13, 9q34.2, 9q34.3, Xp11.21, Xp11.22, 

Xp11.23, Xp11.3, Xp11.4, Xp2l.2, Xp2l.3, Xp22.2, Xp22.33, Xql l.2, Xql2, Xql3.1, Xql3.2, 

Xq21.1, Xq22.1, Xq22.3, Xq24, Xq25, Xq26.1, Xq26.2, Xq26.3, Xq27.1, and Xq28.  

[00297] In some embodiments, Germline/Somatic DNA features 2342 may be represented 

as a gene or variant which is detected or not detected in a sample. DNA features such as DNA 

variants may be detected using one or more variant callers, such as freebayes and pindel. An 

ensemble method may allow for an improved variant detection. In some embodiments, tumor 

specimen sequencing results may be evaluated for variants to identify variants present in the 

sample. In some embodiments, a tumor specimen may be sequenced alongside a normal 

specimen from the same patient and compared against the normal specimen in order to identify 

somatic and germline alterations. For example, if a patient has a variant in both their tumor and 
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normal specimen, it is unlikely that the variant is driving the tumor's growth, so the variant may 

be removed from further evaluation. In some embodiments, a variant reference set or database of 

all variant classifications, may be used to annotate the pathogenicity of each alteration detected 

in the specimen's sequencing results. In some embodiments, alterations may be represented as 

either the gene plus amino acid alteration (i.e. KRAS G12V) or as the gene plus the functional 

effect (BRAF loss-of-function). In some embodiments, pathogenic alterations may be one-hot 

encoded for representation in modeling. Selecting a gene and amino acid alteration 

representation may improve performance by reducing the number of variants in place of a 

nucleotide change representation because some nucleotide representation are semantically 

identical alterations. In some embodiments, the methods for generating DNA features may 

include one or more of the methods of the '804 patent. DNA features may be represented as a 

matrix of n patients by 20,000 variants. In some embodiments, feature selection may reduce the 

number of variants needed to train and apply a classification model 2382a-n from 20000 variants 

to approximately 7,000 variants. In some embodiments, feature selection methods may select the 

best 250, 1000, or 10000 variants given different selection criteria or hyperparameters. An 

exemplary feature selected gene listing is provided above with respect to the RNA feature set.  

[00298] In some embodiments, viral genomic features 2343a may be represented as the 

presence or absence of a virus in the specimen results. In some embodiments, viral genomic 

features are determined as described in US Application No. 62/978,067, entitled "Systems and 

Methods for Detecting Viral DNA from Sequencing," filed February 18, 2020, which is hereby 

incorporated by reference in its entirety. Sequencing results may be matched to a human 

reference genome, which leaves some portion of the sequencing results unmatched. In some 

examples, the unmatched portion may be compared to a bacterial reference genome or a viral 

reference genome. Matches identify the presence of a bacteria or virus in the specimen which 

may affect Identification of the cancer condition for each patient's specimen. In some 

embodiments, identification of bacteria may include detection of Salmonella typhi, 

Streptococcus bovis, Chlamydia pneumoniae, Mycoplasma, or Helicobacter pylori and 

identification of viral presence may include detection of Hepatitis B (HBV), Hepatitis C (HCV), 

Human T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV), Human papillomaviruses (HPV), Kaposi's sarcoma

associated herpesvirus (HHV-8), Merkel cell polyomavirus (MCV), or Epstein-Barr virus 

(EBV). Viral genomic features may be represented as a matrix of n patients by 13 bacteria and 
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viruses, x bacteria, or y viruses, such as 3 viruses. In some embodiments, the methods for 

generating viral features may include one or more of the methods of the '804 patent.  

[00299] In some embodiments, feature module 2340 may include other features such as 

clinical features. Clinical features may include patient information from the patient's electronic 

health records, testing results, diagnosis, and treatments. In one example, clinical information 

may include a patient's history of diagnosis of breast cancer and subsequent note of remission. A 

classifier trained to identify a cancer condition of diagnosis may first identify a diagnosis using 

one or more of the features introduced above as RNA features, DNA features, RNA fusions, viral 

features, or copy number features and as a secondary step, may further include referencing 

clinical features to further identify if the patient had a previous diagnosis. A patient having a 

previous diagnosis of breast cancer which is in remission and having a cancer condition 

classification related to breast cancer may be further identified to have a recurrence of breast 

cancer noted in the cancer condition.  

[00300] In some embodiments, any features of feature module 2340 may be provided to 

one or more classifiers 2382a-n for generating a TUO Classification. Combinations of features 

may include DNA features only, RNA features only, a combination of DNA and RNA features, 

any combination of DNA features and other features, any combination of RNA features and 

other features, any combination of DNA and RNA features with other features, including a 

combination of each of RNA features, DNA features, splicing features, CNV features, and 

Viral/Bacterial genomic features. It should be understood that one or more combinations of 

models may be trained and selected for each new patient based upon the combinations of 

features available and associated with that patient. For example, a patient who was sequenced for 

DNA only may have DNA features, CNV features, and viral features, but not RNA features. One 

or more models may receive the DNA features, CNV features, and viral features. In some 

embodiments, the TUO classification may receive the predicted outputs from one or more 

classifiers 2382a-n and combine them to generate a TUO classification to identify a diagnosis of 

a cancer condition for a patient. In some embodiments, each of the classifiers may be a diagnosis 

classifier 2382a, using a linear regression on the RNA feature set, DNA feature set, Splicing 

feature set, CNV feature set and viral feature set. In some embodiments, each of the classifiers 

may be a cohort/sub-type classifier 2382b, using a linear regression on the RNA feature set, 

DNA feature set, Splicing feature set, CNV feature set and viral feature set. In some 
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embodiments, each of the classifiers may be a tissue classifier 2382c, using a linear regression on 

the RNA feature set, DNA feature set, Splicing feature set, CNV feature set and viral feature set.  

In some embodiments, each of the classifiers may be one or more, two or more, or three or more 

of a diagnosis classifier 2382a, a cohort classifier 2382b, and tissue classifier 2382c, using a 

linear regression on the RNA feature set, DNA feature set, Splicing feature set, CNV feature set 

and viral feature set. In some embodiments, a boosting algorithm may be used to improve the 

classifier for the RNA feature set, DNA feature set, Splicing feature set, CNV feature set, and 

viral feature sets. A boosting algorithm may identify a subset of genes that produce better 

similarity between subjects, given a selected label to boost. Classifiers may be boosted on RNA 

labels, imaging labels, DNA labels, clinical information labels, tumor grade labels, tumor staging 

labels, or other labels of the data sets provided for classification. In one embodiment, boosting 

may be implemented as described in Skurichina, M., Duin, R. Bagging, Boosting and the 

Random Subspace Method for Linear Classifiers. Pattern Anal Appl 5, 121-135 (2002), which is 

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.  

[00301] In some embodiments, classifiers 2382a-n generate classifications for a diagnosis, 

cohort, or tissue from the feature set(s) received as an input at each classifier. In some 

embodiments, a classification may also be referenced as a prediction, based upon the received 

features. Sub-models, models which provide predictions to the meta-classifier 2382d, may be 

viewed through a viewer 2500 such as a web page, application, or other display device capable 

of displaying graphs. In some embodiments, a web page may be accessed from a web address. A 

user, such as a physician, may access a patient's TUO classification results by the patient's 

unique, deidentified ID, or by identifying information such as patient name or medical record 

number. In some embodiments, a unique ID may include a combination of letters and numbers, 

such as "20form" as depicted in Figures 25 and 26. In some embodiments, the viewer 2500 may 

include one or more graphs 2510, 2520, 2530, and 2540 corresponding to a classifier and feature 

set.  

[00302] In some embodiments, sub-prediction CNV illustrated in graph 2510 visually 

depicts the prediction/classification results for a specimen's sequencing results using copy 

number analysis. The top 10 classification results are arranged in ranked order. The Y-axis 

identifies the cancer condition and the X-axis identifies the generated likelihood of the cancer 

condition's presence in the sequencing results. For specimen associated with ID "20form," the 
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classification of lung adenocarcinoma is predicted with approximately 48% likelihood, the 

classification of pancreas is predicted with approximately 18% likelihood, and the classification 

of biliary is predicted with approximately 17% likelihood.  

[00303] In some embodiments, sub-prediction RNA illustrated in graph 2520 visually 

depicts the prediction/classification results for a specimen's sequencing results using RNA 

transcripts. The top 10 classification results are arranged in ranked order; however, only two 

results are associated with a generated likelihood of the cancer condition's presence in the 

sequencing results. For a specimen associated with ID "20form," the classification of lung 

adenocarcinoma is predicted with approximately 88% likelihood and the classification of lung 

squamous is predicted with approximately 6% likelihood.  

[00304] In some embodiments, sub-prediction DNA illustrated in graph 2530 visually 

depicts the prediction/classification results for a specimen's sequencing results using DNA 

variants. The top 10 classification results are arranged in ranked order. For a specimen associated 

with ID "20form," the classification of lung adenocarcinoma is predicted with approximately 

65% likelihood, the classification of pancreas is predicted with approximately 20% likelihood, 

and the classification of biliary is predicted with approximately 3% likelihood.  

[00305] In some embodiments, sub-prediction RNA Splicing illustrated in graph 2540 

visually depicts the prediction/classification results for a specimen's sequencing results using 

RNA splicing analysis. The top 10 classification results are arranged in ranked order. For 

specimen associated with ID "20form," the classification of acute lymphoblastic leukemia is 

predicted with approximately .025% likelihood, the classification of acute myeloid leukemia is 

predicted with approximately .019% likelihood, and the classification of b cell lymphomas is 

predicted with approximately .017% likelihood.  

[00306] In some embodiments, physician review of each sub-prediction results may allow 

additional insights into the driving factors of the TUO meta-classifier classifications.  

[00307] In some embodiments, meta-classifier 2382d may combine results from the one or 

more classifiers 2382a-n to generate a TUO classification which may be viewed through a 

viewer 2600 such as a web page, application, or other display device capable of displaying 

graphs. In some embodiments, a web page may be accessed from a web address. A user, such as 

a physician, may access a patient's TUO classification results by the patient's unique, 
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deidentified ID. The viewer 2600 may include one or more graphs 2610, 2620, and 2630 for 

displaying the combined results of graphs 2510, 2520, 2530, and 2540 corresponding to classifier 

and feature sets for CNV, DNA Variants, RNA Transcripts, and RNA splicing.  

[00308] In some embodiments, Rollup Prediction for CNV, DNA Variants, RNA 

Transcripts, and RNA splicing illustrated in graph 2610 visually depicts the sum of the sub

prediction likelihoods for each cancer classification cohort. The highest summed results are 

listed on the Y-axis and the accumulated likelihoods are represented along the X-axis. For 

specimen associated with ID "20form," the classification of lung across all sub-prediction 

classifiers is approximately 97% likelihood while the next closest classifications for 

neuroendocrine and squamous are below approximately 2% likelihood, indicating that the meta

classifier is confident that the TUO originated in the lung.  

[00309] In some embodiments, Rollup Subtype Prediction for CNV, DNA Variants, RNA 

Transcripts, and RNA splicing illustrated in graph 2620 visually depicts the sum of the sub

prediction likelihoods for each cancer classification diagnosis. The highest summed results are 

listed on the Y-axis and the accumulated likelihoods are represented along the X-axis. For 

specimen associated with ID "20form," the classification of lung adenocarcinoma across all sub

prediction classifiers is approximately 95% likelihood while the next closest classifications for 

high grade neuroendocrine lung and lung squamous are below approximately 2% likelihood, 

indicating that the meta-classifier is confident that the TUO should be diagnosed as lung 

adenocarcinoma.  

[00310] In some embodiments, selection of any bar of graph 2610 or any bar of graph 

2620 causes graph 2630 to automatically populate with a Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) 

feature importance plot which visually depicts how each sub-prediction from CNV, DNA 

Variants, RNA Transcripts, and RNA splicing contributed to the rollup cancer classification 

diagnosis, cohort, or tissue classification (based upon which bar is selected). For example, if a 

user selects the lung adenocarcinoma bar of graph 2620, contributing likelihoods from each sub

prediction from graphs 2510, 2520, 2530, and 2540 are mapped to graph 2630 where the Y-axis 

corresponds to how much likelihood the sub-prediction contributed to the sum of likelihoods and 

the X-axis corresponds to whether the likelihood increased or decreased the sum of likelihoods.  
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[00311] In some embodiments, predicting multiple target variables in a stacked setting 

improves the performance of the overall model by allowing the meta-classifier to understand the 

semantic relationship between cohorts, tissues, and diagnoses. For example, a cancer condition 

cohort RNA model may predict "sarcoma" with high confidence, but the cancer condition 

diagnosis RNA model may be split between lung adenocarcinoma and osteosarcoma. In another 

example, the meta-classifier may favor osteosarcoma because of the additional cohort-level 

evidence weighing in favor of a sarcoma. In another example, a cancer condition tissue model 

may predict colon tissue as the site of biopsy, a cancer condition diagnosis RNA model may 

predict a diagnosis of colon cancer and liver cancer with fairly equal likelihoods. In another 

example, the stacked model may weight the likelihood of a diagnosis of colon cancer lower 

given the "pollution" of underlying colon tissue as identified by the site of biopsy, causing the 

meta-classifier to favor a cancer condition diagnosis of liver cancer.  

[00312] In some embodiments, meta-classifier 2382d may receive classifications from 9 

separate classifiers, RNA Diagnosis, RNA Cohort, RNA Splicing Diagnosis, RNA Splicing 

Cohort, CNV Diagnosis, CNV Cohort, DNA Variant Diagnosis, DNA Variant Cohort, and Viral 

Diagnosis. In some embodiments, a heat map for feature importance according to each of the 

features which drive the different classifiers is illustrated to provide additional clarifications as to 

the scaling of importance factors of the meta-classifier. While some features and their respective 

importance may be immediately recognizable, many importance scores determined from 

performance may be less easily recognized.  

[00313] The examples provided herein are illustrative and are not intended to limit a 

feature importance scaling factor to only the provided possible examples. The Y-axis identifies 

the classifier, the X-axis identifies the cancer classification diagnosis, and the cell where the x 

and y axis meet are color coded with the importance of the classifier to accurately predicting the 

diagnosis from the classifier.  

[00314] In some embodiments, RNA classification of diagnosis is weighted heavily across 

a majority of the cancer condition diagnosis as illustrated in the heat map, RNA classification of 

a cohort class is weighted heavily across a majority of the cancer conditions cohorts, and RNA 

classification of a tissue or site of biopsy is also weighted heavily across a majority of the cancer 

condition sites of biopsy. In some embodiments, DNA classification of diagnosis is weighted 
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heavily when a classification includes granulosa ovarian because a majority of diagnosis for 

granulosa ovarian include presence of a FOXL2 alteration. In some embodiments, viral 

classification of diagnosis is weighted for a small number of classes. For example, HIPV drives 

anal squamous, head and neck squamous, and cervical cancer and polyomavirus drives most 

Merkel Cell Carcinomas. The presence of these viral reads is a highly informative feature in 

some classes, but may provide less diagnostic value for samples that do not have a virally driven 

tumor. Therefore, the importance score for any one diagnosis is naturally lower. In some 

embodiments, copy number classification of diagnosis is weighted heavily for diagnosis of 

glioma, prostate, ovarian serous, melanoma, oligodendroglioma and leiomyosarcoma. In some 

embodiments, RNA Splicing classification of diagnosis is weighted heavily when a classification 

of prostate or breast cancer diagnosis is made.  

[00315] Additional Illustrative examples: 

[00316] In one example, a patient visits their physician with concerns about pain in her 

breast. The physician confirms a lump in the patient's breast and sends them to imaging, where a 

CT scan or MRI are performed, identifying additional tumors in the bone and liver of the patient.  

A physician biopsies the tumor of the liver, orders sequencing from a laboratory, and sends it for 

identification and sequencing. The pathologist is unable to confirm the tumor of the liver's 

origin, and labels the specimen as a Tumor of Unknown Origin (TUO). The sequencing 

laboratory sequences the patient's DNA and RNA from the tumor and DNA from the patient's 

blood. The physician receives a notification that the specimen is a TUO and orders an additional 

TUO classification from the laboratory in addition to the initial order for sequencing. In response 

to the order for TUO classification, the laboratory provides the sequencing results and other 

results derived from the sequencing results to an artificial intelligence engine. An artificial 

intelligence engine identifies that the liver tumor originated from the breast based on a multi

modal model combining classifiers for RNA, DNA, CNV, and splicing modals. A report is 

generated identifying the TUO classification and supporting information provided from classifier 

results as to why the classification is a reasonable prediction of the tissue of origin. The 

physician, based upon the identification as the breast as the tissue of origin for the tumor of the 

liver, may now select a line of therapy for the patient with FDA approved drugs/therapy for 

targeting breast cancer tumors over mere platinum chemotherapy that is provided to all patients 

having a TUO.  
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[00317] In another example, a sequencing laboratory includes an ordering system which 

provides a comprehensive breakdown of sequencing assays, reports, classifications, and 

predictions a physician may order. In some embodiments, a physician has one or more assay 

options to choose from, tumor only or matched tumor-normal sequencing, reporting TMB, MSI, 

CNV, fusions, splicing, and other sequencing alterations, H&E staining and/or IHC staining, 

predicted IHC staining from H&E staining, predicted PD-Li or other biomarker status from 

H&E staining, predicted metastasis to one or more organs, predicted origin for tumors of 

unknown origin, and other sequencing related testing, predictions, or reporting order items. A 

physician may identify their preferred order by selecting one or more of the available options and 

paying the associated fees with each. The laboratory may receive a somatic and/or germline 

specimen from the patient, perform sequencing according to the ordered assay, and fulfill all 

ordered items before generating a report to return to the physician summarizing the sequencing 

results and therapeutic, treatment, clinical trial, and other insights that may influence the 

physician's treatment selection for the patient. "Matched Tumor-Normal," "Tumor-Normal 

Matched," and "Tumor-Normal Sequencing" means processing genomic information from a 

subject's normal, non-cancerous, germline sample, such as saliva, blood, urine, stool, hair, 

healthy tissue, or other collections of cells or fluids from a subject, and genomic information 

from a subject's tumor, somatic sample, such as smears, biopsies or other collections of cells or 

fluids from a subject which contain tumor tissue, cells, or DNA (especially circulating tumor 

DNA, ctDNA). DNA and RNA features which have been identified from a next generation 

sequencing (NGS) of a subject's tumor or normal specimen may be cross referenced to remove 

genomic mutations and/or variants which appear as part of a subject's germline from the somatic 

analysis. The use of a somatic and germline dataset leads to substantial improvements in 

mutation identification and a reduction in false positive rates. "Tumor-Normal Matched 

Sequencing" provides a more accurate variant calling due to improved germline mutation 

filtering. For example, generating a somatic variant call based at least in part on the germline and 

somatic specimen may include identifying common mutations and removing them. In such a 

manner, variant calls from the germline are removed from variant calls from the somatic as non

driver mutations. A variant call that occurs in both the germline and the somatic specimen may 

be presumed to be normal to the patient and removed from further bioinformatic calculations.  
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[00318] EXAMPLES 

[00319] Example 1 - Classification of an Exemplary Patient Cohort 

[00320] Through the methods described herein, a classifier was developed for a targeted 

oncology panel using hybrid capture next generation sequencing. The classifier includes a 

combination of whole transcriptome RNA-seq and targeted DNA tiling probes for 

comprehensive gene rearrangement and microsatellite instability (MSI) detection. In addition to 

the clinical testing function of the classifier, the DNA- and RNA-seq assay components support a 

tool for evaluation of tumor immunity status, including HLA typing, neoantigen prediction, 

DNA repair gene analysis, MSI status, tumor mutational burden, and immune cell typing and 

expression.  

[00321] Referring to Figures 4A through 4C, a cohort of subjects was analyzed to examine 

the efficacy of using genome-wide expression patterns for cancer condition classification. A 

cohort of 500 patients with tumors of either known or unknown origin were examined. Analyses 

from tumor-normal matched sequencing on the DNA mutational spectra across cancer 

conditions, whole transcriptome profiling, genomic rearrangement detection, and the 

immunogenic landscape based on immunotherapy biomarkers in the patient cohort are described 

below.  

[00322] The patients in the cohort of 500 patients were selected randomly from a larger 

patient set. In order to be eligible for inclusion in the cohort, each patient was required to have 

complete data elements for tumor-normal matched sequencing and clinical data. Subsequent to 

filtering for eligibility, a set of patients were randomly sampled via a pseudo-random number 

generator. Patients were divided into eight cancer conditions based on pathologic diagnosis, with 

50 patients per brain, breast, colorectal, lung, ovarian, endometrial, pancreas, and prostate cancer 

condition. Additionally, 50 tumors from a combined set of rare malignancies and 50 tumors of 

unknown origin were included in the cohort, for a combined total of 500 patients.  

[00323] First, the mutational spectra of the cohort of 500 patients was examined and 

compared to broad patterns of genomic alterations observed in large-scale studies across cancer 

conditions. As shown in Figure 4A, genomic alterations by gene for all 500 patients were 

identified. The genomic alterations included single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs/indels), 

fusions (FUS), and a subset of copy number variants (CNVs), amplifications (AMP) and 
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deletions (DEL). The most commonly mutated genes were well known driver mutations in solid 

tumors, including TP53, KRAS, PIK3CA, CDKN2A, PTEN, ARIDIA, APC, ERBB2(HER2), 

EGFR, IDH, and CDKN2B. Of these, CDKN2A, CDKN2B, and PTEN were most commonly 

found to be homozygous deletions, as expected for tumor suppressor genes. Alterations are 

grouped by type, and those appearing in at least 5 patients (e.g., at least 1% prevalence in the 

population) are plotted.  

[00324] Next, the mutational spectra data illustrated in Figure 4A were compared to a 

previously published pan-cancer analysis using the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center 

(MSKCC) IMPACT panel. See Zehir et al. 2017 Nat. Med. 23, 703-713. As shown in Figure 

4B, both the IMPACT panel and the cohort of 500 patients exhibited the same commonly 

mutated genes at similar relative frequencies, indicating that the mutation spectra of the cohort of 

500 patients is representative of the broader population of tumors that have been sequenced in 

previously published large-scale studies.  

[00325] Each sample included in the cohort of 500 patients was further examined by 

RNA-seq whole transcriptome profiling. A trained classification model was then used to predict 

cancer condition from each transcriptome. As shown in Figure 4C, the classification was 

particularly successful at predicting breast cancer, prostate cancer, brain cancer, colorectal 

cancer, pancreatic cancer, and lung cancer. The bubbles in Figure 4C indicate the percent of 

samples from each cohort type predicted to have a given TCGA cancer condition. In some 

embodiments, the accuracy of each prediction is quantified using bootstrapping.  

[00326] The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset referenced herein is a publicly 

available dataset comprising more than two petabytes of genomic data for over 11,000 cancer 

patients, including clinical information about the cancer patients, metadata about the samples 

(e.g., the weight of a sample portion, etc.) collected from such patients, histopathology slide 

images from sample portions, and molecular information derived from the samples (e.g., 

mRNA/miRNA expression, protein expression, copy number, etc.). The TCGA dataset includes 

data on 33 different cancers: breast (breast ductal carcinoma, breast lobular carcinoma), central 

nervous system (glioblastoma multiforme, lower grade glioma), endocrine (adrenocortical 

carcinoma, papillary thyroid carcinoma, paraganglioma & pheochromocytoma), gastrointestinal 

(cholangiocarcinoma, colorectal adenocarcinoma, esophageal cancer, liver hepatocellular 
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carcinoma, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, and stomach cancer), gynecologic (cervical 

cancer, ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma, uterine carcinosarcoma, and uterine corpus 

endometrial carcinoma), head and neck (head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, uveal 

melanoma), hematologic (acute myeloid leukemia, Thymoma), skin (cutaneous melanoma), soft 

tissue (sarcoma), thoracic (lung adenocarcinoma, lung squamous cell carcinoma, and 

mesothelioma), and urologic (chromophobe renal cell carcinoma, clear cell kidney carcinoma, 

papillary kidney carcinoma, prostate adenocarcinoma, testicular germ cell cancer, and urothelial 

bladder carcinoma).  

[00327] The TCGA cancer conditions in Figure 4C include ACC: Adrenocortical 

carcinoma, BRCA: Breast invasive carcinoma, COAD: Colon adenocarcinoma, GBM: 

Glioblastoma multiforme, HNSCC: Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma, LGG: Brain 

Lower Grade Glioma, LIHC: Liver hepatocellular carcinoma, LUAD: Lung adenocarcinoma, 

LUSC: Lung squamous cell carcinoma, MESO: Mesothelioma, OV: Ovarian serous 

cystadenocarcinoma, PAAD: Pancreatic adenocarcinoma, PCPG: Pheochromocytoma and 

Paraganglioma, PRAD: Prostate adenocarcinoma, SARC: Sarcoma, SKCM: Skin Cutaneous 

Melanoma, STAD: Stomach adenocarcinoma, THYM: Thymoma, UCEC: Uterine Corpus 

Endometrial Carcinoma, and UCS: Uterine Carcinosarcoma.  

[00328] Example 2 - Therapeutic and Clinical Trial Matching 

[00329] The extent to which broad molecular profiling aids patient matching to therapies 

was examined. Factors considered included consensus clinical guidelines to case reports for 

response and/or resistance to therapy. A knowledge database of therapeutic and prognostic 

evidence was compiled from sources including the National Comprehensive Cancer Network 

(NCCN), CIViC (see Griffith et al. 2017 Nat. Genet. 49, 170-174), and DGIdb (see Finan et al., 

2017, Sci. Trans. Med. 9, eaag1166).  

[00330] Clinically actionable entries in the knowledge database are structured by both the 

relevant disease and by evidence levels (e.g., tiers). The binning of somatic evidence is 

performed as described by the ASCO/AMP/CAP working group. See Li et al. 2017 J. Mol.  

Diagnostics 19, 4-23, which is hereby incorporated by reference. Patients are then matched to 

clinically actionable entries by gene, specific variant, diagnosis, and level of evidence.  
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[00331] Across all cancer conditions, 90.8% of patients matched to a therapeutic option 

based on evidence for response to therapy, and 22.6% matched to a therapeutic option based on 

evidence for resistance to therapy (see Figure 5A). The maximum tier of therapeutic evidence 

matched varied significantly by cancer condition, as shown in Figure 5B. For example, 58.0% of 

colorectal patients could be matched to Tier IA evidence, the majority of which were for 

resistance to therapy based on detected KRAS mutations; while no pancreatic cancer patients 

could be matched to Tier IA evidence. This outcome was expected, as there are several 

molecularly based consensus guidelines in colorectal cancer in contrast to pancreatic cancer.  

[00332] Next, the contribution of each molecular assay component for patient therapy 

matching was determined. First, the therapeutic evidence matches that were made based on copy 

number variants (CNVs), single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels were examined. Overall, 

140 patients (28%) were matched to a precision medicine option with Tier IA or Tier IB 

evidence, which together include FDA-approved and well-powered consensus therapies.  

[00333] The contribution of therapy matching based on RNA-seq gene expression profiles 

of clinically relevant genes was next explored. The genes that were included in this analysis were 

selected based on their relevance to disease diagnosis, prognosis, and/or possible therapeutic 

intervention. In this example, up to 43 genes were evaluated for each cancer condition, based on 

the specific cancer condition of the sample. In order to make an expression call, the percentile of 

expression of the new patient was calculated relative to all cancer samples, all normal samples, 

matched cancer samples and matched normal samples in the TCGA and GTEx databases that had 

been processed. For example, a breast cancer patient's tumor expression was compared to all 

cancer samples, all normal samples, all breast cancer samples, and all breast normal tissue 

samples within the reference database. Specific thresholds used for gene expression calling have 

evolved during the use of the assay. Criteria specific to each gene and cancer condition at the 

time of reporting were used to determine gene expression calls. Therefore, the thresholds applied 

for specific genes may vary across this dataset.  

[00334] Over or under-expression gene calls in 136 patients (28.7%) were examined for 

16 genes with therapeutic evidence based on clinical studies, case studies, or preclinical studies 

reported in the literature (the results are shown in Figure 5C). Metastatic cases were equally as 

likely to have at least one reportable expression call compared to non-metastatic tumors. The 
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most commonly reported gene was over-expression of NGR1, which was observed in 35 cases 

(7.3% of tumor samples) across the cohort.  

[00335] Based on the immunotherapy biomarkers identified by the assays, the percentage 

of the cohort would be eligible for immunotherapy was assessed. As shown in Figure 5D, 52 

patients (10.4%) would have been considered potential candidates for immunotherapy based on 

TMB, MSI status, and PD-Li IHC results alone. The number of MSI-H and TMB-high cases 

were distributed among cancer conditions, with 22 patients (4.4%) positive for both biomarkers.  

PD-Li positive IHC alone was measured in 15 patients (3%), and was found to be the highest 

among lung cancer patients. TMB-high status alone was measured in 13 patients (2.6%), 

primarily in lung and breast cancer cases. Lastly, the combination of PD-Li positive IHC and 

TMB-high status was observed in the minority of cases and measured in only 2 patients (0.4%).  

[00336] Taking the union of the results above, therapeutic options were matched for 455 

patients (91%) using comprehensive molecular profiling (see Figure 5E). Additionally, 1,996 

clinical trial matches were reported for the cohort of 500 patients. At least one clinical trial was 

matched to 481 patients (9 6 .2 %). Of these patients, 7 7 .2 % matched with at least one biomarker

based clinical trial for a gene variant on their final report.  

[00337] As illustrated by Figure 5F, the frequency of biomarker-based clinical trial 

matches varied by diagnosis and outnumbered disease-based clinical trial matches. For example, 

gynecological and pancreatic cancers were typically matched to a biomarker-based clinical trial; 

while rare cancers had the least number of biomarker-based clinical trial matches and an almost 

equal ratio of biomarker-based to disease-based trial matching. The differences between 

biomarker versus disease-based trial matching appear to be due to the frequency of targetable 

alterations and heterogeneity of those cancer conditions.  

[00338] The classification method described herein is unique in its use of matched tumor 

and normal DNA plus whole transcriptome RNA-seq to give a comprehensive view of somatic 

genomic alterations, including MSI status for targeted cancer therapy, immuno-oncology, and 

clinical trial enrollment. As described above, the method was validated with multiple testing 

modalities.  

[00339] Example 3 - Comparison of Paired Tumor/Normal Samples to Tumor Only 

Samples in Testing for Cancer 
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[00340] Cancer testing assays most commonly use only tumor samples. However, there 

are potential advantages to using paired tumor and normal samples for diagnoses. In particular, 

this permits comparison of an individual patient's own germline mutations to mutations in the 

respective patient's tumor (e.g., the patient's somatic mutations).  

[00341] For this example, 50 cases were randomly selected from the cohort of 500 patients 

with a range of tumor mutational burden (TMB) profiles (e.g., as illustrated in Figure 6A) and 

then re-evaluated using a tumor-only analytical pipeline. 8,557 coding variants were identified 

after filtering using a publicly available population database 20. By further filtering with an 

internally developed list of technical artifacts, an internal pool of normal samples, and 

classification criteria, the number of variants was reduced to 642, while still retaining all true 

somatic alterations (72.3%). Within the 642-filtered tumor-only variants, 27.7% of these variants 

were classified as somatic false positives (e.g., actually germline variants or artifacts).  

[00342] To assess the therapeutic impact of a tumor-only test, and to compare to the 

therapeutic insights derived from the Tempus platform (e.g., from tumor-normal test plus RNA

seq and immune-oncology (IO) analyses), the therapies that would have been offered to each of 

these 50 patients in both scenarios were determined. Eight of the 50 patients (16%) would have 

been given divergent clinical recommendations if they had received a tumor-only test instead of 

a full Tempus test. Of these eight patients, four patients had different recommendations due to 

information obtained via RNA-seq, or due to the tumor having somatic mutations with low 

clonality, a characteristic which is hard to detect in a tumor only test. For example, in a prostate 

cancer patient, DNA-seq did not show any contraindication to the anti-androgen therapy the 

patient was receiving, but RNA-seq showed androgen receptor (AR) overexpression, indicating 

possible resistance. The other four had divergent therapies and also potentially would have not 

received genetic counseling, due to the tumor-only test reporting a germline mutation as somatic.  

[00343] Finally, the therapies recommended for all DNA variants detected by the Tempus 

platform were compared to therapies recommended by a patient facing website, My Cancer 

Genome (MCG). 43 cases received recommended therapies via the Tempus tumor only test, 

while therapies were only found for five cases via MCG.  

[00344] In the preceding analysis, the use of tumor-normal matched sequencing in the 

clinically reported results filtered variants and more accurately classified true somatic positives, 
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leading to differential therapy recommendations for patients. This is illustrated by Figure 6B, 

where the Tumor Only Analysis showed an increased number of false positives compared to the 

number of false positives produced by the Tumor/Normal Matched Analysis.  

[00345] Example 4 - Cancer Classification and Tumor of Unknown Origin Detection 

[00346] Cancer condition classification is clinically vital to providing effective treatment 

to patients. Identifying tissue of origin is an important precursor to determining optimal 

treatment strategies. In a test set of samples analyzed in accordance with the methods described 

herein, 419 are in a tumor of unknown origin cohort. In addition, 41 more samples are of 

unknown gynecologic origin, 166 more samples are of unknown gastrointestinal origin, and 241 

more samples are described as poorly differentiated. Together, these 867 samples make up 7.6% 

of the cancer patients in the overall sample set. Previously described methods do not suffice to 

determine the cancer conditions of samples in these cohorts. See e.g., Bloom et al. 2004 Am J 

Pathol., 164(1):9-16; Tschentscher et al., 2003 Can. Res., 63(10), 2578-84; Young et al., 2001 

Am J Pathol., 158(5), 1639-51; and Amar et al. 2015 Nuc. Acids Res. 43, 7779-7789. Some of 

the methods disclosed herein use a combination of genomic, pathologic, and clinical features in 

either training of classification models or as inputs to classification models to enable the 

classification of many tumors of unknown origin, thus providing information to patients and also 

improving patient outcomes (e.g., by enabling treatment appropriate to the revealed cancer 

condition).  

[00347] Figures 7A-7D illustrate examples of model classifications and demonstrate the 

accuracy of the methods disclosed herein. Diagnoses, cancer subtype, tissue site, and histology 

can all be classified correctly. Figure 7A shows that there is a high degree of accuracy of 

prediction of cancer condition using the classification models described herein. Samples from 

different cohorts (e.g., samples with known cancer categories) were correctly categorized to their 

predicted labels the majority of the time (e.g., as illustrated by the sizes of the circles for each 

category).  

[00348] Figure 7B illustrates that tumor grades, even beyond cancer condition can also be 

predicted. This example shows prediction results to grades and subtype labels of brain cancer for 

two different cohorts of brain cancer samples. Samples that had been identified in a pathology 

report to be "brain cancer" (e.g., a set of "non-glioblastoma brain cancers") were classified to 9 
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nine different categories using the classification models trained as described herein. A similar 

fine-tuning of classification was also seen with samples termed "glioblastomas." Glioblastomas 

are grade IV astrocytomas (e.g., a specific type of brain cancer that originates in astrocytes that is 

highly invasive locally, but which does not usually metastasize beyond the brain and spinal 

cord). See e.g., Giese et al. 1996 Int. J Cancer 67, 275-282. As shown in Figure 7B, samples 

within the pathologist-curated glioblastoma cohort, while frequently falling into the World 

Health Organization (who) grade IV, can be further differentiated by classification.  

[00349] Beyond cancer condition and subtype, the classification models described herein 

further provide information on tissue site and histology (e.g., thus increasing the resolution in 

classifier results and providing important information to inform treatment options). Figure 7C 

illustrates that tissue type can be accurately predicted. For example, breast cancer samples with 

tumors in the breast are classified to breast tissue and to breast cancer. In addition, pancreatic 

cancer samples that have metastasized to the liver are further classified to "pancreatic" and to 

"tissue liver." 

[00350] Figure 7D illustrates that squamous and adenocarcinoma phenotypes are 

recapitulated with reasonable accuracy using the classification methods. The x-axis indicates 

TCGA types that were selected during pathology review. HNSC, CESC and LUSC samples 

should be classified to the squamous label. LUAD and COAD samples should be classified to the 

adenocarcinoma label. KIRC samples should be classified to the carcinoma label.  

[00351] Example 5 - Natural Language Processing of Diagnostic Values from 

Pathology Reports 

[00352] A predictive model (e.g., a classifier) trained on RNA expression levels is likely 

to perform better if the labels/classes that it predicts are at a degree of specificity such that the 

labels distinguish distinct RNA expression profiles (e.g., if the labels define sufficiently distinct 

clusters). There can be problems both with broad labels and with highly specific labels. For 

example, if the labels are too general and if many distinct RNA profiles are grouped together by 

being associated with the same label, the model may not recognize a meaningful pattern that can 

be associated with that label. The model may encounter the same obstacle if the labels are too 

specific and if similar RNA profiles are arbitrarily separated by such labels. In both cases, 

imprecise labels lead to loss of information.  
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[00353] Hence, providing classification algorithms with training labels that correspond to 

a relatively homogenous set of tumors facilitates the identification of strong expression 

signatures that are robust to known confounders of RNA expression including stage, tissue site, 

and immune infiltration. At the same time, if labels are defined overly narrowly and hence 

arbitrarily split an otherwise homogeneous cohort of tumors into two or more labels, then the 

robustness of the signature may be reduced.  

[00354] Cancer RNA expression represents the combined signal of a heterogeneous 

mixture of cell types present in the collected sample. Although there is tissue specificity to RNA 

expression (e.g., genes with expression unique to a particular cell type), the observed expression 

profile of a tumor may be highly confounded by the distribution of cell type(s) that are present in 

the sample. For example, in Figure 11A showing clustered RNA expression data, each sample is 

labeled by both the sample's origin tissue (lung vs. oral) and the cohort/general cancer condition 

associated with the sample (adenocarcinoma vs. squamous). There are three distinct clusters in 

Figure 11A: 1102, 1104, and 1106. Due to the shared transcriptional signature (e.g., as seen in 

cluster 1102) for some patients, oral squamous tumors appear more similar to lung squamous 

tumors than they are to oral adenocarcinomas, despite the biopsy tissue location.  

[00355] This disclosure includes a series of different tools to identify optimal cohorts 

(e.g., classes) for cancer classification, avoiding classes defined by confounding factors. These 

tools combine natural language processing, unsupervised clustering of expression data, cross 

validation and incorporation of known biology to identify the optimal set of labels to apply to 

training data. An example of clustering one data set is shown in Figures 12A-C, described below.  

The goal of clustering is that every partition (e.g., every label) will identify some biologically 

relevant pathological subtype of disease and provide more information to patients and/or medical 

practitioners. In some embodiments, multiple iterations of clustering are required to obtain 

clusters that accurately describe the patient data and reveal actionable information.  

[00356] Natural language processing prior to clustering: 

[00357] As discussed above with regard to block 314, pathology diagnosis fields typically 

permit unstructured entries by medical personnel such as free text boxes with pathology 

assessment diagnoses (e.g., in addition to histology and stage data from abstracted clinical 

records). Methods are described herein for defining a label set from a plurality of pathology 
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diagnosis field entries, where the label set can then be used for analyzing the biological relevance 

of algorithmically defined clusters of RNA expression profile data and for annotating training 

data. In some embodiments, these methods also include identifying the different text patterns that 

would be associated with that label set (e.g., renaming the diagnostic labels).  

[00358] Table 1: Example of relabeling of pathology diagnosis field entries 

Diagnosis field entry Known cohort NLP applied diagnosis 

colonic adenocarcinoma colorectal cancer colon 

prostatic adenocarcinoma prostate cancer prostate 

prostatic adenocarcinoma prostate cancer prostate 

colonic adenocarcinoma colorectal cancer colon 

high grade serous papillary ovarian cancer ovarian 
carcinoma 

oligoastrocytoma who grade iii brain cancer glioma 

anaplastic astrocytoma who grade iii glioblastoma glioma 

basal cell carcinoma skin cancer 

endometrioid endometrial endometrial cancer endometrial 
adenocarcinoma 

invasive ductal carcinoma breast breast cancer breast 

glioblastoma who grade iv glioblastoma glioma 

prostatic adenocarcinoma prostate cancer prostate 

colorectal adenocarcinoma colorectal cancer colon 

metastatic prostatic adenocarcinoma prostate cancer prostate 

[00359] Table 1 illustrates a variety of possible diagnostic entries found in pathology 

reports, the corresponding known cancer conditions associated with each diagnostic entry, and 

the corresponding NLP-assigned label. After natural language processing, multiple different 

pathology report diagnostic entries (e.g., "metastatic prostatic adenocarcinoma" and "prostatic 

adenocarcinoma") are mapped to the same cancer diagnostic category (e.g., "prostate"). Such 
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normalization and data cleaning facilitates the extraction of a set of common features from a 

pathology report and the subsequent use of these features to refine a classifier for predicting the 

status/presence of a cancer condition.  

[00360] In some embodiments, every label is defined by one or more of the following 

criteria: 

* The label text (e.g., 'Lung Adenocarcinoma').  

SA set of regular expressions that may be selected and customized to search the 

natural language text that indicates the presence or absence of the label (e.g., ['ung.*adeno,' 

'adeno.*lung,' 'luad$').  

SA set of database text fields (e.g., cohort, diagnosis, histology, tissue site, etc.).  

SA prioritization level in order to establish a hierarchy to resolve rare situations 

where a single sample would be incorrectly tagged with two mutually exclusive tags such as 

lung adenocarcinoma and squamous lung. In some embodiments, rarer labels receive a higher 

priority than more general or more common labels. In some embodiments, more common 

labels receive a higher priority than rarer labels.  

[00361] In some embodiments, a label includes at least one or more of the following: 

diagnosis, disease stage, histology, immune infiltration, and tissue site. In some embodiments, a 

set of distinct labels is determined based on the natural language processing of pathology reports.  

[00362] Example 6: Iterative clustering of RNA expression data 

[00363] Iterative clustering of patient sequencing data can be performed using a 

determined set of labels, such as those generated by pathology report data that has been parsed as 

described, for example, in Example 5. In the methods disclosed here, relabeling follows an 

iterative process (e.g., method 2200 as illustrated in Figure 22).  

[00364] In some embodiments, the process begins with a baseline model trained on RNA 

expression data (from both primary and metastatic, as well as solid and hematological samples).  

In some embodiments, the model is xgboost. In some embodiments, the model is linear 

regression. Each sample in the RNA expression data is associated with one or more clinical 

records (including one or more pathology reports) and is labeled according to the cancer 

condition abstracted from those clinical records (e.g., the diagnosis from the pathology report(s)).  
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In some embodiments, RNA expression data is formatted as a matrix of samples by genes, where 

each stored value in the matrix is equal to log(normalized gene expression count). In some 

embodiments, a matrix may contain expression values for approximately 20,000 genes 

representing the entire human exome, for several thousand patient samples. In some 

embodiments, the baseline model's performance is optionally analyzed (e.g., via 10-fold 

validation, confusion matrix, etc.). In some embodiments, a matrix may contain expression 

values for approximately 7,000 genes that represent an optimized set of values.  

[00365] Next, cohorts are initialized with one biologically known cancer condition that 

may be based on origin tissue (e.g., samples with labels for lung cancer, brain cancer, breast 

cancer, etc. are selected). A single starting cohort 2202 is shown in Figure 22. In some 

embodiments, the cohorts are selected based on a confusion matrix (e.g., Figure 13 or Figure 18) 

generated during model performance assessment. In some embodiments, cohorts are based on 

cancer tissue class, including sarcoma, carcinoma, adenoma, etc., or a combination of origin 

tissue and tissue class. After the samples are labeled by cohort, the clustering algorithm is 

directed to analyze only those samples within one particular cohort.  

[00366] For all samples within the one selected cohort, the method performs unsupervised 

clustering on the RNA expression data associated with each sample in the cohort. In some 

embodiments, the clustering algorithm may include Uniform Manifold Approximation and 

Projection (UMAP) or principal component analysis (PCA) (e.g., see Figures 11B-1ID for 

examples of UMAP clusters). Another way to determine the number of classes is via spectral 

analysis (SA) and identification of an elbow in the eigenvalue spectrum curve. In some 

embodiments, this unsupervised clustering is error-prone, as sources of noise in the dataset such 

as tissue site and stage can be the root cause of an unsupervised cluster. In some embodiments, 

the splitting decisions of the unsupervised clusters are manually examined with pathologist input 

in order to retain clinical relevance of the clusters.  

[00367] Figure 12A shows an example of initial unsupervised clustering, analyzing 

samples with the initial tag, "sarcoma." As demonstrated by the multiple clusters (1202, 1204, 

and 1206), sarcoma is a heterogeneous label (both in terms of sarcoma subtypes see e.g., Figure 

12B, and tissue of origin see e.g., Figure 12C).  
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[00368] To refine the clustering, a first partition label (which may be a more specific 

label) associated with a portion of samples within the cohort is then selected. For example, 

partition label 2208 in Figure 22 is selected. In some embodiments, after the initial partitioning 

2204, the remaining samples 2206 retain the initial label 2202. The first partition label may be 

selected based on frequency of the label within the cohort. For example, the user may assess the 

number of samples in the cohort that are associated with each label, and may select the most 

frequently occurring label (or group of similar labels) to use as the first partition for the source of 

variation analysis.  

[00369] The rationale for choosing the most frequent label or label group is that the most 

frequent label may be more likely to be associated with a transcriptionally distinct cluster (e.g., 

in part due to the fact that having more data for a group makes it possible to differentiate said 

group). For example, as shown in Figure 11B, there are distinct subgroups of sarcomas, some of 

which (e.g., leiomyosarcoma 1110, ewing sarcoma 1112, gliosarcoma 1114, meningioma 1116, 

and ependymoma 1118) are transcriptionally distinct (e.g., each defines a cluster). Conversely, 

both the rosai dorfman 1120 and mesothelioma 1122 subtypes do not define distinct clusters, 

instead being found within the general sarcoma 1130 cluster, and it is hence not possible to 

differentiate these subtypes using transcriptional data. In this example, leiomyosarcoma is the 

most common subtype, while mesothelioma and rosai dorfman are the least common subtypes, 

and it is possible that if there were more of the uncommon subtypes they would be found to form 

their own clusters.  

[00370] The method proceeds either by i) rejecting the first partition label 2208 and 

returning to the previous label(s) 2210 and subsequently selecting a new first partition label, or 

ii) by accepting the first partition label, selecting a second partition label 2216, and proceeding 

with the clustering of samples 2212. Where the first partition label is accepted and a second 

partition label is proposed, the remaining samples 2214 may retain the initial label 2202. In some 

embodiments, this labeling process is repeated one or more times. In some embodiments, the 

labeling process is repeated a predetermined number of times.  

[00371] Assessment of the similarity of labels may be based on NLP, analysis of 

published scientific literature, and/or consultation from physician pathologists (or any other 

medical practitioner). In some embodiments, more specific labels are automatically selected by 
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the clustering method itself. In some embodiments, these more detailed labels that are selected as 

partitions are data that are associated with the sample. In some embodiments, these labels are 

text abstracted from clinical reports associated with the sample, such as other known metastatic 

sites (certain cancers may be more likely to metastasize to certain sites), histology (including cell 

composition, tissue morphology, and other features seen in pathology slides), raw/free text 

diagnosis, semantically related raw diagnoses, and cancer subtype. In some embodiments, 

additional detailed labels (especially ones used for the confounding factor analysis) include 

cancer stage, sample collection site/tissue type, patient age/gender/geographic location, etc. In 

some embodiments, the cancer subtype is a raw diagnosis from a pathology report.  

[00372] In some embodiments, clusters are evaluated by multiple clustering methods. For 

example, Figure 1IC shows clusters for 165 patients with testicular cancer. Both UMAP and 

non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) clustering methods provide similar results, thus helping 

to validate the overall clustering pipeline. In particular, cluster 1150 in Figure 1IC confirms that 

seminomas (which account for 50% of testicular cancer diagnoses) are transcriptionally distinct 

from other tumor types.  

[00373] As illustrated in Figure 12B, the results of repeating this cluster label analysis 

with multiple partition labels are somewhat more informative over classification with the broader 

label 'sarcoma.' Because text might be semantically related, in some embodiments, multiple sets 

of regular expressions are required to tag samples with associated labels (e.g., the NLP-derived 

labels as shown in Table 1 above).  

[00374] In some embodiments, the steps involved in repeating the analysis include at least 

one or more of the following: 

* In some embodiments, sources of variation associated with clusters are identified 

by labeling each sample in the figure either with the partition label or with an 

indication of non-label (e.g., based on whether the sample is associated with the 

first partition label (or another label within the group of similar labels) or not).  

* In some embodiments, a correlation between the first partition label and a spatial 

cluster is qualitatively determined by assessing whether the majority of samples in 

one cluster are associated with the first partition label. In some embodiments, the 

majority of the samples associated with the first partition label are spatially 
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organized into a single cluster. In some embodiments, the likelihood that a label 

determines the uniqueness of a cluster of RNA profiles is also quantitatively 

assessed (e.g., as described in the Mathematical Formulation and Cross Validation 

sections below).  

• In some embodiments, each sample in the plurality of samples is separately 

labeled with one or more labels from a class of possible confounding factors (e.g., 

such as sample collection site, stage, etc.), as shown in Figure 12C. In some 

embodiments, a qualitative assessment is made regarding whether a cluster is 

more closely associated with a confounding factor or with a partition label. In 

some embodiments, a quantitative assessment is also made regarding whether a 

cluster is more closely associated with a confounding factor or with a partition 

label.  

* In some embodiments, a source of variation (e.g., a label) is associated with a 

pathologically distinct subtype (cluster), which is based on the clinical text 

associated with the cluster. In some embodiments, a label occurs frequently 

enough in the dataset to build one or more predictive models and is not being 

driven by a confounding factor, then replace the original cohort label in the 

training data with the partition label for samples associated with the partition label 

* Retrain the model with the relabeled training data to generate a partition model 

* Quantitatively assess first partition model performance 

* Perform 10-fold cross validation prediction to verify that the partition 

label can be accurately predicted from the expression data 

* Compare performance of partition model to performance of baseline 

model 

* Where a first partitioned model's performance is better than the baseline 

model performance, keep the partition label. In some embodiments, the 

performance of the first partitioned model does not exceed performance of 

the baseline model, samples labeled with the first partitioned label revert 
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to broad disease type label, which may include discarding the partitioned 

model and reverting back to the baseline model 

• Optionally: repeat the steps above to add one partition label at a time by selecting 

an additional partition label. The additional partition label may also be selected 

based on the frequency of label within the cohort, especially among samples in 

the cohort that are not associated with a previously added partition label 

* After selecting an additional partition label repeat cluster label/source of 

variation analysis by relabeling data points with additional partition label, 

retraining the model with relabeled data, and comparing the new model's 

performance to the most recent model's performance to further stratify 

diagnostic labels. Figure 12B shows labeled clusters after three iterations 

of this process, in which the partition labels chosen for each round of 

analysis are leiomyosarcoma, gliosarcoma, and ewing sarcoma, 

respectively.  

[00375] An issue with clustering is the absence of complete knowledge of all the factors 

informing each cluster (e.g., the presence of confounding factors). Figures 12B and 12C show 

the same clusters as in Figure 12A. As shown in Figure 12A, specific labels referring to sarcoma 

cancer conditions (e.g., leiomyosarcoma, gliosarcoma, and ewing sarcoma) are not neatly 

divided by transcriptional cluster (e.g., these labels do not align neatly with clusters 1202, 1204, 

and 1206). Likewise, in Figure 12C, tissue site labels (e.g., lung, brain, uterus, liver, and breast) 

are not neatly segregated by these transcriptionally-defined clusters. Based on this analysis, 

leiomyosarcoma could be defined as a transcriptionally distinct cohort that should be classified 

separately from the rest of the sarcoma cohort; however, ewing sarcoma should be monitored, 

and gliosarcoma is probably not transcriptionally distinct enough to merit its own distinct 

diagnosis.  

[00376] Similarly to Figure 12C, Figure 1ID illustrates an example where biopsy location 

(e.g., tissue location of a tumor) is a potential confounding variable. Neuroendocrine tumors 

arise from specialized cells that occur throughout the body. Each UMAP plot in Figure 1ID 

represents transcriptome clustering of neuroendocrine tumors (e.g., the darker data points) 

biopsied from a particular tissue type (e.g., each panel corresponds to a particular tissue type).  
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This analysis reveals that these tumors are transcriptionally similar to each other (e.g., the cluster 

of neuroendocrine tumors is located in the same general region of each panel in Figure 1ID) 

regardless of their site of origin, and neuroendocrine tumors are transcriptionally distinct from 

other tumors (e.g., the lighter data points) from the matched site of origin.  

[00377] Mathematical Formulation: 

[00378] A partition label is used to define an additional cohort that improves classifier 

accuracy, where: 

P(class)* N(class) < P(subclass 1)* N(subclass 1)+ P(subclass 2)* N(subclass 2).  

[00379] In this equation, P is equal to the classification performance and N is equal to the 

number of samples in each class. In some embodiments, classifier performance is evaluated via 

F-scores, which are a measure of the sensitivity and specificity of the classes determined by a 

classifier in the multi-label context. If a diagnoses-associated partition (e.g., the use of an 

additional label describing a cancer condition) improves the performance of the dataset, then the 

model indicates that it is advantageous to split the dataset by stratifying the cohort into partitions 

or sub-cohorts. In some embodiments, the NLP-defined classes take samples from two higher 

order classes (which may have less specific labels), but the math remains similar.  

[00380] In some embodiments, the classification model is trained using gene expression 

and pathology report data. The training method involves 10-fold cross validation (e.g., where 

each fold includes a mutually exclusive set - such as a tenth of the overall population - used for 

testing purposes). After training, an error analysis is performed for the classifier including at 

least a confusion matrix (see Figure 13) that serves to identify potential causes for systematic 

errors. For example, in the specific classification model here the esophageal cancer cohort 

includes both squamous and epithelial cancers. The example classifier thus tends to err on these 

cancers, and classifies them as esophageal epithelial or other-tissue squamous. To improve this 

particular classification model, the esophageal cancer cohort could be divided into esophageal 

epithelial and esophageal squamous. In some embodiments, error analyses serve to indicate one 

or more disease types that are not well-determined by the classifier. As described previously, 

transcriptional changes can also be identified by dimensionality reduction and clustering 

algorithms such as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and clustering of UMAP 

embeddings.  
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[00381] If a confounding factor that is irrelevant to diagnosis - such as tissue site (e.g., as 

shown in Figure 12C) - reduces the entropy of the dataset more than the diagnosis-associated 

partition for the same subset of samples, then that confounder is most likely the driver of 

variation and the diagnosis-based partition should not be made. In such cases, the label(s) with 

the potential cofounding variable (e.g., the tissue site labels in Figure 12C) are removed from the 

set of labels used for clustering.  

[00382] Example 7 - Patient Reports and the effect of Tumor Origin Prediction 

[00383] Examples of patient reports are illustrated in Figures 10A-10G, each of which is a 

portion of a complete patient report.  

[00384] Figures 1OA-1OD are sections of an example report prepared for a patient where a 

biopsy was taken from an epidural mass and where the tumor of origin prediction from the 

classification method is lung (e.g., Diagnosis 1002 "metastatic adenocarcinoma). Figure 10E is a 

section from an example report prepared for a patient where a biopsy was taken from an ovary 

and where the tumor of origin prediction from the classification method is colorectal (e.g., 

Diagnosis 1026 "Mucinous adenocarcinoma, favor colorectal primary"). Figures 10F-1OG are 

sections from an example report prepared for a patient where a biopsy was taken from the liver 

and where the tumor of origin prediction from the classification method is sarcoma (e.g., 

Diagnosis 1044 "Poorly-differentiated malignant neoplasm, favor sarcoma").  

[00385] Figure 10A includes information on genomic variants 1004: somatic variants that 

are potentially actionable 1005-1 (e.g., those with known treatment options), somatic, 

biologically relevant variants 1005-2. The report continues with Figure 1OB which includes 

sections on Immunotherapy markers 1008 and Tempus Insight 1014. Where appropriate, the 

patient report will include information regarding immunotherapy markers. The section on 

immunotherapy markers 1008 includes at least an indication of the tumor mutational burden 

1010 and the microsatellite instability status 1012 of the subject. The Tempus Insight 1014, 

primarily includes a prediction of the patient's tumor origin location, which optionally includes 

an image illustrating the tumor origin location 1015. The report continues in Figure 10C, which 

includes Treatment Implications 1016 and Clinical Trials 1018 that are relevant to the diagnosis 

1026. In particular, the one or more clinical trials 1019 are determined to be relevant to the 

patient in accordance with the diagnosis and the genomic variants identified for the patient. The 
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list of clinical trials may include additional information, including the phase of the trial (e.g., 

"Phase I"), the location of the trial (e.g., "Houston, TX") and characteristics of the subject that 

are in congruence with the requirements of each trial (e.g., the genomic requirement "TP53 

mutation). The patient report in some cases includes information on genomic variants of 

unknown significance (e.g., the list 1020 here). Here the variants of unknown significance are all 

somatic. Figure 1OD continues the report with details on potentially actionable somatic variants 

1022 and on biologically relevant somatic variants 1024.  

[00386] Figure 10E illustrates a second of an example report with the addition of FDA

approved therapies based either on the current diagnosis 1036 (e.g., diagnosis 1026) or on other 

indications 1040 (e.g., where the other indications are in some cases based on somatic or 

germline variants discovered for the patient). As shown here, the therapies include further 

information on either resistance 1038 that may arise from application of the therapy and/or 

adverse outcomes 1042 that may be associated with the respective therapy.  

[00387] Figure 1OF and 1OG illustrate sections of an example report with a germline 

genomic variant (e.g., 1047-3) in addition to somatic genomic variants (e.g., lists 1047-1 and 

1047-2). As shown here, the germline variant 1047-3 is pathogenic, in particular that the specific 

variant is indicative of Birt-Hogg-Dube syndrome 1048. Figure 1OG provides further information 

1050 on the germline variant.  

[00388] By providing clear information on approved therapies, prognosis, and possible 

clinical trials, these patient reports give the ordering physician clinical decision-support 

information that the physician may choose to share with patients. As a result, patients may feel 

increased agency over their diagnosis and the direction of their treatment plan.  

[00389] In some instances, a tumor origin prediction will alter the reported cancer 

condition included on the patient report. A change in the cancer condition, especially the cancer 

condition included in the reported diagnosis, may affect information in other sections of a patient 

report in significant ways. These other sections may include: the list of detected genetic variants 

(e.g., section 1004 in Figure 1OA) reported as biologically relevant (e.g., because the present of 

certain genetic variants is correlated with different cancer conditions), matched therapies (e.g., 

those that may be relevant for treating the patient based on the detected variants), evidence 

and/or strength of evidence cited for a matched therapy (e.g., where evidence includes relevant 
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scientific publications, animal trials, clinical trials, etc.), or clinical trials reported as matching a 

patient case (e.g., especially if a clinical trial has inclusion/exclusion criteria that depend on 

cancer condition, relevant variants, or the disease status of metastatic versus non-metastatic). A 

change in the predicted cancer condition, will likely have implications for downstream patient 

treatment. For example, a clinical trial may require a patient to have breast cancer and may not 

accept patients who have a metastatic tumor in the breast tissue that originated in a non-breast 

tissue.  

[00390] Establishing the tumor origin informs standard of care treatment for several 

NCCN targeted therapy guidelines. In some examples, a therapy may only be approved by the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and/or National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 

guidelines to target a certain gene variant in the context of specific cancer conditions. For 

example, the NCCN has approved the use of Dabrafenib to target BRAF specifically in the 

context of melanoma or non-small cell lung cancer.  

[00391] The tumor origin prediction is also important for differentiating between relapse 

and recurrence of an established or older disease (for example, a metastatic tumor) versus a new 

disease (for example, a new primary tumor, or new malignancy in a patient). This is important 

because metastatic tumors are generally not treated with surgery or resection, and if a metastatic 

tumor is mistaken for a new primary tumor, a patient could lose organs to an unnecessary 

resection, which negatively impacts the patient's quality of life. For example, in a patient that has 

a history of benign kidney tumors who develops breast cancer, a new kidney tumor could cause a 

medical practitioner to order a nephrectomy for the patient. Later (e.g., after analysis of the 

extracted kidney tumor), the medical practitioner could discover that the new kidney tumor was 

in fact a metastatic breast tumor, implying that the tumor would have responded better to a 

treatment other than resection. In this case, without analyzing the origin of the tumor, the patient 

would lose a kidney unnecessarily. A similar hypothetical situation could result in the 

unnecessary resection of a lung lobe, a brain section, or any other portion of the body.  

[00392] It is estimated that approximately 2-5% of all cancer samples are metastatic and 

thus not classifiable based merely on biopsy location (see e.g., Fizazi et al. 2011 Annals of 

Oncology 22(6), vi64-vi68; Stella et al. 2012 Journal of Translational Medicine 10:12; and 

Urban et al. 2013 British Journal of Cancer 109, 1318-1324). The methods described herein 
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would improve the amount and quality of information available to support therapy decisions for 

patients with metastatic cancer.  

[00393] Example 8 - A Case Study of Using a Classification Model to Alter Diagnosis 

[00394] In this example, a patient with multiple ongoing cancer diagnoses presented with 

new lesions. It was unclear from the pathology which of the ongoing cancers was responsible for 

the new lesions. A first treatment path, which was tailored to one of the patient's previous cancer 

diagnosis, was attempted but did not halt the progression of the metastatic lesions. Additional 

testing and classification changed the prediction of the tumor of origin of the new lesions and 

altered the course of treatment for the patient.  

[00395] A 50 year old female was initially diagnosed with angiomyolipoma in the right 

kidney and subsequently diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer to the bone a year later. The 

initial breast cancer was treated with chemotherapy and radiation and went into remission.  

Angionolipoma is usually a benign lesion, and the patient underwent routine imaging 

surveillance without any growth in the lesion for sixteen years. At that point, the patient 

presented with splenic lesions on a routine imaging (e.g., as shown in the biopsy images 1902 

and 1904 in Figure 19A). Box 1902 shows healthy kidney cells and box 1904 shows cancerous 

cells from the metastatic tumor.  

[00396] Pathological review of the splenic lesions showed both a GATA3 

and Chromogranin A positive neoplasm with similar morphologic features to the previously 

diagnosed renal malignancy. This was an inconclusive result since GATA3 is a biomarker for 

breast cancer, and Chromogranin A is a biomarker for neuroendocrine cancer. The patient's 

inconclusive immunohistochemistry led to an initial diagnosis of renal neuroendocrine tumor 

based in part on the location of the lesions (e.g., the spleen is physically closer to the kidney than 

to breast tissue in the human body). The patient was subsequently treated with temozolomide, 

which is a treatment intended for neuroendocrine cancer, and later exhibited disease progression 

in the spleen and new lesions in the posterior mediastinum. The disease progression indicated 

that the treatment was unsuccessful, and prompted further analysis.  

[00397] Given the aggressive clinical nature of the patient's disease, both DNA and RNA 

testing were performed on the patient's initial renal biopsy. The sequencing results identified 

activating somatic mutations in PIK3CA and GATA3. The history of a breast cancer diagnosis 
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and uncertain histology led the pathology team to run the RNA-based classification model (e.g., 

as described herein in this disclosure) on the sample, which returned a prediction of breast cancer 

with high confidence (e.g., as shown in Figure 19B).  

[00398] The patient was subsequently enrolled in a breast cancer clinical trial, changing 

the course of her treatment to Tamoxifen and Alpelasib, a treatment that is tailored to her 

adjusted diagnosis of metastatic breast cancer and hence has a higher likelihood of impacting her 

cancer than any treatment targeted towards neuroendocrine neoplasm.  

[00399] This example illustrates the difficulty of coming to an accurate diagnosis in cases 

where a patient exhibits more than one ongoing cancer condition. It demonstrates the particular 

value of tumor of origin detection for patients with one or more cancer diagnoses.  

[00400] Example 9 - Use of viral sequence reads and DNA variants in classification 

[00401] For some cases, it is possible to additional data for determining a cancer condition 

of a subject, and/or for training a classification model. For example, in some embodiments, DNA 

sequencing assays have probes that target sequences associated with oncogenic viruses such as 

HPV and RSV. The presence of viral DNA is a very strong biomarker for diagnosis, as viruses 

have high specificity in the types of cancer that they cause. In some embodiment, RNA reads 

associated with viruses are also detectable. In some embodiments, metagenomics pipelines 

determine a subset of sequencing reads from the first, second, and/or third pluralities of 

sequencing reads that do not map to the human transcriptome and aligns the subset of sequencing 

reads to viral and bacterial reference genomes. In some embodiments, this aligning determines a 

probable viral or bacterial source.  

[00402] Figure 20 illustrates that the number of HPV sequence reads detected in patient 

samples (e.g., as shown along the y-axis) may vary with the cancer condition and/or cohort 

associated with that sample (e.g., as arrayed along the x-axis). Here, data for training the 

classification model further include the number of HPV sequence reads detected in each 

reference subject. Including the number of HPV reads detected in a patient sample in the input 

data received by a model trained with these data, in some cases, improves the prediction 

accuracy of the model. In other cases, training and model input data instead include respective 

HPV infection status (for example, positive or negative) associated with each reference subject 

instead of the number of HPV sequence reads.  
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[00403] Another data type used in some embodiments for classifying a subject to a set of 

cancer conditions is DNA variants. Some DNA variants exhibit tissue specificity and thus 

provide information about organ and cell type origin of tumors. There are several ways to 

incorporate DNA variants into models that predict cancer type. In some embodiments, the total 

number of variants observed in a subject for an individual gene or locus serves as a proxy for the 

epigenetic state of the tumor cells (e.g., regions of open chromatin are more likely to experience 

mutation events).  

[00404] As an example, driver variants exhibit diagnosis specificity. In particular, 

pancreatic and biliary cancers, despite having very similar transcriptional profiles and originating 

from adjacent organs, have large differences in their variant profiles. Pancreatic cancers are 

usually KRAS and P53 driven, whereas IDHJ variants or FGFR2 fusions are strong biomarkers 

for biliary (see e.g., Figures 21A-21C). On its own, DNA variant information is not a strong 

predictor of diagnosis. However, they often provide supporting evidence in the resolution of a 

diagnosis and are helpful for validation that the classification is working correctly.  

[00405] Figures 21A, 21B, and 21C illustrate examples of DNA variant patterns present in 

different cancer and tumor types. For example, Figure 21A illustrates pancreatic tumor cancer 

genomic variant patterns. The pancreatic-predicted TUO (e.g., predicted tumor of origin) 

samples exhibit similar genomic variants. Figures 21B and 21C, likewise, illustrate the similarity 

in genomic variants for patients with known and predicted biliary cancer and known and 

predicted lung adenocarcinomas, respectively.  

[00406] Both indications of viral infection and genomic variants are, in some 

embodiments, included in the classification methods described herein (e.g., for training the 

classification models and/or for classifying subjects).  
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Table 2 

Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID 

AIBG ABCCI I ABRACL ACOT7 ACTRIO 
AICF ABCC12 ABTI ACOT8 ACTRIA 
A2M ABCC2 ABTB I ACOT9 ACTRIB 
A2MLI ABCC3 ABTB2 ACOXI ACTR2 
A3GALT2 ABCC4 ACAAI ACOX2 ACTR3 
A4GALT ABCC5 ACAA2 ACOX3 ACTR3B 
A4GNT ABCC6 ACACA ACOXL ACTR3C 
AAAS ABCC8 ACACB ACPI ACTR5 
AACS ABCC9 ACADIO ACP2 ACTR6 
AADAC ABCDI ACAD II ACP5 ACTR8 
AADACL2 ABCD2 ACAD8 ACP6 ACTRTI 
AADACL3 ABCD3 ACAD9 ACPL2 ACTRT2 
AADACL4 ABCD4 ACADL ACPP ACTRT3 
AADAT ABCEI ACADM ACPT ACVRI 
AAEDI ABCFI ACADS ACR ACVRIB 
AAGAB ABCF2 ACADSB ACRBP ACVRIC 
AAKI ABCF3 ACADVL ACRC ACVR2A 
AAIVDC ABCGI ACAN ACRVI ACVR2B 
AAMVP ABCG2 ACAPI ACSBGI ACVRLI 
AANAT ABCG4 ACAP2 ACSBG2 ACYI 
AAR2 ABCG5 ACAP3 ACSF2 ACY3 
AARD ABCG8 ACATI ACSF3 ACYPI 
AARS ABHDI ACAT2 ACSLI ACYP2 
AARS2 ABHDIO ACBD3 ACSL3 ADA 
AARSDI ABHDII ACBD4 ACSL4 ADADI 
AASDH ABHD12 ACBD5 ACSL5 ADAD2 
AASDHPPT ABHD12B ACBD6 ACSL6 ADAL 
AASS ABHD13 ACBD7 ACSMI ADAMIO 
AATF ABHD14A ACCS ACSM2A ADAMII 
AATK ABHD14B ACCSL ACSM2B ADAM12 
ABAT ABHD15 ACD ACSM3 ADAM15 
ABCAI ABHD16A ACE ACSM4 ADAM17 
ABCAIO ABHD16B ACE2 ACSM5 ADAM18 
ABCA12 ABHD1'7A ACERI ACSSI ADAM19 
ABCA13 ABHD1'7B ACER2 ACSS2 ADAM2 
ABCA2 ABHD1'7C ACER3 ACSS3 ADAM20 
ABCA3 ABHD2 ACHE ACTAI ADAM21 
ABCA4 ABHD3 ACINI ACTA2 ADAM22 
ABCA5 ABHD4 ACKRI ACTB ADAM23 
ABCA6 ABHD5 ACKR2 ACTBL2 ADAM28 
ABCA7 ABHD6 ACKR3 ACTCI ADAM29 
ABCA8 ABHD8 ACKR4 ACTGI ADAM30 
ABCA9 AB~I ACLY ACTG2 ADAM32 
ABCBI AB12 ACMSD ACTh1O ADAM33 
ABCBIO AB13 ACN9 ACTh6A ADAM7 
ABCBII AB13BP ACOI ACTh6B ADAM8 
ABCB4 ABLI AC02 ACTh7A ADAM9 
ABCB5 ABL2 ACOTI ACfh7B ADAIVDECI 
ABCB6 ABLTMI ACOTlII ACTh8 ADAMTSI 
ABCB7 ABLTM2 ACOT12 ACTh9 ADAMTSIO 
ABCB8 ABLTM3 ACOT13 ACTNI ADAMTS12 
ABCB9 ABO ACOT2 ACTN2 ADAMTS13 
ABCCI ABR ACOT4 ACTN3 ADAMTS14 
ABCCIO ABRA ACOT6 ACTN4 ADAMTS15 
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Table 2- Continued 

Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID 

ADAMTS16 ADH-6 AMM AHCY AKAP8 
ADAMTS17 ADH-7 AFMID AHCYLI AKAP8L 
ADAMTS18 ADHFEI AFP AHCYL2 AKAP9 
ADAMTS19 AD~I AFTPH AHDCI AKIPI 
ADAMTS2 ADIG AGA AHII AKIRINI 
ADAMTS20 ADIPOQ AGAPI AHNAK AKIRJN2 
ADAMTS3 ADIPORI AGAPIO AHNAK2 AKNA 
ADAMTS4 ADIPOR2 AGAP II AHR AKNADI 
ADAMTS5 ADIRF AGAP2 AHRR AR~IAI 
ADAMTS6 ADK AGAP3 AHSAI AR~IBI 
ADAMTS7 ADM AGAP4 AHSA2 AR~IBIO 
ADAMTS8 ADM2 AGAP5 AHSG AKRIB15 
ADAMTS9 ADM5 AGAP6 AHSP AR~ICI 
ADAMTSL1 ADNP AGAP7 AICDA AKR1C2 
ADAMTSL2 ADNP2 AGAP8 AIDA AR~IC3 
ADAMTSL3 ADO AGAP9 AIFI AKRIC4 
ADAMTSL4 ADORAI AGBL1 AIFIL AR~IDI 
ADAMTSL5 ADORA2A AGBL2 AIFM1 ARE2 
ADAPI ADORA2B3 AGBL3 AIFM2 AKR7A2 
ADAP2 ADORA3 AGBL4 AIFM3 AKR7A3 
ADAR ADPGK AGBL5 AIGI AKT1 
ADARB1 ADPRH AGER AIMI AKT1Si 
ADARB2 ADPRHLI AGFGI AIMIL AKT2 
ADATI ADPRHL2 AGFG2 AIM2 AKT3 
ADAT2 ADPRM AGGFI AIMPI AKTIP 
ADAT3 ADRAIA AGK AIMP2 ALAD 
ADC ADRAIB AGL AIP ALAS 
ADCKI ADRAID AGMAT AIPLI ALAS2 
ADCK2 ADRA2A AGMO AIRE ALB 
ADCK3 ADRA2B3 AGOI AJAPI ALCAM 
ADCK4 ADRA2C AGO2 AJUJBA ALDH16AI 
ADCK5 ADRB1 AGO3 AKI ALDH18AI 
ADCY1 ADRB32 AGO4 AK2 ALDH1A1 
ADCY1O ADRB33 AGPAT1 AK3 ALDH1A2 
ADCY2 ADRBK1 AGPAT2 AK4 ALDH1A3 
ADCY3 ADRBK2 AGPAT3 AK5 ALDH1B1 
ADCY4 ADRM1 AGPAT4 AK6 ALDH1L1 
ADCY5 ADSL AGPAT5 AK7 ALDH1L2 
ADCY6 ADSS AGPAT6 AK8 ALDH-2 
ADCY7 ADSSL1 AGPAT9 AK9 ALDH3A1 
ADCY8 ADTRP AGPS AKAPI ALDH3A2 
ADCY9 AEBP1 AGR2 AKAPIO ALDH-31 
ADCYAP1 AEBP2 AGR3 AKAPII ALDH-332 
ADCYAP1R1 AEN AGRN AKAP12 ALDH4A1 
ADDI AES AGRP AKAP13 ALDH5A1 
ADD2 AFAPI AGT AKAP14 ALDH6A1 
ADD3 AFAPILI AGTPBP1 AKAP17A ALDH7A1 
ADGB AFAP1L2 AGTR1 AKAP2 ALDH8A1 
ADHIA AFFI AGTR2 AKAP3 ALDH9A1 
ADHIB AFF2 AGTRAP AKAP4 ALDOA 
ADHIC AFF3 AGXT AKAP5 ALDOB 
ADH-4 AFF4 AGXT2 AKAP6 ALDOC 
ADH-5 AFG3L2 AHCTF1 AKAP7 ALGI 
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Table 2 - Continued 

Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID 

ALG1O AMDHD2 ANGPTL5 ANKRD33B ANPEP 
ALGIOB AMELX ANGPTL6 ANKRD34A ANTXR1 
ALGI AMELY ANGPTL7 ANKRD34B ANTXR2 
ALG12 AMERI ANHX ANKRD34C ANTXRL 
ALG13 AMER2 ANKI ANKRD35 ANXA1 
ALG14 AMER3 ANK2 ANKRD36 ANXA1O 
ALGIL AMFR ANK3 ANKRD36B ANXAll 
ALG1L2 AMH ANKAR ANKRD36C ANXA13 
ALG2 AMHR2 ANKDD1A ANKRD37 ANXA2 
ALG3 AMICA1 ANKDD1B ANKRD39 ANXA2R 
ALG5 AMIGO1 ANKEFI ANKRD40 ANXA3 
ALG6 AMIGO2 ANKFN1 ANKRD42 ANXA4 
ALG8 AMIGO3 ANKFY1 ANKRD44 ANXA5 
ALG9 AMMECR1 ANKH ANKRD45 ANXA6 
ALK AMMECRIL ANKHD1 ANKRD46 ANXA7 
ALKBH1 AMN ANKHD1- ANKRD49 ANXA8 
ALKBH2 AMNI EIF4EBP3 ANKRD50 ANXA8L1 
ALKBH3 AMOT ANKIBI ANKRD52 ANXA8L2 
ALKBH4 AMOTLI ANKK1 ANKRD53 ANXA9 
ALKBH5 AMOTL2 ANKLE ANKRD54 AOAH 
ALKBH6 AMPD1 ANKLE2 ANKRD55 AOC1 
ALKBH7 AMPD2 ANKMY1 ANKRD6 AOC2 
ALKBH8 AMPD3 ANKMY2 ANKRD60 AOC3 
ALLC AMPH ANKRA2 ANKRD61 AOX1 
ALMS1 AMT ANKRD1 ANKRD62 AP1AR 
ALOX12 AMTN ANKRD1O ANKRD63 APIBI 
ALOX12B AMY1A ANKRD11 ANKRD65 APIGI 
ALOX15 AMYIB ANKRD12 ANKRD66 AP1G2 
ALOX15B AMYIC ANKRD13A ANKRD7 APIMI 
ALOX5 AMY2A ANKRD13B ANKRD9 AP1M2 
ALOX5AP AMY2B ANKRD13C ANKS1A APISI 
ALOXE3 AMZ1 ANKRD13D ANKS1B AP1S2 
ALPI AMZ2 ANKRD16 ANKS3 AP1S3 
ALPK1 ANAPCl ANKRD17 ANKS4B AP2A1 
ALPK2 ANAPC1O ANKRD18A ANKS6 AP2A2 
ALPK3 ANAPC11 ANKRD18B ANKUBI AP2B1 
ALPL ANAPC13 ANKRD2 ANKZF1 AP2M1 
ALPP ANAPC15 ANKRD20A1 ANLN AP2S1 
ALPPL2 ANAPC16 ANKRD20A2 ANO1 AP3B1 
ALS2 ANAPC2 ANKRD20A3 ANO1O AP3B2 
ALS2CL ANAPC4 ANKRD20A4 ANO2 AP3D1 
ALS2CR11 ANAPC5 ANKRD22 ANO3 AP3M1 
ALS2CR12 ANAPC7 ANKRD23 ANO4 AP3M2 
ALX1 ANG ANKRD24 ANO5 AP3S1 
ALX3 ANGELS ANKRD26 ANO6 AP3S2 
ALX4 ANGEL2 ANKRD27 ANO7 AP4B1 
ALYREF ANGPT1 ANKRD28 ANO8 AP4E1 
AMACR ANGPT2 ANKRD29 ANO9 AP4M1 
AMBN ANGPT4 ANKRD30A ANP32A AP4S1 
AMBP ANGPTL1 ANKRD30B ANP32B AP5B1 
AMBRA1 ANGPTL2 ANKRD31 ANP32C AP5M1 
AMDI ANGPTL3 ANKRD32 ANP32D AP5S1 
AMDHD1 ANGPTL4 ANKRD33 ANP32E AP5Z1 
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Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID 

APAFI APOL1 ARFIP2 ARHGEF2 ARL6IP5 
APBA1 APOL2 ARFRP1 ARHGEF25 ARL6IP6 
APBA2 APOL3 ARGI ARHGEF26 ARL8A 
APBA3 APOL4 ARG2 ARHGEF28 ARL8B 
APBB1 APOL5 ARGFX ARHGEF3 ARL9 
APBB1IP APOL6 ARGLU1 ARHGEF33 ARMC1 
APBB2 APOLDI ARHGAP1 ARHGEF35 ARMC1O 
APBB3 APOM ARHGAP1O ARHGEF37 ARMC12 
APC APOO ARHGAP11A ARHGEF38 ARMC2 
APC2 APOOL ARHGAP11B ARHGEF39 ARMC3 
APCDD1 APOPTI ARHGAP12 ARHGEF4 ARMC4 
APCDD1L APP ARHGAP15 ARHGEF40 ARMC5 
APCS APPBP2 ARHGAP17 ARHGEF5 ARMC6 
APEH APPLI ARHGAP18 ARHGEF6 ARMC7 
APEXI APPL2 ARHGAP19 ARHGEF7 ARMC8 
APEX2 APRT ARHGAP20 ARHGEF9 ARMC9 
APHIA APTX ARHGAP21 ARID1A ARMCX1 
APHIB AQP1 ARHGAP22 ARID1B ARMCX2 
API5 AQP1O ARHGAP23 ARID2 ARMCX3 
APIP AQP11 ARHGAP24 ARID3A ARMCX4 
APITD1 AQP12A ARHGAP25 ARID3B ARMCX5 
APITD1-CORT AQP12B ARHGAP26 ARID3C ARMCX5
APLF AQP2 ARHGAP27 ARID4A GPRASP2 
APLN AQP3 ARHGAP28 ARID4B ARMCX6 
APLNR AQP4 ARHGAP29 ARID5A ARMS2 
APLP1 AQP5 ARHGAP30 ARID5B ARNT 
APLP2 AQP6 ARHGAP31 ARIH1 ARNT2 
APMAP AQP7 ARHGAP32 ARIH2 ARNTL 
APOA1 AQP8 ARHGAP33 ARIH2OS ARNTL2 
APOAlBP AQP9 ARHGAP35 ARL1 ARPC1A 
APOA2 AQPEP ARHGAP36 ARL1O ARPC1B 
APOA4 AQR ARHGAP39 ARLI ARPC2 
APOA5 AR ARHGAP4 ARL13A ARPC3 
APOB ARAF ARHGAP40 ARL13B ARPC4 
APOBECI ARAPI ARHGAP42 ARL14 ARPC4-TTLL3 
APOBEC2 ARAP2 ARHGAP44 ARL14EP ARPC5 
APOBEC3A ARAP3 ARHGAP5 ARL14EPL ARPC5L 
APOBEC3B ARC ARHGAP6 ARL15 ARPP19 
APOBEC3C ARCN1 ARHGAP8 ARL16 ARPP21 
APOBEC3D AREG ARHGAP9 ARL17A ARR3 
APOBEC3F AREGB ARHGDIA ARL17B ARRB1 
APOBEC3G AREL1 ARHGDIB ARL2 ARRB2 
APOBEC3H ARF1 ARHGDIG ARL2BP ARRDCl 
APOBEC4 ARF3 ARHGEF1 ARL3 ARRDC2 
APOBR ARF4 ARHGEF1O ARL4A ARRDC3 
APOCI ARF5 ARHGEF1OL ARL4C ARRDC4 
APOC2 ARF6 ARHGEF11 ARL4D ARRDC5 
APOC3 ARFGAP1 ARHGEF12 ARL5A ARSA 
APOC4 ARFGAP2 ARHGEF15 ARL5B ARSB 
APOD ARFGAP3 ARHGEF16 ARL5C ARSD 
APOE ARFGEF1 ARHGEF17 ARL6 ARSE 
APOF ARFGEF2 ARHGEF18 ARL6IP1 ARSF 
APOH ARFIPI ARHGEF19 ARL6IP4 ARSG 
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Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID Gene ID 

ARSH ASIC3 ATG13 ATP2B4 ATP8B1I 
ARSI ASIC4 ATG14 ATP2CI ATP8B2 
ARSJ ASIC5 ATG16LI ATP2C2 ATP8B3 
ARSK ASIP ATG16L2 ATP4A ATP8B4 
ARTI ASL ATG2A ATP4B ATP9A 
ART3 ASMT ATG2B ATP5AI ATP9B 
ART4 ASMTL ATG3 ATP5B ATPAFI 
ART5 ASNAI ATG4A ATP5C1 ATPAF2 
ARTN ASNS ATG4B ATP5D ATPIF1 
ARVI ASNSD I ATG4C ATP5E ATR 
ARVCF ASPA ATG4D ATP5F1 ATRAID 
ARX ASPDH ATG5 ATP5GI ATRIP 
AS3MT ASPG ATG7 ATP5G2 ATRN 
ASAHI ASPH ATG9A ATP5G3 ATRNLI 
ASAH2 ASPHD1 ATG9B ATP5H ATRX 
ASAH2B ASPHID2 ATHLI ATP51 ATXNI 
ASAPI ASPM ATIC ATP5J ATXNIO 
ASAP2 ASPN ATLI ATP5J2 ATXNIL 
ASAP3 ASPRVI ATh2 ATP5J2-PTCDI ATXN2 
ASB I ASPSCRI ATh3 ATP5L ATXN2L 
ASBIO ASRGLI ATM ATP5L2 ATXN3 
ASBII ASSI ATMIN ATP5O ATXN3L 
ASB 12 ASTEI ATNI ATP5S ATXN7 
ASB 13 ASTL ATOHI ATP5SL ATXN7LI 
ASB 14 ASTNI ATOH7 ATP6API ATXN7L2 
ASB 15 ASTN2 ATOH8 ATP6APIL ATXN7L3 
ASB 16 ASUN ATOXI ATP6AP2 ATXN7L3B 
ASB 17 ASXLI ATP1OA ATP6VOA1 AUH 
ASB 18 ASXL2 ATPIOB ATP6VOA2 AUNIP 
ASB2 ASXL3 ATP1OD ATP6VOA4 AUPI 
ASB3 ASZI ATP11A ATP6VOB AURKA 
ASB4 ATADI ATPIIB ATP6VOC AURKAIPI 
ASB5 ATAD2 ATPIIC ATP6VOD1 AURKB 
ASB6 ATAD2B ATP12A ATP6VOD2 AURKC 
ASB7 ATAD3A ATP13AI ATP6VOEI AUTS2 
ASB8 ATAD3B ATP13A2 ATP6VOE2 AVEN 
ASB9 ATAD3C ATP13A3 ATP6VIA AVIL 
ASMC ATAD5 ATP13A4 ATP6VIBI AVL9 
ASCC2 ATATI ATP13A5 ATP6VIB2 AVP 
ASCC ATCAY ATP1A1 ATP6VICI AVPJ1 
ASCLI ATEI ATP1A2 ATP6VIC2 AVPRIA 
ASCL2 ATFI ATP1A3 ATP6VID AVPRIB 
ASCL3 ATF2 ATP1A4 ATP6VIE1 AVPR2 
ASCL4 ATF3 ATP1B1 ATP6VIE2 AWATI 
ASCL5 ATF4 ATP1B2 ATP6VIF AWAT2 
ASFIA ATF5 ATP1B3 ATP6VIGI AXDNDI 
ASFIB ATF6 ATP1B4 ATP6VIG2 AXJNI 
ASGRI ATF6B ATP2AI ATP6VIG3 AXIN2 
ASGR2 ATF7 ATP2A2 ATP6V1H AXL 
ASHIL ATF71P ATP2A3 ATP7A AZGPI 
ASH2L ATF71P2 ATP2B I ATP7B AM~ 
ASIC1 ATGIO ATP2B2 ATP8AI AZ12 
ASIC2 ATG12 ATP2B3 ATP8A2 AZINI 
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AZUI BAHCC BCAT2 BEST BLVRB 
132M BAHDI BCCIP BEST2 BLZFI 
B3GALNTI BAIl BCDIN3D BEST3 BMF 
B3GALNT2 BA12 BCHE BEST4 BMJ1 
B33GALTI BA13 BCKDHA BETI BMPI 
B3GALT2 BAIAP2 BCKDHB BETIL BMPIO 
B3GALT4 BAIAP2LI BCKDK BEXI BMP15 
B3GALT5 BAIAP2L2 BCLIO BEX2 BMP2 
B3GALT6 BAIAP3 BCLIIA BEX4 BMP2K 
B3GALTL BAKI BCLIIB BEX5 BMP3 
B33GATI BAIVBI BCL2 BFAR BMP4 
B3GAT2 BANFI BCL2AI BFSPI BMP5 
B3GAT3 BANF2 BCL2LI BFSP2 BMP6 
B3GNTI BANK BCL2LIO BGLAP BMP7 
B3GNT2 BANP BCL2LII BGN BMP8A 
B3GNT3 BAPI BCL2LI2 BHLHA15 BMP8B 
B3GNT4 BARDI BCL2LI3 BHLHA9 BMPER 
B3GNT5 BARHLI BCL2LI4 BHLHB9 BMPRIA 
B3GNT6 BARHL2 BCL2LI5 BHLHE22 BMPRIB 
B3GNT7 BARXI BCL2L2 BHLHE23 BMPR2 
B3GNT8 BARX2 BCL2L2- BHLHE40 BMSI 
B3GNT9 BASPI PABPNI BHLHE41 BMIX 
B3GN'fh1 BATF BCL3 BHMT BNCI 
B4GALNTI BATF2 BCL6 BHMT2 BNC2 
B4GALNT2 BATF3 BCL6B BICM BNJPI 
B4GALNT3 BAX BCL7A BJCDI BNIP2 
B4GALNT4 BAZIA BCL7B BICD2 BNIP3 
B34GALTI BAZIB BCL'7C BTD BNIP3L 
B4GALT2 BAZ2A BCL9 BTK BNIPL 
B4GALT3 BAZ2B3 BCL9L BINI BOC 
B4GALT4 BBC3 BCLAFI B1N2 BODI 
B4GALT5 BBTPI BCMOI B1N3 BODILY 
B4GALT6 BBOXI BC02 BTRC2 BODIL2 
B4GALT7 BBSI BCOR BTRC3 BOK 
B9DI BBSIO BCORLI BTRC5 BOLAI 
B9D2 BBS12 BCR BTRC6 BOLA2 
BAALC BBS2 BCSIL BTRC7 BOLA2B3 
BAAT BBS4 BDHI BTRC8 BOLA3 
BABAMI BBS5 BDH2 BIVM BOLL 
BACEI BBS7 BDKRBI BJVM-ERCC5 BOPI 
BACE2 BBS9 BDKRB2 BLCAP BORA 
BACH1 BBX BDNF BUID BPGM 
BACH2 BCAM BDPI BLK BPHL 
BAD BCAN BEANIE BLM BPI 
BAGI BCAP29 BECNI BLM BPIFAI 
BAG2 BCAP31 BECNIPI BLNK BPIFA2 
BAG3 BCARI BEGAIN BLOCISI BPIFA3 
BAG4 BCAR3 BEND2 BLOC152 BPTFBI 
BAG5 BCASI BEND3 BLOC153 BPTFB2 
BAG6 BCAS2 BEND4 BLOC154 BPTFB3 
BAGE BCAS3 BEND5 BLOC155 BPTFB4 
BAGE2 BCAS4 BEND6 BLOC156 BPTFB6 
BAGE3 BCAT1 BEND7 BLVRA BPIFC 
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BPNTI BTBDIO ClOorf2O CI lorf85 Cl4orfI8O 
BPTF BTBDII ClOorf26 C I Iorf86 Cl4orfI82 
BPY2 BTBD16 ClOorf28 CI Iof87 Cl4orfI83 
BPY2B BTBD17 ClOorf29 CI lorf88 C14orf2 
BPY2C BTBDI8 ClOorfl3l C I Iorf9l C14orf28 
BRAF BTBD19 ClOorf37 C I Iorf94 C14orf37 
BRAP BTBD2 ClOorf CI lorf95 C14orf39 
BRATI BTBD3 ClOorf25 C I Iorf96 C14orf79 
BRCAI BTBD6 ClOorf3 C2orflO C14orf8O 
BRCA2 BTBD7 ClOorf3 C12orf23 C14orf93 
BRCC3 BTBD8 ClOorf53 C12orf29 Cl5orf26 
BRDI BTBD9 ClOorf54 C12orf39 C15orf27 
BRD2 BTC ClOorf55 Cl2orf4 C15orf32 
BRD3 BTD CIWor62 C12orf4O C15orf38 
BRD4 BTF3 ClIor667 C12orf42 C15orf38
BRD7 BTF3L4 CIWor68 C12orf43 AP3 S2 
BRD8 BTGI ClOorf7l C12orf44 C15orf39 
BRD9 BTG2 ClOorf76 C12orf45 C15orf4O 
BRDT BTG3 ClOorf82 C12orf49 Cl5orf4l 
BRE BTG4 ClOorf88 Cl2orf5 C15orf43 
BRFI BTK Cl0orf9O C12orf5O C15orf48 
BRF2 BThA Cl0orf9l C12orf52 C15orf52 
BR13 BTNIAI ClOorf95 C12orf54 C15orf53 
BR13BP BTN2AI Cl0orf99 C12orf55 C15orf54 
BRICD5 BTN2A2 ClIor0fi C12oif56 C15oif56 
BRINPI BTN3AI CI loifl C12oif57 C15oif57 
BR1NP2 BTN3A2 C I Ioif2l C12oif6O C15oif59 
BR1NP3 BTN3A3 CI loif24 Cl2oif6l C15oif6O 
BRTPI BTNLIO CI loif3O C12oif65 Cl5oif6l 
BRIXI BTNL2 CI loif3l C12oif66 C15oif62 
BRKI BTNL3 Cllrf3 C2oif68 C15oif65 
BRMSI BTNL8 C I Ioif4O Cl2oif7l C16oifl I 
BRMSIL BTNL9 C I Ioif42 C12oif73 C16oifI3 
BROX BTRC C I Ioif44 C12oif74 Cl6orf3 
BRPFI BUBI CI loif45 C12oif75 C16oif45 
BRPF3 BUBIB CI loif48 C12oif76 C16oif46 
BRS3 BUB3 CI loif49 C12oif77 C16oif47 
BRSKI BUD13 CI loif52 C12oif79 C16oif52 
BRSK2 BUD31 CI loif53 Clwrf8 C16oif54 
BRWD I BVES CI loif54 C13oif35 C16oif58 
BRWD3 BYSL C loif57 Wloif45 C16oif59 
BSCL2 BZRAPI CI loif58 C14oifl C16oif62 
BSDCI BZWI C loif63 C14oifIO5 C16oif7O 
BSG BZW2 CIloW665 C14oifl 19 Cl6oif7l 
BSN Cl0orflO CIloW668 Cl4oifI32 C16oif72 
BSND ClOoMfl5 C I Ioif7O Cl4oifI42 C16oif74 
BSPHI ClOorflO7 C I Ioif7l Cl4oifI59 C16oif78 
BSPRY Cl1orfi CI Imf73 Cl4oifI64 C16oif8O 
BSTI ClOoffIll C I Ioif74 Cl4oifI66 C16oif82 
BST2 ClOoMfl2 C I IOff8O Cl4oifI66B Cl6oif86 
BSX ClOoMfl3 C I Ioif82 Cl4oifI69 C16oif87 
BTAFI ClOofll8 CI loif83 C4oif'77 C16oif89 
BTBDI CIOoifI2 C I Iorf84 Cl4oifl'78 C16oif9O 
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C16orf9l C19orf35 Clofl'74 CIQTNF7 C2CD5 
C16orf92 C19orf38 Clof'77 CIQTNF8 C2orfI5 
C16orf93 C19orf4O ClorfI85 CIQTNF9 C2orfl6 
C16orf95 C19orf43 ClorfI86 CIQTNF9B C2orf2'7A 
C16orf96 C19orf44 Clofl89 CIQTNF9B- C2orf27B 
C16orf97 C19orf45 ClorfI92 ASI C2orf4O 
C1'7orflOO C19orf47 ClorfI94 CIR C2orf42 
C1'7orfIO2 C19orf48 ClorfI95 CIRE C2orf43 
C1'7orfIO3 C19orf52 Clofl98 cis C2orf44 
C1'7orfIO4 C19orf53 Clorf2O4 C2 C2orf47 
C1'7orfIO5 C19orf54 Clorf2l C2Oofl 12 C2orf48 
C1'7orfIO7 C19orf55 Clorf21O C2Oorfl4l C2orf49 
C 17ofl 12 C19orf57 Clorf216 C2OorfI44 C2orf5O 
C1'7orf47 C19orf59 Clorf226 C2OorfI66 C2orf53 
C1'7orf49 C19orf6O Clorf227 C2Oorfl'73 C2orf54 
C1'7orf5O C19orf66 Clorf228 C2OorfI94 C2orf57 
C1'7orf5l C19orf67 Clorf229 C2OorfI95 C2orf6l 
C1'7orf53 C19orf68 Clorf233 C2OorfI96 C2orf62 
C1'7orf58 C19orf69 Clorf234 C2OorfI97 C2orf66 
C1'7orf59 C19orf7O Clorf27 C2Oorf2Ol C2orf68 
C1'7orf62 C19orf7l Clorf35 C2Oorf2O2 C2orf69 
C1'7orf64 C19orf73 Clorf43 C2Oorf2O3 C2orf7O 
C1'7orf66 C19orf77 Clorf5O C2Oorf24 C2orf7l 
C1'7orf67 C19orf8O Clorf5l C2Oorf26 C2orf72 
C1'7orf7O C19orf8l Clorf52 C2Oorf27 C2orf73 
C1'7orf72 C19orf82 Clorf53 C2Oorf62 C2orf74 
C1'7orf74 CID Clorf54 C2Oorf78 C2orf76 
C1'7orf75 CIGALTI Clorf56 C2Oorf85 C2orf78 
C1'7orf77 CIGALTICI Clorf6l C2Oorf96 C2orf8O 
C1'7orf78 ClorflOO Clorf63 C21orfI4O C2orf8l 
C1'7orf8O ClofOl Clorf64 C21orf2 C2orf82 
C1'7orf82 CloifIO5 Clorf65 C21orf33 C2orf83 
C1'7orf85 CloifIO6 Clorf68 C21orf58 C2orf88 
C1'7orf89 ClorffO9 Clorf74 C21orf59 C2orf9l 
C1'7orf96 ClofIO Clorf85 C21orf62 C3 
C1'7orf97 Clorffil Clorf86 C21orf9l C3ARI 
C1'7orf98 Cloifll2 Clorf8'7 C22orfI5 COorf4 
C1'7orf99 Cloifll5 Clorf94 C22orf23 COol7 
C18orf2l Cloifll6 Clorf95 C22orf24 COrfl 
C18orf25 CloifI22 CIQA C22orf26 C3orf2O 
C18orf32 CloifI23 CIQB C22orf29 C3orf22 
C18orf42 CloifI27 CIQBP C22orf3l C3of27 
C18orf54 Cloifl3l CIQC C22orf39 COrf3O 
C18orf56 CloifI3'7 CIQLI C22orf42 C3orf33 
ClMor63 Cloifl4l CIQL2 C22orf43 C3orf35 
CI8orf8 CloifI46 CIQL3 C22orf46 C3orf36 
C19orflO CloifI58 CIQL4 C2CD2 C3orf38 
C19oifI2 CloifI59 CIQTNFI C2CD2L C3orf43 
Cl9orfl8 CloifI62 CIQTNF2 C2CD3 C3orf52 
C19orf24 CloifI67 CIQTNF3 C2CD4A C3orf55 
C19orf25 CloifI68 CIQTNF4 C2CD4B C3orf56 
C19orf26 Cloifl'72 CIQTNF5 C2CD4C C3orf58 
C19orf33 Cloifl'73 CIQTNF6 C2CD4D C3orf62 
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C3orf67 C5orf6O CUorf7l C9orf62 CACNA2D1 
C3orf7O COorf6 C7orf72 C9orf64 CACNA2D2 
C3orf72 C5orf64 C7orf73 C9orf66 CACNA2D3 
C3orf79 C6 C7orf76 C9orf69 CACNA2D4 
COrf8O C6orfl C8A C9orf72 CACNBI 
COorf8 C6orfIO C8B C9orf78 CACNB2 
C3orf84 C6orfIO6 C8G C9orf84 CACNB3 
C4A C6orfl 18 CMof2 C9orf85 CACNB4 
C4B C6orfI32 CMof31 C9orf89 CACNG1 
C4B_2 C6orfI36 CMof3 C9orf9 CACNG2 
C4BPA C6orfl4l CMof34 C9orf91 CACNG3 
C4BPB C6orfI5 CMof37 C9orf92 CACNG4 
C4orf1'7 C6orfI63 CMof4 C9orf96 CACNG5 
C4orfI9 C6orfI65 CMof44 CAI CACNG6 
C4orf2l C6orfI83 C8orf44-SGK3 CAIO CACNG7 
C4orf22 C6orfI95 CMof46 CAll CACNG8 
C4orf26 C6orf2Ol CMof4' CA12 CACTIN 
C4orf27 C6orf2O3 CMof48 CA13 CACULl 
C4orf29 C6orf2ll CMof58 CA14 CACYBP 
C4orf3 C6orf222 CMof59 CA2 CAD 
C4orf32 C6orf223 CMof74 CA3 CADMI 
C4orf33 C6orf226 CMof76 CA4 CADM2 
C4orf36 C6orf25 C8orf82 CA5A CADM3 
C4orf4O C6orf47 C8orf86 CA5B CADM4 
C4orf45 C6orf48 C8orf87 CA6 CADPS 
C4orf46 C6orf52 C9 CA7 CADPS2 
C4orf47 C6orf57 C9orflO6 CA8 CAGEl 
C4orf48 C6orf58 C9orfl 14 CA9 CALB1 
C4orf5O C6orf62 C9orfl 16 CAAPI CALB2 
C4orf51 C6orf7 C9orfll17 CAB39 CALCA 
C4orf6 C6orf89 Corf29 CAB39L CALCB 
C5 C6orf99 COorfl31 CABIN CALCOCOl 
C5ARl C7 Corf35 CABLES CALCOC02 
C5AR2 C'orflO Corf39 CABLES2 CALCR 
COorf5 C7orf25 Corf42 CABP1 CALCRL 
C5orf2O C'orf26 Corf52 CABP2 CALDI 
C5orf22 C'orf31 Corf53 CABP4 CALHM1 
C5orf24 C7orf33 Corf56 CABP5 CALHM2 
COrf2 C7orf34 COorf1 CABP7 CALHM3 
COrf3O C'7orf43 Corf63 CABS1 CALMI 
C5orf34 C'7orf49 Corf69 CABYR CALM2 
COrf3 C7orf5O Cof170 CACFD1 CALM3 
C5orf42 C7orf55 COorf1'7 CACHD1 CALML3 
C5orf45 C7orf55- Cofl73 CACNA1A CALML4 
C5orf46 LUC7L2 C9orf24 CACNA1B CALML5 
C5orf47 C7orf57 COrf3 CACNA1C CALML6 
C5orf48 C'7orf6O C9orf3'7 CACNA1D CALMi 
C5orf49 C'orf6l C9orf4O CACNA1E CALR 
C5orf5O C7orf62 COorf4l CACNA1F CALR3 
COorf5l C'orf63 C9orf43 CACNA1G CALU 
C5orf52 CUorf65 C9orf47 CACNA1H CALY 
C5orf55 C'orf66 C9orf5O CACNA1I CAMIVi 
C5orf58 C'orf69 C9orf57 CACNA1S CAMIViD 
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CAMK1G CARD14 CAV2 CCDC11O CCDC171 
CAMK2A CARD16 CAV3 CCDC112 CCDC172 
CAMK2B CARD1'7 CBFA2T2 CCDC113 CCDC173 
CAMK2D CARD18 CBFA2T3 CCDC114 CCDC1'74 
CAMK2G CARD6 CBFB CCDC115 CCDC175 
CAMK2N1 CARD8 CBL CCDC116 CCDC1'76 
CAMK2N2 CARD9 CBLB CCDC117 CCDC177 
CAMK4 CARF CBLC CCDC12 CCDC1'78 
CAMVKKI CARHSPI CBLL1 CCDC120 CCDC1'79 
CAMKK2 CARKD CBLN1 CCDC121 CCDC18 
CAIVKMT CARMI CBLN2 CCDC122 CCDC180 
CAMKV CARNS1 CBLN3 CCDC124 CCDC181 
CAMLG CARS CBLN4 CCDC125 CCDC19 
CAMP CARS2 CBR1 CCDC126 CCDC22 
CAMSAP1 CARTPT CBR3 CCDC127 CCDC23 
CAMSAP2 CASCI CBR4 CCDC129 CCDC24 
CAMSAP3 CASC1O CBS CCDC13 CCDC25 
CAMTA1 CASC3 CBWD1 CCDC130 CCDC27 
CAMTA2 CASC4 CBWD2 CCDC132 CCDC28A 
CANDID CASC5 CBWD3 CCDC134 CCDC28B 
CAND2 CASD1 CBWD5 CCDC135 CCDC3 
CANTI CASK CBWD6 CCDC136 CCDC30 
CANX CASKINI CBWD7 CCDC137 CCDC33 
CAPI CASKIN2 CBX1 CCDC138 CCDC34 
CAP2 CASPI CBX2 CCDC14 CCDC36 
CAPG CASPIO CBX3 CCDC140 CCDC37 
CAPN1 CASP12 CBX4 CCDC141 CCDC38 
CAPN1O CASP14 CBX5 CCDC142 CCDC39 
CAPN1 1 CASP16 CBX6 CCDC144A CCDC40 
CAPN12 CASP2 CBX7 CCDC144NL CCDC41 
CAPN13 CASP3 CBX8 CCDC146 CCDC42 
CAPN14 CASP4 CBY1 CCDC147 CCDC42B 
CAPN15 CASP5 CBY3 CCDC148 CCDC43 
CAPN2 CASP6 CC2D1A CCDC149 CCDC47 
CAPN3 CASP7 CC2D1B CCDC15 CCDC50 
CAPN5 CASP8 CC2D2A CCDC150 CCDC51 
CAPN6 CASP8AP2 CC2D2B CCDC151 CCDC53 
CAPN7 CASP9 CCAR1 CCDC152 CCDC54 
CAPN8 CASQI CCAR2 CCDC153 CCDC57 
CAPN9 CASQ2 CCBE1 CCDC154 CCDC58 
CAPNS1 CASR CCBL1 CCDC155 CCDC59 
CAPNS2 CASS4 CCBL2 CCDC157 CCDC6 
CAPRINI CAST CCDC1O1 CCDC158 CCDC60 
CAPRIN2 CASZ1 CCDC102A CCDC159 CCDC61 
CAPS CAT CCDC102B CCDC160 CCDC62 
CAPS2 CATSPER1 CCDC103 CCDC166 CCDC63 
CAPSL CATSPER2 CCDC104 CCDC167 CCDC64 
CAPZA1 CATSPER3 CCDC105 CCDC168 CCDC64B 
CAPZA2 CATSPER4 CCDC106 CCDC169 CCDC65 
CAPZA3 CATSPERB CCDC10'7 CCDC169- CCDC66 
CAPZB CATSPERD CCDC108 SOHLH2 CCDC67 
CARD10 CATSPERG CCDC109B CCDC17 CCDC68 
CARDII CAVI CCDC11 CCDC1'70 CCDC69 
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CCDC7 CCL24 CCR6 CD28 CD9 
CCDC70 CCL25 CCR7 CD2AP CD93 
CCDC71 CCL26 CCR8 CD2BP2 CD96 
CCDC71L CCL27 CCR9 CD300A CD97 
CCDC73 CCL28 CCRL2 CD300C CD99 
CCDC74A CCL3 CCRN4L CD300E CD99L2 
CCDC74B CCLL CCS CD300LB CDA 
CCDC77 CCL3L3 CCSAP CD300LD CDADCI 
CCDC78 CCL4 CCSER1 CD300LF CDAN1 
CCDC79 CCL4L1 CCSER2 CD300LG CDC123 
CCDC8 CCL4L2 CCT2 CD302 CDC14A 
CCDC80 CCL5 CCT CD320 CDC14B 
CCDC81 CCL7 CCT4 CD33 CDC16 
CCDC82 CCL8 CCT5 CD34 CDC20 
CCDC83 CCM2 CCT6A CD36 CDC20B 
CCDC84 CCM2L CCT6B CD37 CDC23 
CCDC85A CCNA1 CCT7 CD38 CDC25A 
CCDC85B CCNA2 CCT8 CD3D CDC25B 
CCDC85C CCNBI CCT8L2 CD3E CDC25C 
CCDC86 CCNBIJPI CCZ1 CD3EAP CDC26 
CCDC87 CCNB2 CCZ1B CD3G CDC27 
CCDC88A CCNB3 CD101 CD4 CDC34 
CCDC88B CCNC CD 109 CD40 CDC37 
CCDC88C CCNDI CD 14 CD40LG CDC3'7LI 
CCDC89 CCND2 CD 151 CD44 CDC40 
CCDC9 CCND3 CD 160 CD46 CDC42 
CCDC90B CCNDBP1 CD 163 CD47 CDC42BPA 
CCDC91 CCNE1 CD163LI CD48 CDC42BPB 
CCDC92 CCNE2 CD 164 CD5 CDC42BPG 
CCDC93 CCNF CD 164L2 CD52 CDC42EPI 
CCDC94 CCNG1 CD 177 CD53 CDC42EP2 
CCDC96 CCNG2 CD 180 CD55 CDC42EP3 
CCDC97 CCNII CD 19 CD58 CDC42EP4 
CCER1 CCNI CD1A CD59 CDC42EP5 
CCHCR1 CCN12 CD1B CD5L CDC42SEI 
CCON CCNJ CD1C CD6 CDC42SE2 
CCK CCNJL CD1D CD63 CDC45 
CCKAR CCNK CD1E CD68 CDC5L 
CCKIBR CCNL1 CD2 CD69 CDC6 
CCL1 CCNL2 CD200 CD7 CDC7 
CCL11 CCNO CD200RI CD70 CDC73 
CCL13 CCNT1 CD200RIL CD72 CDCA2 
CCL14 CCNT2 CD207 CD74 CDCA3 
CCL15 CCNY CD209 CD79A CDCA4 
CCL16 CCNYL1 CD22 CD79B CDCA5 
CCL17 CCP11O CD226 CD80 CDCA7 
CCL18 CCPG1 CD24 CD81 CDCA7L 
CCL19 CCR1 CD244 CD82 CDCA8 
CCL2 CCR1O CD247 CD83 CDCP1 
CCL20 CCR2 CD248 CD84 CDCP2 
CCL21 CCR3 CD27 CD86 CDH1 
CCL22 CCR4 CD274 CD8A CDH1O 
CCL23 CCR5 CD276 CD8B CDH11 
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CDH12 CDK8 CEACAM7 CEP135 CFHR2 
CDH13 CDK9 CEACAM8 CEP152 CFHR3 
CDH15 CDKALI CEBPA CEP164 CFHR4 
CDH16 CDKLI CEBPB CEP1'70 CFHR5 
CDH17 CDKL2 CEBPD CEP1'70B CFI 
CDHI8 CDKL3 CEBPE CEP19 CFLI 
CDH19 CDKL4 CEBPG CEP192 CFL2 
CDH2 CDKL5 CEBPZ CEP250 CFLAR 
CDH20 CDKNIA CECRI CEP290 CFP 
CDH22 CDKNIB CECR2 CEP350 CFTR 
CDH23 CDKNIC CECR5 CEP41 CGA 
CDH24 CDKN2A CECR6 CEP44 CGB 
CDH26 CDKN2AIP CEL CEP55 CGBI 
CDH3 CDKN2AIPNL CELAI CEP57 CGB2 
CDH4 CDKN2B CELA2A CEP5'7LI CGB5 
CDH5 CDKN2C CELA2B CEP63 CGB7 
CDH6 CDKN2D CELA3A CEP68 CGB8 
CDH7 CDKN3 CELA3B CEP70 CGGBPI 
CDH8 CDNF CELFI CEP72 CGN 
CDH9 CDOI CELF2 CEP'76 CGNLI 
CDHRI CDON CELF3 CEP'78 CGREFI 
CDHR2 CDPFI CELF4 CEP85 CGRRFI 
CDHR3 CDRI CELF5 CEP85L CH25H 
CDHR4 CDR2 CELF6 CEP89 CHACI 
CDHR5 CDR2L CELSRI CEP95 CHAC2 
CDIPI CDRTI CELSR2 CEP97 CHAD 
CDIPT CDRT15 CELSR3 CEPTI CHADL 
CDKI CDRT15L2 CEMPI CERI CHAFIA 
CDKIO CDRT4 CENDI CERCAM CHAFIB 
CDKIIA CDSI CENPA CERK CHAMP 
CDKI1B CDS2 CENPB CERKL CHAT 
CDK12 CDSN CENPBD1 CERSI CHCHDI 
CDK13 CDTI CENPC CERS2 CHCHDIO 
CDK14 CDV3 CENPE CERS3 CHCHD2 
CDK15 CDXI CENPF CERS4 CHCHD3 
CDK16 CDX2 CENPH CERS5 CHCHD4 
CDK1'7 CDX4 CENPI CERS6 CHCHD5 
CDKI8 CDYI CENPJ CESI CHCHD6 
CDK19 CDYIB CENPK CES2 CHCHD7 
CDK2 CDY2A CENPL CES3 CHDI 
CDK20 CDY2B CENPM CES4A CHDIL 
CDK2API CDXI CENPN CES5A CHD2 
CDK2AP2 CDYL2 CENPO CETNI CHD3 
CDK3 CEACAMI CENPP CETN2 CHD4 
CDK4 CEACAM16 CENPQ CETN3 CHD5 
CDK5 CEACAM18 CENPT CETP CHD6 
CDK5RI CEACAM19 CENPU CFB CHD7 
CDK5R2 CEACAM20 CENPV CFCI CHD8 
CDK5RAPI CEACAM21 CENPW CFCIB CHD9 
CDK5RAP2 CEACAM3 CEP104 CFD CHDC2 
CDK5RAP3 CEACAM4 CEPi112 CFDPI CHDH 
CDK6 CEACAM5 CEP120 CFH CHEKI 
CDK7 CEACAM6 CEP128 CFHRI CHEK2 
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CHERP CHRNA7 CISH CLDN3 CLKI 
CHFR CHRNA9 CIT CLDN4 CLK2 
CHGA CHRNB1 CITED CLDN5 CLK3 
CHGB CHRNI32 CITED2 CLDN6 CLK4 
CH13LI CHRNI33 CITED4 CLDN7 CLLU1 
CHI3L2 CHRNI34 CIZi CLDN8 CLLU1OS 
CHIA CHRND CKAP2 CLDN9 CLN 
CHIC1 CHRNE CKAP2L CLDNDI CLMP 
CHIC2 CHRNG CKAP4 CLDND2 CLN3 
CHIDI CHST1 CKAP5 CLEC1OA CLN5 
CHITI CHST1O CKB CLECIIA CLN6 
CHKA CHST11 CKLF CLEC12A CLN8 
CHKB CHST12 CKLF-CMTM1 CLEC12B CLNK 
CHL1 CHST13 CKM CLEC14A CLNS1A 
CHM CHST14 CKMT1A CLEC16A CLOCK 
CHML CHST15 CKMT1B CLEC1'7A CLP1 
CHMP1A CHST2 CKMT2 CLEC18A CLPB 
CHMP1B CHST3 CKS1B CLEC18B CLPP 
CHMP2A CHST4 CKS2 CLEC18C CLPS 
CHMP2B3 CHST5 CLASPI CLEC19A CLPSL1 
CHMP3 CHST6 CLASP2 CLECIA CLPSL2 
CHMP4A CHST7 CLASRP CLECIB CLPTM1 
CHMP4B3 CHST8 CLC CLEM2 CLPTM1L 
CHMP4C CHST9 CLCA1 CLEC2B3 CLPX 
CHMP5 CHSY1 CLCA2 CLEC2D) CLRN1 
CHMP6 CHSY3 CLCA4 CLEC2L CLRN2 
CHMP7 CHTF18 CLCC1 CLEM3 CLRN3 
CHN1 CHTF8 CLCF1 CLEC3B3 CLSPN 
CHN2 CHTOP CLCN1 CLEC4A CLSTN1 
CHODL CHUK CLCN2 CLEC4C CLSTN2 
CHORDC1 CHURCH CLCN3 CLEC4D) CLSTN3 
CHP1 CHURCI- CLCN4 CLEC4E CLTA 
CHP2 FNTB CLCN5 CLEC4F CLTB 
CHPF CIAO1 CLCN6 CLEC4G CLTC 
CHPF2 CIAPINI CLCN7 CLEC4M CLTCL1 
CHPT1 CIBI CLCNKA CLEC5A CLU 
CHRACI C1132 CLCNKB CLEM6 CLUAPI 
CHRD C1133 CLDN1 CLEC'7A CLUH 
CHRDL1 C1134 CLDN1O CLEC9A CLULI 
CHRDL2 CIC CLDN11 CLECLI CLVS1 
CHRFAM7A CIDEA CLDN12 CLGN CLVS2 
CHRM1 CIDEB CLDN14 CLHC1 CLYBL 
CHRM2 CIDEC CLDN15 CLICI CMA1 
CHRM3 CIITA CLDN16 CLIC2 CMAS 
CHRM4 CILP CLDN17 CLIC3 CMBL 
CHRM5 CILP2 CLDN18 CLIC4 CMIC1 
CHRNA1 CINP CLDN19 CLIC5 CMC2 
CHRNA1O CIRI CLDN2 CLIC6 CMC4 
CHRNA2 CIRBP CLDN20 CLINT1 CMIP 
CHRNA3 CIRHIA CLDN22 CLIP CNIKLR1 
CHRNA4 CISD1 CLDN23 CLIP2 CMPK1 
CHRNA5 CISD2 CLDN24 CLIP3 CMPK2 
CHRNA6 CISD3 CLDN25 CLIP4 CMISS1 
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CMTMI CNPY4 COLIAI COMP COX5B3 
CMTM2 CNRI COLIA2 COMT COX6AI 
CMTM3 CNR2 COL20AI COMTDI COX6A2 
CMTM4 CNRIPI COL21AI COPA COX61 
CMTM5 CNST COL22AI COPBI COX6B32 
CMTM6 CNTDI COL23AI COPB32 COX6C 
CMTM7 CNTD2 COL24AI COPE COX7AI 
CMTM8 CNTF COL25AI COPGI COX7A2 
CMTRI CNTFR COL26AI COPG2 COX7A2L 
CMTR2 CNThN COL27AI COPRS COX7B 
CMYA5 CNTNI COL28AI COPS2 COX7B32 
CNBDI CNTN2 COL2AI COPS3 COXX7 
CNBD2 CNTN3 COL3AI COPS4 COM8A 
CNBP CNTN4 COL4AI COPS5 COX8C 
CNDPI CNTN5 COL4A2 COPS6 CP 
CNDP2 CNTN6 COL4A3 COPS7A CPAI 
CNEPIRI CNTNAPI COL4A3BP COPS7B CPA2 
CNFN CNTNAP2 COL4A4 COPS8 CPA3 
CNGAI CNTNAP3 COL4A5 COPZI CPA4 
CNGA2 CNTNAP3B3 COL4A6 COPZ2 CPA5 
CNGA3 CNTNAP4 COL5AI COQIOA CPA6 
CNGA4 CNTNAP5 COL5A2 COQIOB CPAMD8 
CNGB1 CNTRL COL5A3 COQ2 CPB1 
CNGB33 CNTROB COL6AI COQ3 CP132 
CNIHI COAl COL6A2 COQ4 CPD 
CNIH2 COA3 COL6A3 COQ5 CPE 
CNIH3 COA4 COL6A5 COQ6 CPEB1 
CNIH4 COA5 COL6A6 COQ7 CPEB2 
CNKSR1 COA6 COL7A1 COQ9 CPEB3 
CNKSR2 COASY COL8AI CORIN CPEB4 
CNKSR3 COBL COL8A2 CORONA CPEDI 
CNNI COBLLI COL9AI COROIB CPLXI 
CNN2 COCH COL9A2 COROIC CPLX2 
CNN3 COGI COL9A3 COR02A CPLX3 
CNNM1 COG2 COLCA2 COR02B CPLX4 
CNNM2 COG3 COLECIO COR06 CPM 
CNNM3 COG4 COLECI1 COR0'7 CPN1 
CNNM4 COG5 COLEC12 CORO'7- CPN2 
CNOT1 COG6 COLGALTI PAM16 CPNE1 
CNOT1O COG7 COLGALT2 CORT CPNE2 
CNOT11 COG8 COLQ COThi CPNE3 
CNOT2 COIL COMM COX1O CPNE4 
CNOT3 COLIOAI COMMO COXil CPNE5 
CNOT4 COLllAl COMM2 C0X14 CPNE6 
CNOT6 COLl1A2 COMM3 C0X15 CPNE7 
CNOT6L C0L12AI COMNM3- C0X16 CPNE8 
CNOT7 C0L13AI BMJ1 COX17 CPNE9 
CNOT8 C0L14AI COMM4 C0X18 CPO 
CNP C0L15AI COMM5 C0X19 CPOX 
CNPPD1 C0L16AI COMM6 COX20 CPPED1 
CNPY1 COL1'7AI COMM7 C0X411 CPQ 
CNPY2 C0L18AI COMM8 C0X412 CPS1 
CNPY3 C0L19AI COMM9 COX5A CPSF1 
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CPSF2 CRTP3 CSDC2 CST9L CTHRCI 
CPSF3 CRTPAK CSDEI CSTA CTIF 
CPSF3L CRTPT CSEIL CSTB CTLA4 
CPSF4 CRISP CSFI CSTFI CTNNAI 
CPSF4L CRISP2 CSFIR CSTF2 CTNNA2 
CPSF6 CRISP3 CSF2 CSTF2T CTNNA3 
CPSF7 CRISPLDI CSF2RA CSTF3 CTNNALI 
CPTIA CRISPLD2 CSF2RB CSTh1 CTNNBI 
CPTIB CRK CSF3 CT45AI CTNNBIPI 
CPTIC CRKL CSF3R CT45A2 CTNNBLI 
CPT2 CRLFI CSGALNACTI CT45A3 CTNNDI 
CPVL CRLF2 CSGALNACT2 CT45A4 CTNND2 
CPXCRI CRLF3 CSHI CT45A5 CTNS 
CPXMI CRLSI CSH2 CT45A6 CTPSI 
CPXM2 CRMIi CSHLI CT47AI CTPS2 
cPZ CRNKLI CSK CT47AIO CTR9 
CR1 CRNN CSMDI CT47A I CTRBI 
CRIL CROCC CSMD2 CT47AI2 CTRB2 
CR2 CROT CSMD3 CT47A2 CTRC 
CRABPI CRP CSNISI CT47A3 CTRL 
CRABP2 CRTACI CSN2 CT47A4 CTSA 
CRADD CRTAM CSN3 CT47A5 CTSB 
CRAMIiL CRTAP CSNKIAI CT47A6 CTSC 
CRAT CRTCI CSNKIAIL CT47A7 CTSD 
CRBI CRTC2 CSNKID CT47A8 CTSE 
CRB2 CRTC3 CSNKIE CT47A9 CTSF 
CRB3 CRX CSNKIGI CT4'7BI CTSG 
CRBN CRYI CSNKIG2 CT62 CTSH 
CRCP CRY2 CSNKIG3 CTAGIA CTSK 
CRCTI CRYAA CSNK2AI CTAGIB CTSL 
CREBI CRYAB CSNK2A2 CTAG2 CTSO 
CREB3 CRYBAI CSNK2A3 CTAGEI CTSS 
CREB3L1 CRYBA2 CSNK2B CTAGE15 CTSV 
CREB3L2 CRYBA4 CSPG4 CTAGE4 CTSW 
CREB3L3 CRYBBI CSPG5 CTAGE5 CTSZ 
CREB3L4 CRYBB2 cSPPI CTAGE6 CTTN 
CREB5 CRYBB3 CSRNPI CTAGE8 CTTNBP2 
CREBBP CRYBG3 CSRNP2 CTAGE9 CTTNBP2NL 
CREBL2 CRYGA CSRNP3 CTBPI CTUI 
CREBRF CRYGB CSRPI CTBP2 CTU2 
CREBZF CRYGC CSRP2 CTBS CTXNI 
CREGI CRYGD CSRP2BP CTCI CTXN2 
CREG2 CRYGN CSRP3 CTCF CTXN3 
CRELDI CRYGS CSTI CTCFL CUBN 
CRELD2 CRYLI CSTII CTDNEPI CUEDCI 
CREM CRYM CST2 CTDPI CUEDC2 
CR11 CRYZ CST3 CTDSPI CULl 
CRHBP CRYZLI CST4 CTDSP2 CUL2 
CRHRI CS CST5 CTDSPL CUL3 
CRHR2 CSAD CST6 CTDSPL2 CUL4A 
CRTMI CSAGI CST7 CTFI CUL4B 
CRTPI CSAG2 CST8 CTGF CUL5 
CRTP2 CSAG3 CST9 CTH CUL7 
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CUL9 M6or64 CYP2B6 DAB2 DCAF15 
CUTA M6or65 CYP2CI8 DAB2TP DCAF16 
CUTC M6or66 CYP2CI9 DACHI DCAF1'7 
CUXi CX-XC1 CYP2C8 DACH2 DCAF4 
CUX2 CYXXC I CYP2C9 DAM~ DCAF4LI 
CUZDI CX-XC4 CYP2D6 DACT2 DCAF4L2 
CWC15 CX-XC5 CYP2EI DACT3 DCAF5 
CWC22 CYB561 CYP2F1 DAD1 DCAF6 
CWC25 CYB561A3 CYP2J2 DAGI DCAF7 
CWC27 CYB561DI CYP2RI DAGLA DCAF8 
CWF19LI CYB561D2 CYP2SI DAGLB DCAF8LI 
CWF19L2 CYB5A CYP2U1 DAK DCAKD 
CWH43 CYB5B CYP2WI DALRD3 DCBLDI 
CX3CLI CYB5DI CYP39AI DAND5 DCBLD2 
CX3CRI CYB5D2 CYP3A4 DAO DCC 
CXADR CYB5RI CYP3A43 DAOA DCD 
CXCLI CYB5R2 CYP3A5 DAP DCDCI 
CXCLIO CYB5R3 CYP3A7 DAP3 DCDC2 
CXCL I CYB5R4 CYP3A7- DAPKI DCDC2B 
CXCL12 CYB5RL CYP3API DAPK2 DCDC2C 
CXCL13 CYBA CYP46AI DAPK3 DCDC5 
CXCL14 CYBB CYP4A I DAPLI DCHSI 
CXCL16 CYBRDI CYP4A22 DAPPI DCHS2 
CXCL1'7 CYCI CYP4BI DARS DCK 
CXCL2 eyes CYP4F I1 DARS2 DCLKI 
CXCL3 CYFIPI CYP4FI2 DAWI DCLK2 
CXCL5 CYFIP2 CYP4F2 DAXX DCLK3 
CXCL6 CYGB CYP4F22 DAZI DCLREIA 
CXCL9 CYHRI CYP4F3 DAZ2 DCLREIB 
CXCRI CYLCI CYP4F8 DAZ3 DCLREIC 
CXCR2 CYLC2 CYP4V2 DAZ4 DCN 
CXCR3 CYLD CYP4XI DAZAPI DCPIA 
CXCR4 CMofl' CYP4ZI DAZAP2 DCPIB 
CXCR5 CYPIIAI CYP51AI DAZL DCP2 
CXCR6 CYPIIBI CYP7AI DBF4 DCPS 
CMof2l CYPIIB2 CYP'7BI DBF4B DCSTI 
CMoiM CYP1'7AI CYP8BI DBH DCST2 
CMoiM CYP19AI CYR61 DBI DCSTAMVP 
CMof2' CYPIAI CYSI DBNI DCT 
CMrf3O CYPIA2 CYSLTRI DBNDDI DCTD 
CXorf36 CYPIBI CYSLTR2 DBNDD2 DCTNI 
CXorf38 CYP20AI CYSTMI DBNL DCTN2 
CXorf4OA CYP21A2 CYTHI DBP DCTN3 
CXorf4OB CYP24AI CYTH2 DBRI DCTN4 
CMof4 CYP26AI CYTH3 DBT DCTN5 
CXorf49 CYP26BI CYTH4 DBXI DCTN6 
CXorf49B CYP26CI CYTIP DBX2 DCTPPI 
CMof5 IA CYP27AI CYThI DCAFIO DCUNIDI 
CMof5 1B CYP27BI CYYRI DCAFII DCUNID2 
CMof56 CYP27CI D2HGDH DCAF12 DCUNID3 
CMof5'7 CYP2AI3 DAAMI DCAF12LI DCUNID4 
CMof58 CYP2A6 DAAM2 DCAF12L2 DCUNID5 
M~r61 CYP2A7 DABI DCAF13 DCX 
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DCXR DDX53 DEFB132 DGKA DIAPH2 
DDA1 DDX54 DEFB133 DGKB DIAPH3 
DDAH1 DDX55 DEFB134 DGKD DICERI 
DDAH2 DDX56 DEFB135 DGKE DIDO1 
DDB1 DDX58 DEFB136 DGKG DIEXF 
DDB2 DDX59 DEFB4A DGKH DIMT1 
DDC DDX6 DEFB4B DGKI DIO1 
DDHD1 DDX60 DEGS1 DGKK D102 
DDHD2 DDX60L DEGS2 DGKQ D103 
DDIl DEAF1 DEK DGKZ DIP2A 
DDI2 1-Dec DENND1A DGUOK DIP2B 
DDIT3 DECRI DENND1B DHCR24 DIP2C 
DDIT4 DECR2 DENNDlC DHCR7 DIRASI 
DDIT4L DEDD DENND2A DHDDS DIRAS2 
DDN DEDD2 DENND2C DHDH DIRAS3 
DDO DEF6 DENND2D DHFR DIRCl 
DDOST DEF8 DENND3 DHFRL1 DIRC2 
DDR1 DEFA1 DENND4A DHH DIS3 
DDR2 DEFAIB DENND4B DHODH DIS3L 
DDRGK1 DEFA3 DENND4C DHPS DIS3L2 
DDT DEFA4 DENND5A DHRS1 DISC 
DDTL DEFA5 DENND5B DHRS11 DISPI 
DDX1 DEFA6 DENND6A DHRS12 DISP2 
DDX1O DEFB1 DENND6B DHRS13 DIXDCl 
DDX11 DEFB103A DENR DHRS2 DKC1 
DDX17 DEFB103B DEPDCl DHRS3 DKK1 
DDX18 DEFB104A DEPDClB DHRS4 DKK2 
DDX19A DEFB104B DEPDC4 DHRS4L1 DKK3 
DDX19B DEFB105A DEPDC5 DHRS4L2 DKK4 
DDX20 DEFB105B DEPDC7 DHRS7 DKKL1 
DDX21 DEFB106A DEPTOR DHRS7B DLAT 
DDX23 DEFB106B DERA DHRS7C DLC1 
DDX24 DEFB107A DERLI DHRS9 DLD 
DDX25 DEFB107B DERL2 DHRSX DLEC1 
DDX26B DEFB108B DERL3 DHTKD1 DLEU7 
DDX27 DEFB11O DES DHX15 DLG1 
DDX28 DEFB112 DESI1 DHX16 DLG2 
DDX31 DEFB113 DESI2 DHX29 DLG3 
DDX39A DEFB114 DETI DHX30 DLG4 
DDX39B DEFB115 DEXI DHX32 DLG5 
DDX3X DEFB116 DFFA DHX33 DLGAP1 
DDX3Y DEFB118 DFFB DHX34 DLGAP2 
DDX4 DEFB119 DFNA5 DHX35 DLGAP4 
DDX41 DEFB121 DFNB31 DHX36 DLGAP5 
DDX42 DEFB123 DFNB59 DHX37 DLK1 
DDX43 DEFB124 DGAT1 DHX38 DLK2 
DDX46 DEFB125 DGAT2 DHX40 DLL1 
DDX47 DEFB126 DGAT2L6 DHX57 DLL3 
DDX49 DEFB127 DGCR14 DHX58 DLL4 
DDX5 DEFB128 DGCR2 DHX8 DLST 
DDX50 DEFB129 DGCR6 DHX9 DLX1 
DDX51 DEFB130 DGCR6L DIABLO DLX2 
DDX52 DEFB131 DGCR8 DIAPHI DLX3 
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DLX4 DNAJB14 DNMIL DPH5 DSCR3 
DLX5 DNAJB2 DNM2 DPH6 DSCR4 
DLX6 DNAJB3 DNM3 DPH7 DSE 
DMAPI DNAJB4 DNMBP DPMI DSEL 
DMBTI DNAJB5 DNMTI DPM2 DSGI 
DMBXI DNAJB6 DNMT3A DPM3 DSG2 
DMCI DNAJB7 DNMT3B DPPIO DSG3 
DMID DNAJB8 DNMT3L DPP3 DSG4 
DMGDH DNAJB9 DNPEP DPP4 DSNI 
DNMN DNAJCI DNPHI DPP6 DSP 
DMPI DNAJCIO DNTT DPP7 DSPP 
DMPK DNAJCI 1 DNTTIPI DPP8 DST 
DNMTI DNAJC12 DNTTIP2 DPP9 DSTN 
DNMT2 DNAJC13 DMCA DPPA2 DSTNP4 
DNMT3 DNAJC14 DOM2 DPPA3 DSTYK 
DMRTAI DNAJC15 DOCKI DPPA4 DTDI 
DMRTA2 DNAJC16 DOCKIO DPPA5 DTD2 
DNMTBI DNAJC17 DOCKII DPRX DTHDI 
DMRTCI DNAJC18 DOCK2 DPT DTh 
DMRTCIB DNAJC19 DOCK3 DPY19LI DTNA 
DMRTC2 DNAJC2 DOCK4 DPY19L2 DTNB 
DMTFI DNAJC21 DOCK5 DPY19L3 DTNBPI 
DMTN DNAJC22 DOCK6 DPY19L4 DTWDI 
DMWD DNAJC24 DOCK7 DPY30 DTWD2 
DML1 DNAJC25 DOCK8 DPYD DTXI 
DMXNL2 DNAJC25- DOCK9 DPYS DTX2 
DNA2 GNGIO DOHH DPYSL2 DTX3 
DNAAFI DNAJC27 DOKI DPYSL3 DTX3L 
DNAAF2 DNAJC28 DOK2 DPYSL4 DTX4 
DNAAF3 DNAJC3 DOK3 DPYSL5 DTYM 
DNAHI DNAJC30 DOK4 DQXI DUOXI 
DNAHIO DNAJC4 DOK5 DRI DUOX2 
DNAHII DNAJC5 DOK6 DRAMI DUOXAI 
DNAH12 DNAJC5B DOK7 DRAM2 DUOXA2 
DNAH14 DNAJC5G DOLK DRAPI DUPDI 
DNAH17 DNAJC6 DOLPPI DRAXIN DUSIL 
DNAH2 DNAJC7 DONSON DRCI DUS2 
DNAH3 DNAJC8 DOPEYI DRDI DUS3L 
DNAH5 DNAJC9 DOPEY2 DRD2 DUS4L 
DNAH6 DNALI DOTIL DRD3 DUSPI 
DNAH7 DNAL4 DPAGTI DRD4 DUSPIO 
DNAH8 DNALII DPCD DRD5 DUSPII 
DNAH9 DNASEI DPCRI DRGI DUSP12 
DNAII DNASEILI DPEPI DRG2 DUSP13 
DNA12 DNASEIL2 DPEP2 DRGX DUSP14 
DNAJAI DNASEIL3 DPEP3 DROSHA DUSP15 
DNAJA2 DNASE2 DPFI DRP2 DUSP16 
DNAJA3 DNASE2B DPF2 DSCI DUSP18 
DNAJA4 DNDI DPF3 DSC2 DUSP19 
DNAJBI DNER DPHI DSC3 DUSP2 
DNAJB I DNHDI DPH2 DSCAM DUSP21 
DNAJB12 DNLZ DPH3 DSCAI DUSP22 
DNAJB13 DNMI DPH3PI DSCCI DUSP23 
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DUSP26 E4F1 EEF1A1 EGLN3 EIF4A1 
DUSP27 EAFI EEF1A2 EGRI EIF4A2 
DUSP28 EAF2 EEF1B2 EGR2 EIF4A3 
DUSP3 EAPP EEF1D EGR3 EIF4B 
DUSP4 EARS2 EEF1E1 EGR4 EIF4E 
DUSP5 EBAG9 EEF1G EHBP1 EIF4ElB 
DUSP6 EBF1 EEF2 EHBP1L1 EIF4E2 
DUSP7 EBF2 EEF2K EHD1 EIF4E3 
DUSP8 EBF3 EEFSEC EHD2 EIF4EBP1 
DUSP9 EBF4 EEPD1 EHD3 EIF4EBP2 
DUT EBI3 EFCAB1 EHD4 EIF4EBP3 
DUXA EBLN1 EFCAB11 EHF EIF4ENIF1 
DVL1 EBLN2 EFCAB12 EHHADH EIF4G1 
DVL2 EBNA1BP2 EFCAB13 EHMT1 EIF4G2 
DVL3 EBP EFCAB14 EHMT2 EIF4G3 
DXO EBPL EFCAB2 E124 EIF4H 
DYDC1 ECD EFCAB3 EIDI EIF5 
DYDC2 ECE1 EFCAB4A EID2 EIF5A 
DYM ECE2 EFCAB4B EID2B EIF5A2 
DYNAP ECEL1 EFCAB5 EID3 EIF5AL1 
DYNCIHI ECHI EFCAB6 EIFI EIF5B 
DYNCII ECHDCl EFCAB7 EIFIAD EIF6 
DYNC1I2 ECHDC2 EFCAB8 EIF1AX ELACI 
DYNCILIl ECHDC3 EFCAB9 EIF1AY ELAC2 
DYNC1LI2 ECHS1 EFCC1 EIFIB ELANE 
DYNC2H1 ECIl EFEMPI EIF2A ELAVL1 
DYNC2LI1 ECI2 EFEMP2 EIF2AK1 ELAVL2 
DYNLL1 ECM1 EFHB EIF2AK2 ELAVL3 
DYNLL2 ECM2 EFHC1 EIF2AK3 ELAVL4 
DYNLRBI ECSCR EFHC2 EIF2AK4 ELFI 
DYNLRB2 ECSIT EFHD1 EIF2B1 ELF2 
DYNLTI ECT2 EFHD2 EIF2B2 ELF3 
DYNLT3 ECT2L EFNA1 EIF2B3 ELF4 
DYRKIA EDA EFNA2 EIF2B4 ELF5 
DYRKIB EDA2R EFNA3 EIF2B5 ELFN1 
DYRK2 EDAR EFNA4 EIF2D ELFN2 
DYRK3 EDARADD EFNA5 EIF2S1 ELKI 
DYRK4 EDC3 EFNB1 EIF2S2 ELK3 
DYSF EDC4 EFNB2 EIF2S3 ELK4 
DYTN EDDM3A EFNB3 EIF3A ELL 
DYXICI EDDM3B EFR3A EIF3B ELL2 
DZANK1 EDEMI EFR3B EIF3C ELL3 
DZIP1 EDEM2 EFS EIF3CL ELMO1 
DZIP1L EDEM3 EFTUDI EIF3D ELMO2 
DZIP3 EDF1 EFTUD2 EIF3E ELMO3 
E2F1 EDIL3 EGF EIF3F ELMODI 
E2F2 EDNI EGFL6 EIF3G ELMOD2 
E2F3 EDN2 EGFL7 EIF3H ELMOD3 
E2F4 EDN3 EGFL8 EIF3I ELMSAN1 
E2F5 EDNRA EGFLAM EIF3J ELN 
E2F6 EDNRB EGFR EIF3K ELOFI 
E2F7 EEA1 EGLN1 EIF3L ELOVL1 
E2F8 EED EGLN2 EIF3M ELOVL2 
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ELOVL3 ENDOV EPHA1 ERCC4 ESRRG 
ELOVL4 ENG EPHA1O ERCC5 ESX1 
ELOVL5 ENGASE EPHA2 ERCC6 ESYTI 
ELOVL6 ENHO EPHA3 ERCC6L ESYT2 
ELOVL7 ENKD1 EPHA4 ERCC6L2 ESYT3 
ELP2 ENKUR EPHA5 ERCC6-PGBD3 ETAA1 
ELP3 ENOl EPHA6 ERCC8 ETFI 
ELP4 ENO2 EPHA7 EREG ETFA 
ELP5 ENO3 EPHA8 ERF ETFB 
ELP6 ENO4 EPHB1 ERG ETFDH 
ELSPBP1 ENOPHI EPHB2 ERGICI ETHEl 
ELTD1 ENOSFI EPHB3 ERGIC2 ETNK1 
EMB ENOXI EPHB4 ERGIC3 ETNK2 
EMC1 ENOX2 EPHB6 ERH ETNPPL 
EMC1O ENPEP EPHX1 ERIl ETS1 
EMC2 ENPP1 EPHX2 ERI2 ETS2 
EMC3 ENPP2 EPHX3 ERI3 ETV1 
EMC4 ENPP3 EPHX4 ERICH1 ETV2 
EMC6 ENPP4 EPM2A ERICH2 ETV3 
EMC7 ENPP5 EPM2AIP1 ERLECI ETV3L 
EMC8 ENPP6 EPN1 ERLINI ETV4 
EMC9 ENPP7 EPN2 ERLIN2 ETV5 
EMCN ENSA EPN3 ERMAP ETV6 
EMD ENTHD1 EPO ERMARD ETV7 
EME1 ENTHD2 EPOR ERMN EVA1A 
EME2 ENTPD1 EPPIN ERMP1 EVAIB 
EMG1 ENTPD2 EPPIN-WFDC6 ERNI EVAIC 
EMIDI ENTPD3 EPPK1 ERN2 EVC 
EMILINI ENTPD4 EPRS ERO1L EVC2 
EMILIN2 ENTPD5 EPS15 ERO1LB EVI2A 
EMILIN3 ENTPD6 EPS15L1 ERP27 EVI2B 
EMLI ENTPD7 EPS8 ERP29 EVI5 
EML2 ENTPD8 EPS8L1 ERP44 EVI5L 
EML3 ENY2 EPS8L2 ERRFIl EVL 
EML4 EOGT EPS8L3 ERVFRD-1 EVPL 
EML5 EOMES EPSTIl ERVMER34-1 EVPLL 
EML6 EP300 EPTI ERVV-1 EVX1 
EMPI EP400 EPX ERVV-2 EVX2 
EMP2 EPASI EPYC ESAM EWSR1 
EMP3 EPB41 EQTN ESCO1 EXD1 
EMR1 EPB41L1 ERAL1 ESCO2 EXD2 
EMR2 EPB41L2 ERAPI ESD EXD3 
EMR3 EPB41L3 ERAP2 ESFI EXO1 
EMX1 EPB41L4A ERAS ESMI EXO5 
EMX2 EPB41L4B ERBB2 ESPLI EXOCI 
ENI EPB41L5 ERBB2IP ESPN EXOC2 
EN2 EPB42 ERBB3 ESPNL EXOC3 
ENAH EPC1 ERBB4 ESRI EXOC3L1 
ENAM EPC2 ERCI ESR2 EXOC3L2 
ENCI EPCAM ERC2 ESRP1 EXOC3L4 
ENDODI EPDR1 ERCC1 ESRP2 EXOC4 
ENDOG EPG5 ERCC2 ESRRA EXOC5 
ENDOU EPGN ERCC3 ESRRB EXOC6 
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EXOC6B FABP3 FAM122C FAM163A FAM198A 
EXOC7 FABP4 FAM124A FAM163B FAM198B 
EXOC8 FABP5 FAM124B FAM166A FAM199X 
EXOG FABP6 FAM126A FAM166B FAM19A1 
EXOSCI FABP7 FAM126B FAM167A FAM19A2 
EXOSC1O FABP9 FAM127A FAM167B FAM19A3 
EXOSC2 FADD FAM127B FAM168A FAM19A4 
EXOSC3 FADS1 FAM127C FAM168B FAM19A5 
EXOSC4 FADS2 FAM129A FAM169A FAM200A 
EXOSC5 FADS3 FAM129B FAM169B FAM203A 
EXOSC6 FADS6 FAM129C FAM170A FAM203B 
EXOSC7 FAFI FAM131A FAM170B FAM204A 
EXOSC8 FAF2 FAM131B FAM171A1 FAM205A 
EXOSC9 FAH FAM131C FAM171A2 FAM206A 
EXPH5 FAHD1 FAM132A FAM171B FAM207A 
EXTI FAHD2A FAM132B FAM172A FAM208A 
EXT2 FAHD2B FAM133A FAM173A FAM208B 
EXTL1 FAIM FAM133B FAM173B FAM209A 
EXTL2 FAIM2 FAM134A FAM174A FAM209B 
EXTL3 FAIM3 FAM134B FAM174B FAM20A 
EYAl FAM1OA FAM134C FAM175A FAM20B 
EYA2 FAM1OIB FAM135A FAM175B FAM20C 
EYA3 FAM102A FAM135B FAM177A1 FAM210A 
EYA4 FAM102B FAM136A FAM177B FAM210B 
EYS FAM103A1 FAM13A FAM178A FAM211A 
EZH1 FAM104A FAM13B FAM178B FAM211B 
EZH2 FAM104B FAM13C FAM179A FAM212A 
EZR FAM105A FAM149A FAM179B FAM212B 
F1O FAM105B FAM149B1 FAM180A FAM213A 
F11 FAM107A FAM150A FAM180B FAM213B 
FUR FAM107B FAM150B FAM181A FAM214A 
F12 FAM109A FAM151A FAM181B FAM214B 
F13A1 FAM109B FAM151B FAM183A FAM216A 
F13B FAM11OA FAM153A FAM184A FAM216B 
F2 FAMI1OB FAM153B FAM184B FAM217A 
F2R FAMI1OC FAM154A FAM185A FAM217B 
F2RL1 FAMI1OD FAM154B FAM186A FAM218A 
F2RL2 FAM1I1A FAM155A FAM186B FAM219A 
F2RL3 FAMIIB FAM155B FAM187B FAM219B 
F3 FAM114A1 FAM156A FAM188A FAM21A 
F5 FAM114A2 FAM156B FAM188B FAM21B 
F7 FAM115A FAM157A FAM189A1 FAM21C 
F8 FAMI15C FAM157B FAM189A2 FAM220A 
F8A1 FAM117A FAM159A FAM189B FAM221A 
F8A2 FAM117B FAM159B FAM192A FAM221B 
F8A3 FAM118A FAM160A1 FAM193A FAM222A 
F9 FAM118B FAM160A2 FAM193B FAM222B 
FA2H FAM120A FAM160B1 FAM194A FAM227A 
FAAH FAM120AOS FAM160B2 FAM194B FAM227B 
FAAH2 FAM120B FAM161A FAM195A FAM228A 
FABP1 FAM120C FAM161B FAM195B FAM228B 
FABP12 FAM122A FAM162A FAM196A FAM229A 
FABP2 FAM122B FAM162B FAM196B FAM229B 
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FAM230A FAM71E2 FANCI FBXL22 FCAMR 
FAM24A FAM71FI FANCL FBXL3 FCAR 
FAM24B FAM71F2 FANCM FBXL4 FCER1A 
FAM25A FAM72A FANKI FBXL5 FCER1G 
FAM25C FAM72B FAP FBXL6 FCER2 
FAM25G FAM72D FARI FBXL7 FCF1 
FAM26D FAM73A FAR2 FBXL8 FCGBP 
FAM26E FAM73B FARMi FBXO1O FCGR1A 
FAM26F FAM76A FARP2 FBXO11 FCGRIB 
FAM32A FAM76B FARS2 FBX015 FCGR2A 
FAM35A FAM78A FARSA FBX016 FCGR2B 
FAM3A FAM78B FARSB FBX017 FCGR2C 
FAM3B FAM81A FAS FBX018 FCGR3A 
FAM3C FAM81B FASLG FBX02 FCGR3B 
FAM3D FAM83A FASN FBX021 FCGRT 
FAM43A FAM83B FASTK FBX022 FCHOI 
FAM43B FAM83C FASTKDI FBX024 FCH02 
FAM45A FAM83D FASTKD2 FBX025 FCHSDI 
FAM46A FAM83E FASTKD3 FBX027 FCHSD2 
FAM46B FAM83F FASTKD5 FBX028 FCNI 
FAM46C FAM83G FATI FBX03 FCN2 
FAM46D FAM83H FAT2 FBX030 FCN3 
FAM47A FAM84A FAT3 FBX031 FCRL1 
FAM47B FAM84B FAT4 FBX032 FCRL2 
FAM47C FAM86A FATE FBX033 FCRL3 
FAM47E FAM86BI FAU FBX034 FCRL4 
FAM47E- FAM86B2 FAXC FBX036 FCRL5 
STBD1 FAM86CI FAXDC2 FBX038 FCRL6 
FAM49A FAM86KP FBF1 FBX039 FCRLA 
FAM49B FAM89A FBL FBX04 FCRLB 
FAM50A FAM89B FBLIM1 FBX040 FDCSP 
FAM50B FAM8A1 FBLN1 FBX041 FDFT1 
FAM53A FAM90AI FBLN2 FBX042 FDPS 
FAM53B FAM91AI FBLN5 FBX043 FDX1 
FAM53C FAM92AI FBLN7 FBX044 FDX1L 
FAM57A FAM92B FBN1 FBX045 FDXACB1 
FAM57B FAM96A FBN2 FBX046 FDXR 
FAM58A FAM96B FBN3 FBX047 FECH 
FAM60A FAM98A FBP1 FBX048 FEMIA 
FAM63A FAM98B FBP2 FBX05 FEMIB 
FAM63B FAM98C FBRS FBX06 FEMIC 
FAM64A FAM9A FBRSL1 FBX0'7 FENI 
FAM65A FAM9B FBXL12 FBX08 FER 
FAM65B FAM9C FBXL13 FBX09 FER1L5 
FAM65C FANI FBXL14 FBXW1O FER1L6 
FAM69A FANCA FBXL15 FBXW11 FERD3L 
FAM69B FANCB FBXL16 FBXW12 FERMT1 
FAM69C FANCC FBXL17 FBXW2 FERMT2 
FAM71A FANCD2 FBXL18 FBXW4 FERMT3 
FAM71B FANCD20S FBXL19 FBXW5 FES 
FAM71C FANCE FBXL2 FBXW7 FETUB 
FAM71D FANCF FBXL20 FBXW8 FEV 
FAM71EI FANCG FBXL21 FBXW9 FEZI 
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FEZ2 FHAD1 FLJ44635 FOLR2 FOXP4 
FEZFI FHDCI FLJ45513 FOLR3 FOXQI 
FEZF2 MHIT FLNA FOLR4 FOXRI 
FFARI FHLI FLNB FOPNL FOXR2 
FFAR2 FHL2 FLNC FOS FOXREDI 
FFAR3 FHL3 FLOTI FOSB FOXRED2 
FFAR4 FHL5 FLOT2 FOSLI FOXSI 
FGA FHODI FLRTI FOSL2 FPGS 
FGB FHOD3 FLRT2 FOXAI FPGT 
FGDI FIBCDI FLRT3 FOXA2 FPGT-TNN13K 
FGD2 FIBIN FLTI FOXA3 FPRI 
FGD3 FIBP FLT3 FOXB1 FPR2 
FGD4 FICD FLT3LG FOXB2 FPR3 
FGD5 FIG4 FLT4 FOXCI FRAIOACI 
FGD6 FIGF FLVCRI FOXC2 FRASI 
FGFI FIGLA FLVCR2 FOXDI FRATI 
FGFIO FIGN FLYWCHI FOXD2 FRAT2 
FGFII FIGN~L FLYWCH2 FOXD3 FREMI 
FGF12 FIGNL2 FNM FOXD4 FREM2 
FGF13 FILIPI FNM2 FOXD4LI FREM3 
FGF14 FILIPIL FMINLI FOXD4L2 FRGI 
FGF16 FIPILI FMINL2 FOXD4L3 FRG2 
FGF17 FISI FMINL3 FOXD4L4 FRG2B 
FGF18 FITMI FMOI FOXD4L5 FRG2C 
FGF19 FITM2 FMO2 FOXD4L6 FRK 
FGF2 FIZI FMO3 FOXEI FRMDI 
FGF20 FJXI FMO4 FOXE3 FRMD3 
FGF21 FKIBPIO FMO5 FOXFI FRMVD4A 
FGF22 FKIBPII FMOD FOXF2 FRIVFD4B 
FGF23 FKIBP14 FNM FOXGI FRMD5 
FGF3 FKIBP15 FNMNB FOXHI FRMD6 
FGF4 FKBPIA FNI FOXII FRMD7 
FGF5 FKBPIB FN3K FOX12 FRMD8 
FGF6 FKBP2 FN3KRP FOX13 FRMVPDI 
FGF7 FKBP3 FNBPI FOXJI FRMvPD2 
FGF8 FKIBP4 FNBPIL FOXJ2 FRMVPD3 
FGF9 FKIBP5 FNBP4 FOXJ3 FRMVPD4 
FGFBPI FKIBP6 FNDCI FOXKI FRRSI 
FGFBP2 FKIBP7 FNDC3A FOXK2 FRRSIL 
FGFBP3 FKIBP8 FNDC3B FOXLI FRS2 
FGFRI FKIBP9 FNDC4 FOXL2 FRS3 
FGFRIOP FKIBPL FNDC5 FOXMI FRY 
FGFRIOP2 FKRP FNDC7 FOXNI FRYL 
FGFR2 FKTN FNDC8 FOXN2 FRZB 
FGFR3 FLADI FNDC9 FOXN3 FSBP 
FGFR4 FLCN FNIPI FOXN4 FSCB 
FGFRLI FLG FNIP2 FOXOI FSCNI 
FGG FLG2 FNTA FOX03 FSCN2 
FGGY FLII FNTB FOX04 FSCN3 
FGL1 FLIT FOCAD FOX06 FSDI 
FGL2 FLJ22184 FOLHI FOXPI FSDIL 
FGR FLJ25363 FOLHIB FOXP2 FSD2 
FH FLJ44313 FOLRI FOXP3 FSHB 
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FSHR FYCOI GABRR3 GALNT4 GBA2 
FSTPI FYN GADI GALNT5 GBA3 
FSIP2 FYTTDI GAD2 GALNT6 GBAS 
FST FZDI GADD45A GALNT7 GBEI 
FSTLI FZDIO GADD45B GALNT8 GBFI 
FSTL3 FZD2 GADD45G GALNT9 GBGTI 
FSTL4 FZD3 GADD45GIPI GALNTh5 GBPI 
FSTL5 FZD4 GADLI GALNTh6 GBP2 
FTCD FZD5 GAGE1 GALP GBP3 
FTHI FZD6 GAGE1O GALRI GBP4 
FTHIP18 FZD7 GAGE12B GALR2 GBP5 
FTHL1'7 FZD8 GAGE12C GALR3 GBP6 
FTL FZD9 GAGE12D GALT GBP7 
FTMT FZRI GAGE12E GAMT GBXI 
FTO GOS2 GAGE12F GAN GBX2 
FTSJI G2E3 GAGE12G GANAB GC 
FTSJ2 G3BPI GAGE12H GANC GCA 
FTSJ3 G3BP2 GAGE121 GAP43 GCAT 
FUBPI G6PC GAGE12J GAPDH GCCI 
FUBP3 G6PC2 GAGE13 GAPDHS GCC2 
FUCAI G6PC3 GAGE2A GAPT GCDH 
FUCA2 G6PD GAGE2B GAPVD1 GCFC2 
FUK GAA GAGE2C GARI GCG 
FUNDC1 GABI GAGE2D GAREM GCGR 
FUNDC2 GAB2 GAMEE GAREML GCH1 
FUOM GAB3 GAGE4 GARNL3 GCHFR 
FURIN GAB4 GAGE5 GARS GCK 
FUS GABARAP GAGE6 GART GCKR 
FUTI GABARAPLI GAGE7 GASI GCLC 
FUTIO GABARAPL2 GAGE8 GAS2 GCLM 
FUTII GABBRI GAK GAS2L1 GCM1 
FUT2 GABBR2 GAL GAS2L2 GCM2 
FUT3 GABPA GAL3STI GAS2L3 GCN1L1 
FUT4 GABPBI GAL3ST2 GAS6 GCNT1 
FUT5 GABPB2 GAL3 ST3 GAS7 GCNT2 
FUT6 GABRAI GAL3ST4 GAS8 GCNT3 
FUT7 GABRA2 GALC GAST GCNT4 
FUT8 GABRA3 GALE GATAI GCNT7 
FUT9 GABRA4 GALKI GATA2 GCOM1 
FUZ GABRA5 GALK2 GATA3 GCSAM 
FXN GABRA6 GALM GATA4 GCSAMvL 
FXRI GABRBI GALNS GATA5 GCSH 
FXR2 GABRB2 GALNT1 GATA6 GDA 
FXYDI GABRB3 GALNT1O GATADI GDAPI 
FXYD2 GABRD GALNT11 GATAD2A GDAPILI 
FXYD3 GABRE GALNT12 GATAD2B GDAP2 
FXYD4 GABRGI GALNT13 GATC GDE1 
FXYD5 GABRG2 GALNT14 GATM GDF1 
FXYD6 GABRG3 GALNT15 GATS GDF1O 
FXYD6- GABRP GALNT16 GATSL1 GDF11 
FXYD2 GABRQ GALNT18 GATSL2 GDF15 
FXYD7 GABRR1 GALNT2 GATSL3 GDF2 
FYB GABRR2 GALNT3 GBA GDF3 
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GDF5 GGTLCI GJCI GLT8DI GNB3 
GDF6 GGTLC2 GJC2 GLT8D2 GNB4 
GDF7 GHI GJC3 GLTP GNB5 
GDF9 GH2 GJD2 GLTPDI GNE 
GDJ1 GHDC GJD3 GLTPD2 GNGIO 
GD12 GHITM GJD4 GLTSCRI GNGII 
GDNF GHR GK GLTSCRIL GNG12 
GDNF-ASI GHRH GK2 GLTSCR2 GNG13 
GDPDI GHRHR GK5 GLUDI GNG2 
GDPD2 GHRL GKAPI GLUD2 GNG3 
GDPD3 GHSR GKNI GLUL GNG4 
GDPD4 GID4 GKN2 GLYAT GNG5 
GDPD5 GID8 GLA GLYAThI GNG7 
GDPGPI GIF GLBI GLYATh2 GNG8 
GEM GIGYFI GLBIL GLYATh3 GNGTI 
GEMIN2 GIGYF2 GLBIL2 GLYCTK GNGT2 
GEMIN4 GIMAPI GLBIL3 GLYRI GNLI 
GEMIN5 GIMAPI- GLCCII GM2A GNL2 
GEMIN6 GIMAP5 GLCE GMCLI GNL3 
GEMIN7 GIMAP2 GLDC GMDS GNLL 
GEMIN8 GIMAP4 GLDN GMEBI GNLY 
GENI GIMAP5 GLEI GMEB2 GNMT 
GET4 GIMAP6 GLGI GMFB GNPAT 
GFAP GIMAP7 GLII GMFG GNPDAI 
GFER GIMAP8 GL12 GMIP GNPDA2 
GFJ1 GJMDI GL13 GML GNPNATI 
GFIIB GINI GL14 GMNC GNPTAB 
GFMI GINMI GLIPRI GMNN GNPTG 
GFM2 GINSI GLIPRILI GMPPA GNRHI 
GFODI GINS2 GLIPRIL2 GMPPB GNRH2 
GFOD2 GINS3 GLIPR2 GMPR GNRHR 
GFPTI GINS4 GLISI GMPR2 GNS 
GFPT2 GIP GLIS2 GMPS GOLGAI 
GFRAI GIPCI GLIS3 GNAII GOLGA2 
GFRA2 GIPC2 GLMN GNA12 GOLGA3 
GFRA3 GIPC3 GLOI GNA13 GOLGA4 
GFRA4 GIPR GLOD4 GNA14 GOLGA5 
GFRAL GITI GLOD5 GNA15 GOLGA6A 
GGAI GIT2 GLPIR GNAII GOLGA6B 
GGA2 GJAI GLP2R GNA12 GOLGA6C 
GGA3 GJAIO GLRAI GNA13 GOLGA6D 
GGACT GJA3 GLRA2 GNAL GOLGA6LI 
GGCT GJA4 GLRA3 GNAOI GOLGA6LIO 
GGCX GJA5 GLRA4 GNAQ GOLGA6L2 
GGH GJA8 GLRB GNAS GOLGA6L3 
GGN GJA9 GLRX GNAT1 GOLGA6L4 
GGNBP2 GJB I GLRX2 GNAT2 GOLGA6L6 
GGPSI GJB2 GLRX3 GNAT3 GOLGA6L9 
GGTI GJB3 GLRX5 GNAZ GOLGA7 
GGT2 GJB4 GLS GNBI GOLGA7B 
GGT5 GJB5 GLS2 GNBIL GOLGA8A 
GGT6 GJB6 GLTIDI GNB2 GOLGA8B 
GGT7 GJB7 GLT6DI GNB2LI GOLGA8H 
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GOLGA8J GPD2 GPR160 GPR89C GRID1 
GOLGA8K GPERI GPR161 GPR97 GRID2 
GOLGA8M GPHA2 GPR162 GPR98 GRID21P 
GOLGA80 GPHB5 GPR'7 GPRASPI GRIFIN 
GOLGA8R GPHN GPR1'71 GPRASP2 GRIKI 
GOLGBI GPI GPR1'73 GPRC5A GRIK2 
GOLIM4 GPIHBPI GPR1'74 GPRC5B GRIK3 
GOLMI GPKOW GPR176 GPRC5C GRIK4 
GOLPH3 GPLDI GPR179 GPRC5D GRIK5 
GOLPH3L GPM6A GPR18 GPRC6A GRINI 
GOLTIA GPM6B GPRI80 GPRINI GRIN2A 
GOLTIB GPNI GPRI82 GPRIN2 GRJN2B 
GON4L GPN2 GPRI83 GPRIN3 GRJN2C 
GOPC GPN3 GPR19 GPSI GRIN2D 
GORAB GPNMB GPR20 GPS2 GRIN3A 
GORASPI GPRI GPR21 GPSMI GRIN3B 
GORASP2 GPRIOI GPR22 GPSM2 GRINA 
GOSRI GPRI0'7 GPR25 GPSM3 GRIPI 
GOSR2 GPRI08 GPR26 GPT GRIP2 
GOTI GPRI 10 GPR27 GPT2 GRIPAPI 
GOTILI GPRIII GPR3 GPXI GRKI 
GOT2 GPR 112 GPR31 GPX2 GRK4 
GPIBA GPR 113 GPR32 GPX3 GRK5 
GPIBB GPR 114 GPR33 GPX4 GRK6 
GP2 GPR 115 GPR34 GPX5 GRK7 
GP5 GPR 116 GPR35 GPX6 GRMI 
GP6 GPR 119 GPR37 GPX7 GRM2 
GP9 GPR12 GPR3'7LI GPX8 GRM3 
GPA33 GPR123 GPR39 GRAMIlA GRM4 
GPAAI GPR124 GPR4 GRAMIiB GRM5 
GPALPP1 GPR125 GPR45 GRAMIiC GRM6 
GPAM GPR126 GPR50 GRAMVD2 GRM7 
GPANKI GPR128 GPR52 GRAMMID GRM8 
GPAT2 GPR132 GPR55 GRAMVD4 GRN 
GPATCHI GPR133 GPR56 GRAP GRP 
GPATCHII GPR135 GPR6 GRAP2 GRPELI 
GPATCH2 GPR13'7 GPR61 GRAPL GRPEL2 
GPATCH2L GPR13'7B GPR62 GRASP GRPR 
GPATCH3 GPR13'7C GPR63 GRBIO GRSFI 
GPATCH4 GPR139 GPR64 GRB14 GRTPI 
GPATCH8 GPR142 GPR65 GRB2 GRWDI 
GPBARI GPR143 GPR68 GRB7 GRXCRI 
GPBPI GPR148 GPR75 GREBI GRXCR2 
GPBPILI GPR149 GPR75-ASB3 GREMI GSAP 
GPCI GPR15 GPR78 GREM2 GSC 
GPC2 GPR150 GPR82 GRHLI GSC2 
GPC3 GPR151 GPR83 GRHL2 GSDMA 
GPC4 GPR152 GPR84 GRHL3 GSDMB 
GPC5 GPR153 GPR85 GRHPR GSDMC 
GPC6 GPR155 GPR87 GRIAI GSDMD 
GPCPDI GPR156 GPR88 GRIA2 GSEI 
GPDI GPR157 GPR89A GRIA3 GSGI 
GPDIL GPR158 GPR89B GRIA4 GSGIL 
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GSG2 GTF3C4 H2AFB3 HBA2 HEATR2 
GSK3A GTF3C5 H2AFJ HBB HEATR3 
GSK3B GTF3C6 H2AFV HBD HEATR4 
GSKIP GTPBP1 H2AFX HBE1 HEATR5A 
GSN GTPBP1O H2AFY HBEGF HEATR5B 
GSPT1 GTPBP2 H2AFY2 HBG1 HEATR6 
GSPT2 GTPBP3 H2AFZ HBG2 HEBP1 
GSR GTPBP4 H2BFM HBM HEBP2 
GSS GTPBP6 H2BFWT HBP1 HECA 
GSTA1 GTPBP8 H3F3A HBQl HECTD1 
GSTA2 GTSCR1 H3F3B HBS1L HECTD2 
GSTA3 GTSE1 H3F3C HBZ HECTD3 
GSTA4 GTSF1 H6PD HCAR1 HECTD4 
GSTA5 GTSF1L HAAO HCAR2 HECW1 
GSTCD GUCA1A HABP2 HCAR3 HECW2 
GSTK1 GUCAIB HABP4 HCCS HEGI 
GSTM1 GUCAIC HACE1 HCFC1 HELB 
GSTM2 GUCA2A HACLI HCFC1R1 HELLS 
GSTM3 GUCA2B HADH HCFC2 HELQ 
GSTM4 GUCD1 HADHA HCK HELT 
GSTM5 GUCYlA2 HADHB HCLS1 HELZ 
GSTO1 GUCYlA3 HAGH HCN1 HELZ2 
GSTO2 GUCYlB3 HAGHL HCN2 HEMGN 
GSTP1 GUCY2C HAL HCN3 HEMK1 
GSTT1 GUCY2D HAMP HCN4 HENMT1 
GSTT2 GUCY2F HAND HCRT HEPACAM 
GSTT2B GUFI HAND2 HCRTR1 HEPACAM2 
GSTZ1 GUKI HAO1 HCRTR2 HEPH 
GSX1 GULPI HAO2 HCST HEPHL1 
GSX2 GUSB HAPI HDACl HEPN1 
GTDC1 GXYLT1 HAPLN1 HDAC1O HERCI 
GTF2A1 GXYLT2 HAPLN2 HDAC11 HERC2 
GTF2A1L GYG1 HAPLN3 HDAC2 HERC3 
GTF2A2 GYG2 HAPLN4 HDAC3 HERC4 
GTF2B GYLTL1B HARBI1 HDAC4 HERC5 
GTF2E1 GYPA HARS HDAC5 HERC6 
GTF2E2 GYPB HARS2 HDAC6 HERPUDI 
GTF2F1 GYPC HASI HDAC7 HERPUD2 
GTF2F2 GYPE HAS2 HDAC8 HESI 
GTF2H1 GYSI HAS3 HDAC9 HES2 
GTF2H2 GYS2 HATI HDC HES3 
GTF2H2C GZF1 HAUSI HDDC2 HES4 
GTF2H3 GZMA HAUS2 HDDC3 HES5 
GTF2H4 GZMB HAUS3 HDGF HES6 
GTF2H5 GZMH HAUS4 HDGFL1 HES7 
GTF2I GZMK HAUS5 HDGFRP2 HESX1 
GTF2IRD1 GZMM HAUS6 HDGFRP3 HEXA 
GTF2IRD2 HIFO HAUS7 HDHD1 HEXB 
GTF2IRD2B H1FNT HAUS8 HDHD2 HEXDC 
GTF3A H1FOO HAVCR1 HDHD3 HEXIMI 
GTF3C1 H1FX HAVCR2 HDLBP HEXIM2 
GTF3C2 H2AFB1 HAX1 HDX HEYl 
GTF3C3 H2AFB2 HBA1 HEATRI HEY2 
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HEYL HIST1H2AB HIST2H2BF HMGB2 HNRNPUL1 
HFE HIST1H2AC HIST2H3A HMGB3 HNRNPUL2 
HFE2 HIST1H2AD HIST2H3C HMGB4 HOGA1 
HFM1 HIST1H2AE HIST2H3D HMGCL HOMERS 
HGC6.3 HIST1H2AG HIST2H4A HMGCLL1 HOMER2 
HGD HIST1H2AH HIST2H4B HMGCR HOMER3 
HGF HIST1H2AI HIST3H2A HMGCS1 HOMEZ 
HGFAC HIST1H2AJ HIST3H2BB HMGCS2 HOOK 
HGS HIST1H2AK HIST3H3 HMGN1 HOOK2 
HGSNAT HIST1H2AL HIST4H4 HMGN2 HOOK3 
HHAT HIST1H2AM HIVEPI HMGN3 HOPX 
HHATL HIST1H2BA HIVEP2 HMGN4 HORMADI 
HHEX HIST1H2BB HIVEP3 HMGN5 HORMAD2 
HHIP HIST1H2BC HJURP HMGXB3 HOXA1 
HHIPL1 HIST1H2BD HK1 HMGXB4 HOXA1O 
HHIPL2 HIST1H2BE HK2 HMHA1 HOXA11 
HHLA1 HIST1H2BF HK3 HMHB1 HOXA13 
HHLA2 HIST1H2BG HKDC1 HMMR HOXA2 
HHLA3 HIST1H2BH HKR1 HMOX1 HOXA3 
HIATI HIST1H2BI HLA-A HMOX2 HOXA4 
HIATLI HIST1H2BJ HLA-B HMP19 HOXA5 
HIBADH HIST1H2BK HLA-C HMSD HOXA6 
HIBCH HIST1H2BL HLA-DMA HMX1 HOXA7 
HICI HIST1H2BM HLA-DMB HMX2 HOXA9 
HIC2 HIST1H2BN HLA-DOA HMX3 HOXB1 
HIDI HIST1H2BO HLA-DOB HN1 HOXB13 
HIF1A HIST1H3A HLA-DPA1 HN1L HOXB2 
HIF1AN HIST1H3B HLA-DPB1 HNF1A HOXB3 
HIF3A HIST1H3C HLA-DQA1 HNF1B HOXB4 
HIGD1A HIST1H3D HLA-DQA2 HNF4A HOXB5 
HIGD1B HIST1H3E HLA-DQB1 HNF4G HOXB6 
HIGD1C HIST1H3F HLA-DQB2 HNMT HOXB7 
HIGD2A HIST1H3G HLA-DRA HNRNPAO HOXB8 
HILPDA HIST1H3H HLA-DRB1 HNRNPAl HOXB9 
HINFP HIST1H3I HLA-DRB5 HNRNPA1L2 HOXC1O 
HINTI HIST1H3J HLA-E HNRNPA2B1 HOXCI 
HINT2 HIST1H4A HLA-F HNRNPA3 HOXC12 
HINT3 HIST1H4B HLA-G HNRNPAB HOXC13 
HIPI HIST1H4C HLCS HNRNPC HOXC4 
HIPIR HIST1H4D HLF HNRNPCL1 HOXC5 
HIPK1 HIST1H4E HLTF HNRNPCP5 HOXC6 
HIPK2 HIST1H4F HLX HNRNPD HOXC8 
HIPK3 HIST1H4G HM13 HNRNPDL HOXC9 
HIPK4 HIST1H4H HMBOX1 HNRNPF HOXD1 
HIRA HIST1H4I HMBS HNRNPH1 HOXD1O 
HIRIP3 HIST1H4J HMCES HNRNPH2 HOXD11 
HISTIHIA HIST1H4K HMCN1 HNRNPH3 HOXD12 
HISTIHIB HIST1H4L HMCN2 HNRNPK HOXD13 
HISTIHIC HIST2H2AA3 HMG20A HNRNPL HOXD3 
HISTIHID HIST2H2AA4 HMG20B HNRNPLL HOXD4 
HISTIHIE HIST2H2AB HMGA1 HNRNPM HOXD8 
HISTIHIT HIST2H2AC HMGA2 HNRNPR HOXD9 
HIST1H2AA HIST2H2BE HMGB1 HNRNPU HP 
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HP1BP3 HSD1'7BI0 HSPD1 ICAI TFJTM2 
HPCA HSD1'7B1l HSPE1 ICAIL TFJTM3 
HPCAL1 HSD 17B12 HSPE1-MOB4 ICAMI TFJTM5 
HPCAL4 HSD 17B 13 HSPG2 JCAM2 TFLTD1 
HPD HSD 17B 14 HSPH1 JCAM3 JFNA1 
HPDL HSD17B2 HTATJP2 JCAM4 JFNA1O 
HPGD HSD17B3 HTATSF1 JCAM5 IFNA13 
HPGDS HSD17B4 HTN1 ICK IFNA14 
HPN HSD1'7B6 HTN3 JCMT IFNA16 
HPR HSD17B7 HTR1A ICOS IFNA17 
HPRT1 HSD1'7B8 HTR1B JCOSLG JFNA2 
HPS1 HSD3B1I HTR1D ICTI IFNA21 
HPS3 HSD3B2 HTR1E IDI JFNA4 
HPS4 HSD3B7 HTR1F JD2 JFNA5 
HPS5 HSDL1 HTR2A JD3 JFNA6 
HPS6 HSDL2 HTR2B3 JD4 JFNAJ 
HPSE HSF1 HTR2C IDE JFNA8 
HPSE2 HSF2 HTR3A IDHI TFNAR1 
HPX HSF2BP HTR3B3 JDH2 TFNAR2 
HR HSF4 HTR3C JDH3A TFNB1 
HRAS HSF5 HTR3D) JDH3B TENE 
HRASLS HSFX1 HTR3E JDH3G JFNG 
HRASLS2 HSFX2 HTR4 ID~I TFNGR1 
HRASLS5 HSFY1 HTR5A ID12 TFNGR2 
HRC HSFY2 HTR6 JDNK JFNK 
HRCT1 HSH2D HTRJ IDOl TFNL1 
HRG HSP90AAI HTRA1 ID02 TFNL2 
HRH1 HSP90AB1I HTRA2 IDS TFNL3 
HRH-2 HSP9OB1 HTRA3 IDUA TFNL4 
HRH3 HSPA12A HTRA4 IER2 TFNLR1 
HRH4 HSPA12B HTT IER3 TFNW1 
HRK HSPA13 HUNK IER31I TFRD1 
HRNR HSPA14 HUSI IER5 TFRD2 
HRSP12 HSPA1A HUSIB IER5L IFT122 
HS1BP3 HSPA1B HUWEI IFFOI IFT140 
HS2ST1 HSPA1L HVCN1 IFF02 IFT1'72 
HS3ST1 HSPA2 HYALI IF116 TFT20 
HS3ST2 HSPA4 HYAL2 IF12'7 TFT27 
HS3ST3A1 HSPA4L HYAL3 IF12'7LI TFT43 
HS3ST3B1 HSPA5 HYAL4 1F12'7L2 TFT46 
HS3ST4 HSPA6 HYDIN IF130 IFT52 
HS3ST5 HSPA8 HYI IF135 TFT57 
HS3ST6 HSPA9 HYIKK IF144 TFT'74 
HS6ST1 HSPB1 HYLSI IF144L TFT80 
HS6ST2 HSPB11 HYOU1 IF16 TFT81 
HS6ST3 HSPB2 HYPK IFIHI TFT88 
HSBP1 HSPB3 JAHI IFITI IGBP1 
HSBP1L1 HSPB6 IAPP IFITIB IGDCC3 
HSCB HSPBJ JARS JFJT2 JGDCC4 
HSD11B1 HSPB8 IARS2 JFJT3 IGF1 
HSD11B1L HSPB9 IBA57 IFIT5 IGF1R 
HSD11B2 HSPBAP1 IBSP IFITMI IGF2 
HSD1'7BI HSPBP1 IBTK IFITM1O IGF2BP1 
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IGF2BP2 IL12A IL2RA INGI INVS 
IGF2BP3 IL12B IL2RB ING2 JP6KI 
IGF2R IL 12RB I IL2RG ING3 IP6K2 
IGFALS IL12RB2 IL3 ING4 IP6K3 
IGFBPI IL13 IL31 ING5 TPCEFI 
IGFBP2 IL13RAI JL3 IRA INHA TPNIK 
IGFBP3 JL13RA2 IL32 INHBA IPOII 
IGFBP4 IL15 IL33 INHBB IP013 
IGFBP5 IL15RA IL34 INIIBC TP04 
IGFBP6 IL16 IL36A INHBE TP05 
IGFBP7 IL1'7A IL36B INIP IP0'7 
IGFBPLI IL1'7B IL36G INMT TP08 
IGFLI IL1'7C IL36RN IN080 TP09 
IGFL2 IL1'7D IL37 IN080B TPP 
IGFL3 IL1'7F IL3RA IN080C TPPK 
IGFL4 IL1'7RA IL4 IN080D IQCAI 
IGFLRI IL1'7RB IL411 IN080E IQCBI 
IGFNI IL1'7RC IL4R INPPI IQCC 
IGHMBP2 IL1'7RD IL5 INPP4A IQCD 
IGIP IL1'7RE IL5RA INPP4B IQCE 
IGJ IL1'7REL IL6 INPP5A IQCFI 
IGLLI IL18 IL6R INPP5B IQCF2 
IGLL5 IL18BP IL6ST INPP5D) IQCF3 
IGLON5 IL18RI IL7 INPP5E IQCF5 
IGSFI IL18RAP IL'7R INPP5F IQCF6 
IGSFIO IL19 IL8 INPP5J IQCG 
IGSF11 ILIA IL9 INPP5K IQCH 
IGSF21 ILIB IL9R INPPLI IQCJ 
IGSF22 ILIFIO ILDRI INS JQCJ-SCHJPI 
IGSF23 ILIRI ILDR2 INSC IQCK 
IGSF3 JLIR2 ILF2 INSIGI IQGAPI 
IGSF5 ILIRAP ILF3 INSIG2 IQGAP2 
IGSF6 ILIRAPLI ILK INS-IGF2 IQGAP3 
IGSF8 ILIRAPL2 ILKAP INSL3 IQSECI 
IGSF9 ILIRLI ILVBL INSL4 IQSEC2 
IGSF9B ILIRL2 INMMPIL INSL5 IQSEC3 
IHH ILIRN IMMvP2L INSL6 IQUB 
IK IL2 IMMvT INSMI TRAKI 
IKBIP IL20 IMP3 INSM2 TRAKIBPI 
IKBKAP IL20RA IMP4 INSR IRAK2 
IKBKB IL20RB IMPAIR INSRR TRAK3 
IKBKE IL21 IMPA2 INTSI TRAK4 
IKBKG IL21R IMPACT INTSIO TREB2 
IKZFI IL22 IMPADI INTS12 TRFI 
IKZF2 IL22RAI IMPDHI INTS2 IRF2 
IKZF3 IL22RA2 IMPDH2 INTS3 TRF2BPI 
IKZF4 IL23A IMPG1 INTS4 IRF2BP2 
IKZF5 IL23R IMPG2 INTS5 TRF2BPL 
ILIO IL24 INA INTS6 TRF3 
ILIORA IL25 INADL INTS7 TRF4 
ILIORB IL26 INCAI INTS8 TRF5 
ILII IL27 INCENP INTS9 IRF6 
ILIIRA IL27RA INF2 INTU IRF7 
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IRF8 ITGAL JAGI KAT6A KCNH3 
IRF9 ITGAM JAG2 KAT6B KCNH4 
IRGI ITGAV JAGNI KAT7 KCNH5 
IRGC ITGAX JAKI KAT8 KCNH6 
IRGM ITGB1 JAK2 KATNA1 KCNH7 
IRGQ ITGB1BP1 JAK3 KATNAL1 KCNH8 
IRSI ITGB1BP2 JAKMIP1 KATNAL2 KCNIP1 
IRS2 ITGB2 JAKMIP2 KATNB1 KCNIP2 
IRS4 ITGB3 JAKMIP3 KATNBL1 KCNIP3 
IRX1 ITGB3BP JAM2 KAZALDI KCNIP4 
IRX2 ITGB4 JAM3 KAZN KCNJ1 
IRX3 ITGB5 JARID2 KBTBD11 KCNJ1O 
IRX4 ITGB6 JAZF1 KBTBD12 KCNJ11 
IRX5 ITGB7 JDP2 KBTBD13 KCNJ12 
IRX6 ITGB8 JHDMID KBTBD2 KCNJ13 
ISCA1 ITGBL1 JKAMP KBTBD3 KCNJ14 
ISCA2 ITIHI JMJDIC KBTBD4 KCNJ15 
ISCU ITIH2 JMJD4 KBTBD6 KCNJ16 
ISG15 ITIH3 JMJD6 KBTBD7 KCNJ18 
ISG20 ITIH4 JMJD7 KBTBD8 KCNJ2 
ISG2OL2 ITIH5 JMJD7- KCMF1 KCNJ3 
ISL1 ITIH6 PLA2G4B KCNA1 KCNJ4 
ISL2 ITK JMJD8 KCNA1O KCNJ5 
ISLR ITLN1 JMY KCNA2 KCNJ6 
ISLR2 ITLN2 JOSD1 KCNA3 KCNJ8 
ISMi ITM2A JOSD2 KCNA4 KCNJ9 
ISM2 ITM2B JPHI KCNA5 KCNK1 
ISOCi ITM2C JPH2 KCNA6 KCNK1O 
ISOC2 ITPA JPH3 KCNA7 KCNK12 
ISPD ITPK1 JPH4 KCNAB1 KCNK13 
ISTI ITPKA JRK KCNAB2 KCNK15 
ISX ITPKB JRKL KCNAB3 KCNK16 
ISY1 ITPKC JSRP1 KCNB1 KCNK17 
ISY1-RAB43 ITPR1 JTB KCNB2 KCNK18 
ISYNA1 ITPR2 JUN KCNCl KCNK2 
ITCH ITPR3 JUNB KCNC2 KCNK3 
ITFG1 ITPRIP JUND KCNC3 KCNK4 
ITFG2 ITPRIPL1 JUP KCNC4 KCNK5 
ITFG3 ITPRIPL2 KAAG1 KCND1 KCNK6 
ITGA1 ITSN1 KAL1 KCND2 KCNK7 
ITGA1O ITSN2 KALRN KCND3 KCNK9 
ITGAll IVD KANKI KCNE1 KCNMA1 
ITGA2 IVL KANK2 KCNE1L KCNMB1 
ITGA2B IVNS1ABP KANK3 KCNE2 KCNMB2 
ITGA3 IWS1 KANK4 KCNE3 KCNMB3 
ITGA4 IYD KANSLI KCNE4 KCNMB4 
ITGA5 IZUMO1 KANSLIL KCNF1 KCNN1 
ITGA6 IZUMO2 KANSL2 KCNG1 KCNN2 
ITGA7 IZUMO3 KANSL3 KCNG2 KCNN3 
ITGA8 IZUMO4 KARS KCNG3 KCNN4 
ITGA9 JADE1 KAT2A KCNG4 KCNQ1 
ITGAD JADE2 KAT2B KCNH1 KCNQ2 
ITGAE JADE3 KAT5 KCNH2 KCNQ3 
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KCNQ4 KDM6A KIAA1109 KIF12 KIRREL3 
KCNQ5 KDM6B KIAA1143 KIF13A KISSI 
KCNRG KDM8 KIAA1147 KIF13B KISSIR 
KCNS1 KDR KIAA1161 KIF14 KIT 
KCNS2 KDSR KIAA1191 KIF15 KITLG 
KCNS3 KEAPI KIAA1199 KIF16B KL 
KCNT1 KEL KIAA1210 KIF17 KLB 
KCNT2 KERA KIAA1211 KIF18A KLCI 
KCNU1 KHDC1 KIAA1211L KIF18B KLC2 
KCNV1 KHDC1L KIAA1217 KIF19 KLC3 
KCNV2 KHDC3L KIAA1239 KIF1A KLC4 
KCP KHDRBS1 KIAA1244 KIFIB KLFI 
KCTD1 KHDRBS2 KIAA1257 KIFIC KLF1O 
KCTD1O KIHDRBS3 KIAA1279 KIF20A KLFI 
KCTD11 KIHK KIAA1324 KIF20B KLF12 
KCTD12 KIHNYN KIAA1324L KIF21A KLF13 
KCTD13 KIHSRP KIAA1328 KIF21B KLF14 
KCTD14 KIAA0020 KIAA1377 KIF22 KLF15 
KCTD15 KIAA0040 KIAA1407 KIF23 KLF16 
KCTD16 KIAAO100 KIAA1429 KIF24 KLF17 
KCTD17 KIAAO101 KIAA1430 KIF25 KLF2 
KCTD18 KIAA0141 KIAA1432 KIF26A KLF3 
KCTD19 KIAA0195 KIAA1456 KIF26B KLF4 
KCTD2 KIAA0196 KIAA1462 KIF27 KLF5 
KCTD20 KIAA0226 KIAA1467 KIF28P KLF6 
KCTD21 KIAA0226L KIAA1468 KIF2A KLF7 
KCTD3 KIAA0232 KIAA1522 KIF2B KLF8 
KCTD4 KIAA0247 KIAA1524 KIF2C KLF9 
KCTD5 KIAA0319 KIAA1549 KIF3A KLHDC1 
KCTD6 KIAA0319L KIAA1549L KIF3B KLHDC1O 
KCTD7 KIAA0355 KIAA1551 KIF3C KLHDC2 
KCTD8 KIAA0368 KIAA1586 KIF4A KLHDC3 
KCTD9 KIAA0391 KIAA1598 KIF4B KLHDC4 
KDELCI KIAA0408 KIAA1614 KIF5A KLHDC7A 
KDELC2 KIAA0430 KIAA1644 KIF5B KLHDC7B 
KDELR1 KIAA0513 KIAA1671 KIF5C KLHDC8A 
KDELR2 KIAA0556 KIAA1683 KIF6 KLHDC8B 
KDELR3 KIAA0586 KIAA1715 KIF7 KLHDC9 
KDMIA KIAA0753 KIAA1731 KIF9 KLHL1 
KDMIB KIAA0754 KIAA1737 KIFAP3 KLHL1O 
KDM2A KIAA0825 KIAA1751 KIFC1 KLHL11 
KDM2B KIAA0895 KIAA1755 KIFC2 KLHL12 
KDM3A KIAA0895L KIAA1804 KIFC3 KLHL13 
KDM3B KIAA0907 KIAA1841 KIN KLHL14 
KDM4A KIAA0922 KIAA1919 KIR2DL1 KLHL15 
KDM4B KIAA0930 KIAA1958 KIR2DL3 KLHL17 
KDM4C KIAA0947 KIAA1984 KIR2DL4 KLHL18 
KDM4D KIAA1009 KIAA2013 KIR2DS4 KLHL2 
KDM4E KIAA1024 KIAA2018 KIR3DL1 KLHL20 
KDM5A KIAA1024L KIAA2022 KIR3DL2 KLHL21 
KDM5B KIAA1033 KIAA2026 KIR3DL3 KLHL22 
KDM5C KIAA1045 KIDINS220 KIRREL KLHL23 
KDM5D KIAA1107 KIFI1 KIRREL2 KLHL24 
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KLHL25 KMT2B KRT33A KRTAP13-2 KRTAP5-4 
KLHL26 KMT2C KRT33B KRTAP13-3 KRTAP5-5 
KLHL28 KMT2D KRT34 KRTAP13-4 KRTAP5-6 
KLHL29 KMT2E KRT35 KRTAP1-4 KRTAP5-7 
KLHL3 KNCN KRT36 KRTAP1-5 KRTAP5-8 
KLHL30 KNDC1 KRT37 KRTAP15-1 KRTAP5-9 
KLHL31 KNG1 KRT38 KRTAP16-1 KRTAP6-1 
KLHL32 KNOP1 KRT39 KRTAP17-1 KRTAP6-2 
KLHL33 KNSTRN KRT4 KRTAP19-1 KRTAP6-3 
KLHL34 KNTCl KRT40 KRTAP19-2 KRTAP7-1 
KLHL35 KPNA1 KRT5 KRTAP19-3 KRTAP8-1 
KLHL36 KPNA2 KRT6A KRTAP19-4 KRTAP9-1 
KLHL38 KPNA3 KRT6B KRTAP19-5 KRTAP9-2 
KLHL4 KPNA4 KRT6C KRTAP19-6 KRTAP9-3 
KLHL40 KPNA5 KRT7 KRTAP19-7 KRTAP9-4 
KLHL41 KPNA6 KRT71 KRTAP19-8 KRTAP9-6 
KLHL42 KPNA7 KRT72 KRTAP20-1 KRTAP9-7 
KLHL5 KPNB1 KRT73 KRTAP20-2 KRTAP9-8 
KLHL6 KPRP KRT74 KRTAP20-3 KRTAP9-9 
KLHL7 KPTN KRT75 KRTAP2-1 KRTCAP2 
KLHL8 KRAS KRT76 KRTAP21-1 KRTCAP3 
KLHL9 KRBA1 KRT77 KRTAP21-2 KRTDAP 
KLK1 KRBA2 KRT78 KRTAP21-3 KSR1 
KLK1O KRBOXI KRT79 KRTAP2-2 KSR2 
KLK11 KRBOX4 KRT8 KRTAP22-1 KT12 
KLK12 KRCC1 KRT80 KRTAP22-2 KTN1 
KLK13 KREMEN1 KRT81 KRTAP2-3 KXD1 
KLK14 KREMEN2 KRT82 KRTAP23-1 KY 
KLK15 KRIl KRT83 KRTAP2-4 KYNU 
KLK2 KRIT1 KRT84 KRTAP24-1 LICAM 
KLK3 KRR1 KRT85 KRTAP25-1 L1TD1 
KLK4 KRTI KRT86 KRTAP26-1 L2HGDH 
KLK5 KRT1O KRT9 KRTAP27-1 L3HYPDH 
KLK6 KRT12 KRTAP1O-1 KRTAP29-1 L3MBTL1 
KLK7 KRT13 KRTAP1O-10 KRTAP3-1 L3MBTL2 
KLK8 KRT14 KRTAP1O-11 KRTAP3-2 L3MBTL3 
KLK9 KRT15 KRTAP1O-12 KRTAP3-3 L3MBTL4 
KLKB1 KRT16 KRTAP1O-2 KRTAP4-1 LACC1 
KLLN KRT17 KRTAP1O-3 KRTAP4-11 LACE1 
KLRB1 KRT18 KRTAP1O-4 KRTAP4-12 LACRT 
KLRCl KRT19 KRTAP1O-5 KRTAP4-2 LACTB 
KLRC2 KRT2 KRTAP1O-6 KRTAP4-3 LACTB2 
KLRC3 KRT20 KRTAP1O-7 KRTAP4-4 LACTBL1 
KLRC4 KRT222 KRTAP1O-8 KRTAP4-5 LADI 
KLRC4-KLRK1 KRT23 KRTAP1O-9 KRTAP4-6 LAG3 
KLRD1 KRT24 KRTAP1-1 KRTAP4-7 LAGE3 
KLRF1 KRT25 KRTAP11-1 KRTAP4-8 LAIRI 
KLRF2 KRT26 KRTAP12-1 KRTAP4-9 LAIR2 
KLRGI KRT27 KRTAP12-2 KRTAP5-1 LALBA 
KLRG2 KRT28 KRTAP12-3 KRTAP5-10 LAMA1 
KLRKI KRT3 KRTAP12-4 KRTAP5-11 LAMA2 
KMO KRT31 KRTAP1-3 KRTAP5-2 LAMA3 
KMT2A KRT32 KRTAP13-1 KRTAP5-3 LAMA4 
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LAMA5 LCEIE LEFI LHFP LINC00984 
LAMBI LCEIF LEFTY LHFPLI LINGO 
LAMB2 LCE2A LEFTY2 LHFPL2 LING02 
LAMB3 LCE2B LEKRI LHFPL3 LING03 
LAMB4 LCE2C LELPI LHFPL4 LING04 
LAMCI LCE2D LENM LHFPL5 LINS 
LAMC2 LCE3A LENM2 LHPP LIPA 
LAMC3 LCE3B LENM3 LHXI LIPC 
LAMP1 LCE3C LENEP LHX2 LIPE 
LAMP2 LCE3D LENGI LHX3 LIPF 
LAMP3 LCE3E LENG8 LHX4 LIPG 
LAMP5 LCE4A LENG9 LHX5 LIPH 
LAMTORI LCE5A LEOI LHX6 LIPI 
LAMTOR2 LCE6A LEP LHX8 LIPJ 
LAMTOR3 LCK LEPR LHX9 LIPK 
LAMTOR4 LCLATI LEPREI LIAS LIPM 
LAMTOR5 LCMTI LEPRELI LIF LIPN 
LANCLI LCMT2 LEPREL2 LIFR LIPTI 
LANCL2 LCNI LEPREL4 LIGI LIPT2 
LANCL3 LCNIO LEPROT LIG3 LITAF 
LAP3 LCN12 LEPROThI LIG4 LIXI 
LAPTM4A LCN15 LETMI LILRAI LIXIL 
LAPTM4B LCN2 LETM2 LILRA2 LLGLI 
LAPTM5 LCN6 LETMDI LILRA3 LLGL2 
LARGE LCN8 LEUTX LILRA4 LLPH 
LARPI LCN9 LFNG LILRA5 LMANI 
LARPIB LCNLI LGALSI LILRA6 LMANIL 
LARP4 LCOR LGALS12 LILRBI LMAN2 
LARP4B LCORL LGALS13 LILRB2 LMAN2L 
LARP6 LCPI LGALS14 LILRB3 LMBRI 
LARP7 LCP2 LGALS16 LILRB4 LMBRIL 
LARS LCT LGALS2 LILRB5 LMBRDI 
LARS2 LCTL LGALS3 LIM2 LMBRD2 
LASIL LDBI LGALS3BP LIMAI LMCDI 
LASPI LDB2 LGALS4 LIMCHI LMFI 
LAT LDB3 LGALS7 LJNM LMF2 
LAT2 LDHA LGALS7B LINM2 LMLN 
LATSI LDHAL6A LGALS8 LIME LNMA 
LATS2 LDHAL6B LGALS9 LJNM LMNBI 
LAXI LDHB LGALS9B LINM2 LMNB2 
LAYN LDHC LGALS9C LJMSI LMOI 
LBH LDHD LGALSL LIMS2 LM02 
LBP LDLR LGJ1 LIMS3 LM03 
LBR LDLRAD1 LG12 LIN28A LM04 
LBX1 LDLRAD2 LG13 LIN28B LM07 
LBX2 LDLRAD3 LG14 LIN37 LMOD1 
LCA5 LDLRAD4 LGNM LIN52 LMOD2 
LCA5L LDLRAP1 LGR4 LIN54 LMOD3 
LCAT LDOC1 LGR5 LIN7A LMTK2 
LCE1A LDOC1L LGR6 LIN7B LMTK3 
LCE1B LEAP2 LGSN LIN7C LMIX1A 
LCE1C LECTI LHB LIN9 LMIX1B 
LCE1D LECT2 LHCGR LINC00452 LNP1 
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LNPEP LOC100507003 LOC101927276 LOC101928486 LOC101929233 
LNX1 LOC100507172 LOC101927319 LOC101928498 LOC101929262 
LNX2 LOC100507462 LOC101927375 LOC101928533 LOC101929264 
LOC100127983 LOC100507507 LOC101927376 LOC101928552 LOC101929274 
LOC100128108 LOC100507656 LOC101927403 LOC101928589 LOC101929300 
LOC100129083 LOC100509091 LOC101927408 LOC101928603 LOC101929301 
LOC100129098 LOC100652758 LOC101927469 LOC101928613 LOC101929303 
LOC100129216 LOC100652824 LOC101927470 LOC101928629 LOC101929304 
LOC100129361 LOC100652869 LOC101927509 LOC101928638 LOC101929323 
LOC100129636 LOC100653515 LOC101927562 LOC101928647 LOC101929327 
LOC100129924 LOC100862671 LOC101927593 LOC101928657 LOC101929358 
LOC100130301 LOC100996276 LOC101927614 LOC101928664 LOC101929370 
LOC100130348 LOC100996301 LOC101927625 LOC101928680 LOC101929393 
LOC100130357 LOC100996318 LOC101927644 LOC101928681 LOC101929403 
LOC100130370 LOC100996350 LOC101927685 LOC101928722 LOC101929455 
LOC100130451 LOC100996368 LOC101927707 LOC101928728 LOC101929469 
LOC100130480 LOC100996413 LOC101927742 LOC101928755 LOC101929490 
LOC100130520 LOC100996465 LOC101927749 LOC101928758 LOC101929519 
LOC100130539 LOC100996485 LOC101927751 LOC101928761 LOC101929522 
LOC100130705 LOC100996574 LOC101927763 LOC101928763 LOC101929530 
LOC100130880 LOC100996598 LOC101927789 LOC101928764 LOC101929546 
LOC100131094 LOC100996602 LOC101927853 LOC101928772 LOC101929561 
LOC100131303 LOC100996619 LOC101927883 LOC101928831 LOC101929564 
LOC100132146 LOC100996634 LOC101927918 LOC101928841 LOC101929571 
LOC100132731 LOC100996646 LOC101927930 LOC101928852 LOC101929578 
LOC100133128 LOC100996693 LOC101927941 LOC101928870 LOC101929587 
LOC100134391 LOC100996713 LOC101927968 LOC101928871 LOC101929588 
LOC100144595 LOC100996842 LOC101927989 LOC101928879 LOC101929642 
LOC100287036 LOC101059906 LOC101928018 LOC101928917 LOC101929672 
LOC100287177 LOC101059914 LOC101928024 LOC101928925 LOC101929674 
LOC100287294 LOC101059915 LOC101928049 LOC101928941 LOC101929702 
LOC100287387 LOC101059957 LOC101928058 LOC101928947 LOC101929725 
LOC100287477 LOC101059976 LOC101928102 LOC101928951 LOC101929731 
LOC100287651 LOC101060022 LOC101928108 LOC101928969 LOC101929740 
LOC100288524 LOC101060060 LOC101928125 LOC101928975 LOC101929748 
LOC100288814 LOC101060161 LOC101928170 LOC101928987 LOC101929758 
LOC100289187 LOC101060169 LOC101928192 LOC101928991 LOC101929766 
LOC100289561 LOC101060181 LOC101928193 LOC101929012 LOC147646 
LOC100293704 LOC101060183 LOC101928208 LOC101929020 LOC149373 
LOC100505478 LOC101060341 LOC101928209 LOC101929046 LOC152586 
LOC100505498 LOC101060400 LOC101928220 LOC101929051 LOC154872 
LOC100505549 LOC101060626 LOC101928239 LOC101929065 LOC199882 
LOC100505679 LOC1O1060825 LOC101928265 LOC101929072 LOC200726 
LOC100505841 LOC101926929 LOC101928268 LOC101929078 LOC283278 
LOC100506115 LOC101926939 LOC101928282 LOC101929087 LOC283710 
LOC100506127 LOC101926982 LOC101928291 LOC101929097 LOC285095 
LOC100506374 LOC101926998 LOC101928294 LOC101929103 LOC285423 
LOC100506388 LOC101927001 LOC101928356 LOC101929113 LOC285500 
LOC100506422 LOC101927014 LOC101928422 LOC101929141 LOC285556 
LOC100506688 LOC101927029 LOC101928426 LOC101929169 LOC286238 
LOC100506859 LOC101927033 LOC101928451 LOC101929183 LOC338667 
LOC100506922 LOC101927085 LOC101928456 LOC101929206 LOC339862 
LOC100506944 LOC101927266 LOC101928482 LOC101929220 LOC388210 
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LOC388282 LOH12CR1 LRGUK LRRC37B LRRTM2 
LOC388780 LONPI LRIF1 LRRC38 LRRTM3 
LOC388813 LONP2 LRIG1 LRRC39 LRRTM4 
LOC388849 LONRF1 LRIG2 LRRC3B LRSAM1 
LOC389895 LONRF2 LRIG3 LRRC3C LRTM1 
LOC390877 LONRF3 LRIT1 LRRC4 LRTM2 
LOC390937 LOR LRIT2 LRRC40 LRTOMT 
LOC390956 LOX LRIT3 LRRC41 LRWD1 
LOC391322 LOXHD1 LRMP LRRC42 LSAMP 
LOC391722 LOXL1 LRP1 LRRC43 LSG1 
LOC392288 LOXL2 LRP1O LRRC45 LSM1 
LOC400499 LOXL3 LRP11 LRRC46 LSM1O 
LOC400682 LOXL4 LRP12 LRRC47 LSM11 
LOC401052 LPA LRP1B LRRC48 LSM12 
LOC402160 LPAR1 LRP2 LRRC49 LSM14A 
LOC402269 LPAR2 LRP2BP LRRC4B LSM14B 
LOC440243 LPAR3 LRP3 LRRC4C LSM2 
LOC440292 LPAR4 LRP4 LRRC52 LSM3 
LOC441155 LPAR5 LRP5 LRRC55 LSM4 
LOC441239 LPAR6 LRP5L LRRC56 LSM5 
LOC554223 LPCAT1 LRP6 LRRC57 LSM6 
LOC642131 LPCAT2 LRP8 LRRC58 LSM7 
LOC643037 LPCAT3 LRPAP1 LRRC59 LSMD1 
LOC643355 LPCAT4 LRPPRC LRRC6 LSMEM1 
LOC643669 LPGAT1 LRR1 LRRC61 LSMEM2 
LOC643802 LPHN1 LRRCl LRRC63 LSP1 
LOC644717 LPHN2 LRRC1O LRRC66 LSR 
LOC645177 LPHN3 LRRC1OB LRRC69 LSS 
LOC645262 LPIN1 LRRC14 LRRC7 LSTl 
LOC646021 LPIN2 LRRC14B LRRC70 LTA 
LOC646588 LPIN3 LRRC15 LRRC71 LTA4H 
LOC646670 LPL LRRC16A LRRC72 LTB 
LOC646730 LPO LRRC16B LRRC73 LTB4R 
LOC646862 LPP LRRC17 LRRC8A LTB4R2 
LOC649201 LPPR1 LRRC18 LRRC8B LTBP1 
LOC650293 LPPR2 LRRC19 LRRC8C LTBP2 
LOC727978 LPPR3 LRRC2 LRRC8D LTBP3 
LOC728392 LPPR4 LRRC20 LRRC8E LTBP4 
LOC728503 LPPR5 LRRC23 LRRCCl LTBR 
LOC728637 LPXN LRRC24 LRRD1 LTC4S 
LOC728715 LRAT LRRC25 LRRFIP1 LTF 
LOC728728 LRBA LRRC26 LRRFIP2 LTK 
LOC728763 LRCH1 LRRC27 LRRIQ1 LTN1 
LOC728819 LRCH2 LRRC28 LRRIQ3 LTV1 
LOC729020 LRCH3 LRRC29 LRRIQ4 LUC7L 
LOC729159 LRCH4 LRRC3 LRRK1 LUC7L2 
LOC729162 LRCOL1 LRRC30 LRRK2 LUC7L3 
LOC729800 LRFN1 LRRC31 LRRN1 LUM 
LOC729900 LRFN2 LRRC32 LRRN2 LURAPI 
LOC730159 LRFN3 LRRC34 LRRN3 LURAP1L 
LOC730183 LRFN4 LRRC36 LRRN4 LUZP1 
LOC730268 LRFN5 LRRC37A2 LRRN4CL LUZP2 
LOC81691 LRG1 LRRC37A3 LRRTM1 LUZP4 
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LUZP6 LZTS1 MAGEDI MAPS MAPK8IP2 
LXN LZTS2 MAGED2 MAP2 MAPK8IP3 
LY6D LZTS3 MAGEE1 MAP2K1 MAPK9 
LY6E MIAP MAGEE2 MAP2K2 MAPKAP1 
LY6G5B M6PR MAGEFI MAP2K3 MAPKAPK2 
LY6G5C MAATS1 MAGEHI MAP2K4 MAPKAPK3 
LY6G6C MAB21L1 MAGEL2 MAP2K5 MAPKAPK5 
LY6G6D MAB21L2 MAGI1 MAP2K6 MAPKBP1 
LY6G6F MAB21L3 MAGI2 MAP2K7 MAPRE1 
LY6H MACC1 MAGI3 MAP3K1 MAPRE2 
LY6K MACF1 MAGIX MAP3K1O MAPRE3 
LY75 MACRODI MAGOH MAP3K11 MAPT 
LY75-CD302 MACROD2 MAGOHB MAP3K12 1-Mar 
LY86 MADIL1 MAGT1 MAP3K13 10-Mar 
LY9 MAD2L1 MAK MAP3K14 11-Mar 
LY96 MAD2L1BP MAK16 MAP3K15 2-Mar 
LYAR MAD2L2 MAL MAP3K19 3-Mar 
LYGI MADCAM1 MAL2 MAP3K2 4-Mar 
LYG2 MADD MALL MAP3K3 5-Mar 
LYL1 MAEA MALSU1 MAP3K4 6-Mar 
LYN MAEL MALT1 MAP3K5 7-Mar 
LYNX1 MAF MAMDC2 MAP3K6 8-Mar 
LYPD1 MAFIA MAMDC4 MAP3K7 9-Mar 
LYPD2 MAFA MAMLI MAP3K7CL MARCKS 
LYPD3 MAFB MAML2 MAP3K8 MARCKSL1 
LYPD4 MAFF MAML3 MAP3K9 MARCO 
LYPD5 MAFG MAMLD1 MAP4 MARK 
LYPD6 MAFK MAMSTR MAP4K1 MARK2 
LYPD6B MAG MAN1A1 MAP4K2 MARK3 
LYPD8 MAGEA1 MAN1A2 MAP4K3 MARK4 
LYPLA1 MAGEA10 MANIBI MAP4K4 MARS 
LYPLA2 MAGEA10- MANICI MAP4K5 MARS2 
LYPLAL1 MAGEA5 MAN2A1 MAP6 MARVELD1 
LYRMI MAGEA11 MAN2A2 MAP6D1 MARVELD2 
LYRM2 MAGEA12 MAN2B1 MAP7 MARVELD3 
LYRM4 MAGEA3 MAN2B2 MAP7D1 MASI 
LYRM5 MAGEA4 MAN2C1 MAP7D2 MAS1L 
LYRM7 MAGEA5 MANBA MAP7D3 MASPI 
LYRM9 MAGEA6 MANBAL MAP9 MASP2 
LYSMD1 MAGEA8 MANEA MAPK1 MAST1 
LYSMD2 MAGEBI MANEAL MAPK1O MAST2 
LYSMD3 MAGEB1O MANF MAPK11 MAST3 
LYSMD4 MAGEB16 MANSCI MAPK12 MAST4 
LYST MAGEB17 MANSC4 MAPK13 MASTL 
LYVE1 MAGEB18 MAOA MAPK14 MAT1A 
LYZ MAGEB2 MAOB MAPK15 MAT2A 
LYZL1 MAGEB3 MAP1O MAPK1IP1L MAT2B 
LYZL2 MAGEB4 MAP1A MAPK3 MATK 
LYZL4 MAGEB5 MAPIB MAPK4 MATNI 
LYZL6 MAGEB6 MAP1LC3A MAPK6 MATN2 
LZIC MAGECI MAP1LC3B MAPK7 MATN3 
LZTFL1 MAGEC2 MAP1LC3B2 MAPK8 MATN4 
LZTR1 MAGEC3 MAP1LC3C MAPK8IP1 MATR3 
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MAU2 MCM4 MED20 MET MFSDIO 
MAVS MCM5 MED21 METAPI MFSDII 
MAX MCM6 MED22 METAPID MFSD12 
MAZ MCM7 MED23 METAP2 MFSD2A 
MB MCM8 MED24 METRN MFSD2B 
MB21DI MCM9 MED25 METRNL MFSD3 
MB21D2 MCMBP MED26 METTh1I MFSD4 
MBD1 MCMDC2 MED27 METTh1O MFSD5 
MBD2 MCOLN1 MED28 METTh1I1B MFSD6 
MBD3 MCOLN2 MED29 METTh 12 MFSD6L 
MBD3LI MCOLN3 MED30 METTh 13 MFSD7 
MBD4 MCPH1 MED31 METTh 14 MFSD8 
MBD5 MCRS1 MED4 METTh 15 MFSD9 
MBD6 MCTP1 MED6 METTh 16 MGA 
MBIP MCTP2 MED7 METTh 17 MGAM 
MBL2 MCTS1 MED8 METTh18 MGARP 
MBLACI MCU MED9 METTL2O MGAT1 
MBLAC2 MCUR1 MEDAG METTh21A MGAT2 
MBNLI MDCI MEF2A METTh21B MGAT3 
MBNL2 MDFI MEF2B METTh2 IC MGAT4A 
MBNL3 MDFIC MEF2BNB METTh22 MGAT4B 
MBOATI MDGAI MEF2BNB- METTh23 MGAT4C 
MBOAT2 MDGA2 MEF2B METTh24 MGAT5 
MBOAT4 MDHI MEF2C METTh25 MGAT5B 
MBOAT7 MDHIB MEF2D METTh2A MGEA5 
MBP MDH2 MEFV METTh2B MGLL 
MBTDI MDK MEGFIO METTh3 MGMEI 
MBTPS I MDMI MEGFII METTh4 MGMT 
MBTfPS2 MDM2 MEGF6 METTh5 MGP 
MC1R MDM4 MEGF8 METTh6 MGRNI 
MC2R MDNI MEGF9 METTh7A MGST1 
MC3R MDPI ME~I METTh7B MGST2 
MC4R MEl ME14 METTh8 MGST3 
MC5R ME2 MEIGI METTh9 MIA 
MCAM ME3 MEIOB MEX3A MIA2 
MCAT MEAl MEIS1 MEX3B MLA3 
MCC MEAF6 MEIS2 MEX3C MIBI 
MCCC1 MECOM MEIS3 MEX3D) MIB2 
MCCC2 MECP2 MELK MFAP1 MICA 
MCCD1 MECR MEMOl MFAP2 MICALl 
MCEE MEDIA MENI MFAP3 MICAL2 
MCF2 MED10 MEOXI MFAP3L MICAL3 
MCF2L MED11 MEOX2 MFAP4 MICALCL 
MCF2L2 MED12 MEPlA MFAP5 MICALLI 
MCFD2 MED12L MEPIB MFF MICALL2 
MCHR1 MED13 MEPCE MFGE8 MICB 
MCHR2 MED13L MEPE MFHASI MICUl 
MCIDAS MED14 MERTK MF12 MICU2 
MCL1 MED15 MESDC1 MENI MICU3 
MCMlO MED16 MESDC2 MFN2 MID1 
MCM2 MED17 MESPI MFNG MIDlIPI 
MCM3 MED18 MESP2 MFRP MID2 
MCM3AP MED19 MEST MFSD1 MIDN 
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MIEFI MLLT4 MOAPI MPLKTP MRPLIO 
MIEF2 MLLT6 MOBIA MPND MRPL I 
MIENI MLN MOBIB MPO MRPL12 
MIERI MLNR MOB2 MIP1 MRPL 13 
MIER2 MLPH MOB33A MPP2 MRPL14 
MIER3 MLST8 MO1331 MPP3 MRPL 15 
MIF MLX MOB33C MPP4 MRPL16 
MIF4GD MLXIP MOB4 MPP5 MRPL17 
MIIP MLXIPL MOBP MPP6 MRPL18 
MILRI MLYCD MOCOS MPP7 MRPL19 
MINA MMAA MOCS1 MPPEI MRPL2 
MINKI MMAB MOCS2 MPPEDI MIRPL20 
MINOSI MMACHC MOCS3 MPPED2 NIRPL21 
MJNOSI-NBLI MMADHC MOG MPRIP MIRPL22 
MINPPI MMD MOGATI MPST MIRPL23 
MIOS MMvD2 MOGAT2 MPV17 MIRPL24 
MIOX MMVE MOGAT3 MPV17L MIRPL27 
MIP MMvELI MOGS MPV17L2 MIRPL28 
MIPEP MMGTI MOK MP~Z MRPL3 
MIPOLI MMpvf MONIA M`ZLI MIRPL30 
MIR205HG MMpv 10 MONIB MP`ZL2 MIRPL32 
MIS12 MMpvfI1 MON2 MP`ZL3 MIRPL33 
MIS18A MP 12 MORCI NM1 MIRPL34 
MIS18BPI MP 13 MORC2 NMAP MIRPL35 
MISP MP 14 MORO3 NMAP2 MIRPL36 
MJTDI MP 15 MORC4 MRZAS MIRPL37 
MITF MP 16 MORF4LI MRC2 MIRPL38 
MJXLI MP 17 MORF4L2 MREIIA MIRPL39 
NM167 MMpv 19 MORNI MREG MRPL4 
MKKS MMvP2 MORN2 MRFAPI MIRPL40 
MKLI MMvP2O MORN3 MRFAPILI MIRPL41 
MKL2 MMvP21 MORN4 MRGBP MIRPL42 
MKLNI MMvP23B MORN5 MRGPRD MIRPL43 
MKNKI MMvP24 MOS MRGPRE MIRPL44 
MKNK2 MMvP25 MOSPDI MRGPRF MIRPL45 
MKRNI MMvP26 MOSPD2 MRGPRG MIRPL46 
MKRN2 MMvP27 MOSPD3 NMGPRXI MIRPL47 
MKRN3 MMvP28 MOV1O MGPRX2 MIRPL48 
MKSI MMvP3 MOVIOLI MGPRX3 MIRPL49 
MKX MMvP7 MOXDI MGPRX4 MIRPL50 
MLANA MMpv8 MP)CI MRII MIRPL51 
MLcI MMpv9 MPCIL MRMI MIRPL52 
MLEC MTVRN I MP`C2 MRO MIRPL53 
MLFI MTVRN2 MP`DUI MROHI MIRPL54 
MLF2 MMS19 MPDZ MROH2A MIRPL55 
MLHI MMS22L MPEGI MROH2B MRPL9 
MLH3 NMI MPG MROH5 MRPS 10 
MLIP MNATI MPHOSPHIO MROH6 MRPS I 
MLKL NINDI MPHOSPH6 MROH7 MRPS 12 
MLLTI MNDA MPHOSPH8 MROH8 MRPS 14 
MLLTIO MNSI MPHOSPH-9 MROH9 MRPS 15 
MLLTII MINT MPI MR"63 MRPS 16 
MLLT3 MNXI MPL MRPLl MRPS 17 
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MRPS18A MSH6 MTFPI MTXI MYBPC3 
MRPS18B MSJ1 MTFRI MTX2 MYBPH 
MRPS18C MS12 MTFRIL MTX3 MYBPHL 
MRPS2 MSLI MTFR2 muc1 MYC 
MRPS21 MSL2 MTGI MUC12 MYCBP 
MRPS22 MSL3 MTG2 MUJC13 MYCBP2 
MRPS23 MSLN MTHFDI MUC15 M\YCBPAP 
MRPS24 MSMB MTHFD1L MUC16 MYCL 
MRPS25 MSMO1 MTHFD2 MUC17 MYCN 
MRPS26 MSI\P MTHFD2L MUC19 MYCTI 
MRPS27 MSN MTHFR MUC2 MYD88 
MRPS28 MSRI MTHFS MUC20 MYEF2 
MRPS3O MSRA MTHFSD MUC21 MIYEOV 
MRPS31 MSRB1 MTIF2 MUC22 MIYEOV2 
MRPS33 MSRB2 MTIF3 MUM3 MYF5 
MRPS34 MSRB3 MTh5 MUC4 MYF6 
MRPS35 MSS51 MTMI MUC5AC MYHI 
MRPS36 MSTI MTMRI MUM5 MYHIO 
MRPS5 MSTIL MTMRIO MUC6 MYHII 
MRPS6 MSTIR MTMRII MUC7 WYHO 
MRPS7 MST4 MTMR12 MUC8 WYH14 
MRPS9 MSTN MTMR14 MUCLI WYH15 
NfRRF MSTOI MTMR2 MULl MYH2 
MRS2 MSX1 MTMR3 NMM MYH3 
MRT04 MSX2 MTMR4 MUMILI MYH4 
NMVT MTIA MTMR6 MURC MYH6 
MS4AI MTIB MTMR7 MUS81 MYH7 
MS4AIO MTIE MTMR8 MUSK MYH7B 
MS4AI2 MTIF MTMR9 MUSTNI MYfH8 
MS4AI3 MTIG MTNRIA MWT MYfH9 
MS4AI4 MTIH MTNRIB MUTYH MIYLI 
MS4AI5 MTIHLI MTOI MVB12A MIYLIO 
MS4A2 MTIM MTOR MVB12B NIYL12A 
MS4A3 MTIX MTPAP MVD NIYL12B 
MS4A4A MT2A MTPN MVK MIYL2 
MS4A4E MT3 MTR MVP MIYL3 
MS4A5 MT4 MTRFI MIXI MYL4 
MS4A6A MTAI MTRFIL MIX2 MIYL5 
MS4A6E MTA2 MTRNR2LIO N=D1 MYL6 
MS4A7 MTA3 MTRNR2L2 N=D3 MIYL6B 
MS4A8 MTAP MTRNR2L3 N=D4 MIYL7 
MSANTDI MTBP MTRNR2L4 MIXJ1 MYL9 
MSANTD2 MTCHI MTRNR2L5 MXRA5 MIYLIP 
MSANTD3 MTCH2 MTRNR2L6 MXRA7 MIYLK 
MSANTD3- MTCPI MTRNR2L7 MXRA8 MIYLK2 
TMEFFI MTDH MTRNR2L9 MYADM MIYLK3 
MSANTD4 MTERF MTRR M\YADM\L2 MIYLK4 
MSC MTERFDI MTSSI MYB MIYLPF 
MSGNI MTERFD2 MTSSIL MYBBPIA MYfNN 
MSH2 MTERFD3 MTTP MYBLI MY01O 
MSH3 MTFI MTURN MYBL2 MY015A 
MSH4 MTF2 MTUSI MYBPCI MY016 
MSH5 MTFMT MTUS2 MYBPC2 MY018A 
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MY018B NAAIO NAPEPLD NCF4 NDUFA4L2 
MY019 NAAII NAPG NCKI NDUFA5 
MYOIA NAA15 NAPRTI NCK2 NDUFA6 
MYOIB NAA16 NAPSA NCKAPI NDUFA7 
MYO1C NAA20 NARF NCKAPIL NDUFA8 
MYOID NAA25 NARFL NCKAP5 NDUFA9 
MYOIE NAA30 NARG2 NCKAP5L NDUFABI 
MYOIF NAA35 NARR NCKIPSD NDUFAFI 
MYOIG NAA38 NARS NCL NDUFAF2 
MYOIH NAA40 NARS2 NCLN NDUFAF3 
MY03A NAA50 NASP NCMAP NDUFAF4 
MY03B NAA60 NATI NCOAI NDUFAF5 
MY05A NAAA NATIO NCOA2 NDUFAF6 
MY05B NAALAD2 NAT14 NCOA3 NDUFAF7 
MY05C NAALADLI NAT16 NCOA4 NDUFB1 
MY06 NAALADL2 NAT2 NCOA5 NDUFB1O 
MY07A NABI NAT6 NCOA6 NDUFB1I1 
MY07B NAB2 NAT8 NCOA7 NDUFB2 
MY09A NABP1 NAT8B NCOR1 NDUFB3 
MY09B NABP2 NAT8L NCOR2 NDUFB4 
MYOC NACA NAT9 NCR1 NDUFB5 
MYOCD NACA2 NAVI NCR2 NDUFB6 
MYODI NACAD NAV2 NCR3 NDUFB7 
MYOF NAM~ NAV3 NCR3LG1 NDUFB8 
MWOG NACC2 NBAS NCS1 NDUFB9 
MYOMi NADK NBEA NCSTN NDUFC1 
MYOM2 NADK2 NBEAL1 NDC1 NDUFC2 
MYOM3 NADSYN1 NBEAL2 NDC80 NDUFC2
MYOT NAE1 NBL1 NDE1 KCTD14 
MYOZi NAFI NBN NDEL1 NDUFS1 
MYOZ2 NAGA NBPF14 NDFIP1 NDUFS2 
MYOZ3 NAGK NBPF3 NDFIP2 NDUFS3 
MYPN NAGLU NBPF4 NDN NDUFS4 
MYPOP NAGPA NBPF6 NDNF NDUFS5 
MIYRF NAGS NBPF7 NDNL2 NDUFS6 
MIYRFL NAIFI NBR1 NDOR1 NDUFS7 
MYRIP NAIP NCALD NDP NDUFS8 
MYSMi NALCN NCAM1 NDRG1 NDUFV1 
MYTI NAMPT NCAM2 NDRG2 NDUFV2 
MYTIL NANOG NCAN NDRG3 NDUFV3 
MIYZAP NANOGNB NCAPD2 NDRG4 NEB 
MZB1 NANOSI NCAPD3 NDST1 NEBL 
MZF1 NANOS2 NCAPG NDST2 NECABI 
MZT1 NANOS3 NCAPG2 NDST3 NECAB2 
MZT2A NANP NCAPH NDST4 NECAB3 
MZT2B NANS NCAPH2 NDUFA1 NECAPI 
N4BP1 NAPILI NCBP1 NDUFA1O NECAP2 
N4BP2 NAP1L2 NCBP2 NDUFA11I NEDDI 
N4BP2L1 NAP1L3 NCCRP1 NDUFA12 NEDD4 
N4BP2L2 NAP1L4 NCDN NDUFA13 NEDD4L 
N4BP3 NAP1L5 NCEH1 NDUFA2 NEDD8 
N6AMT1 NAPA NCF1 NDUFA3 NEDD8-,MP1 
N6AMT2 NAPB NCF2 NDUFA4 NEDD9 
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NEFH NFATC1 NIF3Ll NLGN4Y NOC2L 
NEFL NFATC2 NIFK NEK NOC3L 
NEFM NFATC21P NIMI NEN NOC4L 
NEGRI NFATC NIN NLRC3 NODI 
NEIL1 NFATC4 NINJI NLRC4 NOD2 
NEIL2 NFE2 NINJ2 NLRC5 NODAL 
NEIL3 NFE2L1 NINE NLRPI NOG 
NEKI NFE2L2 NIP? NLRPIO NOLlO 
NEK1O NFE2L3 NIPAl NLRP II NOLII 
NEKII NFIA NIPA2 NLRP12 NOL12 
NEK2 NUIB NIPALI NLRP13 NOL3 
NEK3 NRIC NIPAL2 NLRP14 NOL4 
NEK4 NFIL3 NIPAL3 NLRP2 NOL6 
NEK5 NFIX NIPAL4 NLRP3 NOL7 
NEK6 NFKI1 NIPBL NLRP4 NOL8 
NEK7 NFKB2 NIPSNAP1 NLRP5 NOL9 
NEK8 NFKIBIA NIPSNAP3A NLRP6 NOLCI 
NEK9 NFKIBIB NIPSNAP3B NLRPJ NOMI 
NELFA NFKIBID NISCH NLRP8 NOMOl 
NELFB NFKIBIE NITI NLRP9 NOM02 
NELFCD NFKIBIL1 NIT2 NLRX1 NOM03 
NELFE NFKIBIZ NKAIN1 NMB NONO 
NELL1 NFRKB NKAIN2 NMBR NOPlO 
NELL2 NFS1 NKAIN3 NMD3 NOP14 
NEME NFU1 NKAIN4 NME1 NOP16 
NENF NFX1 NKAP NME1-NME2 NOP2 
NEOl NFXL1 NKAPL NME2 N0P56 
NES NFYA NKD1 NME3 NOP58 
NETI NFYB NKD2 NME4 NOP9 
NETOl NFYC NKG7 NME5 NOSI 
NET02 NGB NKIRAS1 NME6 NOSlAP 
NEUl NGDN NKIRAS2 NMEJ NOS2 
NEU2 NGEF NKPD1 NME8 NOS3 
NEU3 NGF NKRF NME9 NOSIP 
NEU4 NGFR NKTR NMI NOSTRIN 
NEURLI NGFRAP1 NKX1-2 NMNAT1 NOTCH 
NEURLIB NGLY1 NKX2-1 NMNAT2 NOTCH2 
NEURL2 NGRN NKX2-2 NMNAT3 NOTCH2NL 
NEURL3 NITEJI NKX2-3 NMRAL1 NOTCH3 
NEURL4 NTILH1 NKX2-4 NMIRK1 NOTCH4 
NEUROD1 NTILH2 NKX2-5 NMIRK2 NOTO 
NEUROD2 NITLRC1 NKX2-6 NMS NOTUM 
NEUROD4 NITLRC2 NKX2-8 NMT1 NOV 
NEUROD6 NITLRC3 NKX3-1 NMT2 NOVAl 
NEUROGI NITLRC4 NKX3-2 NMU NOVA2 
NEUROG2 NHP2 NKX6-1 NMUR1 NOXI 
NEUROG3 NTIP2L1 NKX6-2 NMUR2 NOX3 
NEXN NHTS NKX6-3 NNAT NOX4 
NFI NITSL1 NEIl NNMT NOX5 
NF2 NHSL2 NEGNI NNT NOXAl 
NFAM1 NICN1 NEGN2 NOAl NOXOl 
NFASC NIDI NEGN3 NOBI NOXRED1 
NFAT5 NID2 NEGN4X NOBOX NPAP1 
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NPAS1 NPTX1 NRIP1 NTM NUGGC 
NPAS2 NPTX2 NRIP2 NTMT1 NUMA1 
NPAS3 NPTXR NRIP3 NTN1 NUMB 
NPAS4 NPVF NRK NTN3 NUMBL 
NPAT NPW NRL NTN4 NUP107 
NPB NPY NRM NTN5 NUP133 
NPBWR1 NPY1R NRN1 NTNG1 NUP153 
NPBWR2 NPY2R NRN1L NTNG2 NUP155 
NPC1 NPY4R NRP1 NTPCR NUP160 
NPC1L1 NPY5R NRP2 NTRK1 NUP188 
NPC2 NQO1 NRROS NTRK2 NUP205 
NPDC1 NQO2 NRSN1 NTRK3 NUP210 
NPEPL1 NROB1 NRSN2 NTS NUP210L 
NPEPPS NROB2 NRTN NTSR1 NUP214 
NPFF NR1D1 NRXN1 NTSR2 NUP35 
NPFFR1 NR1D2 NRXN2 NUAKI NUP37 
NPFFR2 NR1H2 NRXN3 NUAK2 NUP43 
NPHP1 NR1H3 NSA2 NUBI NUP50 
NPHP3 NR1H4 NSD1 NUBP1 NUP54 
NPHP4 NR1I2 NSDHL NUBP2 NUP62 
NPHS1 NR1I3 NSF NUBPL NUP62CL 
NPHS2 NR2C1 NSFL1C NUCB1 NUP85 
NPIPA1 NR2C2 NSG1 NUCB2 NUP88 
NPIPA2 NR2C2AP NSL1 NUCKS1 NUP93 
NPIPA3 NR2E1 NSMAF NUDC NUP98 
NPIPA5 NR2E3 NSMCE1 NUDCD1 NUPLI 
NPIPA7 NR2F1 NSMCE2 NUDCD2 NUPL2 
NPIPA8 NR2F2 NSMCE4A NUDCD3 NUPRI 
NPIPB11 NR2F6 NSMF NUDT1 NUPRIL 
NPIPB15 NR3C1 NSRP1 NUDT1O NUSI 
NPIPB3 NR3C2 NSUN2 NUDT11 NUSAPI 
NPIPB4 NR4A1 NSUN3 NUDT12 NUTF2 
NPIPB5 NR4A2 NSUN4 NUDT13 NUTMI 
NPIPB6 NR4A3 NSUN5 NUDT14 NUTM2A 
NPIPB8 NR5A1 NSUN6 NUDT15 NUTM2B 
NPIPB9 NR5A2 NSUN7 NUDT16 NUTM2F 
NPL NR6A1 NT5C NUDT16L1 NUTM2G 
NPLOC4 NRAP NT5C1A NUDT17 NVL 
NPM1 NRARP NT5C1B NUDT18 NWD1 
NPM2 NRAS NT5C1B- NUDT19 NXF1 
NPM3 NRBF2 RDH14 NUDT2 NXF2 
NPNT NRBP1 NT5C2 NUDT21 NXF2B 
NPPA NRBP2 NT5C3A NUDT22 NXF3 
NPPB NRCAM NT5C3B NUDT3 NXF5 
NPPC NRD1 NT5DC1 NUDT4 NXN 
NPR1 NRDE2 NT5DC2 NUDT5 NXNL1 
NPR2 NREP NT5DC3 NUDT6 NXNL2 
NPR3 NRF1 NT5E NUDT7 NXPE1 
NPRL2 NRG1 NT5M NUDT8 NXPE2 
NPRL3 NRG2 NTAN1 NUDT9 NXPE3 
NPS NRG3 NTF3 NUF2 NXPE4 
NPSR1 NRG4 NTF4 NUFIPI NXPH1 
NPTN NRGN NTHL1 NUFIP2 NXPH2 
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NXNPH3 OGGI ORIOAGI ORIA2 0R2K2 
NXNPH4 OGN ORIOCI ORIBI 0R2LI3 
NXTI OGT ORIOG2 ORICI 0R2L2 
NXT2 01P5 ORIOG3 ORID2 0R2L3 
NYAPI 01T3 ORIOG4 ORID5 0R2L5 
NYAP2 OLAI ORIOG7 ORIEI 0R2L8 
NYNRIN OLAH ORIOG8 ORIE2 0R2M2 
NYX OLFMI ORIOG9 ORIFI 0R2M3 
OAF OLFM2 ORIOHI ORIGIN 0R2M4 
OARDI OLFM3 ORIOH2 ORI~I 0R2M5 
OASIS OLFM4 ORIOH3 ORIJI 0R2M7 
OAS2 OLFMLI ORIOH4 ORIJ4 0R2S2 
OAS3 OLFML2A ORIOH5 ORIKI OR2TI 
OASL OLFML2B ORIORi ORILI OR2TIO 
OAT OLFML3 OR1OJ3 ORIL3 OR2TII 
OAZI OLIGI OR1OJ5 ORIL4 0R2TI2 
OAZ2 OLIG2 ORIOKI ORIL6 0R2T 
OAZ3 OLIG3 ORIOK2 ORIL8 0R2T27 
OBFCI OLRI ORIOPI ORIMI 0R2T29 
OBP2A OMAI ORIOQI ORINI 0R2T3 
OBP2B OMD ORIOR2 ORIN2 0R2T33 
OBSCN 0MG ORIOSI ORIQI 0R2T34 
OBSLI OMP ORIOT2 ORISI 0R2T35 
0C90 ONECUTI ORIOVI ORIS2 0R2T4 
OCA2 ONECUT2 ORIOWI 0R2AI2 0R2T5 
OCELI ONECUT3 ORIOXI 0R2AI4 0R2T6 
OCIADI OOEP ORIOZI 0R2A2 0R2T 
OCIAD2 OOSP2 ORIIAI 0R2A25 OR2VI 
OCLM OPAl ORIIG2 0R2A4 0R2V2 
OCLN OPA3 ORIIHI 0R2A5 OR2W 
0CM OPALIN ORIIH12 0R2A7 0R2W 
OCM2 OPCML ORIIH2 OR2AEI 0R2W5 
OCRL OPHNI ORIIH4 OR2AGI OR2YI 
OCSTAMvP OPLAH ORIIH6 OR2AG2 OR2Z 
ODAM OPNILW ORIILI OR2AK2 OR3AI 
ODCI OPNIMW 0R12D2 OR2API 0R3A2 
ODFI OPNIMW2 0R12D3 OR2AT4 0R3A3 
ODF2 OPNISW OR13AI OR2Bl I0 R4A15 
ODF2L OPN3 0R13C2 0R2B2 0R4A16 
ODF3 OPN4 0R13C3 0R2B3 0R4A47 
ODF3B OPN5 0R13C4 0R2B6 0R4A5 
ODF3LI OPRDI 0R13C5 OR2CI OR4BI 
ODF3L2 OPRKI 0R13C8 0R2C3 OR4Cll 
ODF4 OPRLI 0R13C9 0R2D2 0R4C12 
OFCM OPRMI OR13DI 0R2D3 0R4C13 
OFDI OPTC OR13FI OR2Fl 0R4C15 
OGDH OPTN OR13GI 0R2F 0R4C16 
OGDHL ORIOA2 OR13HI 0R2G2 0R4C3 
OGFODI ORIOA3 OR13JI 0R2G3 0R4C45 
OGFOD2 ORIOA4 0R14A16 0R2G6 0R4C46 
OGFOD3 ORIOA5 0R14C36 OR2HI 0R4C6 
OGFR ORIOA6 OR14JI 0R2J OR4DI 
OGFRLI ORIOA7 ORIAI 0R2J OR4DIO 
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OR41 OR51TI 0R5H-15 OR7AIO ORC6 
0R4D2 OR51VI 0R5H-2 0R7AI7 ORMI 
0R4D5 0R52AI 0R5H-6 0R7A5 ORM2 
0R4D6 0R52A5 0R511 OR7CI ORIVDLI 
0R4D9 0R52B2 0R5J2 0R7C2 ORMVDL2 
0R4E2 0R52B4 OR5KI 0R7D2 ORMVDL3 
0R4FI5 0R52B6 0R5K2 0R7D4 059 
0R4FI6 0R52DI 0R5K3 0R7E24 OSBP 
0R4F21 0R52E2 0R5K4 OR7GI OSBP2 
0R4F29 0R52E4 OR5LI 0R7G2 OSBPLIO 
0R4F3 0R52E6 0R5L2 0R7G3 OSBPLI1 
0R4F4 0R52E8 OR5MI OR8AI OSBPLIA 
0R4F5 0R52HI OR5MIO 0R8BI2 OSBPL2 
0R4F6 0R5211 OR5M11 I0R8B2 OSBPL3 
OR4KI 0R5212 0R5M3 0R8B3 OSBPL5 
0R4KI3 0R52J3 0R5M8 0R8B4 OSBPL6 
0R4KI4 0R52KI 0R5M9 0R8B8 OSBPL7 
0R4KI5 0R52K2 0R5P2 OR8DI OSBPL8 
OR4K1'7 0R52LI 0R5P3 0R8D2 OSBPL9 
0R4K2 0R52MI OR5RI 0R8D4 OSCAR 
0R4K5 0R52NI OR5TI OR8GI OSCPI 
OR4LI 0R52N4 0R5T2 0R8G2 OSERI 
OR4MI 0R52N5 0R5T3 0R8G5 OSGEP 
0R4M2 0R52RI OR5VI OR8H-1 OSGEPLI 
0R4N2 0R52WI 0R5W2 0R8H-2 OSGINI 
0R4N4 0R56AI 0R6A2 0R8H-3 OSGIN2 
0R4N5 0R56A3 OR6BI 0R812 OSM 
0R4P4 0R56A4 0R6B3 OR8JI OSMR 
0R4Q3 0R56A5 OR6CI 0R8J3 OSRI 
OR4SI 0R56BI 0R6C2 OR8KI OSR2 
0R4S2 0R56B4 0R6C3 0R8K3 OST4 
OR4XI OR5AI 0R6C4 0R8K5 OSTC 
0R4X2 0R5A2 0R6C6 OR8SI OSTFI 
0R51A2 OR5AC2 0R6C65 OR8U1 OSTMI 
0R51A4 OR5AK2 0R6C68 0R8U8 OSTN 
0R51A7 OR5ANI OR6C70 0R9A2 OTC 
0R51B2 OR5AP2 OR6C74 0R9A4 OTOA 
0R51B4 OR5ARI OR6C75 OR9GI OTOF 
0R51B5 OR5ASI OR6C76 0R9G4 OTOG 
0R51B6 OR5AUI OR6F1 0R9G9 OTOGL 
OR51DI 0R5BI2 0R6K2 0R911 OTOLI 
OR51EI OR5B1'7 0R6K3 0R9K2 OTOPI 
0R5 IE2 0R5B2 0R6K6 OR9Q1 OTOP2 
OR51FI 0R5B21 OR6MI 0R9Q2 OTOP3 
0R5 IF2 0R5B3 OR6NI ORA~I OTOR 
OR51GI OR5CI 0R6N2 ORA12 OTOS 
0R51G2 0R5DI3 OR6PI ORA13 0TP 
OR5 III 0R5DI4 OR6Q1 ORAOVI OTUBI 
0R5112 0R5DI6 OR6SI ORCI OTUB2 
OR51LI 0R5DI8 OR6TI ORC2 OTUDI 
OR51MI OR5F1 OR6VI ORC3 OTUD3 
OR51QI OR5H-1 OR6XI ORC4 OTUD4 
OR51SI 0R5H-14 OR6YI ORC5 OTUD5 
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OTUD6A PABPCIL2A PALMD PARP4 PCDH12 
OTUD6B PABPCIL2B PAM PARP6 PCDH15 
OTUD7A PABPC3 PAM16 PARP8 PCDH17 
OTUD7B PABPC4 PAMIi PARP9 PCDH18 
OTX1 PABPC4L PAN2 PARPBP PCDH19 
OTX2 PABPC5 PAN3 PARS2 PCDH20 
OVCA2 PABPNI PANKI PARVA PCDH7 
OVCH1 PABPN1L PANK2 PARVB PCDH8 
OVCH2 PACRG PANK3 PARVG PCDH9 
OVGP1 PACRGL PANK4 PASD1 PCDHA1 
OVOLI PACS1 PANX1 PASK PCDHA1O 
OVOL2 PACK2 PANX2 PATE1 PCDHA11I 
OVOL3 PACSIN1 PANX3 PATE2 PCDHA12 
OVOS PACSIN2 PAOX PATE3 PCDHA13 
OVOS2 PACSIN3 PAPD4 PATE4 PCDHA2 
OXAIL PADII PAPD5 PATLI PCDHA3 
OXCT1 PAD12 PAPD7 PATL2 PCDHA4 
OXCT2 PAD13 PAPL PATZ1 PCDHA5 
OXERI PAD14 PAPLN PAWR PCDHA6 
OXGR1 PAD16 PAPOLA PAXI PCDHA7 
OXLDI PAEP PAPOLB PAX2 PCDHA8 
OXNAD1 PM1I PAPOLG PAX3 PCDHA9 
OXRI PAFAHIBI PAPPA PAX4 PCDHAC1 
OXSM PAFAHIB2 PAPPA2 PAX5 PCDHAC2 
OXSR1 PAFAHIB3 PAPSSI PAX6 PCDHB1 
OXT PAFAH2 PAPSS2 PAX7 PCDHB 10 
OXTR PAGI PAQR3 PAX8 PCDHB11 
P2RXI PAGE PAQR4 PAX9 PCDHB 12 
P2RX2 PAGE2 PAQR5 PAXBP1 PCDHB 13 
P2RX3 PAGE2B PAQR6 PAXIP1 PCDHB 14 
P2RX4 PAGE4 PAQR7 PBDC1 PCDHB 15 
P2RX5 PAGE5 PAQR8 PBK PCDHB 16 
P2RX6 PAGRI PAQR9 PBLD PCDHB2 
P2RX7 PAH PARD3 PBOV1 PCDHB3 
P2RY1 PAICS PARD3B PBRM1 PCDHB4 
P2RY1O PAIPI PARD6A PBX1 PCDHB5 
P2RY11 PAIP2 PARD6B PBX2 PCDHB6 
P2RY12 PAIP2B PARD6G PBX3 PCDHB7 
P2RY13 PAKI PARG PBX4 PCDHB8 
P2RY14 PAKIIPI PARK2 PBXIP1 PCDHB9 
P2RY2 PAK2 PARK7 PC PCDHGA1 
P2RY4 PAK3 PARL PCBD1 PCDHGA1O 
P2RY6 PAK4 PARMI PCBD2 PCDHGA11I 
P2RY8 PAK6 PARN PCBP1 PCDHGA12 
P4HA1 PAK7 PARPI PCBP2 PCDHGA2 
P4HA2 PALB2 PARPIO PCBP3 PCDHGA3 
P4HA3 PALD1 PARP11 PCBP4 PCDHGA4 
P4HB PALLD PARP12 PCCA PCDHGA5 
P4HTM PALM PARP14 PCCB PCDHGA6 
PA2G4 PALM2 PARP15 PCDH1 PCDHGA7 
PAAF1 PALM2- PARP16 PCDH1O PCDHGA8 
PABPC1 AKAP2 PARP2 PCDH11X PCDHGA9 
PABPC1L PALM3 PARP3 PCDH11Y PCDHGB1 
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PCDHGB2 PDAPI PDHB PEGIO PFN3 
PCDHGB3 PDC PDHX PEG3 PFN4 
PCDHGB4 PDCDI PDIA2 PELII PGA3 
PCDHGB5 PDCDIO PDIA3 PEL12 PGA4 
PCDHGB6 PDCD11 PDIA4 PEL13 PGA5 
PCDHGB7 PDCDILG2 PDIA5 PELO PGAMI 
PCDHGC3 PDCD2 PDIA6 PELPI PGAM2 
PCDHGC4 PDCD2L PDIKIL PEMT PGAM4 
PCDHGC5 PDCD4 PDILT PENK PGAM5 
PCDPI PDCD5 PDKI PEPD PGAPI 
PCEDIA PDCD6 PDK2 PERI PGAP2 
PCEDIB PDCD61P PDK3 PER2 PGAP3 
PCFII PDCD7 PDK4 PER3 PGBDI 
PCGFI PDCL PDLIMI PERMIT PGBD2 
PCGF2 PDCL2 PDLIM2 PERP PGBD3 
PCGF3 PDCL3 PDLIM3 PES1 PGBD4 
PCGF5 PDDCI PDLIM4 PETI00 PGBD5 
PCGF6 PDEIOA PDLIM5 PET 112 PGC 
PCID2 PDEIIA PDLIM7 PET 117 PGD 
PCIFI PDE12 PDPI PEXI PGF 
PCKI PDEIA PDP2 PEXIO PGGTIB 
PCK2 PDEIB PDPKI PEXI IA PGKI 
PCLO PDEIC PDPN PEXI 1B PGK2 
PCMI PDE2A PDPR PEXIIG PGLS 
PCMTI PDE3A PDRGI PEX12 PGLYRPI 
PCMTDI PDE3B PDS5A PEX13 PGLYRP2 
PCMTD2 PDE4A PDS5B PEX14 PGLYRP3 
PCNA PDE4B PDSSI PEX16 PGLYRP4 
PCNP PDE4C PDSS2 PEX19 PGMI 
PCNT PDE4D PDXI PEX2 PGM2 
PCNX PDE4DIP PDXDCI PEX26 PGM2LI 
PCNXL2 PDE5A PDXK PEX3 PGM3 
PCNXL3 PDE6A PDXP PEX5 PGM5 
PCNXL4 PDE6B PDYN PEX5L PGP 
PCOLCE PDE6C PDZDII PEX6 PGPEPI 
PCOLCE2 PDE6D PDZD2 PEX7 PGPEPIL 
PCP2 PDE6G PDZD3 PF4 PGR 
PCP4 PDE6H PDZD4 PF4VI PGRMCI 
PCP4LI PDE7A PDZD7 PFAS PGRMC2 
PCSKI PDE7B PDZD8 PFDNI PGSI 
PCSKIN PDE8A PDZD9 PFDN2 PHACTRI 
PCSK2 PDE8B PDZKI PFDN4 PHACTR2 
PCSK4 PDE9A PDZKITPI PFDN5 PHACTR3 
PCSK5 PDF PDZRN3 PFDN6 PHACTR4 
PCSK6 PDGFA PDZRN4 PFKFBI PHAX 
PCSK7 PDGFB PEA15 PFKFB2 PHB 
PCSK9 PDGFC PEAK PFKFB3 PHB2 
PCTP PDGFD PEARI PFKFB4 PHCI 
PCYOXI PDGFRA PEBPI PFKL PHC2 
PCYOXIL PDGFRB PEBP4 PFKM PHC3 
PCYTIA PDGFRL PECAMI PFKP PHEX 
PCYTIB PDHAI PECR PFNI PHFI 
PCYT2 PDHA2 PEFI PFN2 PHFIO 
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PHF11 P14KB PIK3R4 PKHD1L1 PLBD2 
PHF12 PIANP PIK3R5 PKIA PLCB1 
PHF13 PIASI PIK3R6 PKIB PLCB2 
PHF14 PIAS2 PIKFYVE PKIG PLCB3 
PHF19 PIAS3 PILRA PKLR PLCB4 
PHF2 PIAS4 PILRB PKM PLCD1 
PHF20 PIBF1 PIMI PKMYT1 PLCD3 
PHF20L1 PICALM PIM2 PKN1 PLCD4 
PHF21A PICK PIM3 PKN2 PLCE1 
PHF21B PIDI PINI PKN3 PLCG1 
PHF23 PIDD PIN4 PKNOX1 PLCG2 
PHF3 PIEZO1 PINK1 PKNOX2 PLCH1 
PHF5A PIEZO2 PINLYP PKP1 PLCH2 
PHF6 PIFI PINX1 PKP2 PLCL1 
PHF7 PIFO PIP PKP3 PLCL2 
PHF8 PIGA PIP4K2A PKP4 PLCXD1 
PHGDH PIGB PIP4K2B PLA1A PLCXD2 
PHGR1 PIGC PIP4K2C PLA2G1O PLCXD3 
PHIP PIGF PIP5K1A PLA2G12A PLCZ1 
PHKA1 PIGG PIP5K1B PLA2G12B PLD1 
PHKA2 PIGH PIP5K1C PLA2G15 PLD2 
PHKB PIGK PIP5KL1 PLA2G16 PLD3 
PHKG1 PIGL PIPOX PLA2G1B PLD4 
PHKG2 PIGM PIR PLA2G2A PLD5 
PHLDA1 PIGN PIRT PLA2G2C PLD6 
PHLDA2 PIGO PISD PLA2G2D PLEC 
PHLDA3 PIGP PITHD1 PLA2G2E PLEK 
PHLDB1 PIGQ PITPNA PLA2G2F PLEK2 
PHLDB2 PIGR PITPNB PLA2G3 PLEKHA1 
PHLDB3 PIGS PITPNCl PLA2G4A PLEKHA2 
PHLPP1 PIGT PITPNM1 PLA2G4B PLEKHA3 
PHLPP2 PIGU PITPNM2 PLA2G4C PLEKHA4 
PHOSPHO1 PIGV PITPNM3 PLA2G4D PLEKHA5 
PHOSPHO2 PIGW PITRM1 PLA2G4E PLEKHA6 
PHOSPHO2- PIGX PITX1 PLA2G4F PLEKHA7 
KLHL23 PIGY PITX2 PLA2G5 PLEKHA8 
PHOX2A PIGZ PITX3 PLA2G6 PLEKHB1 
PHOX2B PIHIDI PIWIL1 PLA2G7 PLEKHB2 
PHPT1 PIH1D2 PIWIL2 PLA2R1 PLEKHD1 
PHRF1 PIH1D3 PIWIL3 PLAA PLEKHF1 
PHTF1 PIK3AP1 PIWIL4 PLACID PLEKHF2 
PHTF2 PIK3C2A PJA1 PLAC4 PLEKHG1 
PHYH PIK3C2B PJA2 PLAC8 PLEKHG2 
PHYHD1 PIK3C2G PKD1 PLAC8L1 PLEKHG3 
PHYHIP PIK3C3 PKDIL1 PLAC9 PLEKHG4 
PHYHIPL PIK3CA PKD1L2 PLAGI PLEKHG4B 
PHYKPL PIK3CB PKD1L3 PLAGLI PLEKHG5 
P115 PIK3CD PKD2 PLAGL2 PLEKHG6 
P116 PIK3CG PKD2L1 PLAT PLEKHG7 
P13 PIK3IP1 PKD2L2 PLAU PLEKHH1 
PI4K2A PIK3R1 PKDCC PLAUR PLEKHH2 
PI4K2B PIK3R2 PKDREJ PLB1 PLEKHH3 
PI4KA PIK3R3 PKHD1 PLBD1 PLEKHJ1 
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PLEKIHMI PMAIPI POCIB- POLR2L POU2F2 
PLEKRHM2 PMCH GALNT4 POLR2M POU2F3 
PLEKHIM3 PMEL POC5 POLR3A POU3F1 
PLEKIHNI PMEPAI PODN POLR3B POU3F2 
PLEKIHOI PMFI PODN~L POLR3C POU3F3 
PLEK1H02 PMFI-BGLAP PODXL POLR3D POU3F4 
PLEKHSI PMFBPI PODXL2 POLR3E POU4F1 
PLETI PML POFIB POLR3F POU4F2 
PLG PMMI POFUTI POLR3G POU4F3 
PLGLB I PMM2 POFUT2 POLR3GL POU5F1 
PLGLB2 PMP2 POGK POLR3H POU5FIB 
PLGRKT PMP22 POGLUTI POLR3K POU5F2 
PLINI PMPCA POGZ POLRMT POU6F1 
PL1N2 PMPCB POLAI POM121 POU6F2 
PLIN3 PMSI POLA2 POM121C PP2DI 
PLIN4 PMS2 POLB POM12IL12 PPAI 
PL1N5 PMVK POLDI POM12IL2 PPA2 
PLKI PNCK POLD2 POMW PPAN 
PLKISI PNISR POLD3 POMGNTI PPAN-P2RYI I 
PLK2 PNKD POLD4 POMGNT2 PPAP2A 
PLK3 PNKP POLDTP2 PONIK PPAP2B 
PLK4 PNLDCI POLDTP3 POMP PPAP2C 
PLK5 PNLIP POLE POMTI PPAPDCIA 
PLLP PNLIPRPI POLE2 POMT2 PPAPDCIB 
PLN PNLIPRP2 POLE3 POMZP3 PPAPDC2 
PLOD1 PNLIPRP3 POLE4 PONI PPAPDC3 
PLOD2 PNMA2 POLG PON2 PPARA 
PLOW3 PNMA3 POLG2 PON3 PPARD 
PLPI PNMA5 POLH POPI PPARG 
PLP2 PNMA6A POLIO POPN PPARGCIA 
PLRGI PNMA6C POLK POP5 PPARGCIB 
PLSI PNMALI POLL POP7 PPAT 
PLS3 PNMAL2 POLM POPDC2 PPBP 
PLSCRI PNMT POLN POPDC3 PPCDC 
PLSCR2 PNN POLQ POR PPCS 
PLSCR3 PNOI POLRIA PORCN PPDPF 
PLSCR4 PNOC POLRIB POSTN PPEFI 
PLSCR5 PNP POLRIC POTI PPEF2 
PLTP PNPLAI POLRID POTEA PPFIAI 
PLVAP PNPLA2 POLRIE POTEB PPFIA2 
PLXDCI PNPLA3 POLR2A POTEB2 PPFIA3 
PLXDC2 PNPLA4 POLR2B POTEC PPFIA4 
PLXNAI PNPLA5 POLR2C POTED PPFIBPI 
PLXNA2 PNPLA6 POLR2D POTEE PPFIBP2 
PLXNA3 PNPLA7 POLR2E POTEF PPHLNI 
PLXNA4 PNPLA8 POLR2F POTEG PPIA 
PLXNBI PNPO POLR2G POTEH PPIAL4A 
PLXNB2 PNPTI POLR2H POTET PPIAL4B 
PLXNB3 PNRCI POLR21 POTEJ PPIAL4C 
PLXNCI PNRC2 POLR2J POTEM PPIAL4D 
PLXNDI POCIA POLR2J2 POUIFI PPIAL4E 
PM20DI POdlB POLR2J3 POU2AFI PPIAL4F 
PM2OD2 POLR2K POU2F1 PPIAL4G 
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PPTB PPPIR21 PPT2 PRDM15 PRKCD 
PPJC PPPIR26 PPTC7 PRDM16 PRKCDBP 
PPID PPPIR27 PPWDI PRDM2 PRKCE 
PPTE PPPIR32 PPY PRDM4 PRKCG 
PPTF PPPIR35 PQBPI PRDM5 PRKCH 
PPIG PPPIR36 PQLCI PRDM6 PRKCI 
PPIH PPPIR37 PQLC2 PRDM7 PRKCQ 
PPTL I PPPIR3A PQLC3 PRDM8 PRKCSH 
PPTL2 PPPIR3B PRACI PRDM9 PRKCZ 
PPTL3 PPPIR3C PRAC2 PRDXI PRKDI 
PPTL4 PPPIR3D PRADCI PRDX2 PRKD2 
PPTL6 PPPIR3E PRAF2 PRDX3 PRKD3 
PPIP5KI PPPIR3F PRAMI PRDX4 PRKDC 
PPIP5K2 PPPIR3G PRAMVE PRDX5 PRKGI 
PPL PPPIR42 PRAVEFI PRDX6 PRKG2 
PPMIA PPPIR7 PRAIVEFIO PREB PRKRA 
PPMIB PPPIR8 PRAIVEF II PRELIMi PRKRIPI 
PPMID PPPIR9A PRAMVEF12 PRELID2 PRKiRIR 
PPMIE PPPIR9B PRAMVEF13 PRELP PRKX 
PPMIF PPP2CA PRAMVEF14 PREP PRL 
PPMIG PPP2CB PRAMVEF15 PREPL PRLH 
PPMIH PPP2RIA PRAMVEF16 PREXI PRLHR 
PPMIJ PPP2RIB PRAMVEF1'7 PREX2 PRLR 
PPMIK PPP2R2A PRAMVEF18 PRFI PRMI 
PPMIL PPP2R2B PRAMVEF19 PRG2 PRM2 
PPMIM PPP2R2C PRAMVEF2 PRG3 PRM3 
PPMIN PPP2R2D PRAMVEF20 PRG4 PRMTI 
PPME I PPP2R3A PRAMVEF21 PRHI PRMTIO 
PPOX PPP2R3B PRAMVEF22 PRH2 PRMT2 
PPPICA PPP2R3C PRAMVEF23 PRICKLES PRMT3 
PPPICB PPP2R4 PRAMVEF25 PRICKLE2 PRMT5 
PPPICC PPP2R5A PRAMVEF3 PRICKLE3 PRMT6 
PPPIRIO PPP2R5B PRAMVEF4 PRICKLE4 PRMT7 
PPPIRI1 PPP2R5C PRAMVEF5 PRIMI PRMT8 
PPPIR12A PPP2R5D PRAMVEF6 PRIM2 PRND 
PPPIR12B PPP2R5E PRAMVEF7 PRIMAL PRNP 
PPPIR12C PPP3CA PRAMVEF8 PRIMPOL PROMi 
PPPIR13B PPP3CB PRAMVEF9 PRKAAI PROC 
PPPIR13L PPP3CC PRAPI PRKAA2 PROCAI 
PPPIR14A PPP3RI PRBI PRKABI PROCR 
PPPIR14B PPP3R2 PRB2 PRKAB2 PRODM 
PPPIR14C PPP4C PRB3 PRKACA PRODH2 
PPPIR14D PPP4RI PRB4 PRKACB PROMi 
PPPIR15A PPP4R2 PRCO PRKACG PROK2 
PPPIR15B PPP4R4 PRCC PRKAGI PROKRI 
PPPIR16A PPP5C PRCD PRKAG2 PROKR2 
PPPIR16B PPP5DI PRCP PRKAG3 PROLI 
PPPIR17 PPP6C PRDMI PRKARIA PROMI 
PPPIR18 PPP6RI PRDMIO PRKARIB PROM2 
PPPIRIA PPP6R2 PRDMI1 PRKAR2A PROP1 
PPPIRIB PPP6R3 PRDM12 PRKAR2B PROSI 
PPPIRIC PPRCI PRDM13 PRKCA PROSC 
PPPIR2 PPTI PRDM14 PRKCB PROSERI 
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PROSER2 PRR7 PSAPLI PSMD13 PTGER3 
PROXI PRR9 PSATI PSMD14 PTGER4 
PROX2 PRRCI PSCA PSMD2 PTGES 
PROZ PRRC2A PSD PSMD3 PTGES2 
PRPF18 PRRC2B PSD2 PSMD4 PTGES3 
PRPF19 PRRC2C PSD3 PSMD5 PTGES3L 
PRPF3 PRRGI PSD4 PSMD6 PTGES3L
PRPF31 PRRG2 PSENI PSMD7 AARSDI 
PRPF38A PRRG3 PSEN2 PSMD8 PTGFR 
PRPF38B PRRG4 PSENEN PSMD9 PTGFRN 
PRPF39 PRRTI PSGI PSMEI PTGIR 
PRPF4 PRRT2 PSGII PSME2 PTGIS 
PRPF40A PRRT3 PSG2 PSME3 PTGRI 
PRPF40B PRRT4 PSG3 PSME4 PTGR2 
PRPF4B PRRXI PSG4 PSMFI PTGSI 
PRPF6 PRRX2 PSG5 PSMGI PTGS2 
PRPF8 PRSSI PSG6 PSMG2 PTH 
PRPH PRSS12 PSG7 PSMG3 PTHIR 
PRPH2 PRSS16 PSG8 PSMG4 PTH2 
PRPSI PRSS2 PSG9 PSORSICI PTH2R 
PRPSILI PRSS21 PSIPI PSORSIC2 PTHLH 
PRPS2 PRSS22 PSKIH1 PSPcI PTK2 
PRPSAPI PRSS23 PSK142 PSPH PTK2B 
PRPSAP2 PRSS27 PSMAI PSPN PTK6 
PRRII PRSS3 PSMA2 PSRCI PTK7 
PRR12 PRSS33 PSMA3 PSTK PTMA 
PRR13 PRSS35 PSMA4 PSTPIPI PTMS 
PRR14 PRSS36 PSMA5 PSTPIP2 PTN 
PRR14L PRSS37 PSMA6 PTAFR PTOVI 
PRR15 PRSS38 PSMA7 PTARI PTP4AI 
PRR15L PRSS41 PSMA8 PTBPI PTP4A2 
PRR16 PRSS42 PSMB1 PTBP2 PTP4A3 
PRR18 PRSS44 PSMBIO PTBP3 PTPDCI 
PRR19 PRSS45 PSMBII PTCDI PTPLA 
PRR20A PRSS46 PSMB2 PTCD2 PTPLADI 
PRR20B PRSS48 PSMB3 PTCD3 PTPLAD2 
PRR20C PRSS50 PSMB4 PTCHI PTPLB 
PRR20D PRSS53 PSMB5 PTCH2 PTPMTI 
PRR20E PRSS54 PSMB6 PTCHDI PTPNI 
PRR21 PRSS55 PSMB7 PTCHD2 PTPN I 
PRR22 PRSS56 PSMB8 PTCHD3 PfPN12 
PRR23A PRSS57 PSMB9 PTCHD4 PfPN13 
PRR23B PRSS58 PSMCI PTCRA PfPN14 
PRR23C PRSS8 PSMC2 PTDSSI PTPNI8 
PRR24 PRTFDCI PSMC3 PTDSS2 PTPN2 
PRR25 PRTG PSMC31P PTEN PTPN2OA 
PRR3 PRTN3 PSMC4 PTER PTPN2OB 
PRR30 PRUNE PSMC5 PTFIA PTPN21 
PRR4 PRUNE2 PSMC6 PTGDR PTPN22 
PRR5 PRX PSMDI PTGDR2 PTPN23 
PRR5- PRY PSMDIO PTGDS PTPN3 
ARHGAP8 PRY2 PSMDII PTGERI PTPN4 
PRR5L PSAP PSMD12 PTGER2 PTPN5 
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PTPN6 PWP1 RABIIB RAB43 RAD9A 
PTPN7 PWP2 RABIIFIPI RAB44 RAD9B 
PTPN9 PWWP2A RAB1I1FJP2 RAB4A RADIL 
PTPRA PWWP2B RAB1I1FJP3 RAB4B RAE1 
PTPRB PXDCI RAB I FJP4 RAB5A RAETIE 
PTPRC PXDN RAB I FJP5 RAB5B RAETIG 
PTPRCAP PXDNL RAB12 RAB5C RAETIL 
PTPRD PXK RAB13 RAB6A RAFI 
PTPRE PXMIP2 RAB14 RAB6B RAGI 
PTPRF PXNIP4 RAB15 RAB6C RAG2 
PTPRG P XN RAB17 RAB7A RAIl 
PTPRH PXT1 RAB18 RAB'7L1 RA114 
PTPRJ PYCARD RAB19 RAB8A RA12 
PTPRK PYCRI RABIA RAB8B RALA 
PTPRM PYCR2 RABIB RAB9A RALB 
PTPRN PYCRL RAB20 RAB9B RALBP1 
PTPRN2 PYDC1 RAB21 RABACI RALGAPAI 
PTPRO PYDC2 RAB22A RABEPI RALGAPA2 
PTPRQ PYGB RAB23 RABEP2 RALGAPB 
PTPRR PYGL RAB24 RABEPK RALGDS 
PTPRS PYGM RAB25 RABGAPI RALGPSI 
PTPRT PYGOI RAB26 RABGAP1L RALGPS2 
PTPRU PYGO2 RAB27A RABGEF1 RALY 
PTPRZI PYHINI RAB27B RABGGTA RALYL 
PTRF PYROXD1 RAB28 RABGGTB RAMP 
PTRH1 PYROXD2 RAB2A RABIF RAMP2 
PTRH2 PYURF RAB2B RABL2A RAMP3 
PTRHD1 PYY RAB30 RABL2B RAN 
PTS PZP RAB31 RABL3 RANBP1 
PTTG1 QARS RAB32 RABL5 RANBP1O 
PTTG1IP QDPR RAB33A RABL6 RANBP17 
PTTG2 QKI RAB33B RACI RANBP2 
PTX3 QPCT RAB34 RAC2 RANBP3 
PTX4 QPCTL RAB35 RAC3 RANBP3L 
PUF60 QPRT RAB36 RACGAP1 RANBP6 
PUMI QRFP RAB37 RADIO RANBP9 
PUM2 QRFPR RAB38 RAD17 RANGAPI 
PURA QRICH1 RAB39A RAD18 RANGRF 
PURB QRICH2 RAB39B RAD21 RAPIA 
PURG QRSL1 RAB3A RAD21LI RAPIB 
PUSI QSER1 RAB3B RAD23A RAPIGAP 
PUSIO QSOX1 RAB3C RAD23B RAP1GAP2 
PUS3 QSOX2 RAB3D RAD50 RAP1GDS1 
PUS7 QTRT1 RAB3GAP1 RAD51 RAP2A 
PUS7L QTRTfD1 RAB3GAP2 RAD51API RAP2B 
PUSLI R3HCC1 RAB31I RAD51AP2 RAP2C 
PVALB R3HCC1L RAB31P RAD51B RAPGEF1 
PVR R3HDM1 RAB40A RAD51C RAPGEF2 
PVRIG R3HDM2 RAB40AL RAD51D RAPGEF3 
PVRL1 R3HDM4 RAB40B RAD52 RAPGEF4 
PVRL2 R3HDML RAB40C RAD54B RAPGEF5 
PVRL3 RAB 10 RAB41 RAD54L RAPGEF6 
PVRL4 RABIIA RAB42 RAD54L2 RAPGEFL1 
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RAPHI RBAK- RBM7 RDH13 RFCI 
RAPSN RBAKDN RBM8A RDH14 RFC2 
RARA RBBP4 RBMSI RDH16 RFC3 
RARB RBBP5 RBMS2 RDH5 RFC4 
RARG RBBP6 RBMS3 RDH8 RFC5 
RARRESI RBBP7 RBMIX RDMI RFESD 
RARRES2 RBBP8 RBMIX2 RDX RFFL 
RARRES3 RBBP8NL RBML1 REC8 RFK 
RARS RBBP9 RBMXNL2 RECK RFNG 
RARS2 RBCKI RBMXNL3 RECQL RFPLI 
RASAI RBFA RBMY1AI RECQL4 RFPL2 
RASA2 RBFOXI RBMY1B RECQL5 RFPL3 
RASA3 RBFOX2 RBMY1D REEPI RFPL4A 
RASA4 RBFOX3 RBMY1E REEP2 RFPL4ALI 
RASA4B RBKS RBMY1F REEP3 RFPL4B 
RASALI RBLI RBMY1J REEP4 RFTI 
RASAL2 RBL2 RBPI REEP5 RFTNI 
RASAL3 RBMIO RBP2 REEP6 RFTN2 
RASDI RBMI I RBP3 REGIA RFWD2 
RASD2 RBM12 RBP4 REGIB RFWD3 
RASEF RBM12B RBP5 REG3A RFXI 
RASGEFIA RBM14 RBP7 REG3G RFX2 
RASGEFIB RBM14-RBM4 RBPJ REG4 RFX3 
RASGEFIC RBM15 RBPJL REL RFX4 
RASGRF1 RBM15B RBPMS RELA RFX5 
RASGRF2 RBM17 RBPMS2 RELB RFX6 
RASGRP1 RBM18 RBXI RELLI RFX7 
RASGRP2 RBM19 RC3HI RELL2 RFX8 
RASGRP3 RBM20 RC3H2 RELN RFXANK 
RASGRP4 RBM22 RCANI RELT RFXAP 
RASIPI RBM23 RCAN2 REMI RGAGI 
RASLIOA RBM24 RCAN3 REM2 RGAG4 
RASLIOB RBM25 RCBTB I REN RGCC 
RASLIIA RBM26 RCBTB2 RENBP RGLI 
RASLIIB RBM27 RCC REP15 RGL2 
RASL12 RBM28 RCC2 REPINI RGL3 
RASSFI RBM3 RCCDI REPSI RGL4 
RASSFIO RBM33 RCEI REPS2 RGMA 
RASSF2 RBM34 RCHYI RERI RGMB 
RASSF3 RBM38 RCLI RERE RGN 
RASSF4 RBM39 RCNI RERG RGPI 
RASSF5 RBM4 RCN2 RERGL RGPDI 
RASSF6 RBM41 RCN3 RESPI8 RGPD2 
RASSF7 RBM42 RCORI REST RGPD3 
RASSF8 RBM43 RCOR2 RET RGPD4 
RASSF9 RBM44 RCOR3 RETN RGPD5 
RAVERI RBM45 RCSDI RETNLB RGPD6 
RAVER2 RBM46 RCVRN RETSAT RGPD8 
RAX RBM47 RD3 REVI RGR 
RAX2 RBM48 RD3L REV3L RGSI 
RBI RBM4B RDHIO REXOI RGS 10 
RBICCI RBM5 RDHII REX02 RGSII 
RBAK RBM6 RDH12 REX04 RGS 12 
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RGS13 RHOXF1 RMDN3 RNF144A RNF43 
RGS14 RHOXF2 RMIl RNF144B RNF44 
RGS16 RHOXF2B RMI2 RNF145 RNF5 
RGS17 RHPN1 RMND1 RNF146 RNF6 
RGS18 RHPN2 RMND5A RNF148 RNF7 
RGS19 RIBC1 RMND5B RNF149 RNF8 
RGS2 RIBC2 RNASE1 RNF150 RNFT1 
RGS20 RIC3 RNASE10 RNF151 RNFT2 
RGS21 RIC8A RNASE11 RNF152 RNGTT 
RGS22 RIC8B RNASE12 RNF157 RNH1 
RGS3 RICTOR RNASE13 RNF165 RNLS 
RGS4 RIFI RNASE2 RNF166 RNMT 
RGS5 RIIADI RNASE3 RNF167 RNMTL1 
RGS6 RILP RNASE4 RNF168 RNPC3 
RGS7 RILPL1 RNASE6 RNF169 RNPEP 
RGS7BP RILPL2 RNASE7 RNF17 RNPEPL1 
RGS8 RIMBP2 RNASE8 RNF170 RNPS1 
RGS9 RIMBP3 RNASE9 RNF175 ROBO1 
RGS9BP RIMBP3B RNASEH1 RNF180 ROBO2 
RGSL1 RIMBP3C RNASEH2A RNF181 ROBO3 
RHAG RIMKLA RNASEH2B RNF182 ROBO4 
RHBDD1 RIMKLB RNASEH2C RNF183 ROCK 
RHBDD2 RIMS1 RNASEK RNF185 ROCK2 
RHBDD3 RIMS2 RNASEL RNF186 ROGDI 
RHBDF1 RIMS3 RNASET2 RNF187 ROMI 
RHBDF2 RIMS4 RND1 RNF19A ROMO1 
RHBDL1 RINI RND2 RNF19B ROPN1 
RHBDL2 RIN2 RND3 RNF2 ROPN1B 
RHBDL3 RIN3 RNF1O RNF20 ROPN1L 
RHBG RING RNF103 RNF207 RORI 
RHCE RINL RNF103- RNF208 ROR2 
RHCG RINTI CHMP3 RNF212 RORA 
RHD RIOKI RNF11 RNF213 RORB 
RHEB RIOK2 RNF111 RNF214 RORC 
RHEBLI RIOK3 RNF112 RNF215 ROSI 
RHNO1 RIPK1 RNF113A RNF216 RP1 
RHO RIPK2 RNF113B RNF217 RP1L1 
RHOA RIPK3 RNF114 RNF219 RP2 
RHOB RIPK4 RNF115 RNF220 RP9 
RHOBTB1 RIPPLY1 RNF121 RNF222 RPA1 
RHOBTB2 RIPPLY2 RNF122 RNF223 RPA2 
RHOBTB3 RIPPLY3 RNF123 RNF224 RPA3 
RHOC RITI RNF125 RNF24 RPA4 
RHOD RIT2 RNF126 RNF25 RPAIN 
RHOF RLBP1 RNF128 RNF26 RPAP1 
RHOG RLF RNF13 RNF31 RPAP2 
RHOH RLIM RNF130 RNF32 RPAP3 
RHOJ RLN1 RNF133 RNF34 RPE 
RHOQ RLN2 RNF135 RNF38 RPE65 
RHOTI RLN3 RNF138 RNF39 RPF1 
RHOT2 RLTPR RNF139 RNF4 RPF2 
RHOU RMDN1 RNF14 RNF40 RPGR 
RHOV RMDN2 RNF141 RNF41 RPGRIP1 
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RPGRIPIL RPL7 RPS5 RSF1 RUSCI 
RPH3A RPL7A RPS6 RSG1 RUSCI-ASI 
RPH3AL RPL7L1 RPS6KA1 RSL1D1 RUSC2 
RPIA RPL8 RPS6KA2 RSL24D1 RUVBL1 
RPL1O RPL9 RPS6KA3 RSPH1 RUVBL2 
RPL1OA RPLPO RPS6KA4 RSPH1OB RWDD1 
RPL1OL RPLP1 RPS6KA5 RSPH1OB2 RWDD2A 
RPL11 RPLP2 RPS6KA6 RSPH3 RWDD2B 
RPL12 RPN1 RPS6KB1 RSPH4A RWDD3 
RPL13 RPN2 RPS6KB2 RSPH6A RWDD4 
RPL13A RPP14 RPS6KC1 RSPH9 RXFP1 
RPL14 RPP21 RPS6KL1 RSPO1 RXFP2 
RPL15 RPP25 RPS7 RSPO2 RXFP3 
RPL17 RPP25L RPS8 RSPO3 RXFP4 
RPL17- RPP30 RPS9 RSPO4 RXRA 
C18orf32 RPP38 RPSA RSPRY1 RXRB 
RPL18 RPP40 RPTN RSRCl RXRG 
RPL18A RPRD1A RPTOR RSRC2 RYBP 
RPL19 RPRD1B RPUSD1 RSU1 RYK 
RPL21 RPRD2 RPUSD2 RTBDN RYRI 
RPL22 RPRM RPUSD3 RTCA RYR2 
RPL22L1 RPRML RPUSD4 RTCB RYR3 
RPL23 RPS1O RQCD1 RTDR1 S100A1 
RPL23A RPS1O-NUDT3 RRAD RTEL1 S100A1O 
RPL24 RPS11 RRAGA RTF1 S100A11 
RPL26 RPS12 RRAGB RTFDCl S100A12 
RPL26L1 RPS13 RRAGC RTKN S100A13 
RPL27 RPS14 RRAGD RTKN2 S100A14 
RPL27A RPS15 RRAS RTL1 S100A16 
RPL28 RPS15A RRAS2 RTN1 S100A2 
RPL29 RPS16 RRBP1 RTN2 S100A3 
RPL3 RPS17 RREB1 RTN3 S100A4 
RPL30 RPS17L RRH RTN4 S100A5 
RPL31 RPS18 RRM1 RTN4IP1 S100A6 
RPL32 RPS19 RRM2 RTN4R S100A7 
RPL34 RPS19BP1 RRM2B RTN4RL1 S100A7A 
RPL35 RPS2 RRN3 RTN4RL2 S100A7L2 
RPL35A RPS20 RRNAD1 RTP1 S100A8 
RPL36 RPS21 RRP1 RTP2 S100A9 
RPL36A RPS23 RRP12 RTP3 SlOOB 
RPL36A- RPS24 RRP15 RTP4 S100G 
HNRNPH2 RPS25 RRP1B RTTN SlooP 
RPL36AL RPS26 RRP36 RUFY1 S100PBP 
RPL37 RPS27 RRP7A RUFY2 S100Z 
RPL37A RPS27A RRP8 RUFY3 SIPRI 
RPL38 RPS27L RRP9 RUFY4 S1PR2 
RPL39 RPS28 RRS1 RUNDCl S1PR3 
RPL39L RPS29 RS1 RUNDC3A S1PR4 
RPL3L RPS3 RSAD1 RUNDC3B S1PR5 
RPL4 RPS3A RSAD2 RUNX1 SAAl 
RPL41 RPS4X RSBN1 RUNX1T1 SAA2 
RPL5 RPS4Y1 RSBN1L RUNX2 SAA2-SAA4 
RPL6 RPS4Y2 RSC1A1 RUNX3 SAA4 
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SAALI SATBI SCGB3AI SCYL3 SEC61AI 
SAC3DI SATB2 SCGB3A2 SDADI SEC61A2 
SACMIL SATLI SCGN SDCI SEC61B 
SACS SAVI SCHIPI SDC2 SEC61G 
SAEI SAYSDI SCIMP SDC3 SEC62 
SAFB SBDS SCIN SDC4 SEC63 
SAFB2 SBFI SCLTI SDCBP SECISBP2 
SAG SBF2 SCLY SDCBP2 SECISBP2L 
SAGE SBKI SCM SDCCAG3 SECTMI 
SALLI SBK2 SCMLI SDCCAG8 SEHIL 
SALL2 SBK3 SCML2 SDE2 SELL 
SALL3 SBNOI SCML4 SDF2 SEL IL2 
SALL4 SBNO2 SCNIOA SDF2LI SELIL3 
SAMDI SBSN SCNIIA SDF4 SELE 
SAMD1O SBSPON SCNIA SDHA SELENBPI 
SAMDII SC5D SCNIB SDHAFI SELK 
SAMD12 SCAFI SCN2A SDHAF2 SELL 
SAMD13 SCAMl SCN2B SDHB SELM 
SAMD14 SCAF4 SCN3A SDHC SELO 
SAMD15 SCAF8 SCN3B SDHD SELP 
SAMD3 SCAT SCN4A SDKI SELPLG 
SAMD4A SCAMPI SCN4B SDK2 SELRCI 
SAMD4B SCAMP2 SCN5A SDPR SELT 
SAMD5 SCAMP3 SCN7A SDR16C5 SELV 
SAMD7 SCAMP4 SCN8A SDR39UI SEMA3A 
SAMD8 SCAMP5 SCN9A SDR42EI SEMA3B 
SAMD9 SCANDI SCNMI SDR9C7 SEMA3C 
SAMD9L SCAND3 SCNNIA SDS SEMA3D 
SAIVIHDI SCAP SCNNIB SDSL SEMA3E 
SAMM50 SCAPER SCNNID SEBOX SEMA3F 
SAMSNI SCARA3 SCNNIG SECIIA SEMA3G 
SAP130 SCARA5 SCOl SECIIC SEMA4A 
SAP18 SCARBI SC02 SEC13 SEMA4B 
SAP25 SCARB2 SCOC SEC14LI SEMA4C 
SAP30 SCARFI SCP2 SEC14L2 SEMA4D 
SAP30BP SCARF2 SCP2DI SEC14L3 SEMA4F 
SAP30L SCCPDH SCPEPI SEC14L4 SEMA4G 
SAPCDI SCD SCRGI SEC14L5 SEMA5A 
SAPCD2 SCD5 SCRTB SEC14L6 SEMA5B 
SARIA SCEL SCRNI SEC16A SEMA6A 
SARIB SCFDI SCRN2 SEC16B SEMA6B 
SARDH SCFD2 SCRN3 SEC22A SEMA6C 
SARMI SCG2 SCRTI SEC22B SEMA6D 
SARNP SCG3 SCRT2 SEC22C SEMA7A 
SARS SCG5 SCT SEC23A SEMGI 
SARS2 SCGBIAI SCTR SEC23B SEMG2 
SARTI SCGBICI SCUBEI SEC231P SENPI 
SART3 SCGBIDI SCUBE2 SEC24A SENP2 
SASHI SCGB ID2 SCUBE3 SEC24B SENP3 
SASH3 SCGB1ID4 SCXA SEC24C SENP5 
SASS6 SCGB2AI SCXB SEC24D SENP6 
SATI SCGB2A2 SCYLI SEC31A SENP7 
SAT2 SCGB2B2 SCYL2 SEC31B SENP8 
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SEPHS1 SERP1NB6 SF3B5 SH2B2 SHH 
SEPHS2 SERP1NB7 SF11 SH2B3 SHJSA2 
SEPN1 SERP1NB8 SFMBT1 SH2D1A SHJSA3 
SEPPI SERPINB9 SFMBT2 SH2D1B SHJSA4 
SEPSECS SERPINCI SFN SH2D2A SHJSA5 
1-Sep SERPINDI SFPQ SH2D3A SHJSA6 
10-Sep SERPINEI SFR1 SH2D3C SHJSA7 
11-Sep SERPJNE2 SFRP1 SH2D4A SHJSA8 
12-Sep SERPJNE3 SFRP2 SH2D4B SHJSA9 
14-Sep SERPINFI SFRP4 5H2D5 SHKIBP1 
15-Sep SERPJNF2 SFRP5 5H2D6 SHMT1 
2-Sep SERPINGI SFSWAP SH2DJ SHMT2 
3-Sep SERPINHI SFT2D1 SH3BGR SHOC2 
4-Sep SERPINII SFT2D2 SH3BGRL SHOX 
5-Sep SERPIN12 SFT2D3 SH3BGRL2 SHOX2 
6-Sep SERTADI SFTA2 SH3BGRL3 SHPK 
7-Sep SERTAD2 SFTA3 SH3BP1 SHPRH 
8-Sep SERTAD3 SFTPA1 SH3BP2 SHQ1 
9-Sep SERTAD4 SFTPA2 SH3BP4 SHROOMI 
SEPW1 SERTM1 SFTPB SH3BP5 SHROOM2 
SERACI SESNI SFTPC SH3BP5L SHROOM3 
SERBP1 SESN2 SFTPD 5H3D19 SHROOM4 
SERFIA SESN3 SFXN1 5H3D21 SI 
SERFIB SESTD1 SFXN2 SH3GL1 SJAE 
SERF2 SET SFXN3 SH3GL2 SIAHI 
SERGEF SETBP1 SFXN4 SH3GL3 SJAH2 
SERHL2 SETD1A SFXN5 SH3GLB1 SJAH3 
SERINOi SETD1B SGCA SH3GLB2 SJDT1 
SER1NC2 SETD2 SGCB SH3KBP1 SJDT2 
SERINO3 SETD3 SGCD SH3PXD2A SJGJRR 
SER1NC4 SETD4 SGCE SH3PXD2B SIGLECI 
SERINO5 SETD5 SGCG SH3RF1 SIGLECIO 
SERPI SETD6 SGCZ SH3RF2 SIGLEClII 
SERP2 SETD7 SGJP1 SH3RF3 SIGLEC12 
SERPINAl SETD8 SGK1 SH3TC1 SIGLEC14 
SERPINAIO SETD9 SGK2 SH3TC2 SIGLEC15 
SERPINAll SETDB1 I5GK223 SH3YL1 SIGLEC5 
SERPINA12 SETDB2 SGK3 SHANKS SJGLEC6 
SERP1NA3 SETMAR SGK494 SHANKS SJGLEC7 
SERP1NA4 SETSJP SGMS1 SHANK3 SJGLEC8 
SERPINA5 SETX SGMS2 SHARPIN SJGLEC9 
SERP1NA6 SEZ6 SGOL1 SHB SIGLECLI 
SERPINA? SEZ6L SGOL2 SHBG SIGMARI 
SERP1NA9 SEZ6L2 SGPL1 SHC1 SIKI 
SERPINBI SF1 SGPP1 SHC2 51K2 
SERP1NB1O SF3A1 SGPP2 SHC3 51K3 
SERP1NB1 I5 F3A2 SGSH SHC4 SIKEl 
SERP1NB 12 5F3A3 SGSM1 SHCBP1 SILl 
SERP1NB 13 SF3B1 SGSM2 SHCBP1L SIi 
SERP1NB2 5F3B14 SGSM3 SHD 51M2 
SERP1NB3 5F3B2 SGTA SHE SIMIC1 
SERP1NB4 5F3B3 SGTB SHF SIN3A 
SERP1NB5 5F3B4 SH2B1 SHFM1 SIN3B 
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SIPAI SLCIOA6 SLC19A2 SLC25AI9 SLC2'7A5 
SIPAILI SLCIOA7 SLC19A3 SLC25A2 SLC2'7A6 
SIPAIL2 SLCIIAI SLCIAI SLC25A2O SLC28AI 
SIPAIL3 SLCIIA2 SLCIA2 SLC25A21 SLC28A2 
SIRPA SLC12AI SLCIA3 SLC25A22 SLC28A3 
SIRPB 1 SLC12A2 SLCIA4 SLC25A23 SLC29AI 
SIRPB32 SLC12A3 SLCIA5 SLC25A24 SLC29A2 
SIRPD SLC12A4 SLCIA6 SLC25A25 SLC29A3 
SIRPG SLC12A5 SLCIA7 SLC25A26 SLC29A4 
SIRTI SLC12A6 SLC20AI SLC25A27 SLC2AI 
SIRT2 SLC12A7 SLC2OA2 SLC25A28 SLC2AIO 
SIRT3 SLC12A8 SLC22AI SLC25A29 SLC2A11 
SIRT4 SLC12A9 SLC22AIO SLC25A3 SLC2AI2 
SIRT5 SLC13AI SLC22AII SLC25A3O SLC2AI3 
SIRT6 SLC13A2 SLC22AI2 SLC25A31 SLC2AI4 
SIRT7 SLC13A3 SLC22AI3 SLC25A32 SLC2A2 
SITI SLC13A4 SLC22AI4 SLC25A33 SLC2A3 
SIVAI SLC13A5 SLC22AI5 SLC25A34 SLC2A4 
SIXI SLC14AI SLC22AI6 SLC25A35 SLC2A4RG 
SIX2 SLC14A2 SLC22A1'7 SLC25A36 SLC2A5 
SIX3 SLC15AI SLC22AI8 SLC25A37 SLC2A6 
SIX4 SLC15A2 SLC22AI8AS SLC25A38 SLC2A7 
SIX5 SLC15A3 SLC22A2 SLC25A39 SLC2A8 
SIX6 SLC15A4 SLC22A2O SLC25A4 SLC2A9 
SKAI SLC15A5 SLC22A23 SLC25A4O SLC30AI 
SKA2 SLC16AI SLC22A24 SLC25A41 SLC3OAIO 
SKA3 SLC16AI0 SLC22A25 SLC25A42 SLC3OA2 
SKAPI SLC16AII SLC22A3 SLC25A43 SLC3OA3 
SKAP2 SLC16AI2 SLC22A31 SLC25A44 SLC3OA4 
SKI SLC16AI3 SLC22A4 SLC25A45 SLC3OA5 
SKIDAI SLC16AI4 SLC22A5 SLC25A46 SLC3OA6 
SKIL SLC16A2 SLC22A6 SLC25A47 SLC3OA7 
SKIV2L SLC16A3 SLC22A7 SLC25A48 SLC3OA8 
SKIV2L2 SLC16A4 SLC22A8 SLC25A5 SLC3OA9 
SKORI SLC16A5 SLC22A9 SLC25A51 SLC31AI 
SKOR2 SLC16A6 SLC23AI SLC25A52 SLC31A2 
SKPI SLC16A7 SLC23A2 SLC25A53 SLC32AI 
SKP2 SLC16A8 SLC23A3 SLC25A6 SLC33AI 
SLA SLC16A9 SLC24AI SLC26AI SLC34AI 
SLA2 SLC17AI SLC24A2 SLC26AIO SLC34A2 
SLAIN SLC17A2 SLC24A3 SLC26AI1 SLC34A3 
SLAIN2 SLC17A3 SLC24A4 SLC26A2 SLC35AI 
SLAIi SLC17A4 SLC24A5 SLC26A3 SLC35A2 
SLAMVF6 SLC17A5 SLC25AI SLC26A4 SLC35A3 
SLAMF7 SLC17A6 SLC25AIO SLC26A5 SLC35A4 
SLAMVF8 SLC17A7 SLC25AII SLC26A6 SLC35A5 
SLAMVF9 SLC17A8 SLC25AI2 SLC26A7 SLC35BI 
SLBP SLC17A9 SLC25A13 SLC26A8 SLC35B32 
SLC1OA1 SLC18AI SLC25A14 SLC26A9 SLC35B33 
SLC1OA2 SLC18A2 SLC25A15 SLC27AI SLC35B34 
SLC1OA3 SLC18A3 SLC25A16 SLC2'7A2 SLC35CI 
SLC1OA4 SLC18BI SLC25A1'7 SLC27A3 SLC35C2 
SLC1OA5 SLC19AI SLC25A18 SLC2'7A4 SLC35DI 
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SLC35D2 SLC3A2 SLCA11 SLCOIB3 SMARCA4 
SLC35D3 SLC40AI SLC6AI2 SLCOIB7 SMARCA5 
SLC35EI SLC41AI SLC6AI3 SLCOICI SMARCADI 
SLC35E2 SLC41A2 SLC6AI4 SLC02AI SMARCALI 
SLC35E2B SLC41A3 SLC6AI5 SLC02BI SMARCBI 
SLC35E3 SLC43AI SLC6AI6 SLC03AI SMARMC 
SLC35E4 SLC43A2 SLC6AI7 SLC04AI SMARCC2 
SLC35FI SLC43A3 SLC6AI8 SLC04CI SMARCDI 
SLC35F2 SLC44AI SLC6AI9 SLC05AI SMARCD2 
SLC35F3 SLC44A2 SLC6A2 SLC06AI SMARCD3 
SLC35F4 SLC44A3 SLC6A2O SLFNII SMARCEI 
SLC35F5 SLC44A4 SLC6A3 SLFN12 SMCIA 
SLC35F6 SLC44A5 SLC6A4 SLFN12L SMCIB 
SLC35GI SLC45AI SLC6A5 SLFN13 SMC2 
SLC35G2 SLC45A2 SLC6A6 SLFN14 SMC3 
SLC35G3 SLC45A3 SLC6A7 SLFN5 SMC4 
SLC35G4 SLC45A4 SLC6A8 SLFNLI SMC5 
SLC35G5 SLC46AI SLC6A9 SLIRP SMC6 
SLC35G6 SLC46A2 SLC7AI SLITI SMCHDI 
SLC36AI SLC46A3 SLC7AIO SLIT2 SMC02 
SLC36A2 SLC47AI SLC7AI1 SLIT3 SMC03 
SLC36A3 SLC47A2 SLC7AI3 SLITRKI SMC04 
SLC36A4 SLC48AI SLC7AI4 SLITRK2 SMCP 
SLC37AI SLC4AI SLC7A2 SLITRK3 SMCR8 
SLC37A2 SLC4AIO SLC7A3 SLITRK4 SMCR9 
SLC37A3 SLC4A11 SLC7A4 SLITRK5 SMDTI 
SLC37A4 SLC4AIAP SLC7A5 SLITRK6 SMEKI 
SLC38AI SLC4A2 SLC7A6 SLK SMEK2 
SLC38AIO SLC4A3 SLC7A6OS SLMAP SMGI 
SLC38AI1 SLC4A4 SLC7A7 SLMOI SMG5 
SLC38A2 SLC4A5 SLC7A8 SLM02 SMG6 
SLC38A3 SLC4A7 SLC7A9 SLN SMG7 
SLC38A4 SLC4A8 SLC8A1 SLPI SMG8 
SLC38A5 SLC4A9 SLC8A2 SLTM SMG9 
SLC38A6 SLC50AI SLC8A3 SLU7 SMIi 
SLC38A7 SLC51A SLC8B1 SLURPI SMIMlO 
SLC38A8 SLC51B SLC9A1 SLX1A SMIlI 
SLC38A9 SLC52AI SLC9A2 SLX1B SMIM12 
SLC39AI SLC52A2 SLC9A3 SLX4 SMIM13 
SLC39A1O SLC52A3 SLC9A3R1 SLX41P SMIM14 
SLC39AII SLC5A1 SLC9A3R2 SMADI SMIM15 
SLC39A12 SLC5A1O SLC9A4 SMAD2 SMIM17 
SLC39A13 SLC5A11 SLC9A5 SMAD3 SMJM18 
SLC39A14 SLC5A12 SLC9A6 SMAD4 SMJM19 
SLC39A2 SLC5A2 SLC9A7 SMAD5 SMIM2 
SLC39A3 SLC5A3 SLC9A8 SMAD6 SMIM20 
SLC39A4 SLC5A4 SLC9A9 SMAD7 SMIM21 
SLC39A5 SLC5A5 SLC9B1 SMAD9 SMIM22 
SLC39A6 SLC5A6 SLC9B2 SMAGP SMIM3 
SLC39A7 SLC5A7 SLCC SMAPI SMIM4 
SLC39A8 SLC5A8 SLC9C2 SMAP2 SMIM5 
SLC39A9 SLC5A9 SLCO1A2 SMARCA1 SMIM6 
SLC3A1 SLC6A1 SLCO1B1 SMARCA2 SMIM7 
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SMIM8 SNEDI SNX3 S0X15 SPANXN3 
SMIM9 SNIF8 SNX30 S0X17 SPANXN4 
SNIKRI SNIP1 SNX31 S0X18 SPANXN5 
SMLRI SNN SNX32 SOX2 SPARC 
SNN SNPH SNX33 S0X21 SPARCLI 
SMIN2 SNRK SNX4 SOX3 SPAST 
SMNDCI SNRNP200 SNX5 SOX30 SPATAI 
SMO SNRNP25 SNX6 SOX4 SPATA12 
SMOCI SNRNP27 SNX7 SOX5 SPATA13 
SMOC2 SNRNP35 SNX8 SOX6 SPATA16 
SMOX SNRNP40 SNX9 S0X7 SPATA17 
SMPD I SNRNP48 SOATI 50X8 SPATA18 
SMPD2 SNRNP70 SOAT2 50X9 SPATA19 
SMPD3 SNRPA SOBP SPI SPATA2 
SMPD4 SNIRPAI SOCS1 SP100 SPATA20 
SMPD5 SNIRPB S0CS2 SPI1O SPATA21 
SMPDL3A SNRPB2 S0CS3 SP140 SPATA22 
SMPDL3B SNRPC S0CS4 SP140L SPATA24 
SMPX SNIRPDI S0CS5 SP2 SPATA25 
SMR3A SNRPD2 SOCS6 SP3 SPATA2L 
SMR3B SNIRPD3 SOCS7 SP4 SPATA3 
SMS SNIRPE SODI SP5 SPATA31AI 
SMTN SNRPF S0D2 SP6 SPATA31A2 
SMTNLI SNRPG S0D3 SP7 SPATA31IA3 
SMTNL2 SNRPN SOGAI 5P8 SPATA31A4 
SMU1 SNTA1 SOGA2 5P9 SPATA31A5 
SMUGI SNTB1 SOGA3 SPA17 SPATA31A6 
SMURFI SNTB2 SOHLH1 SPACAI SPATA31A7 
SMURF2 SNTG1 SOHLH2 SPACA3 SPATA31IC1I 
SMYD1 SNTG2 SON SPACA4 SPATA31IC2 
SMYD2 SNTN SORBSI SPACA5 SPATA3ID1I 
SMYD3 SNUPN SORBS2 SPACA5B SPATA31ID3 
SMYD4 SNURF SORBS3 SPACA7 SPATA31ID4 
SMYD5 SNW1 SORCS1 SPAGI SPATA31EI 
SNAIl SNX1 SORCS2 SPAGI IA SPATA32 
SNA12 SNX1O SORCS3 SPAGIl1B SPATA33 
SNA13 SNX11I SORD SPAG16 SPATA4 
SNAP23 SNX12 SORLI SPAG17 SPATA5 
SNAP25 SNX13 SORT SPAG4 SPATA5L1 
SNAP29 SNX14 SOSi SPAG5 SPATA6 
SNAP47 SNX15 SOS2 SPAG6 SPATA6L 
SNAP91 SNX16 SOST SPAG7 SPATA7 
SNAPC1 SNX17 SOSTDCl SPAG8 SPATA8 
SNAPC2 SNX18 SOWAHA SPAG9 SPATA9 
SNAPC3 SNX19 SOWAHB SPAMI SPAMC 
SNAPC4 SNX2 SOWAHC SPANXA1 SPATC1L 
SNAPC5 SNX20 SOWAHD SPANXA2 SPATS1 
SNAPIN SNX21 SOXi SPANXB1 SPATS2 
SNCA SNX22 SOXlO SPANXB2 SPATS2L 
SNCAIP SNX24 SOXi1I SPANXC SPC24 
SNCB SNX25 S0X12 SPANXD SPC25 
SNCG SNX27 S0X13 SPANXN1 SPCSl 
SND1 SNX29 S0X14 SPANXN2 SPCS2 
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SPCS3 SPIRES SPTBN4 SRRM2 SSX21P 
SPDEF SPIRE2 SPTBN5 SRRM3 SSX3 
SPDLI SPN SPTLCI SRRV4 SSX4 
SPDYA SPNS I SPTLC2 SRRM5 SSX4B3 
SPDYC SPNS2 SPTLC3 SRRT SSX5 
SPDYEI SPNS3 SPTSSA SRSFI SSX7 
SPDYE2 Spoil SPTSSB SRSFIO ST13 
SPDYE2B SPOCDI SPTY2DI SRSFII ST14 
SPDYE3 SPOCKI SPZ I SRSF12 ST18 
SPDYE4 SPOCK2 SQLE SRSF2 ST20 
SPDYE5 SPOCK3 SQRDL SRSF3 ST20-MTHFS 
SPDYE6 SPONI SQSTMI SRSF4 ST3GALI 
SPECCI SPON2 SRAI SRSF5 ST3GAL2 
SPECCIL SPOP SRBD I SRSF6 ST3GAL3 
SPEFI SPOPL SRC SRSF7 ST3GAL4 
SPEF2 SPPI SRCAP SRSF8 ST3GAL5 
SPEG SPP2 SRCINI SRSF9 ST3GAL6 
SPEMI SPPL2A SRCRB4D SRXNI ST5 
SPEN SPPL2B3 SRD5AI SRY ST6GALI 
SPERT SPPL2C SRD5A2 5518 ST6GAL2 
SPESPI SPPL3 SRD5A3 SS18LI ST6GALNAC1 
SPGII SPR SREBFI S S18L2 ST6GALNAC2 
SPG20 SPREDI SREBF2 SSB ST6GALNAC3 
SPG21 SPRED2 SREKI SSBPI ST6GALNAC4 
SPG7 SPRED3 SREKIJPI SSBP2 ST6GALNAC5 
SPHAR SPRN SRF SSBP3 ST6GALNAC6 
SPHKI SPRRIA SRFBPI SSBP4 ST7 
SPHK2 SPRRIB SRGAPI SSC5D) ST7L 
SPHKAP SPRR2A SRGAP2 SSFA2 ST8SJAl 
spil SPRR2B SRGAP2B3 SSHI ST8SIA2 
SPIfi SPRR2D SRGAP2C SSH-2 ST8SIA3 
SPIC SPRR2E SRGAP3 SSH-3 ST8SIA4 
SPICES SPRR2F SRGN SSMEMI ST8SIA5 
SPIDR SPRR2G SRI SSNAI ST8SIA6 
SPIN SPRR3 SRI. SSPN STAB1 
SPIN2A SPRR4 SRM SSPO STAB2 
SPIN2B3 SPRTN SRMS SSRI STAC 
SPIN3 SPRYI SRP14 SSR2 STAC2 
SPIN4 SPRY2 SRP19 SSR3 STAC3 
SPINKI SPRY3 SRP54 SSR4 STAGI 
SPINK13 SPRY4 SRP68 SSRPI STAG2 
SPINK14 SPRYD3 SRP72 SSSCAI STAG3 
SPINK2 SPRYD4 SRP9 SST STAM 
SPINK4 SPRYD7 SRPKI SSTRI STAM2 
SPINK5 SPSBI SRPK2 SSTR2 STAVBP 
SPINK6 SPS132 SRPK3 SSTR3 STAIVBPLI 
SPJNIK7 SPS133 SRPR SSTR4 STAPI 
SPINK8 SPS134 SRPRB SSTR5 STAP2 
SPINK9 SPTAI SRPX SSU72 STAR 
SPINTI SPTANI SRPX2 SSUH2 STARDIO 
SPINT2 SPTB SRR SSX1 STARD13 
SPINT3 SPTBNI SRRD SSX2 STARD3 
SPINT4 SPTBN2 SRRMI SSX2B3 STARD3NL 
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STARD4 STNM3 STXBP5L SURF6 SYNGR3 
STARD5 STNM4 STXBP6 5USD1 SYNGR4 
STARD6 STIVNDI STYKI SUSD2 SYNJI 
STARD7 STOM STYX SUSD3 SYNJ2 
STARD8 STOMLI STYXLI SUSD4 SYNJ2BP 
STARD9 STOML2 SUB1I SUSD5 SYNJ2BP
STATI STOML3 SUCLA2 SUV39HI C0X16 
STAT2 STONI SUCLGI SUV39H2 SYNM 
STAT3 STONI- SUCLG2 SUV420HI SYNPO 
STAT4 GTF2AIL SUCNRI SUV420H2 SYNP02 
STAT5A STON2 SUCO SUZ12 SYNP02L 
STAT5B STOXI SUDS3 SV2A SYNPR 
STAT6 STOX2 SUFU SV2B SYNRG 
STATH STPGI SUGPI SV2C SYP 
STAUI STPG2 SUGP2 SVEPI SYPLI 
STAU2 STRA13 SUGTI SVJL SYPL2 
STBDI STRA6 SULFI SVJP SYSI 
STCI STRA8 SULF2 SVOP SYTI 
STC2 STRADA SULTIAI SVOPL SYTIO 
STEAMi STRADB SULTIA2 SWAP70 SYTi1 
STEAP1B STRAP SULTIA3 SW15 SYT12 
STEAP2 STRBP SULTIA4 SWSAPI SYT13 
STEAM3 STRC SULTIBI SWTI SYT14 
STEAP4 STRTPI SULTIC2 SYAPI SYT15 
STH STRIP2 SULTIC3 SYBU SYT16 
STIL STRN SULTIC4 SYCEI SYT17 
STIMI STRN3 SULTIE1 SYCEIL SYT2 
STIM2 STRN4 SULT2AI SYCE2 SYT3 
STIPI STS SULT2BI SYCE3 SYT4 
STKIO STTA SULT4AI SYCN SYT5 
STKII STT3B SULT6BI SYCPI SYT6 
STKI UP STUBI SUMFI SYCP2 SYT7 
STK16 STXIO SUMF2 SYCP2L SYT8 
STK17A STX11 SUM0l SYCP3 SYT9 
STK1'7B STX12 SUM02 SYDEI SYThI 
STK19 STX16 SUM03 SYDE2 SYTh2 
STK24 STX17 SUM04 SYF2 SYTh3 
STK25 STX18 SUNI SYK SYTh4 
STK3 STX19 SUN2 SYMvPK SYTh5 
STK31 STXIA SUN3 SYNI SYVNI 
STK32A STX1B SUN5 SYN2 SZT2 
STK32B STX2 SUOX SYN3 T 
STK32C STX3 SUPT16H SYNC TAAR1 
STK33 STX4 SUPT20H SYNCRIP TAAR2 
STK35 STX5 SUPT3H SYNDIGI TAAR5 
STK36 STX6 SUPT4H1 SYNDIGIL TAAR6 
STK38 STX7 SUPT5H SYNEI TAAR8 
STK38L STX8 SUPT6H SYNE2 TAAR9 
STK39 STXBP1 SUPT7L SYNE3 TABI 
STK4 STXBP2 SUPV3L1 SYNE4 TAB2 
STK40 STXBP3 SURF SYNGAPI TAB3 
STNM STXBP4 SURF2 SYNGRI TACI 
STNM2 STXBP5 SURF4 SYNGR2 TAC3 
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TAC4 TAP1 TBClDI2 TBPL2 TCF4 
TAM~ TAP2 TBClDI3 TBRI TCF7 
TACC2 TAPBP TBClDI4 TBRGI TCF7LI 
TAMC TAPBPL TBClDI5 TBRG4 TCF7L2 
TACO TAPTI TBClDI6 TBXI TCFL5 
TACRI TARBPI TBClDl'7 TBXIO TCHH 
TACR2 TARBP2 TBClDI9 TBX15 TCHHLI 
TACR3 TARDBP TBC1D2 TBX18 TCHP 
TACSTD2 TARMI TBC1D2O TBX19 TCIRGI 
TADAI TARP TBC1D2I TBX2 TCLIA 
TADA2A TARS TfBC1D22A TBX2O TCLIB 
TADA2B TARS2 TfBC1D22B TBX21 TCNI 
TADA3 TARSL2 TBC1D23 TBX22 TCN2 
TAFI TASIRI TBC1D24 TBX3 TCOFI 
TAF10 TASIR2 TBC1D25 TBX4 TCPI 
TAFII TASIR3 TBC1D26 TBX5 TCPIO 
TAF12 TAS2RI TBC1D27 TBX6 TCPIOL 
TAF13 TAS2RIO TBC1D28 TfBXA2R TCP1OL2 
TAF15 TAS2RI3 TBC1D29 TBXASI TCPII 
TAFIA TAS2RI4 TfBC1D2B TC2N TCPIILI 
TAFIB TAS2RI6 TBC1D3 TCAIM TCP11L2 
TAFIC TAS2RI9 TBC1D3O TCAP TCPIIXI 
TAFID TAS2R2O TBC1D3I TCEAI TCP11X2 
TAFIL TAS2R3 TBC1D32 TCEA2 TCTA 
TAF2 TAS2R3O TfBC1D3B TCEA3 TCTEI 
TAF3 TAS2R3I TfBC1D3C TCEALI TCTE3 
TAF4 TAS2R38 TfBC1D3F TCEAL2 TCTEXIDI 
TAF4B TAS2R39 TfBC1D3G TCEAL3 TCTEXID2 
TAF5 TAS2R4 TfBC1D3H TCEAL4 TCTEXID4 
TAF5L TAS2R4O TBC1D4 TCEAL5 TCTNI 
TAF6 TAS2R4I TBC1D5 TCEAL6 TCTN2 
TAF6L TAS2R42 TBC1D7 TCEAL7 TCTN3 
TAF7 TAS2R43 TBC1D8 TCEAL8 TDG 
TAFM7 TAS2R46 TfBC1D8B TCEANC TDGFI 
TAF8 TAS2R5 TBC1D9 TCEANC2 TDO2 
TAF9 TAS2R5O TfBC1D9B TCEBI TDPI 
TAF9B TAS2R6O TBCA TCEB2 TDP2 
TAGAP TAS2R7 TfBCB TCEB3 TDRDI 
TAGLN TAS2R8 TBCC TCEB3B TDRDIO 
TAGLN2 TAS2R9 TfBCCDI TCEB3C TDRD12 
TAGLN3 TASPI TBCD TCEB3CL TDRD3 
TALI TAT TBCE TCEB3CL2 TDRD5 
TAL2 TATDNI TBCEL TCERGI TDRD6 
TALDOI TATDN2 TBCK TCERGIL TDRD7 
TAMM41 TATDN3 TBKI TCF12 TDRD9 
TANCI TAXIBPI TfBKBPI TCF15 TDRKHI 
TANC2 TAXIBP3 TBLIX TCF19 TDRP 
TANG02 TAZ TBLIXRI TCF20 TEADI 
TANG06 TBATA TBLIY TCF21 TEAD2 
TANK TBCID1 TBL2 TCF23 TEAD3 
TAOKI TBCIDIOA TBL3 TCF24 TEAD4 
TAOK2 TBCIDIOB TBP TCF25 C 
TAOK3 TBCIDIOC TBPLI TCF3 TECPRI 
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TECPR2 TEX35 TGM1 THSD7B TJAP1 
TECR TEX36 TGM2 THTPA TJP1 
TECRL TEX37 TGM3 THUMPD1 TJP2 
TECTA TEX38 TGM4 THUMPD2 TJP3 
TECTB TEX40 TGM5 THUMPD3 TK1 
TEDDM1 TEX9 TGM6 THY1 TK2 
TEF TF TGM7 THYNI TKT 
TEFM TFAM TGOLN2 TIAl TKTL1 
TEK TFAP2A TGS1 TIAFI TKTL2 
TEKT1 TFAP2B TH TIAL1 TLCD1 
TEKT2 TFAP2C THADA TIAMI TLCD2 
TEKT3 TFAP2D THAPI TIAM2 TLDC1 
TEKT4 TFAP2E THAP1O TICAMI TLDC2 
TEKT5 TFAP4 THAP1I TICAM2 TLE1 
TEL02 TFBIM THAP2 TICRR TLE2 
TEN1 TFB2M THAP3 TIEl TLE3 
TENCI TFCP2 THAP4 TIFA TLE4 
TENMI TFCP2L1 THAP5 TIFAB TLE6 
TENM2 TFDP1 THAP6 TIGD2 TLK1 
TENM3 TFDP2 THAP7 TIGD3 TLK2 
TENM4 TFDP3 THAP8 TIGD4 TLL1 
TEP1 TFE3 THAP9 TIGD5 TLL2 
TEPP TFEB THBD TIGD6 TLN1 
TERF1 TFEC THBS1 TIGD7 TLN2 
TERF2 TFF1 THBS2 TIGIT TLRI 
TERF2IP TFF2 THBS3 TIMD4 TLR1O 
TERT TFF3 THBS4 TIMELESS TLR2 
TES TFG THEG TIMM1O TLR3 
TESC TFIP11 THEG5 TIMMIOB TLR4 
TESK1 TFPI THEGL TIMM13 TLR5 
TESK2 TFPI2 THEM4 TIMM17A TLR6 
TESPA1 TFPT THEM5 TIMM17B TLR7 
TETl TFR2 THEM6 TIMM21 TLR8 
TET2 TFRC THEMIS TIMM22 TLR9 
TET3 TG THEMIS2 TIMM23 TLX1 
TEX1O TGDS THG1L TIMM23B TLX1NB 
TEX101 TGFA THNSL1 TIMM44 TLX2 
TEX1I TGFB1 THNSL2 TIMM50 TLX3 
TEX12 TGFB1Il THOCI TIMM8A TM2D1 
TEX13A TGFB2 THOC2 TIMM8B TM2D2 
TEX13B TGFB3 THOC3 TIMM9 TM2D3 
TEX14 TGFBI THOC5 TIMMDCl TIM4SF1 
TEX15 TGFBR1 THOC6 TIMP1 TM4SF18 
TEX19 TGFBR2 THOC7 TIMP2 TM4SF19 
TEX2 TGFBR3 THOPI TIMP3 TIM4SF20 
TEX22 TGFBR3L THPO TIMP4 TIM4SF4 
TEX26 TGFBRAP1 THRA TINAG TM4SF5 
TEX261 TGIF1 THRAP3 TINAGLI TM6SF1 
TEX264 TGIF2 THRB TINF2 T1M6SF2 
TEX28 TGIF2- THRSP TIPARP TIM7SF2 
TEX29 C20orf24 THSD1 TIPIN TM7SF3 
TEX30 TGIF2LX THSD4 TIPRL TM9SF1 
TEX33 TGIF2LY THSD7A TIRAP TM9SF2 
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TM9SF3 TMEM114 TMEM165 TMEM206 TMEM260 
TM9SF4 TMEM115 TMEM167A TMEM207 TMEM261 
TMA16 TMEM116 TMEM167B TMEM208 TMEM27 
TMA7 TMEM117 TMEM168 TMEM209 TMTEM30A 
TMBIMI TMEM119 TMEM169 TMEM210 TMEM30B 
TMBIM4 TMEM120A TMEM17 TMEM211 TMEM31 
TMBIM6 TMEM120B TMEM170A TMEM212 TMEM33 
TMC1 TMEM121 TMEM170B TMEM213 TMEM35 
TMC2 TMEM123 TMEM171 TMEM214 TMEM37 
TMC3 TMEM125 TMEM173 TMEM215 TMEM38A 
TMC4 TMEM126A TMEM174 TMEM216 TMEM38B 
TMC5 TMEM126B TMEM175 TMEM217 TMEM39A 
TMC6 TMEM127 TMEM176A TMEM218 TMEM39B 
TMC7 TMEM128 TMEM176B TMEM219 TMEM40 
TMC8 TMEM129 TMEM177 TMEM220 TMEM41A 
TMCC1 TMEM130 TMEM178A TMEM221 TMEM41B 
TMCC2 TMEM131 TMEM178B TMEM222 TMEM42 
TMCC3 TMEM132A TMEM179 TMEM223 TMEM43 
TMCO1 TMEM132B TMEM179B TMEM225 TMEM44 
TMCO2 TMEM132C TMEM18 TMEM229A TMEM45A 
TMCO3 TMEM132D TMEM180 TMEM229B TMEM45B 
TMCO4 TMEM132E TMEM181 TMEM230 TMEM47 
TMCO5A TMEM133 TMEM182 TMEM231 TMEM5 
TMCO6 TMEM134 TMEM183A TMEM232 TMEM50A 
TMEDI TMEM135 TMEM183B TMEM233 TMEM50B 
TMED1O TMEM136 TMEM184A TMEM234 TMEM51 
TMED2 TMEM138 TMEM184B TMEM235 TMEM52 
TMED3 TMEM139 TMEM184C TMEM236 TMEM52B 
TMED4 TMEM140 TMEM185A TMEM237 TMEM53 
TMED5 TMEM141 TMEM185B TMEM238 TMEM54 
TMED6 TMEM143 TMEM186 TMEM239 TMEM55A 
TMED7 TMEM144 TMEM187 TMEM240 TMEM55B 
TMED7- TMEM145 TMEM189 TMEM241 TMEM56 
TICAM2 TMEM147 TMEM189- TMEM242 TMEM56
TMED8 TMEM14A UBE2V1 TMEM243 RWDD3 
TMED9 TMEM14B TMEM19 TMEM244 TMEM57 
TMEFF1 TMEM14C TMEM190 TMEM245 TMEM59 
TMEFF2 TMEM14E TMEM191B TMEM246 TMEM59L 
TMEM100 TMEM150A TMEM191C TMEM247 TMEM60 
TMEM1O TMEM150B TMEM192 TMEM248 TMEM61 
TMEM102 TMEM150C TMEM194A TMEM249 TMEM62 
TMEM104 TMEM151A TMEM194B TMEM25 TM/fEM63A 
TMEM105 TMEM151B TMEM196 TMEM251 TMEM63B 
TMEM106A TMEM154 TMEM198 TMEM252 TMEM63C 
TMEM106B TMEM155 TMEM199 TMEM253 TMEM64 
TMEM106C TMEM156 TMEM2 TMEM254 TMEM65 
TMEM107 TMEM158 TMEM200A TMEM255A TMEM66 
TMEM108 TMEM159 TMEM200B TMEM255B TMEM67 
TMEM109 TMEM160 TMEM201 TMEM256 TMEM68 
TMEM11 TMEM161A TMEM202 TMEM257 TMEM69 
TMEM110 TMEM161B TMEM203 TMEM258 TMEM70 
TMEM110- TMEM163 TMEM204 TMEM259 TMEM71 
MUSTN1 TMEM164 TMEM205 TMEM26 TMEM72 
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TMEM74 TMSB4X TNFSF15 TOMM6 TPI1 
TMEM74B TMSB4Y TNFSF18 TOMM7 TPK1 
TMEM79 TMTCl TNFSF4 TOMM70A TPM1 
TMEM80 TMTC2 TNFSF8 TONSL TPM2 
TMEM81 TMTC3 TNFSF9 TOPI TPM3 
TMEM82 TMTC4 TNIK TOP1MT TPM4 
TMEM86A TMUB1 TNIP1 TOP2A TPMT 
TMEM86B TMUB2 TNIP2 TOP2B TPO 
TMEM87A TMXl TNIP3 TOP3A TPP1 
TMEM87B TMX2 TNK1 TOP3B TPP2 
TMEM88 TMX3 TNK2 TOPAZ1 TPPP 
TMEM88B TMX4 TNKS TOPBP1 TPPP2 
TMEM89 TNC TNKS1BP1 TOPORS TPPP3 
TMEM8A TNF TNKS2 TOR1A TPR 
TMEM8B TNFAIP1 TNMD TOR1AIPI TPRA1 
TMEM8C TNFAIP2 TNN TOR1AIP2 TPRG1 
TMEM9 TNFAIP3 TNNCl TORIB TPRG1L 
TMEM91 TNFAIP6 TNNC2 TOR2A TPRKB 
TMEM92 TNFAIP8 TNNIl TOR3A TPRN 
TMEM95 TNFAIP8L1 TNNI2 TOR4A TPRX1 
TMEM97 TNFAIP8L2 TNNI3 TOX TPSAB1 
TMEM98 TNFAIP8L2- TNNI3K TOX2 TPSB2 
TMEM99 SCNM1 TNNT1 TOX3 TPSD1 
TMEM9B TNFAIP8L3 TNNT2 TOX4 TPSG1 
TMF1 TNFRSF1OA TNNT3 TP53 TPSTl 
TMIE TNFRSF1OB TNP1 TP53AIP1 TPST2 
TMIGD1 TNFRSF1OC TNP2 TP53BP1 TPT1 
TMIGD2 TNFRSF1OD TNPO1 TP53BP2 TPTE 
TMLHE TNFRSF11A TNPO2 TP53111 TPTE2 
TMOD1 TNFRSF11B TNPO3 TP53113 TPX2 
TMOD2 TNFRSF12A TNR TP5313 TRA2A 
TMOD3 TNFRSF13B TNRC18 TP53INP1 TRA2B 
TMOD4 TNFRSF13C TNRC6A TP53INP2 TRABD 
TMPO TNFRSF14 TNRC6B TP53RK TRABD2A 
TMPPE TNFRSF17 TNRC6C TP53TG3 TRABD2B 
TMPRSS11A TNFRSF18 TNS1 TP53TG3B TRADD 
TMPRSS11B TNFRSF19 TNS3 TP53TG3C TRAFI 
TMPRSS11D TNFRSFlA TNS4 TP53TG3D TRAF2 
TMPRSS11E TNFRSFlB TNXB TP53TG5 TRAF3 
TMPRSS11F TNFRSF21 TOBI TP63 TRAF3IP1 
TMPRSS12 TNFRSF25 TOB2 TP73 TRAF3IP2 
TMPRSS13 TNFRSF4 TOE1 TPBG TRAF3IP3 
TMPRSS15 TNFRSF6B TOLLIP TPBGL TRAF4 
TMPRSS2 TNFRSF8 TOMI TPCN1 TRAF5 
TMPRSS3 TNFRSF9 TOMIL1 TPCN2 TRAF6 
TMPRSS4 TNFSF1O TOM1L2 TPD52 TRAF7 
TMPRSS5 TNFSF11 TOMM20 TPD52L1 TRAFD1 
TMPRSS6 TNFSF12 TOMM20L TPD52L2 TRAIP 
TMPRSS7 TNFSF12- TOMM22 TPD52L3 TRAKI 
TMPRSS9 TNFSF13 TOMM34 TPGS1 TRAK2 
TMSB1O TNFSF13 TOMM40 TPGS2 TRAMI 
TMSB15A TNFSF13B TOMM40L TPH1 TRAMIL1 
TMSB15B TNFSF14 TOMM5 TPH2 TRAM2 
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TRANKI TRIM28 TRIM7 TRPM2 TSPAN16 
TRAP TRIM29 TRIM71 TRPM3 TSPAN17 
TRAPPCI TRIM3 TRIM72 TRPM4 TSPAN18 
TRAPPCIO TRIM31 TRIM73 TRPM5 TSPAN19 
TRAPPC11 TRIM32 TRIM74 TRPM6 TSPAN2 
TRAPPC12 TRIM33 TRIM77 TRPM7 TSPAN3 
TRAPPC13 TRIM34 TRIM8 TRPM8 TSPAN31 
TRAPPC2 TRIM35 TRIM9 TRPSI TSPAN32 
TRAPPC2L TRIM36 TRIMLI TRPTI TSPAN33 
TRAPPC3 TRIM37 TRIML2 TRPVI TSPAN4 
TRAPPC3L TRIM38 TRIO TRPV2 TSPAN5 
TRAPPC4 TRIM39 TRIOBP TRPV3 TSPAN6 
TRAPPC5 TRIM39-RPP21 TRIP10 TRPV4 TSPAN7 
TRAPPC6A TRIM4 TRIPI1I TRPV5 TSPAN8 
TRAPPC6B TRIM4O TRIP12 TRPV6 TSPAN9 
TRAPPC8 TRIM41 TRIP13 TRRAP TSPEAR 
TRAPPC9 TRIM42 TRIP4 TRUB1 TSPO 
TRATI TRIM43 TRIP6 TRUB2 TSP02 
TRDMT1 TRIM43B TRIQK TSACC TSPY1 
TRDN TRIM44 TRITI TSC1 TSPY1O 
TREH TRIM45 TRMT1 TSC2 TSPY2 
TREMI TRIM46 TRMT1OA TSC22DI TSPY3 
TREM2 TRIM47 TRMT1OB TSC22D2 TSPY4 
TREMLI TRIM48 TRMT1OC TSC22D3 TSPY8 
TREML2 TRIM49 TRMT11 TSC22D4 TSPYL1 
TREML4 TRIM49B TRMT1 12 TSEN15 TSPYL2 
TRERFI TRIM49C TRMT12 TSEN2 TSPYL4 
TREXI TRIM49D1 TRMT13 TSEN34 TSPYL5 
TREX2 TfRIM49D2P TRMT1L TSEN54 TSPYL6 
TRH TRIMS TRMT2A TSFM TSR1 
TRHDE TRIM5O TRMT2B TSG1O1 TSR2 
TRHR TRIMS1 TRMT44 TSGA1O TSR3 
TRIAPI TRIM52 TRMT5 TSGA1OIP TSSC1 
TRIB I TRIM54 TRMT6 TSGA13 TSSC4 
TRIB2 TRIM55 TRMT61A TSHB TSSK1B 
TRIB3 TRIM56 TRMT61B TSHR TSSK2 
TRIL TRIM58 TRIVU TSHZ1 TSSK3 
TRIMlO TRIM59 TRNAU1AP TSHZ2 TSSK4 
TRIMI1I TRIM6 TRNP1 TSHZ3 TSSK6 
TRIM13 TRIM6O TRNT1 TSKS TST 
TRIM14 TRIM61 TRO TSKU TSTA3 
TRIMiS TRIM62 TROAP TSLP TSTD1 
TRIM16 TRIM63 TROVE2 TSN TSTD2 
TRIM16L TRIM64 TRPA1 TSNARE1 TSTD3 
TRIM17 TRIM64B TRPC1 TSNAX TTBK1 
TRIM2 TRIM64C TRPC3 TSNAXIP1 TTBK2 
TRIM21 TRIM65 TRPC4 TSPAN1 TTC1 
TRIM22 TRIM66 TRPC4AP TSPAN1O TTC12 
TRIM23 TRIM67 TRPC5 TSPAN1I1 TTC13 
TRIM24 TRIM68 TRPC50S TSPAN12 TTC14 
TRIM25 TRIM69 TRPC6 TSPAN13 TTC16 
TRIM26 TRIM6- TRPC7 TSPAN14 TTC17 
TRIM27 TRIM34 TRPM1 TSPAN15 TTC18 
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TTC19 TTLL9 TWF2 UBA7 UBE3D 
TTC21A TTN TWIST UBACI UBE4A 
TTC21B TTPA TWIST2 UBAC2 UBE4B 
TTC22 TTPAL TWISTNB UBALDI UBFD1 
TTC23 TTR TWSG1 UBALD2 UBIADI 
TTC23L TTYHI TXK UBAPI UBL3 
TTC24 TTYH2 TXLNA UBAPIL UBL4A 
TTC25 TTYH3 TXLNB UBAP2 UBL4B 
TTC26 TUB TXLNG UBAP2L UBL5 
TTC27 TUBAIA TXN UBASH3A UBL7 
TTC28 TUBAIB TXN2 UBASH3B UBLCP1 
TTC29 TUBAIC TXNDCII UBB UBN1 
TTC3 TUBA3C TXNDC12 UBC UBN2 
TTC30A TUBA3D TXNDC15 UBD UBOX5 
TTC30B TUBA3E TXNDC16 UBE2A UBP1 
TTC31 TUBA4A TXNDC17 UBE2B UBQLN1 
TTC32 TUBA8 TXNDC2 UBE2C UBQLN2 
TTC33 TUBAL3 TXNDC5 UBE2D1 UBQLN3 
TTC34 TUBB TXNDC8 UBE2D2 UBQLN4 
TTC36 TUBB1 TXNDC9 UBE2D3 UBQLNL 
TTC37 TUBB2A TXNIP UBE2D4 UBRI 
TTC38 TUBB2B TXNL1 UBE2EI UBR2 
TTC39A TUBB3 TXNL4A UBE2E2 UBR3 
TTC39B TUBB4A TXNL4B UBE2E2-ASI UBR4 
TTC39C TUBB4B TXNRDI UBE2E3 UBR5 
TTC4 TUBB6 TXNRD2 UBE2F UBR7 
TTC40 TUBB8 TXNRD3 UBE2GI UBTDI 
TTC5 TUBDI TXNRD3NB UBE2G2 UBTD2 
TTC6 TUBE TYK2 UBE2H UBTF 
TTC7A TUBGI TYMVP UBE21 UBTFLI 
TTC7B TUBG2 TYMS UBE2JI UBXNI 
TTC8 TUBGCP2 TYR UBE2J2 UBXNIO 
TTC9 TUBGCP3 TYR03 UBE2K UBXN I 
TTC9B TUBGCP4 TYROBP UBE2L3 UBXN2A 
TTC9C TUBGCP5 TYRPI UBE2L6 UBXN2B 
TTF1 TUBGCP6 TYSND1 UBE2M UBXN4 
TTF2 TUFM TYWI UBE2N UBXN6 
TTJ1 TUFTI TYWIB UBE2NL UBXN7 
TT12 TULPI TYW3 UBE20 UBXN8 
TTK TULP2 TYW5 UBE2Q1 UCHL1 
TTh TULP3 U2AF1 UBE2Q2 UCHL3 
TTLL1 TULP4 U2AF1L4 UBE2QL1 UCHL5 
TTLL1O TUSCI U2AF2 UBE2R2 UCKI 
TTLL11 TUSC2 U2SURP UBE2S UCK2 
TTLL12 TUSC3 UACA UBE2T UCKLI 
TTLL13 TUSC5 UAP1 UBE2U UCMA 
TTLL2 TUTI UAP1L1 UBE2V1 UCN 
TTLL3 TVP23A UBAI UBE2V2 UCN2 
TTLL4 TVP23B UBA2 UBE2W UCN3 
TTLL5 TVP23C UBA3 UBE2Z UcP1 
TTLL6 TVP23C- UBA5 UBE3A UCP2 
TTLL7 CDRT4 UBA52 UBE3B UCP3 
TTLL8 TWF1 UBA6 UBE3C UEVLD 
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UFCI UNC13C UROS USP45 VASP 
UFDIL UNC13D USB I USP46 VATI 
UFLI UNC45A USEI USP47 VATIL 
UFMI UNC45B USFI USP48 VAVI 
UFSPI UNC50 USF2 USP49 VAV2 
UFSP2 UNC5A USHIC USP5 VAV3 
UGCG UNC5B USHIG USP50 VAXI 
UGDH UNC5C USH2A USP51 VAX2 
UGGTI UNC5CL USHBPI USP53 VBPI 
UGGT2 UNC5D USMG5 USP54 VCAMI 
UGP2 UNC79 US0l USP6 VWAN 
UGTIAI UNC80 USPI USP6NL VCL 
UGTIAIO UNC93A USPIO USP7 VCP 
UGTIA3 UNC93BI USPII USP8 VcPTPI 
UGTIA4 UNCX USP12 USP9X VCPKMT 
UGTIA5 UNG USP13 USP9Y VCX 
UGTIA6 UNK USP14 USPLI VCX2 
UGTIA7 UNKL USP15 UST VCX3A 
UGTIA8 UPBI USP16 UTFI VCX3B 
UGTIA9 UPFI USP17L24 UTP11L VCY 
UGT2AI UPF2 USP17L25 UTP14A VCYIB 
UGT2A2 UPF3A USP17L26 UTP14C VDACI 
UGT2A3 UPF3B USP17L28 UTP15 VDAC2 
UGTBIO UPKIA USP17L29 UTP18 VDAC3 
UGTB I UPKIB USP18 UTP2O VDR 
UGT2BI5 UPK2 USP19 UTP23 VEGFA 
UGT2BI7 UPK3A USP2 UTP3 VEGFB 
UGT2B28 UPK3B USP20 UTP6 VEGFC 
UGT2B4 UPK3BL USP21 UTRN VENTX 
UGT2B7 UPPI USP22 UTS2 VEPHI 
UGT3AI UPP2 USP24 UTS2B VEZFI 
UGT3A2 UPRT USP25 UTY VEZT 
UMT UQCCI USP26 UVRAG VGF 
UHNM UQCC2 USP27X UVSSA VGLLI 
UHRFI UQCRIO USP28 UXS1 VGLL2 
UHRFIBPI UQCRI I USP29 UXT VGLL3 
UHRFIBPIL UQCRB USP3 VAC14 VGLL4 
UHRF2 UQCRCI USP30 VAMPI VHL 
UIMC1 UQCRC2 USP31 VAMP2 VHLL 
ULBPI UQCRFSI USP32 VAMP3 VILI 
ULBP2 UQCRH USP33 VAMP4 VILL 
ULBP3 UQCRHL USP34 VAMP5 vim 
ULKI UQCRQ USP35 VAMP7 VIMP 
ULK2 URAD USP36 VAMP8 VIP 
ULK3 URBI USP37 VANGLI VIPAS39 
ULK4 URB2 USP38 VANGL2 VIPRI 
UMOD URGCP USP39 VAPA VIPR2 
UMODLI URGCP- USP4 VAPB VIT 
UMPS MRPS24 USP40 VARS VKORCI 
UNC 119 URII USP41 VARS2 VKORCILI 
UNCI 19B URMI USP42 VASHI VLDLR 
UNC13A UROCI USP43 VASH2 VMA21 
UNC13B UROD USP44 VASN VMAC 
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VMO01 VSIG8 WDFY2 WDR72 WJZ 
VMPI VSNLI WDFY3 WDR73 WLS 
VNIRI VSTMI WDFY4 WDR74 WNKI 
VNIR2 VSTM2A WDHD I WDR75 WNK2 
VNIR4 VSTM2B WDPCP WDR76 WNK3 
VNIR5 VSTM2L WDRI WDR77 WNK4 
VNNI VSTM4 WDR I WDR78 WNTI 
VNN2 VSTM5 WDR12 WDR81 WNTIOA 
VOPPI VSX1 WDR13 WDR82 WNTIOB 
VPRIBP VSX2 WDR16 WDR83 WNTI I 
VPREBI VTIl WDRl'7 WDR830S WNT16 
VPREB3 VTCNI WDR18 WDR86 WNT2 
VPSII VTIlA WDRl9 WDR87 WNT2B 
VPS13A VI~IB WDR2O WDR88 WNT3 
VPS13B VIN WDR24 WDR89 WNT3A 
VPS13C VWAl WDR25 WDR9O WNT4 
VPS13D VWA2 WDR26 WDR9l WNT5A 
VPSl16 VWA3A WDR27 WDR92 WNT5B 
VPSl18 VWA3B WDR3 WDR93 WNT6 
VPS25 VWA5A WDR3l WDR96 WNT7A 
VPS26A VWA5Bl WDR33 WDSUB1 WNT7B 
VPS26B VWA5B2 WDR34 WDTCI WNT8A 
VPS28 VWA7 WDR35 WDYHVI WNT8B 
VPS29 VWA8 WDR36 WEEl WNT9A 
VPS33A VWA9 WDR37 WEE2 WNT9B 
VPS33B VWC2 WDR38 WFDCI WRAP53 
VPS35 VWC2L WDR4 WFDCIOA WRAP73 
VPS36 VWCE WDR4l WFDClOB WRB 
VPS37A VWDE WDR43 WFDCll WRN 
VPS37B VWF WDR44 WFDC12 WRNIPI 
VPS37C WAC WDR45 WFDC13 WSBl 
VPS37D WAPAL WDR45B WFDC2 WSB2 
VPS39 WARS WDR46 WFDC3 WSCD1 
VPS41 WARS2 WDR47 WFDC5 WSCD2 
VPS45 WAS WDR48 WFDC6 WTI 
VPS4A WASFI WDR49 WFDC8 WTAP 
VPS4B WASF2 WDR5 WFDC9 WTH3DI 
VPS51 WASF3 WDR52 WFIKKNI WTTP 
VPS52 WASH WDR53 WFIKKN2 WWCl 
VPS53 WASL WDR54 WFSl WWC2 
VPS54 WBPl WDR55 WHAMVM WWC3 
VPS72 WBPll WD)R59 WHISCl WWOX 
VPS8 WBP1L WD)R5B WHSClLl WWPl 
VPS9Dl WBP2 WD)R6 WIBG WWP2 
VRKl WBP2NL WD)R6O WIFI WWTR1 
VRK2 WBP4 WD)R6l WIPF1 XAB2 
VRK3 WBP5 WD)R62 WIPF2 XAFl 
VRTN WBSCRl6 WD)R63 WIPF3 XAGE1D 
VSIG1 WBSCR17 WD)R64 WIPIl XAGE2 
VSIG1O WBSCR22 WD)R65 WIP12 XAGE3 
VSIG1OL WBSCR27 WD)R66 WISPI XAGE5 
VSIG2 WBSCR28 WD)R7 WISP2 XBPl 
VSIG4 "DFYI WD)R7O WISP3 XCLl 
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XCL2 YDJC ZBP1 ZC3H14 ZDHHC5 
XCR1 YEATS2 ZBTB1 ZC3H15 ZDHHC6 
XDH YEATS4 ZBTB1O ZC3H18 ZDHHC7 
XG YES1 ZBTB11 ZC3H3 ZDHHC8 
XIAP YIF1A ZBTB12 ZC3H4 ZDHHC9 
XIRP1 YIF1B ZBTB14 ZC3H6 ZEBI 
XIRP2 YIPF1 ZBTB16 ZC3H7A ZEB2 
XK YIPF2 ZBTB17 ZC3H7B ZERI 
XKR3 YIPF3 ZBTB18 ZC3H8 ZFAND1 
XKR4 YIPF4 ZBTB2 ZC3HAV1 ZFAND2A 
XKR5 YIPF5 ZBTB20 ZC3HAV1L ZFAND2B 
XKR6 YIPF6 ZBTB21 ZC3HC1 ZFAND3 
XKR7 YIPF7 ZBTB22 ZC4H2 ZFAND4 
XKR8 YJEFN3 ZBTB24 ZCCHC1O ZFAND5 
XKR9 YKT6 ZBTB25 ZCCHC11 ZFAND6 
XKRX YLPM1 ZBTB26 ZCCHC12 ZFAT 
XKRY YME1L1 ZBTB3 ZCCHC13 ZFC3H1 
XKRY2 YOD1 ZBTB32 ZCCHC14 ZFHX2 
XPA YPEL1 ZBTB33 ZCCHC16 ZFHX3 
XPC YPEL2 ZBTB34 ZCCHC17 ZFHX4 
XPNPEP1 YPEL3 ZBTB37 ZCCHC18 ZFP1 
XPNPEP2 YPEL4 ZBTB38 ZCCHC2 ZFP14 
XPNPEP3 YPEL5 ZBTB39 ZCCHC24 ZFP2 
XPO1 YRDC ZBTB4 ZCCHC3 ZFP28 
XPO4 YTHDCl ZBTB40 ZCCHC4 ZFP3 
XPO5 YTHDC2 ZBTB41 ZCCHC5 ZFP30 
XPO6 YTHDF1 ZBTB42 ZCCHC6 ZFP36 
XPO7 YTHDF2 ZBTB43 ZCCHC7 ZFP36L1 
XPOT YTHDF3 ZBTB44 ZCCHC8 ZFP36L2 
XPR1 YWHAB ZBTB45 ZCCHC9 ZFP37 
XRCC1 YWHAE ZBTB46 ZCRB1 ZFP41 
XRCC2 YWHAG ZBTB47 ZCWPW1 ZFP42 
XRCC3 YWHAH ZBTB48 ZCWPW2 ZFP57 
XRCC4 YWHAQ ZBTB49 ZDBF2 ZFP62 
XRCC5 YWHAZ ZBTB5 ZDHHC1 ZFP64 
XRCC6 YY1 ZBTB6 ZDHHC11 ZFP69 
XRCC6BP1 YYlAP1 ZBTB7A ZDHHC11B ZFP69B 
XRN1 YY2 ZBTB7B ZDHHC12 ZFP82 
XRN2 ZACN ZBTB7C ZDHHC13 ZFP90 
XRRA1 ZADH2 ZBTB8A ZDHHC14 ZFP91 
XXYLT1 ZAK ZBTB8B ZDHHC15 ZFP92 
XYLB ZAN ZBTB8OS ZDHHC16 ZFPL1 
XYLT1 ZAP70 ZBTB9 ZDHHC17 ZFPM1 
XYLT2 ZARI ZC2HC1A ZDHHC18 ZFPM2 
YAE1D1 ZARIL ZC2HC1B ZDHHC19 ZFR 
YAF2 ZBBX ZC2HC1C ZDHHC2 ZFR2 
YAPI ZBED1 ZC3H1O ZDHHC20 ZFX 
YARS ZBED2 ZC3H11A ZDHHC21 ZFY 
YARS2 ZBED3 ZC3H12A ZDHHC22 ZFYVE1 
YBEY ZBED4 ZC3H12B ZDHHC23 ZFYVE16 
YBX1 ZBED5 ZC3H12C ZDHHC24 ZFYVE19 
YBX2 ZBED6 ZC3H12D ZDHHC3 ZFYVE20 
YBX3 ZBED6CL ZC3H13 ZDHHC4 ZFYVE21 
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ZFYVE26 ZNF107 ZNF215 ZNF286B ZNF391 
ZFYVE27 ZNF112 ZNF217 ZNF287 ZNF394 
ZFYVE28 ZNF114 ZNF219 ZNF292 ZNF395 
ZFYVE9 ZNF117 ZNF22 ZNF296 ZNF396 
ZG16 ZNF12 ZNF221 ZNF3 ZNF397 
ZG16B ZNF121 ZNF222 ZNF30 ZNF398 
ZGLP1 ZNF124 ZNF223 ZNF300 ZNF404 
ZGPAT ZNF131 ZNF224 ZNF302 ZNF407 
ZHX1 ZNF132 ZNF225 ZNF304 ZNF408 
ZHX1- ZNF133 ZNF226 ZNF311 ZNF41 
C80RF76 ZNF134 ZNF227 ZNF316 ZNF410 
ZHX2 ZNF135 ZNF229 ZNF317 ZNF414 
ZHX3 ZNF136 ZNF23 ZNF318 ZNF415 
ZICi ZNF138 ZNF230 ZNF319 ZNF416 
ZIC2 ZNF14 ZNF232 ZNF32 ZNF417 
ZIC3 ZNF140 ZNF233 ZNF320 ZNF418 
ZIC4 ZNF141 ZNF234 ZNF322 ZNF419 
ZIC5 ZNF142 ZNF235 ZNF324 ZNF420 
ZIKI ZNF143 ZNF236 ZNF324B ZNF423 
ZIM2 ZNF146 ZNF239 ZNF326 ZNF425 
ZIM3 ZNF148 ZNF24 ZNF329 ZNF426 
ZKSCAN1 ZNF154 ZNF248 ZNF330 ZNF428 
ZKSCAN2 ZNF155 ZNF25 ZNF331 ZNF429 
ZKSCAN3 ZNF157 ZNF250 ZNF333 ZNF43 
ZKSCAN4 ZNF16 ZNF251 ZNF334 ZNF430 
ZKSCAN5 ZNF160 ZNF253 ZNF335 ZNF431 
ZKSCAN7 ZNF165 ZNF254 ZNF337 ZNF432 
ZKSCAN8 ZNF169 ZNF256 ZNF33A ZNF433 
ZMAT1 ZNF17 ZNF257 ZNF33B ZNF436 
ZMAT2 ZNF174 ZNF259 ZNF34 ZNF438 
ZMAT3 ZNF175 ZNF26 ZNF341 ZNF439 
ZMAT4 ZNF177 ZNF260 ZNF343 ZNF44 
ZMAT5 ZNF18 ZNF263 ZNF345 ZNF440 
ZMIZ1 ZNF180 ZNF264 ZNF346 ZNF441 
ZMIZ2 ZNF181 ZNF266 ZNF347 ZNF442 
ZMPSTE24 ZNF182 ZNF267 ZNF35 ZNF443 
ZMYM1 ZNF184 ZNF268 ZNF350 ZNF444 
ZMYM2 ZNF185 ZNF273 ZNF354A ZNF445 
ZMYM3 ZNF189 ZNF274 ZNF354B ZNF446 
ZMYM4 ZNF19 ZNF275 ZNF354C ZNF449 
ZMYM5 ZNF195 ZNF276 ZNF358 ZNF45 
ZMYM6 ZNF197 ZNF277 ZNF362 ZNF451 
ZMYM6NB ZNF2 ZNF28 ZNF365 ZNF454 
ZMYND1O ZNF20 ZNF280A ZNF366 ZNF460 
ZMYND11 ZNF200 ZNF280B ZNF367 ZNF461 
ZMYND12 ZNF202 ZNF280C ZNF37A ZNF462 
ZMYND15 ZNF205 ZNF280D ZNF382 ZNF467 
ZMYND19 ZNF207 ZNF281 ZNF383 ZNF468 
ZMYND8 ZNF208 ZNF282 ZNF384 ZNF469 
ZNF1O ZNF211 ZNF283 ZNF385A ZNF470 
ZNF100 ZNF212 ZNF284 ZNF385B ZNF471 
ZNF101 ZNF213 ZNF285 ZNF385C ZNF473 
ZNF106 ZNF214 ZNF286A ZNF385D ZNF474 
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ZNF479 ZNF555 ZNF610 ZNF683 ZNF75D 
ZNF48 ZNF556 ZNF611 ZNF684 ZNF76 
ZNF480 ZNF557 ZNF613 ZNF687 ZNF761 
ZNF483 ZNF558 ZNF614 ZNF688 ZNF763 
ZNF484 ZNF559 ZNF615 ZNF689 ZNF764 
ZNF485 ZNF559- ZNF616 ZNF69 ZNF765 
ZNF486 ZNF177 ZNF618 ZNF691 ZNF766 
ZNF488 ZNF560 ZNF619 ZNF692 ZNF768 
ZNF490 ZNF561 ZNF620 ZNF695 ZNF77 
ZNF491 ZNF562 ZNF621 ZNF696 ZNF770 
ZNF492 ZNF563 ZNF622 ZNF697 ZNF771 
ZNF493 ZNF564 ZNF623 ZNF699 ZNF772 
ZNF496 ZNF565 ZNF624 ZNF7 ZNF773 
ZNF497 ZNF566 ZNF625 ZNF70 ZNF774 
ZNF500 ZNF567 ZNF626 ZNF700 ZNF775 
ZNF501 ZNF568 ZNF627 ZNF701 ZNF776 
ZNF502 ZNF569 ZNF628 ZNF703 ZNF777 
ZNF503 ZNF57 ZNF629 ZNF704 ZNF778 
ZNF506 ZNF570 ZNF630 ZNF705A ZNF780A 
ZNF507 ZNF571 ZNF638 ZNF705B ZNF780B 
ZNF510 ZNF572 ZNF639 ZNF705D ZNF781 
ZNF511 ZNF573 ZNF641 ZNF705E ZNF782 
ZNF512 ZNF574 ZNF644 ZNF705G ZNF783 
ZNF512B ZNF575 ZNF645 ZNF706 ZNF784 
ZNF513 ZNF576 ZNF646 ZNF707 ZNF785 
ZNF514 ZNF577 ZNF648 ZNF708 ZNF786 
ZNF516 ZNF578 ZNF649 ZNF709 ZNF787 
ZNF517 ZNF579 ZNF652 ZNF71 ZNF789 
ZNF518A ZNF580 ZNF653 ZNF710 ZNF79 
ZNF518B ZNF581 ZNF654 ZNF711 ZNF790 
ZNF519 ZNF582 ZNF655 ZNF713 ZNF791 
ZNF521 ZNF583 ZNF658 ZNF714 ZNF792 
ZNF524 ZNF584 ZNF660 ZNF716 ZNF793 
ZNF526 ZNF585A ZNF662 ZNF717 ZNF799 
ZNF527 ZNF585B ZNF664 ZNF718 ZNF8 
ZNF528 ZNF586 ZNF664- ZNF720 ZNF80 
ZNF529 ZNF587 FAM1OA ZNF721 ZNF800 
ZNF530 ZNF587B ZNF665 ZNF726 ZNF804A 
ZNF532 ZNF589 ZNF667 ZNF727 ZNF804B 
ZNF534 ZNF592 ZNF668 ZNF728 ZNF805 
ZNF536 ZNF593 ZNF669 ZNF729 ZNF806 
ZNF540 ZNF594 ZNF670 ZNF730 ZNF808 
ZNF541 ZNF595 ZNF671 ZNF732 ZNF81 
ZNF543 ZNF596 ZNF672 ZNF735 ZNF812 
ZNF544 ZNF597 ZNF674 ZNF736 ZNF813 
ZNF546 ZNF598 ZNF675 ZNF737 ZNF814 
ZNF547 ZNF599 ZNF676 ZNF74 ZNF816 
ZNF548 ZNF600 ZNF677 ZNF740 ZNF816
ZNF549 ZNF605 ZNF678 ZNF746 ZNF321P 
ZNF550 ZNF606 ZNF679 ZNF747 ZNF821 
ZNF551 ZNF607 ZNF680 ZNF749 ZNF823 
ZNF552 ZNF608 ZNF681 ZNF750 ZNF827 
ZNF554 ZNF609 ZNF682 ZNF75A ZNF829 
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ZNF83 ZSCAN1 
ZNF830 ZSCAN1O 
ZNF831 ZSCAN12 
ZNF835 ZSCAN16 
ZNF836 ZSCAN18 
ZNF837 ZSCAN2 
ZNF839 ZSCAN20 
ZNF84 ZSCAN21 
ZNF841 ZSCAN22 
ZNF843 ZSCAN23 
ZNF844 ZSCAN25 
ZNF845 ZSCAN26 
ZNF846 ZSCAN29 
ZNF85 ZSCAN30 
ZNF850 ZSCAN31 
ZNF852 ZSCAN32 
ZNF853 ZSCAN4 
ZNF860 ZSCAN5A 
ZNF862 ZSCAN5B 
ZNF865 ZSCAN9 
ZNF878 ZSWIM1 
ZNF879 ZSWIM2 
ZNF880 ZSWIM3 
ZNF883 ZSWIM4 
ZNF888 ZSWIM5 
ZNF891 ZSWIM6 
ZNF90 ZSWIM7 
ZNF91 ZSWIM8 
ZNF92 ZUFSP 
ZNF93 ZW10 
ZNF98 ZWILCH 
ZNF99 ZWINT 
ZNFX1 ZXDA 
ZNHIT1 ZXDB 
ZNHIT2 ZXDC 
ZNHIT3 ZYG1IA 
ZNHIT6 ZYGI1B 
ZNRD1 ZYX 
ZNRF1 ZZEF1 
ZNRF2 ZZZ3 
ZNRF3 
ZNRF4 
ZP1 
ZP2 
ZP3 
ZP4 
ZPBP 
ZPBP2 
ZPLD1 
ZRANB1 
ZRANB2 
ZRANB3 
ZRSR2 
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Attorney Docket No.: 123138-5001-WO 

CONCLUSION 

[00407] The methods described herein provide improved cancer classification for patients.  

With improved accuracy and higher resolution over previous methods, the predictive algorithms 

provided herein can be used to resolve the diagnoses of tumors of unknown origin. With such 

increased resolution in the classification outputs, additional patients will receive more accurate 

diagnoses and more informed treatments.  

REFERENCES CITED AND ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS 

[00408] All references cited herein are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety 

and for all purposes to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent or patent 

application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference in its 

entirety for all purposes.  

[00409] The present invention can be implemented as a computer program product that 

comprises a computer program mechanism embedded in a non-transitory computer readable 

storage medium. For instance, the computer program product could contain the program modules 

shown in Figure 1, and/or as described in Figures 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, and 3B. These program 

modules can be stored on a CD-ROM, DVD, magnetic disk storage product, USB key, or any 

other non-transitory computer readable data or program storage product.  

[00410] Many modifications and variations of this invention can be made without 

departing from its spirit and scope, as will be apparent to those skilled in the art. The specific 

embodiments described herein are offered by way of example only. The embodiments were 

chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its practical 

applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the invention and various 

embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. The 

invention is to be limited only by the terms of the appended claims, along with the full scope of 

equivalents to which such claims are entitled.  
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What is claimed is: 

1. A method for determining a set of cancer conditions for a subject, comprising: 

at a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model 

thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides, for each respective cancer condition in the set 

of cancer conditions, a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the respective cancer 

condition.  

2. A method for classifying a subject to a cancer condition, comprising: 

a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model 

thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides a likelihood that the subject has or does not 

have the cancer condition.  

3. A method for classifying a subject to an expected cancer condition, comprising: 
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a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject, and 

an indication of the expected cancer condition of the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features and the indication of expected 

cancer condition of the subject to a trained classification model thereby obtaining a classifier 

result of a predicted a cancer condition; and 

(D) comparing the predicted cancer condition to the expected cancer condition to provide 

a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the expected cancer condition and the predicted cancer 

condition are each independently selected from the set of non-cancer, breast cancer, colorectal 

cancer, esophageal cancer, head/neck cancer, lung cancer, a lymphoma, ovarian cancer, 

pancreatic cancer, prostate cancer, renal cancer, and uterine cancer.  

5. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein the one or more data structures further 

comprise: 

a second plurality of sequence reads, wherein the second plurality of sequence 

reads is obtained from a first plurality of DNA molecules, and 

a third plurality of sequence reads, wherein the third plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules, wherein 

the first plurality of DNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy obtained 

from the subject, and 

the second plurality of DNA molecules is from a germline sample 

obtained from the subject, or is from a population of normal controls that is free of the set of 

cancer conditions; and 
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the method further comprises determining a second set of sequence features for the 

subject from a comparison of the second plurality of sequence reads to the third plurality of 

sequence reads.  

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the applying (C) further comprises applying at least the 

first set of sequence features and the second set of sequence features to a trained classification 

model.  

7. The method of any one of claims 5-6, wherein the method further comprises: 

obtaining a pathology report for the subject, wherein the pathology report includes at 

least one of a first estimate of tumor cellularity, an indication as to whether the subject has a 

metastatic cancer or primary cancer, or a tissue site that is the origin of the somatic biopsy; and 

extracting a plurality of pathology features from the pathology report for the subject 

including the first estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy.  

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the trained classification model is selected based at least 

in part on the plurality of pathology features.  

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the applying (C) further comprises applying at least the 

plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, and the second set of sequence 

features to the trained classification model.  

10. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the set of cancer conditions consists of a 

single cancer condition.  

11. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the set of cancer conditions consists of two 

different cancer conditions.  

12. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the set of cancer conditions comprises five 

or more different cancer conditions.  

13. The method of any one of claims 1 and 4-12, wherein the set of cancer conditions 

provides a likelihood of cancer origin from each respective tissue of a plurality of tissues.  
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14. The method of any one of claims 5-12, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads, the 

second plurality of sequence reads, and the third plurality of sequence reads are generated by 

next-generation sequencing.  

15. The method of any one of claims 5-12, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads, the 

second plurality of sequence reads, and the third plurality of sequence reads are generated from 

short-read paired end next-generation sequencing.  

16. The method of any one of claims 5-12, wherein 

the second plurality of sequence reads and the third plurality of sequence reads are 

obtained by targeted panel sequencing using a plurality of probes, 

each probe in the plurality of probes uniquely targets a respective portion of a reference 

genome, and 

each sequence read in the second plurality of sequence reads and each sequence read in 

the third plurality of sequence reads corresponds to at least one probe in the plurality of probes.  

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the second plurality of sequence reads has an average 

depth of at least 50X across the plurality of probes.  

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the second plurality of sequence reads has an average 

depth of at least 400X across the plurality of probes.  

19. The method of claim 16, wherein the plurality of probes includes probes for at least three 

hundred different genes.  

20. The method of claim 16, wherein the plurality of probes includes probes for at least five 

hundred different genes.  

21. The method of claim 16, wherein the plurality of probes includes probes for at least five 

hundred different genes selected from the Targeted Gene Listing.  

22. The method of any one of claims 7-18, wherein the plurality of pathology features 

includes at least two hundred pathology features.  
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23. The method of any one of claims 5, wherein the second plurality of sequence reads and 

the third plurality of sequence reads are obtained by whole exome sequencing.  

24. The method of any one of claims 1-23, wherein 

the somatic biopsy comprises macro dissected formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) 

tissue sections, surgical biopsy, skin biopsy, punch biopsy, prostate biopsy, bone biopsy, bone 

marrow biopsy, needle biopsy, CT-guided biopsy, ultrasound-guided biopsy, fine needle 

aspiration, aspiration biopsy, fresh tissue or blood samples, and 

the germline sample comprises blood or saliva from the subject.  

25. The method of any one of claims 1-24, wherein the trained classification model 

comprises a trained classifier stream.  

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the trained classifier stream comprises a first classifier, 

a second classifier, and a third classifier, and wherein the applying (C) comprises: 

inputting all or a portion of the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence 

features, and the second set of sequence features into the first classifier to thereby obtain an 

intermediate result, 

inputting the intermediate result to the second classifier and not the third classifier when 

the intermediate result satisfies a first predetermined threshold or range, to thereby obtain the 

likelihood that the subject has or does not have a first cancer condition in the cancer condition 

set, and 

inputting the intermediate result to the third classifier and not the second classifier when 

the intermediate result fails to satisfy the first predetermined threshold or range, to thereby obtain 

the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the first cancer condition.  

27. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein the trained classifier stream comprises a first 

classifier and a second classifier, and wherein the applying (C) comprises: 

inputting all or a portion of the plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence 

features, and the second set of sequence features into the first classifier to thereby obtain an 

intermediate result, and 
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inputting the intermediate result to the second classifier when the intermediate result 

satisfies a first predetermined threshold or range, to thereby obtain the likelihood that the subject 

has or does not have a first cancer condition in the cancer condition set.  

28. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein the trained classifier stream is a decision tree.  

29. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein the trained classifier stream comprises a plurality 

of classifiers, wherein 

the plurality of classifiers includes a first subset of classifiers and a second subset of 

classifiers, 

each classifier in the second subset of classifiers takes as input at least the output of at 

least one classifier in the first subset of classifiers, 

each classifier in the first subset of classifiers takes as input all or a portion of at least the 

plurality of pathology features, the first set of sequence features, and the second set of sequence 

features, and 

an output of the second subset of classifiers collectively provides, for each respective 

cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, the likelihood that the subject has or does not 

have the respective cancer condition.  

30. The method of claim 25 or 26, wherein 

the trained classifier stream comprises a plurality of classifiers, 

a first classifier in the plurality of classifiers is used to determine the likelihood that the 

subject has or does not have a first cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions when the 

tumor cellularity satisfies a predetermined threshold, and 

a second classifier in the plurality of classifiers is used to determine the likelihood that 

the subject has or does not have the first cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions when 

the tumor cellularity fails to satisfy the predetermined threshold.  

31. The method of any one of claims 7-30, the method further comprising supplementing the 

first estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy with a second estimate of tumor 

cellularity from one or more images of the somatic biopsy.  
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32. The method of any one of claims 7-31, the method further comprising supplementing the 

first estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy with a second estimate of tumor 

cellularity from an abundance of one or more mutations in the second plurality of sequence 

reads.  

33. The method of claim 7, wherein 

the first set of sequence features comprises between 15,000 features and 22,000 features, 

the second set of sequence features comprises between 400 features and 2,000 features, 

and 

the plurality of pathology features comprises between 200 features and 500 features.  

34. The method of claim 7, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads, the second plurality 

of sequence reads, and the third plurality of sequence reads are generated from short-read next

generation sequencing with one or more spike-in controls.  

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the one or more spike-in controls calibrate variation in 

sequence reads across a population of cells.  

36. The method of claim 7, wherein the pathology report further includes one or more 

extracted image features from one or more images of the somatic biopsy from the test subject.  

37. The method of claim 36, wherein the applying (C) further comprises applying one or 

more image features extracted from one or more images of the somatic biopsy from the test 

subject.  

38. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the first set of sequence features derived 

from the first plurality of sequence reads includes one or more gene fusions, one or more copy 

number variations, one or more somatic mutations, one or more germline mutations, a tumor 

mutational burden, one or more microsatellite instability indications, an indication of pathogen 

load, an indication of immune infiltration, or an indication of tumor cellularity.  

39. The method of claim 5, wherein the second set of sequence features derived from the 

second plurality of sequence reads includes one or more gene fusions, one or more single 

nucleotide variants, one or more copy number variations, one or more somatic mutations, one or 
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more germline mutations, a tumor mutational burden, one or more microsatellite instability 

indications, an indication of pathogen load, an indication of immune infiltration, or an indication 

of tumor cellularity.  

40. The method of claim 7, wherein the plurality of pathology features includes one or more 

of IHC protein levels, age of the test subject, gender of the test subject, disease diagnosis, 

treatment category, type of treatment, or treatment outcomes.  

41. The method of any one of claims 1-40, wherein the somatic biopsy is of a breast tumor, a 

glioblastoma, a prostate tumor, a pancreatic tumor, a kidney tumor, a colorectal tumor, an 

ovarian tumor, an endometrial tumor, a breast tumor, or a combination thereof 

42. The method of any one of claims 7-41, wherein the metastatic cancer or the primary 

cancer comprises a tumor from a common primary site of origin.  

43. The method of any one of claims 7-41, wherein the metastatic cancer or the primary 

cancer comprises a tumor originating from two or more different organs.  

44. The method of any one of claims 7-41, wherein the metastatic cancer or the primary 

cancer comprises a tumor of a predetermined stage of a brain cancer, a predetermined stage of a 

glioblastoma, a predetermined stage of a prostate cancer, a predetermined stage of a pancreatic 

cancer, a predetermined stage of a kidney cancer, a predetermined stage of a colorectal cancer, a 

predetermined stage of an ovarian cancer, a predetermined stage of an endometrial cancer, or a 

predetermined stage of a breast cancer.  

45. The method of claim 1, wherein a cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions is a 

likelihood that the subject has a metastatic cancer.  

46. The method of any one of claims 1-45, wherein the applying (C) further comprises 

applying one or more epigenetic or metabolomic features of the subject obtained from the 

germline sample of the subject to the trained classification model to obtain the classifier result.  

47. The method of claim 1, wherein the trained classification model further provides one or 

more treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject 
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on the basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have each respective cancer 

condition in the set of cancer conditions.  

48. The method of claim 2, wherein the trained classification model further provides one or 

more treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject 

on the basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the cancer condition.  

49. The method of claim 3, wherein the trained classification model further provides one or 

more treatment recommendations for the subject or a medical practitioner caring for the subject 

on the basis of the likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

50. The method of any one of claims 5-49, wherein 

the determining (B) comprises aligning each respective sequence read in the first plurality 

of sequence reads to a reference genome to determine the first set of sequence features of the 

subject, and 

the determining (C) comprises aligning each respective sequence read in the second 

plurality of sequence reads and the third plurality of sequence reads to a reference genome to 

determine the second set of sequence features of the subject.  

51. The method of any one of claims 5-46, wherein the trained classifier stream includes a 

logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor model, a random forest model, or a neural network.  

52. The method of claim 51, wherein a boosting algorithm is applied to the trained classifier 

stream.  

53. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the somatic biopsy comprises one of a 

solid biopsy of the subject or a liquid biopsy of the subject.  

54. The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein determining (B) a first set of sequence 

features further comprises deconvoluting the first plurality of sequence reads by comparing the 

first plurality of sequence reads to a deconvoluted RNA expression model comprising at least 

one cluster identified as corresponding to a cancer condition.  
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55. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored thereon program code 

instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform a method for 

classifying a subject to a cancer condition, the method comprising: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model, 

thereby obtaining a classifier result, wherein the classifier result provides, for each respective 

cancer condition in a set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that the subject has or does not have 

the respective cancer condition.  

56. A computer system for determining a set of cancer conditions for a subject, the computer 

system comprising: 

at least one processor, and 

a memory storing at least one program for execution by the at least one processor, the at 

least one program comprising instructions for: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model, 

thereby obtaining a classifier result, wherein the classifier result provides, for each respective 

cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that the subject has or does not have 

the respective cancer condition.  
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57. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored thereon program code 

instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform a method for 

classifying a subject to a cancer condition, the method comprising: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model 

thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides a likelihood that the subject has or does not 

have the cancer condition.  

58. A computer system for classifying a subject to a cancer condition, the computer system 

comprising: 

at least one processor, and 

a memory storing at least one program for execution by the at least one processor, the at 

least one program comprising instructions for: 

at a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively 

comprise at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; and 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features to a trained classification model 

thereby obtaining a classifier result that provides a likelihood that the subject has or does not 

have the cancer condition.  
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59. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored thereon program code 

instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform a method for 

classifying a subject to an expected cancer condition, the method comprising: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively 

comprise at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject, and 

an indication of expected cancer condition of the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; 

(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features and the indication of expected 

cancer condition of the subject to a trained classification model thereby obtaining a classifier 

result of a predicted a cancer condition; and 

(D) comparing the predicted cancer condition to the expected cancer condition to provide 

a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

60. A computer system for classifying a subject to an expected cancer condition, the 

computer system comprising: 

at least one processor, and 

a memory storing at least one program for execution by the at least one processor, the at 

least one program comprising instructions for: 

at a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, one or more data structures that collectively comprise 

at least: 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the subject, and 

an indication of expected cancer condition of the subject; 

(B) determining from the first plurality of sequence reads a first set of sequence features 

for the subject; 
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(C) applying at least the first set of sequence features and the indication of expected 

cancer condition of the subject to a trained classification model thereby obtaining a classifier 

result of a predicted a cancer condition; and 

(D) comparing the predicted cancer condition to the expected cancer condition to provide 

a likelihood that the subject has or does not have the expected cancer condition.  

61. A method of training a classifier comprising: 

a computer system having one or more processors, and memory storing one or more 

programs for execution by the one or more processors: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects: 

for each respective cancer condition in a set of cancer conditions, an indication as 

to whether or not the respective subject has the cancer indication, 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the respective subject, and 

a pathology report for the respective subject, wherein the pathology report 

includes at least one of a first estimate of tumor cellularity, an indication as to whether 

the respective subject has a metastatic cancer or primary cancer, or a tissue site that is the 

origin of the somatic biopsy; 

(B) determining, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from the first 

plurality of sequence reads of the respective subject, a corresponding first set of sequence 

features for the respective subject; 

(C) extracting, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects, a plurality of 

pathology features from the pathology report for the respective subject including the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy and the indication of whether the respective 

subject has a metastatic cancer or a primary cancer; and 

(D) inputting at least the first set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology 

features of each respective subject in the plurality of subjects into an untrained classification 

model to thereby train the untrained classification model against the indication of whether or not 

each respective subject in the plurality of subjects has each respective cancer condition in the set 

of cancer conditions to thereby obtain a trained classification model that is configured to provide, 
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for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that a test 

subject has or does not have the respective cancer condition.  

62. The method of claim 61, wherein the method further comprises: 

obtaining, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects: 

a second plurality of sequence reads, wherein the second plurality of 

sequence reads is obtained from a first plurality of DNA molecules, and 

a third plurality of sequence reads, wherein the third plurality of sequence 

reads is obtained from a second plurality of DNA molecules, wherein 

the first plurality of DNA molecules is from a somatic biopsy 

obtained from the subject, and the second plurality of DNA molecules is from a germline sample 

obtained from the subject, or is from a population of normal controls that is free of the set of 

cancer conditions; and 

determining a second set of sequence features for the subject from a comparison 

of the second plurality of sequence reads to the third plurality of sequence reads.  

63. The method of claim 62, wherein the inputting (D) further comprises applying at least the 

first set of sequence features and the second set of sequence features to a trained classification 

model.  

64. The method of claim 61, wherein the trained classification model comprises a trained 

classifier stream.  

65. The method of claim 64, wherein the trained classifier stream comprises a logistic 

regression, hierarchical model, a deep neural network, a multi-task multi-kernel learning engine, 

or a nearest-neighbor engine.  

66. The method of claim 65, wherein a boosting algorithm is applied to the trained classifier 

stream.  

67. The method of claim 61, wherein extracting the plurality of pathology features from the 

pathology report further comprises normalizing the pathology report.  
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68. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored thereon program code 

instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform a method for 

training a classifier, the method comprising: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects: 

for each respective cancer condition in a set of cancer conditions, an indication as 

to whether or not the respective subject has the cancer indication, and 

a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the respective subject; 

(B) determining, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from the first 

plurality of sequence reads of the respective subject, a corresponding first set of sequence 

features for the respective subject; 

(C) extracting, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects, a plurality of 

pathology features from the pathology report for the respective subject including the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy and the indication of whether the respective 

subject has a metastatic cancer or a primary cancer; and 

(D) inputting at least the first set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology 

features of each respective subject in the plurality of subjects into an untrained classification 

model to thereby train the untrained classification model against the indication of whether or not 

each respective subject in the plurality of subjects has each respective cancer condition in the set 

of cancer conditions to thereby obtain a trained classification model that is configured to provide, 

for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that a test 

subject has or does not have the respective cancer condition.  

69. A computer system for training a classifier, the computer system comprising: 

at least one processor, and 

a memory storing at least one program for execution by the at least one processor, the at 

least one program comprising instructions for: 

(A) obtaining, in electronic format, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects: 

for each respective cancer condition in a set of cancer conditions, an indication as 

to whether or not the respective subject has the cancer indication, and 
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a first plurality of sequence reads, wherein the first plurality of sequence reads is 

obtained from a plurality of RNA molecules, wherein the plurality of RNA molecules is 

from a somatic biopsy obtained from the respective subject; 

(B) determining, for each respective subject in the plurality of subjects, from the first 

plurality of sequence reads of the respective subject, a corresponding first set of sequence 

features for the respective subject; 

(C) extracting, for each respective subject in a plurality of subjects, a plurality of 

pathology features from the pathology report for the respective subject including the first 

estimate of tumor cellularity of the somatic biopsy and the indication of whether the respective 

subject has a metastatic cancer or a primary cancer; and 

(D) inputting at least the first set of sequence features and the plurality of pathology 

features of each respective subject in the plurality of subjects into an untrained classification 

model to thereby train the untrained classification model against the indication of whether or not 

each respective subject in the plurality of subjects has each respective cancer condition in the set 

of cancer conditions to thereby obtain a trained classification model that is configured to provide, 

for each respective cancer condition in the set of cancer conditions, a likelihood that a test 

subject has or does not have the respective cancer condition.  

70. A method for identifying a diagnosis of a cancer condition for a somatic tumor specimen 

of a patient having unknown origins, the method comprising: 

receiving sequencing information comprising analysis of a plurality of nucleic acids 

derived from the somatic tumor specimen; 

identifying a plurality of features from the received sequencing information, wherein 

the plurality of features include RNA features, DNA features, RNA Splicing features, viral 

features, and copy number features; 

generating, from two or more classifiers, two or more predictions of cancer condition 

based at least in part on the identified plurality of features; and 

combining the two or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer condition 

for the somatic tumor specimen of the patient.  

71. The method of claim 70, wherein combining the two or more predictions further 

comprises: 
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scaling each prediction of the two or more predictions based at least in part on a 

confidence in each respective prediction; and 

generating a combined prediction based at least in part on each prediction of the two or 

more predictions.  

72. The method of claim 70, wherein the two or more classifiers are selected from a 

diagnosis classifier, a cohort classifier, or a tissue classifier.  

73. The method of claim 70, wherein the two or more predictions comprise: 

a first prediction from a diagnosis classifier on RNA features, a second prediction from a 

cohort classifier on RNA features, a third prediction from a tissue classifier on RNA features, a 

fourth prediction from a diagnosis classifier on RNA Splicing features, a fifth prediction from a 

cohort classifier on RNA Splicing features, a sixth prediction from a diagnosis classifier on CNV 

features, a seventh prediction from a cohort classifier on CNV features, an eighth prediction from 

a diagnosis classifier on DNA features, and a ninth prediction from a diagnosis classifier on viral 

features.  

74. The method of claim 70, wherein the plurality of features comprises one or more of 

GPM6A, CDX1, SOX2, NAPSA, CDX2, MUC12, SLAMF7, HNF4A, ANXA1O, TRPS1, 

GATA3, SLC34A2, NKX2-1, SLC22A31, ATP1OB, STEAP2, CLDN3, SPATA6, NRCAM, 

USHIC, SOX17, TMPRSS2, MECOM, WT1, CDHR1, HOXA13, SOX1O, SALLI, CPE, 

NPR1, CLRN3, THSD4, ARL14, SFTPB, COL17A1, KLHL14, EPS8L3, NXPE4, FOXA2, 

SYT11, SPDEF, GRHL2, GBP6, PAX8, ANO1, KRT7, HOXA9, TYR, DCT, LYPD1, MSLN, 

TP63, CDH1, ESRI, HNF1B, HOXA1O, TJP3, NRG3, TMC5, PRLR, GATA2, DCDC2, INS, 

NDUFA4L2, TBX5, ABCC3, FOLH1, HIST1H3G, S100A1, PTHLH, ACER2, RBBP8NL, 

TACSTD2, C19orf77, PTPRZl, BHLHE41, FAM155A, MYCN, DDX3Y, FMN1, HIST1H3F, 

UPK3B, TRIM29, TXNDC5, BCAM, FAM83A, TCF21, MIA, RNF220, AFAPI, KRT5, 

SOX21, KANK2, GPM6B, Clorfl16, FOXF1, MEIS1, EFHD1, and XKRX.  

75. A method for identifying a diagnosis of a cancer condition for a somatic tumor specimen 

of a subject, the method comprising: 

receiving sequencing information comprising analysis of a plurality of nucleic acids 

derived from the somatic tumor specimen; 
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identifying a plurality of features from the received sequencing information, wherein the 

plurality of features include two or more of RNA features, DNA features, RNA splicing features, 

viral features, and copy number features, wherein: 

each RNA feature is associated with a respective target region of a first reference 

genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the 

sequencing information, that map to the respective target region; 

each DNA feature is associated with a respective target region of a second reference 

genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the 

sequencing information, that map to the respective target region; 

each RNA splicing feature is associated with a respective splicing event at a 

respective target region of the first reference genome and represents a corresponding abundance 

of sequence reads, encompassed by the sequencing information, that map to the respective target 

region with the respective splicing event; 

each viral feature is associated with a respective target region of a viral reference 

genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the 

sequencing information, that map to the respective target region in the viral reference genome; 

and 

each copy number feature is associated with a target region of the second reference 

genome and represents a corresponding abundance of sequence reads, encompassed by the 

sequencing information, that map to the respective target region of the second reference genome; 

providing a first subset of features from the identified plurality of features as inputs to a 

first classifier; 

providing a second subset of features from the identified plurality of features as inputs to a 

second classifier; 

generating, from two or more classifiers, two or more predictions of cancer condition based 

at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the two or more classifiers include at 

least the first classifier and the second classifier; and 

combining, at a final classifier, the two or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen of the subject.  

76. The method of claim 75, wherein combining, at the final classifier, the two or more 

predictions further comprises: 
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scaling each prediction of the two or more predictions based at least in part on a respective 

confidence level in each respective prediction; and 

generating a combined prediction based at least in part on each scaled prediction.  

77. The method of claim 75, wherein providing the first subset of features to the first 

classifier and providing the second subset of features to the second classifier comprises 

providing both the first and second classifiers the same subset of features.  

78. The method of claim 77, wherein the same subset of features are RNA features.  

79. The method of claim 75, wherein the first classifier is a diagnosis classifier and the 

second classifier is a cohort classifier.  

80. The method of claim 75, wherein the first classifier is a diagnosis classifier and the 

second classifier is a tissue classifier.  

81. The method of claim 79, wherein providing the first subset of features to the first 

classifier and providing the second subset of features to the second classifier comprises 

providing both the first and second classifiers with RNA features.  

82. The method of claim 75, wherein providing the first subset of features to the first 

classifier and providing the second subset of features to the second classifier comprises 

providing the first classifier with RNA features and the second classifier with DNA features.  

83. The method of claim 82, further comprising: 

providing a third classifier with RNA splicing features; 

the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the three or more 

classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier; and 

the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

84. The method of claim 82, further comprising: 

providing a third classifier with viral features; 

the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer 
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condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the three or more 

classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier; and 

the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

85. The method of claim 82, further comprising: 

providing a third classifier with copy number features; 

the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the three or more 

classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier; and 

the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

86. The method of claim 75, further comprising: 

providing the first classifier with RNA features; 

providing the second classifier with copy number features; 

providing a third classifier with RNA splicing features; 

the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the three or more 

classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier; and 

the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

87. The method of claim 75, further comprising: 

providing the first classifier with RNA features, wherein the first classifier is a diagnosis 

classifier; 

providing the second classifier with RNA features, wherein the second classifier is a cohort 

classifier; 

providing a third classifier with RNA features, wherein the third classifier is a tissue 

classifier; 

the generating generates, from three or more classifiers, three or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the three or more 
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classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, and the third classifier; and 

the combining combines the three or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the 

cancer condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

88. The method of claim 87, further comprising: 

providing a fourth classifier with DNA features, wherein the fourth classifier is a diagnosis 

classifier; 

providing a fifth classifier with RNA splicing features, wherein the fifth classifier is a 

diagnosis classifier; 

providing a sixth classifier with RNA splicing features, wherein the sixth classifier is a 

cohort classifier; 

the generating generates, from six or more classifiers, six or more predictions of cancer 

condition based at least in part on the identified plurality of features, wherein the six or more 

classifiers include at least the first classifier, the second classifier, the third classifier, the fourth 

classifier, the fifth classifier, and the sixth classifier; and 

the combining combines the six or more predictions to identify the diagnosis of the cancer 

condition for the somatic tumor specimen.  

89. The method of claim 75, wherein the two or more predictions comprise: 

a first prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with RNA features, a second 

prediction from a cohort classifier provided with RNA features, a third prediction from a tissue 

classifier provided with RNA features, a fourth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided 

with RNA splicing features, a fifth prediction from a cohort classifier provided with RNA splicing 

features, a sixth prediction from a diagnosis classifier provided with CNV features, a seventh 

prediction from a cohort classifier provided with CNV features, an eighth prediction from a 

diagnosis classifier provided with DNA features, and a ninth prediction from a diagnosis classifier 

provided with viral features.  

90. The method of claim 75, wherein each feature in the plurality of features is associated 

with a respective target region, the plurality of features collectively represent a plurality of target 

regions, each region in the plurality of target regions is a gene, and the plurality of target regions 

comprises ten or more of GPM6A, CDX1, SOX2, NAPSA, CDX2, MUC12, SLAMF7, HNF4A, 
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ANXA1O, TRPS1, GATA3, SLC34A2, NKX2-1, SLC22A31, ATP1OB, STEAP2, CLDN3, 

SPATA6, NRCAM, USHIC, SOX17, TMPRSS2, MECOM, WT1, CDHR1, HOXA13, SOX1O, 

SALLI, CPE, NPR1, CLRN3, THSD4, ARL14, SFTPB, COL17A1, KLHL14, EPS8L3, 

NXPE4, FOXA2, SYT11, SPDEF, GRHL2, GBP6, PAX8, ANO1, KRT7, HOXA9, TYR, DCT, 

LYPD1, MSLN, TP63, CDH1, ESRI, HNF1B, HOXA1O, TJP3, NRG3, TMC5, PRLR, GATA2, 

DCDC2, INS, NDUFA4L2, TBX5, ABCC3, FOLH1, HIST1H3G, S100A1, PTHLH, ACER2, 

RBBP8NL, TACSTD2, Cl9orf77, PTPRZl, BHLHE41, FAM155A, MYCN, DDX3Y, FMN1, 

HIST1H3F, UPK3B, TRIM29, TXNDC5, BCAM, FAM83A, TCF21, MIA, RNF220, AFAPI, 

KRT5, SOX21, KANK2, GPM6B, Clorfl16, FOXF1, MEIS1, EFHD1, and XKRX.  

91. The method of claim 75, wherein each feature in the plurality of features is associated 

with a respective target region, the plurality of features collectively represent a plurality of target 

regions, each region in the plurality of target regions is a gene, and the plurality of target regions 

comprises ten or more of ENSG00000150625, ENSG00000113722, ENSG00000181449, 

ENSG00000131400, ENSG00000165556, ENSG00000205277, ENSG0000026751, 

ENSGOOOOO101076, ENSGOOOOO109511, ENSG00000104447, ENSG00000107485, 

ENSG0000157765, ENSG0000136352, ENSG0000259803, ENSG00000118322, 

ENSG0000157214, ENSG0000165215, ENSG0000132122, ENSG0000091129, 

ENSG0000006611, ENSG00000164736, ENSG00000184012, ENSG0000085276, 

ENSG00000184937, ENSG00000148600, ENSG00000106031, ENSG00000100146, 

ENSG00000103449, ENSG00000109472, ENSG0000169418, ENSG0000180745, 

ENSG0000187720, ENSG0000179674, ENSG0000168878, ENSG0000065618, 

ENSG0000197705, ENSG0000198758, ENSG0000137634, ENSG0000125798, 

ENSG0000132718, ENSG0000124664, ENSG0000083307, ENSG0000183347, 

ENSG0000125618, ENSG0000131620, ENSG0000135480, ENSG0000078399, 

ENSG0000077498, ENSG0000080166, ENSG0000150551, ENSG00000102854, 

ENSG0000073282, ENSG0000039068, ENSG0000091831, ENSG00000108753, 

ENSG0000253293, ENSG00000105289, ENSG0000185737, ENSG00000103534, 

ENSGOOOOO113494, ENSGOOOOO179348, ENSGOOOOO146038, ENSG0000254647, 

ENSG0000185633, ENSG0000089225, ENSG00000108846, ENSG0000086205, 

ENSG0000256018, ENSG0000160678, ENSG0000087494, ENSG0000177076, 

ENSG0000130701, ENSG0000184292, ENSG0000095932, ENSG00000106278, 
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ENSGO0000123095, ENSG00000204442, ENSGO0000134323, ENSG00000067048, 

ENSG0000248905, ENSG0000256316, ENSG0000243566, ENSG0000137699, 

ENSGO0000239264, ENSGOOOOO187244, ENSGOOOOO147689, ENSGOOOOO118526, 

ENSG00000261857, ENSG0000187147, ENSG0000196526, ENSG0000186081, 

ENSGO0000125285, ENSGO0000197256, ENSG00000046653, ENSG0000182795, 

ENSGOOOOO103241, ENSG00000143995, ENSGOOOOO115468, and ENSG00000182489.  

92. The method of claim 75, wherein the plurality of features are obtained by low pass, 

whole genome sequencing.  

93. The method of claim 75, wherein the RNA features are obtained from sequencing of 

cDNA.  

94. The method of claim 75, wherein the RNA features are associated with coding regions of 

genes.  

95. The method of claim 75, further comprising: 

receiving the final classifier diagnosis of the cancer condition for the somatic tumor 

specimen for a plurality of subjects; 

calculating an entropy score for each subject based at least in part on the respective final 

classifier diagnosis for each subject in the plurality of subjects; 

identifying an entropy threshold based at least in part on the accuracy of the entropy score 

for each subject in the plurality of subjects; and 

training the final classifier with subjects from the subjects whose entropy score satisfies 

the entropy threshold.  

96. The method of claim 95, wherein identifying an entropy threshold comprises identifying 

a percentile of the accuracy of the final classifier across the plurality of subjects.  

97. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between lung adenocarcinoma, lung squamous, oral adenocarcinoma, 

and oral adenocarcinoma.  
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98. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between general sarcomas, ependymoma, ewing sarcoma, gliosarcoma, 

leiomyosarcoma, meningioma, mesothelioma, and Rosai-Dorfman.  

99. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between a liver metastasis of pancreatic origin, upper gastrointestinal 

origin, and cholangio origin.  

100. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between a brain metastasis of glioblastoma, oligodendroglioma, 

astrocytoma, and medulloblastoma.  

101. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between non-small cell lung cancer squamous and adenocarcinoma.  

102. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between one or more sarcomas with carcinoma morphological features 

or protein expressions, and one or more carcinomas with sarcoma morphologic features or 

protein expressions.  

103. The method of claim 75, wherein the final classification diagnosis of the cancer condition 

comprises differentiating between one or more neuroendocrines, one or more carcinomas, and 

one or more sarcomas.  

104. The method of claim 75, wherein identifying the diagnosis of the cancer condition further 

comprises: 

receiving subject information comprising one or more clinical events; and 

differentiating the cancer condition between a new tumor and a recurrence of a previous 

tumor based at least in part on the one or more clinical events.  
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